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Chieago, Illinois
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An ©nl&sfged assetlag of its© National H©gr© ©ossaissioa,^

— ytho sponsored a ©enfesen©© on Hegiro xtotk, nationally for th© -

Comunist Party £CP) 9 w held on Octobor 14 ©ad iS„ 1067 9 at,

Hew ¥or& City at the Hotel Vieieyia Abbey with approsteaiely

- 70 individuals la attend©©©©.. 7b© meetlag was two days la

length. Among those present tojpqs

Proa Hew Yorhs
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The following report was given on October 14, 1907, 1

by CLAUDE LIGKTFOOT: l

He welcomed the delegates and indicated that the con- \

ference was- inspired by the article of ROSCOE PROCTOR published V

in Political Affairs, The background for the discussion is the 1

problem of -war or -peace and the growing fascist danger in the- I

United States, The unity of Negro and white is in danger unless

this crisis is changed. The report will deal with the following:

Thercharacter of the Party;

An analysis of black nationalism;

The analysis of the struggle- for Negro rights;

An estimate of past Party policies;
’

- s

The vanguard role of the Party
?

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT began by quoting PROCTOR who gave an
1 ¥ , . *

"

estimate that the situation in the ghetto will probably last
" »

for another ten years, LIGHTFOOT criticized that estimate

because it was taken out of context of the direction and the

relationship to -the rest ^of the country. LIGHTFOOT also men-

tioned that ROSCOE* PROCTOR did not speak of the direction of

Negro nationalism.- LIGHTFOOT indicated that black nationalism
^

/ *

cl® a conditioned reflex and not nothing in itself,. The report

3 ***
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-

continued to indicate that the struggle in the United States

is slowly converging on the -war policies of the administration,
*

^Heusedasexamplesofthe discontent--the crim0 statistics,..

;<v
the economic-' situation, all which, he suggested are results of

the decaying nature of capitalism, .He; also indicated that the
" r v

f

* -
;

- -

.

1

; ,

1

pro-Democratic forces have reached an -extremely high level,

but there are. conditions within it that endangers its unity,
h

HL if
The factors that; lead' to this unity are basically ideological.

'i

The problem of racism is Still a major splitting ideology. This

disunity has developed a new stage resulting from the WALLACE

movement of 1964 and the reaction to the Mississippi Freedom v
Democratlc' Party ,in: 1964 at the Democratic convention. Some of

p , r , "f

'
’

the liberal* forces that- were associated with cipll rights have
' - % * '

,

*

switched- their positions and are now either Inactive or on the

side, of the. racists. Another factor is the role of the police
*. *

n
’ *

" *

who are carrying out repressive policies against the. Negro masses.
J

t
,

* t
* ,

.

f y 1T
4*

t

The most 1

- important weakness is -the lack; of a movement: against-

1 racists in the white grass roots community.^ LIGBTFOOT-mentioned
i.". "/' '<> t . . ..

‘ - .-f .1 .
*• ? - <, \

two main issues around which racist . ideology flourishes* - One is

on economic questions—the other on housing. The growth of
1 E v *

unemployment generally in the country .presents the American

» 4



working class, black and white, with a shrinking labor market

and, . therefore, workers compete for what jobs are available.

This ideology of >racism ^becomes • a weapon^ in the hands of ;white

workers* to reduce their competition.' LIGHTFOOT referred to un-

employment figures taken from the .recently published U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor statistics. The unions themselves have been

barriers to. the growth of Negro skills. He singled out the.

Building Trade Union, as..one of the most racist. On Bousing, he

demanded: arcomprehensive program to solve the housing problems,

and what is needed is a radical shift in racist ideology..

Racism is the. major cause of black nationalism. It is- a

reaction to. the feellng-of being, rejected by white society,.

The struggle for integration did. not succeed and this placed,

before the, ghetto. a, feeling that integration, is not the

answers . He also mentioned the. psychological struggle to combat

the .inferiority feeling among the- Negro people., He indicated

that -there are three major forces in the ghetto which make up

this nationalist trends One is. the- more, recent migrants from . .

the South* who are. working* or unemployed-.and do not- have the.v

experience of the trade union movement. . The second are the

Negro, youth, both students and workers, who make up a large ISL.
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section of the ghetto unemployed, and the third, small but

important Negro business, These are, the main springboards .

for black nationalists. The current wave of nationalism does

not have the escapist .element of the GARVEY movement It is

not the Same as. the Party's past concept • of the Negro people

as. a nation. It. is not the Black Muslim position. The main

thrust, has. hot boon, against the white community in general?
£

At the same time,- it is not. seeking alliances with white

Americans, The.-main content, is of a progressive character.

They. do. not reject coalition, but they are distrustful of white

liberals, .The Party's position must be to support the progres-

sive, part of nationalism and reject the reactionary aspects.

The Black Muslim movement is reactionary, and we must reject

that . The main-wave of nationalism is .against capitalism. The

fight for -the identity and. unity of the Negro comHunity-^we

support that. , We try to develop greater class -content in the

nationalistic movement, ‘ We reject the concept of .guerrilla *

warfare in '.the ’Negro community. "That cannot .succeed because.’ - .
H

’ * ' ' *
'A "4

it does .not .have the 'support of the masses and no armed uprising

.can, succeed -unless, it is supported by tho 'people, To attempt it

•..'without,; thatj sup^rt .is. suicide,
,
KING was wrong when he. said jSL

mm 3 mm
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i .--n- that the American ruling class

that violence the only tactic that pm.

responded ,to. The Party has had experience on the °

^Andviol^^^ ?
'

- m fnr self-defense o We -do-

support the right of the Kegro people

, nn that concessions can only be v.on

not accept the proposition that con

, w of the young militants say they have

, through violence.
•

f the lack of Kegro freedom

„o chance for advancing because of the lack S

that formulation because it

under capitalism. We must reject that form

* .. cnrialism* of course*

tends- to immobilise. the- black community,

*
- i v,* that requires a struggle

is the direction of our strogg e*
/

d it is possible to change the status yon

for democracy and it is po^io*
_ ^

, -tkq mjestion is how do you change

tokenism under capitalism# __
.

»

tbe poser struck. The most impdrtant weapon is throng

electoral process, and we must fighi to enlarge^^
ti0n. «e rsist stpuggie tollter thh political power re^hi,

*’
ih the past was

? hot wrongs It was,

-

The Party policy in tne P*

.
.7AS correct for tne ier y

instances, however, inadequate*
„•2113

• *
.. for the “black belt*"

. a Us slogan to self-determination for the.

~ ‘ - ^"rhuragro^sUonvarsall®^101®1

We held* however* that thei.g «F
v dodst.lv enough into- the character-

question, but we did not probe deeply enougn .

-------
- T it

S

orb' lifer
®

istics that are new in Hegro

- 7 ~
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©

eossstaatly reviewed and new. factors added and we underestimated

soma of those factors. The transition front the South to the

* North by large numbers ofNagropoople didnot autosmticaliy .

.make proletariats out of the Negro migrants. There was: still

many hangovers of the Southern' rural background.* Our line was

sufficient to put us in a better position in relationship to

the current, nationalistic movement. There is a problem of.*-

conservatism in our ranks and the independent role of the

Party is .hot- Sufficiently*.far out. We still tend to tell the

mass movement.- We must identify with all: of the advance forces

and we must fight for the coalition of Negro' and labor. * We .

must .make a change in- our. approach to. the building .trades*- ? ' ..

Our general, task includes-*-!.. reversing the -current: trend that
>

hhs a danger of -developing into .a. race war? 2, to. reverse the
it

racist policy da- the building trade union; and 3. the organiaa-
i

*

tion of the unorganised. We must* associate ourselves- with the

_fight, for political - and-‘'economic .power:,of the Negro people, -.in

the .ghetto. We- must be in' a position to work- with the moderates

as well as* with the, militants in the -ghetto. With a unified

struggle* the Party is decisive in .fighting for black-white

unity.

^
«

Ml 3 M
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(U) Th© .discussion that followed agreed with LlGHTFOOT’s

- report, w&th^na -»Jor .controversy developing is* many* areas*.

. Ail mt TOffl-stBted was identification'with
,

TO- ™

..
.
-GWS MSJL spoke during the discussion with emphasis ~

©n the .struggle- against racism in .the white communities* This

he singled out as the major weakness « Since there was no basic

disagreement during the discussion, the reporter will not go

. into it- ;&ay further

.After the report, the discussion 'lasted 'only 'the

and t.h©n the- group broke down; into panels that were

at- the Park Sheraton Hotel. . There were six panels

dealing, with .the following topless

.. -The Negro in the Arts,

(U)

PolAtleal Action in, the '.Negro Community-,

5

The African American woman question,
I I?

-a

-Work /isath©- Fhite Community, chaired by Gib GBEEN$

Techniques and Tactics of struggle-, chaired by
ROSCOE PSOCTORj

\

Economic Problems of the Negro Community,

[

l

on Saturday evening, October 14, 1967v,

0 *9#
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. . The only

the Political Actio©

was attended % the

(U)

(U)

that this reporter could speak of was

t&® Negro Community panel. That panel1

Tmm JcTM&ffiS

wait© remade Irets New York
J

r

opened this panel indicating that there
(

was no prepared report because the person responsible for the

panel was not available. However, he felt the panel should

harediscuss the general problems of political action.

a little picture of the successful campaign in Chicago for the
„

' *
1

aidermanlc ©lection aid the formation of the independent

also indicated that

there was difficulty in developing the New Politics movement.

The discussion was general and the only significant

development was the participation of J2M JACKSON. JACKSON

indicated, in essence, that he was opposed to developing a
W

line where ^he main emphasis in the ghetto was for political

action arlu^d' New Politic®. 181® e^hasis was- on-independent' ^

b6
b7C

xo
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(U)

(U)

(U)

(U)

campaigns or any campaigns that guaranteed the expansion of

the maximum number of Begr© candidates . Be put emphasis on

the STOKES caaspaign .and .the HAVC^R campaign.

- ~| became- very upset because he had been

trying to fight for a petition on Hew Politics « *r-

The meeting did not resolve the problem, but it was

agreed that it should be brought bach to tbe main body.'^-

Addttion&X questions were raised in the panel on

.the possibility of putting a presidential ticket from the Party

as a write-in in 1968* but this was also suggested that it be

brought back to the conference, and the meeting adjourned

(U)

(U)

The meeting reopened Sunday, October IS, 1907, back

to the Hotel Victoria Abbey with continued discussion and then

reports from the panels

The first report from the panel was by

Begro- in the'

on the

indicated that the panel itself did

not materialise the preceding: -evening because .no .one attended,.

i'

so he would give the report that he was going to give to the
!

pastel. .Be gave the report and the essence of the report was

.an, examination of, the positlcn of Begr© artists, write*® and^_

w 11 *»

b6
b7C



performers is the country. He discussed the content of their

work as being mainly is the black power stream. He gave many

examples of restrictions and discriminations but also emphasised

how these artists were now . working to improve the image of black

America* The only proposal projected was a national conference

of African American artists to take place in the future. He

received a standing ovation because of .the excellence of style

and content of hi® report,

The second report was from the Black Women °s panel

and this was given by [ Tlie content dealt with

the double discrimination against Negro women 9 the lack of

leadership to the problems, of Negro women „ the weaknesses in

the Party in understanding the necessity for the organization

of Negro women
ff
and a series of other examples and problems

facing, the Negro women 0® movement,

The next was a report on the work in the white com-

nsraity by
| |

indicated that his. panel

discussed the ideological, struggle. against racism 0 the struggle

that must take place in the labor movement and a series of /

other 'generalizations, dealing with the problem of white people

participating in the white communities against racism. He

- 12



(U)

©
*4

(U)

emphasised the creation of forms of struggle such as the Hew

Politics Umemmt and other such movements.

The asset report was from ROSCOE PROCTOR on the

•strategy andiechaiques of the movement PROCTOR reported

that the panel discussed the question of violence „• The panel

reaffirmed j he said, that the oppressed people have the right

to overthrow their oppressors- fey any moans 'possible. This

right is guaranteed in the declaration of Independence. However,,-

; it all depends on tis®, place and circumstances.' The- current

emphasis on violence fey sections of the black movement- is- due

to their lack of confidence that- you can win the white working

class or you can unify the black community.* Alternatives to

violence are also unclear in- their minds. The Party- must

denounce irresponsible terrorist riot1st activity* We reject

such violence and although the uprisings did dramatize the op*
* fi

pressiom of the Hegro people,- they were spontaneous$ unorganized

ana non asrec*®®. --mm- Violence as- meaningless an terms or

liberation. . The- Party supports- the -right of.- self-defense..

—

Only when the masses have decided,- through struggle, that

there are no more open channels and when the enemy refuses

to grand their demand®, will violence be the only alternative,-%

13 «



but premature vioXouc© the Pasty mist oppose. v^<-

The nesst question FACTOR discussed was reform and

revolution). -PROHOR indicated that the Party must- fight for

reform; within the £xmmork. of capitalism., The only .question

is that' how- -do wo struggle, to .guarantee that the reform is hot

viewed 'as the answer 1 to the problem. The programs that we

should <projeot must go beyond what we feel the power structure

will grant but; based' on- what the community needs. We must

-relate the- partial demands to more advanced, demands.. In order

to fulfill- of. this, the* Party must be in the ’black community

We must- fight for a unified program of black and white.- We must

fight for. & class, analysis, We mist help bring into baling left

forms in. the ghetto. We must project issues that- can bring

about -mass form, of organisation. .The tactics should include

boycotts i,. work storage 0 the commemoration of black heroes,

black^caueuscs in the labor movement and in. other organizations,

• a- .discussion bulletin from the Negro Commission, more full time

black, organizers -in
1 the. .Party.,, .perhaps .a

.
regional setup., ip. the

districts,- special- budget for Negro work and a special approach,.



(U) The next report was from the panel of Eoonosies by

I gave statistic© on the worsening ecoaoai©

conditio© in the ghetto. Bo proposed a long range strategic

program but first, the Party should reject the third world

concept and second,, reject the analysis that the binds ghettoes

are an internal colony. The immediate questions ares ,

1.. Organization of the unorganized;

. 2. Fight <?lsa Crow in the building trades; .

1

3. A shorter work week;. •
. . . i •

4. .A crash program to .combat hunger and - poverty ?

5. A new look at the HALO;

6. Attention to the youth; . .
.....

7o

'

A snore closer study of A. PBJLLXP RANDOLPH 0© freedom budge

The .nest report was on.Political -Power, led by I I

(U) .

'

- 1 1

| l .This report, indicated that the panel was .weakened by

, the fact that the person selected to lead it was, not.,available .

and 9 therefore o .there was no. formal report .presented.- .However,

- the. discussion went around, five .cur six major./questions* ... ... ... -

-1. On- the emphasis for the- Party to .support the STOKESt-MTCHER
campaigns;

2. *'.\That the Party 0® participation be in the direction of
. ‘Strengthening labor 0© role in these campaigns;

IS
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(U)

3

. 4*

Maximum emphasis on the increase. of Negro elected officials, \

that this ho the main push for the Party; 1 \

On Noe Politics, & criticism was leveled against the main
report for not including perspectives for. New Politics;
therefore^ it weakened the discussion in the panel.

.
However,

the panel feels that New Politics should be supported wher-
ever

(U)

(U) The panel also projected an examination of national Party

write-in campaign of President and Vice President* Lastly,

an examination of the proposal from the Newark block power

conference that projected a national black convention in 1868

This ended the panel reports. The conference then went

into a discussion of these reports. All of the reports were

adopted with very few amendments until ROSCOB PROCTOR proposed

that the establishment of black Party clubs be considered as -

r *

a form in the black communities, The debate was quite extensive

and lasted almost am hour which ran the conference overtime. -

The essence of the debate was the Concern that PROCTOR’S
« *

.i
.

<
, ,

proposal would formaline <?im Grow clubs. PROCTOR tried to ,

explain he was only di@cuss.lhg it as a tactic. The resolution.
, _

1

„ _ ;
* *

of the debate was the “withdrawal of the motion and the adoption

of the amendment that had been made by I I not to have '

black- clubs. The question was referred to a future Negro Com-

mission-meeting.' It got- sharp -teecause ^aS-part of ihe discussion,

PROCTOR indicated he felt that perhaps a black caucus in the

Party should also be sanctioned and this helped heat up the
V

*

debate, ^
— 16 —
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REPORT TO NATIONAL CONFERENCE C.P.U.S.A. - Oct 14-15, 1967

^ ^ By Claude Lightfoot, (j|
^ ^

Secretary of the National Committee for Negro Affairs

Subject: TO SAVE AMERICA. THESE THINGS ARE REQUIRED:

It has been historical, as well as current experience that a coalescence of

struggle of black and white at the grass roots level is the main prerequisite for

social advances in our country. Yet, at a time when the nation faces unprecedented
problems such as war and peace, the growth of a fascist danger and new economic
difficulties, to many people, black and white unity has become a dirty word. Germs
of disunity, germs of a cancerous nature, are circulating in the body of the American
people, and unless radical surgery is performed, many of the vital organs will be
lost, if not the entire body. Patent medicines no longer suffice to meet this growing
crisis

.

To help unravel the reasons for this situation, we shall discuss the character
of the present period, look into what is new in racism, define the nature of the pres-
ent wave of black nationalism, discuss methods of struggle required for today, est-

imate the Party's position on the Negro question in the last nine years. And finally,

we shall determine what the vanguard role of the Party is in the circumstances of

today.

The Negro question cannot be abstracted from the general political situation

within the country. The Proctor article estimates what the general situation in the
black community will be for the next 10 or 15 years, but in my judgment it does so
in isolation from the perspective for the country as a whole for the next 10 to 15

years. Proctor writes:

In the next decade ail indications are that black national
consciousness, black nationalism will undergo an explosive
growth within the United ‘States . Negro migration to the cities,
the Cities' growing deterioration, the failure of society, including
the trade unions, to fully integrate Negroes, the worsening econ-
omic conditions of the Negroes and their growing relation with
colored people on' a world scale will help to feed black national-
ist tendencies and growth.

Now, Proctor does not say whether this black nationalism that he speaks of
will be a form of nationalism directed against Imperialism, that is, of a positive
nature, or whether it will be of. a divisive separatist nature such as is embodied in

the policies and program of Elijah Muhammud. While he does not Indicate what
direction it will take, he presents a catalog of the conditions which will promote
this national consciousness^over the next decade. I conclude, therefore, that he
anticipates that over the next 10 or 15 years the problems of' worsening conditions
of Negroes, including the refusal of the trade unions to integrate, deterioration In

-T ... (She. cities, migration to the big cities, etc.;* will, continue to mount. Jn other words, 0
things will get worse. And if they do, the trend of"black nationalism will be toward
a more reactionary character. ^

The development of black nationalism in one direction or another is not a
.thing in itself; it is a reaction to the general political situation in the country at

large. Hence, in order not to err in our judgments about the Negro question, it is

necessary to have a clear picture of the general trends in the country.

We are at one of those great crossroads in history where mankind will either

advance toward a high plateau of social progress, eliminating all that is vile, repre-
hensible, dehumanizing and exploitative, or toward the destruction of’ man's existence
on this planet. Which way is -yet to be determined.

We Communists are not passive observers on the social scene. We are, or
aspire to be, social and political scientists. And in this connection we always seek
ways and means of channelizing events in a progressive direction. We examine things
as they are at a given moment. We seek out the obstacles which interrupt the smooth
flow of progress. We work to uncover the contradictions whose resolution will permit

a flow of developments in a given direction.
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in particular It is an outgrown of a war policy , Our government, ci

last twenty years to a program designed to save the collapsing system of colonialism

and Imperialism In general, and to promote the domination of U.S, capitalism and !

Imperialism in particular, has brought us to this situation on the home front, A lop-

sided war budget with Its huge expenditures for military hardware, with Its dollars

for the CIA to bribe and corrupt, leaves little to combat growing problems of poverty,
f

technological displacement of workers and deterioration within the ghettos and cities

to replace obsolete housing, and to create a higher quality of education, These

problems, moreover, are greatly aggravated by the new technological and scientific

advance in production,

As a consequence of this development, new relations between workers and

business, new measures .by the state for the welfare of the workers must be evolved.

The slowness of such changes Is producing great hardships and insecurity for all

strata of the American working people,
«

With the growth of struggle by various, sectors of the American people, with

the continuing expansion of objective circumstances that Induce an enlargement of

.struggles, one would expect that the pro-democratic masses would be assuming

t
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The existence^of many contradictions in the naSure of things at present

accelerates a growth of frustrations, a groping for new directional signals and,

in some instances, hopelessness and despair. We shall proceed to examine some
of these contradictions. * -

* The present moment can be characterized as one charged with greatj economic,
political and social turbulence. Unlike the decade of the fifties, the mid-point of

the 1960s is marked by ever-increasing*waves of struggle by almost all strata of the

American people. Yesterday it was mainly the Negro movement that protested injust-

ice. ’ Today the yout h, the church, labor and the intelligentsia, in varying degrees,
have taken the path of struggle. These fprces are converging on the war policies of

the Johnson Administration and are creating a deep-going crisis in foreign affairs.

The peace movement in our country is perhaps the greatest in history. Seldom has
a people challenged its government's pursuance of war with the vigor and determina-
tion now manifested by the American. people.

’

The growth of automation and cybernation places the economy in a- precarious

position and leads workers to the path of struggle to a degree not witnessed in re-

cent years. Strikes are breaking out in all directions* They involve all categories
of workers, the more affluent and the less affluent.

As we near the year's end, there have been at least ISO outbreaks of viol-

ence in more than 120 cities. . Over$270 million in property has been destroyed. It

is estimated that 118 people have been killed and nearly 4,000 injured. Roughly
4,000 have been arrested, and National Guardsmen have been called out 23 times.

This is the balance sheet, and the end is nowhere in sight. Indeed, there

are those who now see “the long hot summers'* extended into "the long cold winters."
Especially is this shown by the crime rates. These, a barometer of the sick society
and its social turbulence, have reached fantastic proportions.

»

The FBI announced on September 15 that crime in the United States had risen

17 per cent during the past year and predicted that by the year's end the increase in

all types of crime would total 62- per cent over the last six years. Vandalism is on
the increase. In 1966 the cost of vandalism in New York schools totaled $5 million.

In Washington, D.C. , window breakage and theft in schools last year cost more,

than $214,000.

* 'A

In every aspect of American life there is an unprecedented degree of dissatis-
faction,. The people are striking back. Sometimes they strike according .to plan.
Sometimes they erupt spontaneously. And sometimes they hit, out blindly. But what-
ever^the- formMthey^take , „ the se^are^all^struggle s^by_the^peopie ag.ainst a system,that

Basically, this growing strife arises from a capitalist system in decay. But

in particular it is an outgrowth of a war policy. Our government, committed for the
last twenty years to a program designed to save the collapsing system of colonialism
and imperialism in general, and to promote the domination of U.S. capitalism and

^

imperialism in particular, has brought us to this- situation on the home front. A lop-
sided war budget with its huge expenditures for military hardware, with Its dollars

for the CIA to bribe and corrupt, leaves little to combat growing problems of poverty,
technological displacement of workers and deterioration within the ghettos and cities,

to replace obsolete housing, and to create a higher quality of education. These
problems, moreover, are greatly aggravated by the new technological and scientific

advance in production

.

J

As a consequence of this development, new relations between workers and
business, new measures by the state for the welfare of the workers must be evolved.
The slowness of such changes is producing great hardships and insecurity for all

strata of the American working people.

With the growth of struggle by various sectors of the American people, with
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The seeds of current trends of disunity have been assiduously planted In the

past several years , That the enemy is working overtime Is very evident; 1

1
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We witnessed two parallel developments in 1964 which helped to heighten

tensions among the people. One was the forays of George C, Wallace, from Alabama
•

into the Northern communities, 'Now, It is clear that Wallace could not win any elec-

tion, could not win the nomination, could not make any significant campaign, The

main reason Wallace came into the North in,the 1964 elections was to make an appeal

to prejudice among white workers, and wherever he went, whether it was Gary,, Haiti*

more or other cities, this was the main pitch, And In some respects it paid off, The

large number of white workers who supported this avowed racist was cause for great

concern,

The over-all strategy called for the organization of a so-called, "white back-
f

of Goldwater, with labor, the liberal community, the middle strata, the farmers and

thelegro people uniting politically as never before, This was one prong of the effort
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Professor Seymour Melman performed a historic task when, in his work.

Our Depleted Society (Holt, New York, 1965), he laid bare alb the contradictions
within a war economy and hopefully looked to the future. He wrote:

I expect that diverse groups in American life will discover
* common ground as they each seek ways to improve their own

lot. Americans who suffer directly from the depletion process, or
whose prospects for a really better life are held up by the depleted
society - all these will be acting in parallel, even in concert, to

accelerate the reconstruction of American life.

The various components of the pro-democratic forces in the country are in

large part already in the arena of struggle. In some instances they act in a parallel
manner; in others, they tend to merge (as witness the merging of efforts by the peace
and civil rights forces). And yet, at this moment, there are growing clashes and
cleavages between forces who have so much in common*. The growing strife between*
the forces who should and must unite if "we are to overcome" is the most challenging
problem facing the people's movements. It is the most important problem before this
confer '-.ce.

What are the factors engendering disunity?

Objective circumstances increasingly are compelling all pro-democratic
masses into the arena of struggle. But consciousness of the interrelation of these
struggles, of how they impinge on each other, and of what must be done to effect
greater correlation, lags dangerously behind.

Thus, the main weaknesses lie in the realm of Ideas, concepts and ideology.
And it is in this area that a widespread counteroffensive by reactionary elements has
come into prominence.

The forms that this offensive takes are many, but the decisive weapon is still

racist ideology. But just to repeat "racism" would be meaningless. We must exam-
ine the new circumstances in which this poison is being spread. We must uncover
the new objective and subjective bases that are the springboard for its renewed growth.

Historically, racism has been the main ideological weapon which our ruling
class has used to divide the ranks of the working people. About its harmful effects,
Gus Sali wrote:

Bigotry is like a poison gas deliberately designed to
incapacitate all opposition. Like such a gas it distorts

l.AsJEiall indic’ated , in tho se circum stanees%confu s ion reign s supnsm
as Gil Green once wrote, the real enemy - big business - becomes "the enemy for-
gotten .

"

The seeds of current trends of disunity have been assiduously planted in the
past several years. That the enemy is working overtime is very evident.

We witnessed two parallel developments In 1964 which helped to heighten
tensions among the people. One was the forays of George C. Wallace from Alabama
into the Northern communities. ‘Now, it is clear that Wallace could not win any elec-
tion, could not win- the nomination, could not make any significant campaign. The
main reason Wallace came into the North in;the 1964 elections was to make an appeal
to prejudice among white workers, and wherever he went, whether it was Gary, Balti-
more or other cities, this was the main pitch. And in some respects it paid off. The
large number of white workers who supported this avowed racist was cause for great
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to use the weapon of white supremacy, of prejudice, of fear and insecurity, to mobil-
ize white workers to throw the ranks of black and,white into further disarray.

t »

* The second development in 1964 was the refusal to seat the delegation of the
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party at the Democratic National Convention. The
insistence of President Johnson, and of outstanding labor and liberal spokesmen, on
'forcing the Freedom Democratic Party to accept a compromise withrthe Dixiecrat South,
proved to be onaof the most harmful actions in recent years.

^
This laid the basis for

the serious division in the labor-liberal-Negro coalition that followed 1964„

James Forman of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee was correct
in calling it a "profile in treachery. " For a new factor had now emerged, though it

was not too easily discernible at that moment. That is, the ideological assault now
came not only from ultra-Right forces such as Wallace arid his supporters, but also,
simultaneously, from leaders of the liberal and labor coalition who moved in for the
purpose of checkmating the further acceleration of the Negro people’s movement. The
joining together of these two currents laid the seeds of accelerated tendencies of dis-
unity among the people .

V/hat is the background of these developments? Why did Walter Reuther,
Humphrey and others who had distinguished themselves as great liberals,' as friends
of the Negro people, as staunch civil rights fighters, act as they did at Atlantic City?
Comrade Henry Winston points out that their previous position was rooted in the 1954
Supreme Court decision. That decision, he says, was a class decision. U.S. imper-
ialism was prepared at that moment to make some concessions to the Negro movement
for two purposes: (1) to try to overcome the racist image the. U.S. had won for itself

as a result of oppression of the Negro people; and (2) to mobilize the Negro people’s
movement for the war effort.

Beginning at Atlantic City and afterward, however, the gears shifted and the
demands of the Negrcv people's movement went into motion for more fundamental change*
not mere palliatives and superficial reforms. Power was placed on the agenda. The
economic aspect of the question was brought to the forefront, and demands were placed
that go to the heart of reversing the war policies of U.S. imperialism, and with this,

of removing many of the domestic camouflages. This was. the hard political reality

underlying a situation which now began to work in reverse.

Consequently, if we make an assessment of racist ideology in the U.S. today,
we have to take into account the fact that there is at the present time no section of
the ruling1 class that is working for the limited goals and limited purposes of some
years ago. Today, most of the so-r-called liberal community joins with the ultra-Right

used to back civil rights efforts in the South. Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy were
compelled by an outraged nation to send troops to the South. Today, however, the
police forces in many cities allegedly ruled by liberals not only are used against the
Negro people but are in fact the main forces provoking violence and disorder. And in

every instance, beginning with the situation in New York City under the liberal Mayor
Wagner, the police force has been absolved. Furthermore, the police power of the

federal government backs up the racist attacks against Negroes and blames the victims

And President Johnson makes appeals which can only lead white people, on the citizen*

level, to take up arms against black people.

The main problem is not that the ruling circles are using racist ideology.' There
is nothing new in this. What is important is that there is an insufficient response amor,

whites, a failure to act at the grass roots level. Hence it is not enough for progres-
sives'and radicals to explain the source of racism. Most people of good will under-
stand that. What is most important is to discover how and why this poison can operate

so easily among the masses . And when this Is understood, maybe we can "overcome. "

For no matter in how racist a fashion the ruling class behaves, if there is no accept-
ance of racism among the masses, this behavior will be of little consequence.

In addition *tq^h*e betrayalf; ]
* ‘ 1 --- - . _ . ,

there is a material basis for the growth of chauvinist attitudes among workers. Racist

ideology finds a fertile ground in two significant areas of daily life, first in the job #
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problems flowing not only from a war economy but also from scientific and technor
.

logical changes/ and second in the area, of housing.

The growth of job displacement and unemployment by automation in industry
has created new problems for the American workers- "With . > clear solution in view,
the working class lives in constant fear of what tomorrow will bring. ‘Thus, the.
problem of job insecurity tend by itself to become a driving ;orce for tensions among
workers, rather than to lead them to approach it as a class problem/ *as a problem of
all workers " the more affluent, the less affluent, black and white. There are
strong tendencies among white workers to seek solution - at. the expense of their
black brothers. This adds to the problems of the black brgtner, -who is already
bearing the brunt of the problem. It takes the form of greater unemployment, under-
employment and other dehumanizing .conditions . These are ongoing problems which
daily get worse, not better. v

Indicative of this trend are the findings of a recent Labor Department survey

,

covering over twenty black ghettos. It notes the following:

16.9 per cent of those employed were working only part time,
though trying to find a full-time job. The comparable national
figure is 2.3 per cent. 21 per cent of the full-time workers earn
less than $60.00 a week, the equivalent of the $3,000 annual ‘

*

poverty line. The national figure is 15.4 per cent. 37 per cent 1

of the slum families reported annual incomes under $3,000 com-
pared with 25 per cent nationally. The average family income was
about $3, 800 compared with the national average of $6,300. . . .

47 per cent of the families reported income from unemployment
insurance, welfare and other non-employment sources

.

This survey shows why Black America is increasingly becoming alienated from White
America.

>
*

One of the problems automation poses is the necessity for workers to improve
their skills. But in this connection certain unions stand out as the main obstacles to
Negroes acquiring skill. ’Historically, the building trades unions have been one of
the main barriers. Today, no less than yesterday, these unions emerge as the great-
est scabs in the labor movement, the main source of friction between black andwhite
workers. Big business and the government utilize this situation to throw workers in-
to competition with each other, feed anti-union sentiments among black workers and
make the business community and the government appear as the , real friends of the
black workers.

For example, look at this newspaper report of a dialogue between Senator
Robert Kennedy and a building trades lender, headed: “Kennedy Declares Building
Unions Fail to Admit Negroes." Haggerty, one of the building trades leaders, re-
sponded: "We can't take aboard a boy that can't read-or a boy that's a school drop-
out." Peter T. Shulman, president cf the Plumbers’ Union, said: “We have certain
minimum requirements. " Kennedy replied: "I would think that there are more than 21
boys in all of Cincinnati who can read. "

What is the image here? That the government is on the side of the Negroes
and the trade unions are against them.

Other headlines read: "Trade Union Bias Found Unchecked. " "Apprenticeship
Plan Excludes Minority Workers. " "California Panel Finds Union Bias. " "U.S'. Warns
Union on Training Bias. Sets Compliance Deadline for 500-Apprehtice Plan. " "Union
Accused at State Hearing. " One of the most scandalous of all is the following:
"Negroes Upheld in Sheetmetal Apprentice Test. " This was a test in which, of a
total of 147 applicans , 24 were Negroes. Of these, 17 passed with the highest
grades. But the union contested the examination as net being reflective of the apti-
tudes of these-Negroes , and the court had to hand down a decision that the test was
all right and that these youngsters do have some intelligence. Again, the court
against the union. And again, it is the electrical workers’ union, the plumbers’
union and other building trades unions that are cited as the* chief culprits. And these
are only a small fraction of the newspaper headlines and articles on this problem.
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Thus, a comprehensive program of jobs for all workers with consideration to

the special problems of the black worker is the road to reducing the effect of the

pro-fascist, racist offensive. This will be dealt with in greater detail below.

* There.are also some new developments in the area of housing which require

a fresh look. The problem of housing as a generator of conflict between black and
white workers dates back to the end of World War II. Prior to the war's end, a great

deal of interracial activity had been built up on the job level in' industry. But at that

time the ghettos had not enlarged too much and there was not too much, pressure to

break out, and inasmuch as the black and white workers found so much. in common
on the job fighting the boss for better working conditions, friction was at a minimum.

In the postwar years, both the black and white workers accumulated some
small savings with which to purchase a home. Large and continuous migrations of

Negroes from; the South resulted in the already overcrowded ghettos becoming, alto-

gether unlivable, and the Negro began a struggle to break out. Those with enough
capital sought home ownership in white neighborhoods. The Supreme Court in 1949

ruled out restrictive covenants and gave legal sanction to the breaking up of the over-
crowded ghetto.

But the Negro found a "not welcome" sign as he sought refuge from slum life

in other neighborhoods. More often than not such signs took the form of mobs, or

other forms of violence. The black worker now found his white working-class brother

a part of the mobs, and this increased his distrust of all whites. Thought he, "Yes-
terday I believed that thfs man was my friend; today I find him in the camp of my
enemies.

"

After a number of skirmishes in most cities, white Americans fled to suburbia.

The ghettos were enlarged, and in most instances Negroes occupied the entire center
of the city.

Tbday the problem has bpen compounded. The migrations from the South did

not cease. They continued to the point where, in a number of cities, Negroes are in

the process of becoming the majority of the population. And now the overcrowded
conditions are forcing’some Negroes to seek a solution in suburbia. The marches
led by Dr. King in Chicago last year unleashed a fury on the part of whites not wit-

nessed in recent years. Whites who fled from the city center several years ago now
find themselves again hemmed in. Not even the suburbs give them peace from this

ongoing black invasion.

* ‘This is the process taking place on the housing front which engenders racist

onslaughts against black people anew. Behind it is an economic problem coupled
with racist ideology of long standing

.

Thus, racism is propelled forward today by black people making demands
which dig deeper and deeper into the war policy of the government, demands which
are not only anti-imperialist but are increasingly becoming anti-capitalist. It is

acclerated by many liberals joining the ultra-Right attack on the movement. Racism
is also fed by deteriorating economic conditions on the job and housing fronts and a «

failure to evolve a comprehensive program to meet these new problems. Resulting
therefrom is greater friction between black and white.

Therefore, a radical cheng e in the status of black people, a change’toward
greater security and a higher standard of living for all workers, requires a radical

j

shift from racist ideology among white workers. This is a fundamental prerequisite

I

for building a powerful coalition of black and white in the conditions of today. And
it is only through such a coalition that America is going to be saved from the catas-
trophies threatening it.

!

' Racism is also a major contributor to moods of black nationalism. The recent

.
period has also witnessed a tremendous growth in this direction.

What is the source of this trend? What is the main content? In what way
does it differ from black nationalist trends of other times? What should be the

\
attitude of Communists to this development?
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Black nationaV^m today arises in part from a fSJring of being rejected by the
white community. Historically, there have always existed two Americas, one black
and one white* At the close of World War II, as we have indicated, the main thrust
of the Negro movement in Northern areas was to break out of the ghetto* The main
trend in the’ Negro community was for full integration into every institution of Ameri-
can life* But the Negro didn't break out of the ghetto; wherr they temporarily succeed-
ed, whites fled, thus enlarging the area of ghetto life rather than eliminating it. This
experience has left the Negro bitter and ever more distrustful of whites. Forced to

live in the ghetto under conditions which are almost indescribable, the economic
conditions of the mass ofvthe Negro people continually worsened as those of other
sections of the* population, including some Negroes, got better. The contrast between
affluence for a few Negroes and poverty for the mass of black people has been a
driving force engendering even greater resentment of whites.

Thus many Negroes when they sum up the experiences of thelast two decades,
conclude that integration in the abstract will not automatically solve the problem of
being black, that even in integrated houses, schools and other institutions, the Negro
can and does remain a second-class citizen, with little or no say on decisions which
have great meaning for his life.

*

In these circumstances, most Negroes have come to conclude that the exer-
cise of“freedom requires dealing with the other side from positions of strength, rather
than depending on "good will." or "moral persuasion*"

Another factor of no small importance is the discovery by many Negroes that
' they had been brain-washed by a white-led society. They had been led to believe
that their ancestral background came from levels of social organization not much
higher than animal life. Today*, as they witness Africans playing a major role in all

the affairs of mankind, this evokes from them a feeling of great pride in their own
race, in the color of Black, and brings out a deep desire for greater identity with '

their past. Previous tendencies to try to escape the "sin" of being black are now
replaced with an emphasis on being black.

These moods are also in the background of the slogan of "black power" and
the emphasis .of control over ghetto life. Most whites do not comprehend these psych-
ological factors and feel rejected when Negroes place their emphasis in this direction.

A third factor producing’ a black nationalist path of development is the rise of
three major categories of people in the ghetto. One category consists of the more
recent waves of migrants from the South who are forced to go on relief or who find
employment of the most menial nature In the service industries, where the pay is
often less than what people receive on relief. People who fall- in this category are
called the underemployed. In most cases they are people who came from the rural
South with little of no industrial experience; and in the North they work mostly in.

unorganized shops where their contacts with unions or with whites are minimal. And
even when they are in unions, these ate mostly .unions headed by racketeers who work
withjthe .bo sges^to keep them„intheirunenviabl position._P_eop1ein this_category
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pitch has been againsfc^he power of the state — the pOT-Jce apparatus, the ruling

circles — and against business elements within the ghetto. There are few in-

stances where Negroes have ganged up and beaten whites promiscuously in their

communities, as was the case in race riots in the early 1920s. The Negro is not

seeking a confrontation along such lines today.

The following description of nationalism presented by Barbara Ward, an

internationally known political analyst, portrays the main content of this movement:

We know that the passionate desire of men to see themselves
as equal with other human beings without distinction of class*, or

rex, or race, or nationhood is,one of the driving forces of our day

and I believe it is the taproot of modem nationalism. For this

reason nationalism today comes to us in great measure in the form

of equality, the equality of nations one with each other, the equal-

ity of esteem and prestige that comes from not being run by other

nations. This is one of the great drives of our world and when we
discuss nationalism, I think it is legitimate to unite it with the

idea of equality.

Thus, at present the main content of black nationalism is of a progressive character.

It does not exclude Negro-white unity, but it demands that such unity be meaningful

and between equal partners. Roscoe Proctor was correct when he wrote:

Total integration is a recognized valid concept and is the

ultimate goal of most black power advocates. Their desire to

build black powder is a .practical recognition of a necessary pro-

cess through which a genuine integration can be achieved.
("Notes on 'Black Power 1 Concept," Political Affairs, March 1967.)

This is also what is underlined by SNCC. They do not reject the necessity

of coalition. And so, I would say that the predominant content of today's, national-

ism is not anti-white. It is distrustful of whites and has little confidence in their

* goodwill. True, whatever goodwill toward whites still exists in the black commun-
ities is evaporating very quickly, and what was the case yesterday may not be so

tomorrow. But this analysis is being made on the basis of what is presently the

case.

What should be the attitude of the CPUSA to these new nationalist currents?

First of all, we must draw a line between nationalism and nationalism. The old

folks'have a saying; "Everybody talking about heaven ain't going therel" To para-

phrase this, we may say, "Everybody talking black, everybody promoting national-

ism, don't really reflect the needs of black people.

"

Nationalism, historically appearing in many different climes, in many dif-

grferent forms, in many different forms, in many different tongues, through many dif-
^

ferent colors, assumes either a progressive path "of development, or a reactionary

one. There is no third way. $.

In present-day circumstances, we must draw a line between what is progress-

ive and what is reactionary. The brand of nationalism expressed by the Black Mus-
lim movement is basically a reactionary path. We can understand and sympathize

with the conditions which are at the root of this movement. We can hail the many
positive strengths which it generates, such as race pride and the dignity it conveys
to its members. We feel that its members can make Important contributions to the

general welfare such as the courageous opposition to the war in Vietnam by Muham-
mudAli.

But when tHe movement encourages non-participation in day-to-day struggles

for partial demands, when it calls for complete separation of the races on all levels,

when it demeans everybody with a white face, when it glorifies everybody with a

black face—then, clearly, it is out of touch with reality and leads up a blind alley.

Furthermore, wittingly or not, it helps to lay the basis for genocidal treatment of

the American Negro. For the divisions among black and white at that level can only

pave the way tor an American brand of fascism
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We entertain hopes that these trends can be overcome and that the organize

tion can take its place as a positive force for black freedom. At the same tim ,

analysis does not call for total rejection of everything the Muslims stand ^. Even

their ultimate goal, a black-led republic within continental United States,

fested by a large segment of the black community in a socialist America, would be

honored if American Communists had anything to do about it. Moreover, under such

conditions, a separate state would receive the fullest economic, political and social

cooperation, to make of it truly a free and prosperous community.

But the basic content of the main waves of nationalism, as we have shown,

is progressive and goes in the direction of a struggle against capitalism and imperial-

ism. As such, we support it and will do all within our power to help achieve the

goals the black freedom fighters place.

We especially identify with our people- in finding beauty in being black, pride

in being black, and in seeking to reclaim much of a lost culture and heritage. This

usage of the term "black" as applied to our people is a rejection of a former notion of

black as being synonymous with evil, the devil, disaster or other undesirable things.

We identify with this urge, notwithstanding that many of us will still use the words

"black," "Afro-American" or "Negro" interchangeably.

But while we generally associate ourselves with the.progressive content of

nationalism, we do not uncritically embrace every tatic or method used by people-

who can be regarded as generally progressive. There are many situations in which,

as a matter of principle, we are compelled to disagree. We reject those concepts in

our ranks which fail to identify with the new nationalist urges among the people, bu

we likewise reject those opportunist trends which embrace uncritically everything

that is advanced under a nationalist cover. This latter point is important because,

while a trend may be progressive today, it may also contain seeds which would make

it reactionary tomorrow. Failure to fight a minor disease today can open the door to

a major disease tomorrow. Thus, it is necessary to fight colds as insurance against

more serious developments.

In summary, we reject reactionary versions of black nationalism. We seek a

progressive direction. We also fight reactionary tendencies within a generally pro-

gressive trend. Finally, we seek to Infuse a greater class content into the movement

generally, for only in this way can there be a sustained progressive development to a

higher form of social organization, to a form of society that will eradicate all mani-

festations of racism, chauvinism, reactionary nationalism and provide for the full

flowering of the Brotherhood of Man. -

The struggle against nationalism of a reactionary character is a requirement

for the.building of a coalition of black and white , which is required to save America

v^frorft im^ending^Qta£i±p^^M^ -JL,- ^ ^ 1

The new stage of the freedom struggle is marked by a, growing crisis in techi^^^
niques and methods . _Tho se .which sufficed.yesterday;are..inAdeqi^t^te nieet^the^

demands posed by the black people's movements today; consequently, much confu-
sion exists as to what to do to compel substantial changes.O c

Floyd McKissick, executive directior of the Committee on Racial Equality,

calls for discarding the demonstration form of struggle. He says: "The nation does*

not respond to non-violent demonstrations. " McKissick says he knows because he *

‘

has taken part in "at least fifty of them."

Martin Luther King, after the outbreak of violence on the West Side of Chicago
last year, said that the power structure responds with concessions only to acts of

violence. And he now calls for a massive civil disobedience campaign.

Julian Bond, youthful black legislator from Georgia, has been quoted as saying

that nothing is left to the Negro but to resort to violence, although he also noted that

nothing would be achieved by violence. Some of the younger radicals around the

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, like Stokely Carmichael and Rap Brown,
appeal for guerrilla warfare within the ghettos and cities in the United States. These
young, people take notice of the growing consptracy'oa the- p^artT'Of;the goyemmen£ ,,

va

s

well-as^ultra-Right organizations ^to Scarry out a progranv ofvma ss. annihilatio.n of black,

people. In this regard, their call to arms is still of a defensive nature.
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force of arms should be supported by all in the country who stand against injustice.

However, it is one thing to defend oneself from ‘attack by all necessary means, and *

it is another to choose this way as the main method of battle. As Communists point-

ed out in various Smith Act trials, there .may well come a time when other forms of

struggle must be supplemented by armed struggle. But this should not be dealt with

as if it were a universal necessity. It is a matter of time, place and circumstances.

Before anyone begins talking about the necessity for armed guerrilla warfare

in the cities of the United States, an assessment should be made as to whether all

other forms have become obsolete and incapable of meeting the problems. If this is

found to be the case, then revolutionary forces should prepare for such struggles.

But if not , proposals for armed action can have fatal consequences. History records

many examples of successful uprisings; but it also records that premature and un-

called for actions along this line have led minority groups to slaughter and caused

movements to be set back for many years. Such an important question, therefore,

should not be dealt with off the top of one’s head.

A superficial examination of the present moment could lead to conclusions

that we have reached the point where all other methods have failed. For twelve long

years the black, community , especially in the South, has been engaged in massive

non-violent methods of struggle. The demonstrations of this period have no parallel

in American history. The demonstrators have also shown a patience that has few

parallels. Unarmed men, women and children have flung themselves before the power

structure almost as sacrificial offerings; they have been murdered, beaten, jailed

and set upon with ferocious dogs and cow prods; they have been the victims of the

most savage and inhuman terror. And now, twelve years later, the balance sheet

shows only token gains. Jim Crow and segregation are still a basic part of American

life

.

Our youth have seen their cries for relief go unheeded by the white-led power

structure .* This has impelled some of them to call for more violent methods.

Another factor which weighs heavily in the negative attitude of some freedom

fighters toward demonstrations and other milder forms of struggle is 'their discovery

that to win their full goals the social system of capitalism will have to be changed.

Some of them conclude that since capitalism is the source of the problem, then why

engage in actions that at best bring only temporary relief.

If capitalism is the source of the inferior status of black people, it would

indeed follow that only with the elimination of the system can Negroes gain equal-

igtryer~:f*ut*from*Jj]^f
conclu,siens, afe drawn .- '^*0

_
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are some^On-^^^ su^t^tjL|l^ah#T
in the Negro s status is possible in the capitalist framework, that only token gains
can be made. For example, Paul A. Baran and Paul M. Sweezy, In their book.
Monopoly Capital (Monthly Review Press, New York 1966), say the following:
"Today Negroes are on the bottom, and there is neither room above nor anyone ready
to take their place. Thus, only individuals can move up, not the group as such.
Reforms help the few, not the many.” (p.‘ 279.) o

If the Negro people's movement accepted this viewpoint, the struggle would
be set back for generations to come. To tell the Negro masses that only a few indiv-
iduals can move upward so long as capitalism exists, is to tell them to sit around
and wait until socialism comes on the agenda, or until then Just to propagandize for
socialism in the abstract.

To bring about socialism requires a process of struggle varying according to
the given conditions. Those who advocate a policy which sees no progress for the
masses under capitalism are like a farmer who expects a bumper crop although he
tilled no soil, planted no seeds and cultivated no plants.

The road to a socialist reorganization of society is no longer a matter of
,

P

r guess-work. One-third of the .world has taken the socialist path and
another sector pnvpng_ 'the ;hejvly-libera;te is he^cUng^innthat MirecUon>
’Thus, have "before ixs p/wealth of experience^ And as ,the struggle/ cfclr socialisin'**

*

goes forWard in-the* restf'of^the worldsnew expediences wiil be added?
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s rue ure. This Is more difficult, It is less dramatic than a gun battle in the street;

requires much more painstaking work, But it has been wisely said: "The race is
not always won by those who run the fastest, but by those who can endure to the end,

'

It iS'One of the ironies of our time that those same forces who have done so
much to shake up our society, who correctly placed the question of power on the
'1^-now wander afield. They proceed on,another journey at a tim'e when what <

iey urged yesterday is coming on the agenda. All over this country black people are
expressing their independence of the old-line political parties and are preparing ac-

’

;

tions whrch can propel Negroes much deeper into the political section of the power
'

*

structure $

Today, a Hatcher, a Stokes, a Willis make the race for mayor in three large

cities. They are the harbingers of future black mayors in a large number of American
cities. The Freedom Democratic Party, a creature of the young radicals, stands on
the threshold- of great electoral victories. We are about to reap, the harvest from the

voter registration drive which represented so many years of effort. And now some are
losing faith in this path of development and call for the more dramatic action—the
resort to arms,

.
'"'5, •;» rf S- V" •”T~ m-.uiesenM

circles are reading the handwriting on the wall and are taking steps to guarantee
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Within that framework, however, there are some universal truths that have
stood the test of time.

Among these is the fact that the struggle for socialism develops in the frame-
work of democratic struggles within the capitalist system. In all instances where the
socialist struggle was successful, it was preceded by a stage of struggle for radical
shifts or changes within the old society. The classical form this has taken is the
struggle for bourgeois democracy.

Today in the United States, the Negroes* struggle for equality is essentially a
democratic struggle. And in this struggle, it is possible to change his status sub-
stantially, short of socialism. Indeed, the balance sheet of struggle for the last fif-
teen years has in some areas already passed beyond tokenism.

The desegregation of public places, both in the North and the South, represents
a substantial change. With regard, to the role of Negroes in sports, too, the change
has been substantial. Negro employment in^govemment services has taken a qualita-
tive leap forward and is more than token.

It is true that in an over-all sense the Negroes* gain in the last period has
been minimal. But substantial changes have nevertheless been made. And given
increased struggle by ail segments of the American people, substantial progress in
the economic and political fields can also be made that will go beyond tokenism.

Some argue that placing the question in this way can only feed illusions in
the capitalist system. Now, it is true that the winning of reforms under capitalism
can temporarily create such illusions. But it is also .true that the ongoing struggle
for reforms can increasingly expose the limitations of the system and lead to greater
consciousness of the need to change it.

’

However much one may understand the background which drives our youth to
'guns,, sober judgment calls for presentation of an approach which can win results.
This means bringing the struggle down to its common denominator.

The main problems of the people in the ghettos revolve around income and
power. The Negro is the victim of a hierarchy of superexploitation which involves
wages, prices, rents, interest rates and other means of. extracting profits. His prob-
lem on the economic front calls for the kind of actions which can consistently narrow
downvthe-area of superexploitation

r."

; .
«... ^ .-v-,

'In the political arena, the main -problem is not how to get a response?fro^V|he^
^power-structure as it presently exists. The problem is how basically to chan§d : tfti^

structure. This is more difficult. It is less dramatic than a gun battle in the street;
it requires much more painstaking work. But it has been wisely said: "The race is
not always won by those who run the fastest, but by those who can endure to the end.

It is one of the ironies ofour time that ‘those same forces who have done somuch to shake up our society, who correctly placed the question of power on the
agenda, now wander afield. They proceed on another journey at a time when what
they urged yesterday is coming on the agenda. All over this country black people are
expressing their independence of the old-line political parties and are preparing ac-
tions which can propel Negroes much deeper into the political section of the power
structure

.

Today, a Hatcher, a Stokes, a Willis make the race for mayor in three large
cities. They are the harbingers of future black mayors in a large number of American
cities. The Freedom Democratic Party, a creature of the. -young radicals, stands on
the threshold of great electoral victories. We are about to reap the harvest from the
voter registration drive which represented so many years of effort. And now some are
losing faith in this path of development and call for the more dramatic action :—the
resort to arms

.
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©i^P^ipn^ofNegroes toAmayoraltieshanct cither^Highroffices iwillV riSfeil:-; V-;; *
l
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full control, regardless of who gets elected, 'This is the meaning^of the support
f

^

given Stokes in Cleveland by some of the business community, as well as the

support from the top command of the Democratic Party, This is also in the back—

ground of the- support being given Hatcher in Gary by.top circles of the party, not-

withstanding the fact that local Democrats are giving support to the Republican

candidate. Dedicated freedom fighters must^hot refrain from these struggles because
of these ruling class maneuvers, however. On the contrary, the situation dictates

the need for maximum effort to get representatives who will be responsive to the

people, not to the white power structure.

Therefore , the effort at the,ballot box to alter the present relationship of

forces in the government apparatus is the main direction the struggle must take.* In

pursuance of the goal of reducing the area of superexploitation and of enhancing)

political power, a multiplicity of ‘forms and techniques of struggle will be«needed.

Some of these struggles will be non-violent; others may occasion the defens-

ive use of violence. But in any case, the main weapons that black folks cah use

include, firsts their labor power, their ability to halt production and reduce the prof-

its of the big corporations. Second, they inblude their consumer power, their ability

to disturb the profits of those firms which practice discrimination; .And finally, they

include, their political power which; if wisely used, can compel some' meaningful

changes even in the framework of the capitalist system. Socialism is the final so-

lution, but>the struggle for limited goals today will pave the way to a full .solution

tomorrow.

To build a coalition of black and white requires full utilization of all forms

of power that the people possess. It also requires avoiding escapist illusions, of

which the enemy can and,will make good use. Our nation can surmount its crises

only if ,all, the people find appropriate forms of struggle and act in concert.

Illumination of bur task requires a review of our work in the last ten years.

Of course, such a review must of necessity be limited, especially when we have
before us so many pressing current problems.

There are some among us who say that, we have had a wrong line for the last

ten years . I wish to challenge this appraisal as not being in accord with the facts

.

That there were certain inadequacies in our line Is very evident; there are many things *

that we did not foresee. But any appraisal must be made against a backdrop of what
is and is not readily observable. Otherwise, the Party line becomes a line that is

all-seeing. Such an,idea is non-Marxist. I would only say that when we are dealing

with such questions we should say that in the present circumstances the following Is

ec«a se~tomorroWv, n^a
:
jdifferent-.sef,of -circum stances„ something^else_may be the

i slogan of self-determination' for tne- hiacic'tsi

"no." We were 100 per cent correct in dropp
ving done so, we proceeded to state further t

nal question. The resolution of the 17th NatJ
CT r-

_
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_To conclude that the Negro people ir

a nation is not to say that the Negro qu€
a national question. It is indeed a nati<

is, however, a national question of wha
ing characteristics, calling for what stn

But though we retained the concept of th

failed to probe deeper and to outline in dept]

it is manifested today and as it may possibly

Some of us were involved in formulating
:o the text of the resolution. But we didn’t. d€

:hough we knew it wasn't the/same as the najt:
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is also a category of workers in between who are mainly in unions and have evolved

a certain degree of trade union and class consciousness;

Thus, it is clear that changes in the occupational status
,.
especially in the

, area of the underemployed, do not automatically lead to trade union or working-class
‘

consciousness. This, too, is part of the raw material out of which an explosive

growth of nationalism has already evolved,
,

1

* i

There was nothing in our line that would have prohibited us from understanding >

in greater depth the possibilities of a new and broader wave of black nationalism, The

!

problem, I repeat, is that general line and policy must be constantly checkedto see

what is new,
(

what is aborning, and on this basis to make the necessary adjustments

to correspond to the new realities,
,

'

\

* r

In addition to our failure to understand and anticipate the present wave of

nationalism, we have historically underestimated the role of color, of race, of oppres
1

.
sion as driving forces for Negro nationalism, We have tried to explain this trend from

1
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One source of^^akness in our Party is that wh^we adopt- a so-called general
line, it answers everything. Lines must.be constantly fed and implemented. .Notwith-
standing the formulation in the resolution characterizing the problem as national in

character^ we underestimated the .possibilities of a continued growth in this directions
We underestimated the effects of the accumulated years of material developments to-
ward' nationhood in the South, as well as the significance of some of the concepts
that we had put forward. We interpreted too mechanically the undermining of the
.nation in the Black Belt by migration into the cities and into the North. We expected
changes more in the direction of the class character of the struggle and less in the
direction of the national character.

But things did not go that way. When we say-that the majority of the Negroes
are now In the industrial proletariat, that the main center of the problem now lies not
in the peasantry-but in the proletariat, we must remember that ideological. changes
usually lag behind material changes. But we overlooked the fact that certain national
attributes that the Negro was evolving, in his Black Belt experience could spill over
when: he came North

.

We were also slow in understanding that the motive factor promoting national-
ism in the black community with these migrations was the same as that which operated
after World War I, when the rise of Garveyism took place. Then, too, the Negro fled
from the South to the North and instead of finding the "promised land," he found Jim
Crow, segregation, and conditions in the North as miserable as in the South. His
disillusionment laid the foundation for Garvey to preach "Go back to Africa. 11 As he
saw things, in the words of the. poet Ted Ward, "America is one big white fog so
thick and impenetrable that a black man can never get through it."

What took place after World War I has been repeated under new conditions in
the forties, fifties and sixties. The wave of migration of Negroes from the South to
the North has become a continuous process, especially with the growing displace-

'

ment of Negroes in agriculture.

It is interesting to see what happens to the migrants. On the South Side of
Chicago there have been no eruptions of a major character. It is on the West Side
that these have taken place.. There the population consists mainly of'Negroes recent-
ly from the South who are mainly employed not in steel, auto, farm equipment or other
mass production industries, but at the lowest rung of the economic ladder in the
service industries. They are mainly unorganized and have had no unicn experience.
They have had little or no association with whites except to see them on the job, and
then go back to the ghetto. They constitute most of the people on the relief rolls,
most of the ADC cases, etc. On the other hand. , a large segment of the South Side '

inhabitants are older residents who have been in the city 30 or 40 years, who* have
seniority in some industries, and who have accumulated.som*

> «* - *

| There seems to be an attitude that the Negroes are polarized by the existence/
ofExtreme poverty at one end and the rise of a middle class at the other. But there

"

is also a category of workers in. between who are mainly in unions and have evolved
a certain degree of trade union and class consciousness.

Thus, it is clear that changes in the occupational status, especially in the
area of the underemployed, do not automatically lead to trade union or working-class
consciousness. This, too. Is part of the raw material out of which an explosive
growth of nationalism has already evolved.

* There was nothing in our line that would have prohibited us, from understanding
in greater depth the possibilities' of a new and broader wave of black nationalism. The
problem, I repeat, is that general line and policy must be constantly checked to see
what is new, what is aborning,, and on this basis to make the necessary adjustments
to correspond to the new realities

.

In addition-to 'our failure to understand and anticipate the present wave of



In the 1930s we pioneered the path that led to a new birth of Negro and white

unity at the grass-roots level, This unity was the main force which compelled a num-

ber of concessions to the broad masses. And it was undoubtedly the main force which

at that time prevented America from goose-stepping alongside of Hitler and the Axis

powers,

*

Sinclair Drake and Horace Cayton document this contribution in their celeb'

rated work Black Metropolis., They write:

During the early thirties marchers in left wing
1

demonstrations,

.

carried placards , . .black and white unite, , , , Close interracial

cooperation became associated in the popular mind with the Reds, ,

,

Negroes and whites, , .have always cooperated, , .but usually in

white employer-Negro employee relations or as Negro leader-white

patron, These Communist slogans signified something that was.

new, , ,a small band of white men proclaiming as a goal complete

unity of Negro and white workers in a joint struggle to build a new

society, Not even the abolitionists had stood for that,
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The independent role of our Party during^these last years/also . requires «some

analysis* We came through the Smith Act trials and the McGarran Act persecutions

with some battle scars which require removal.

We lost the art of taking timely initiatives. We blurred over the possibility

for our Party to continue to play a pioneering role, an independent role. Elements of

tailism set in as we sat on the sidelines and waited for others to act. During this

period we also failed to find ways and means of developing constructive critical ap-

proaches in both the house of labor and the civil rights movement.

In regard to the latter, it was late in £he day before we saw the necessity for

a really critical approach to the leadership of the NAACP. It was only after the Asso-
ciation's 1965 convention in Denver that we began to become sharply critical of this

leadership'. We opposed A. Philip Randolph only on the issue of red-baiting; but his

actions to^keep the NALC a small apparatus that he could control went on without a

murmur from us. His tendencies to give in to George Meany without some solid com-
mitments was also a weakness that we failed to take note of.

Even in the case of Dr. Martin Luther King, who embraces a philosophy which
differs from Marxism, our, policy failed to combine endorsement of his tactical line

with criticism of his non-violent concepts. Thus, we left the field to Malcolm X
who now, in martyrdom, has become a man of great stature.

Even now there are those in our ranks who seek to imitate the; young radicals

, without any thought of their inadequacies, or of anything that we as Communists can

add. ‘

Ini the coming period our Party must find ways and means of identifyingdtself

with all advanced progressive forces, but at.the same time we must, as. a matter of .

principle > express our differences wheneverwe have them. Our criticism must be
friendly and precise, and we must avpid name-calling and pinning labelson people.

Nor should our criticism be put forward as if it were the last word on the matter—as .

if we had; just walked out of a conference with God and emerged with the finaljanswer.

All this points up the necessity for us to understand clearly what the main
needs of the people's movements are, and to determine in what way our Party can
be useful , what it can add to the work that others are not geared or ideologically

The central question on which we must focus is how to establish a lasting

and durable coalition of black and white on various levels, but particularly in the T*J»

working class. *
.

'

In the 1930s we pioneered the path that led to a new birth of Negro and white

unity at the grass-roots level. This unity was the main force which compelled a num-
ber of concessions to the broad masses. And it was undoubtedly the main force which
at that time prevented America from goose-stepping alongside of Hitler and the Axis ,

powers

.

Sinclair Drake and Horace Cayton document this contribution in their celeb-
rated work Black Metropolis

.

They write:

During the early thirties marchers in left wing demonstrations.

.

carried placards . . .black and white unite. . . . Close interracial

cooperation became associate&<in the popular mind with the Reds. *

.

Negroes and whites. • .have always cooperated. • .but usually in

r *

'X white employer-Negro employee relations or as Negro leader-white

y patron. These Communist slogans signified something that was
new. . .a small band of white men proclaiming as a goal complete
unity of Negro and white workers in a joint struggle to build a new
society. Not even the abolitionists had stood for that.



The Negro masses are restless,.
^

.
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with-their white, brothers,, theyJiayeMto had tq

remain silent about discrimination in the interest, of trade imionISdtyV For forty

years or more the ruling class has not been able to play black and white against each

other in strike struggles, But this reservoir of good will for the trade unions is dry-

ing up and unless some radical changes take place, the bosses may succeed in do-

ing what they did during and after World War I, when they brought Negroes in from

the plantations to break strikes, The large number of Negroes who are unemployed

and underemployed, as well as the thousands of displaced agricultural workers in

the South, provide fertile ground for such developments today, We are not arguing

for this line of approach, but we must face realities even though they are sometimes

distasteful,
;

Thus, one of the chief ideological weapons for bringing white skilled workers

to understand where their real interests lie, is to .make them aware of the danger
'

that the bosses may use differences' between black and white workers to destroy

unions altogether, White Americans in general and white workers in particular must

also come to understand that the growing attack against the Negro in the ghettos

should be a warning signal to them, too, The bell also tolls for them, If the govern-

ment and ultra-Right forces succeed in-creating a race war in the country the after-

math could well be a police state in which no one would have any rights, and the

AFL-CIO could be replaced by a fascist labor front

.

'
. 4

, i

We should discuss at this conference what we can do to reverse the present

) trends in the building trades unions. We should also discuss the question of how to

"
develop a drive to organize the unorganized workers In the service industries

, both

injhe.,South and in the Nortlu.lt isw,flm opinion that we can reverse spine of the

current trends toward.disuhity-lf such 'drives arP-prgdr&ed an&n'g the poorest strata

of the-workers, both black arid-white, * " i
' 1
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d»Today, almost forty years later, we must once again pioneer new fields; The strug-

gle for Negro and white unity must go forward today in new forms. Yesterday’s ap-
proach is too mild to meet theprcblems of this stormy period* The question is no
longer one of just talking about black and white unity; the problem now is how to

forge such unity on the basis of complete equality for black people. The problem now
is to help guarantee “equality of a black minority in a white-majority society; This

is the general goal to be fought for.
*

But to reach that goal a fundamental prerequisite is the demonstration in

action by white Americans of good faith toward their black brothers when they con-
verge together in a common struggle. This means that in interracial organizations in

general and in the trade union movement in particular. Communists must not and
cannot remain at peace with forces who fail to grasp this fundamental truth. This

means that our Party must gear itself to be an effective force in leveling all barriers

to an equal say by black people on all matters 'pertaining to the general welfare.

And on those problems-facing the people of the ghetto, black people and they alone

must decide whatsis to happen. Advice and counsel, yes. But the decisions must
be theirs.

This objective is very easy to put on paper, but is extremely difficult to*

realize in everyday life. There are no easy answers. All our clubs, district boards,

commissions and other Party bodies including the national committee must keep this

problem before them as a permanent feature on every agenda. If we concentrate our

attention on this we will come up -with answers as to how to do the job. We will

make mistakes along the way, but they will be the kind of mistakes which arise out

of an aggressive drive to find solutions. In a general way we know what must be
done; we know that the approach cannot rest on moral persuasion, but must be based
'mainly on self-interest. We also know that some people^cannot understand self-

interest ^until they are confronted with a crisis. If this is what,has to be, then we
should have no hesitation in creating a crisis.

Let us take the building trades unions and some other craft unions . They
are the main barriers to the upgrading of Negro workers. Here it is not just a problem

of bad union leadership.* Many of the rank and file also believe that Negroes in,ap-

prenticeship training and as journeymen will constitute a threat to their jobs. In

some circumstances, they must be shown that when they fail to fight for their black— "

The Negro masses are restless. In order to keep alive lines of coalition

with their white brothers, they have had to concede most often; they have had to

remain silent about discrimination in the interest of trade union unity. For forty

-years or more the ruling class has not been able to play black and white against each
other in strike struggles. But this reservoir of good will.fpr the trade unions is dry-

ing up and unless some radical changes take place, the bosses may succeed in do-
ing what they did during and after World War 1/ when they brought Negroes dn from

the plantations to break strikes.^ The large number of Negroes who are unemployed
and underemployed, as well as the thousands of displaced agricultural, workers in

the South, provide fertile ground for such developments today. We are not arguing

for this line of approach, but we must face realities even though they are sometimes
distasteful.

Thus, one of the^ chief Ideological weapons for bringing white skilled. workers

to understand where their real interests lie, is to make them aware of the danger

that the bosses may use differences between black and white workers to destroy

unions altogether. White Americans in general and white.workers in particular must
also come to understand that the growing attack against the Negro in the ghettos

should be a warning signal to them / too. The bell also tolls for them. If the govern-

ment and ultra-Right forces succeed in vcreating a race war in the country the after-

math could well be a police state*in which no one would have any rights, and the.

AFL-CIO could be replaced by a fascist labor front. ;
*

We should discuss at this conference what we can do to reverse the present

^trends^injthe building trades unions. We should also discuss the question of how to

vdeyete VsrOrkers|ffi?th^
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When v/e buiCjJinity between black and 'white Ufcers in the 1930s, we didn't
start with the highly-paid skilled workers in the craft unions. In most cases we had
to fight them with other unions, including some all-Negro unions. Our starting point
was the unemployed, later the independent unions and still later the birth of the CIO.
Perhaps some c£ the experience of that period could be useful in helping to chart a
course today.

In regard to the freedom movement, the chief task and vanguard role of the
Party, as expressed primarily by black Communists, must be to introduce a class
content into the present wave of black nationalism. V/e must fight against all sep-
aratist tendencies as self-defeating. We must do so while respecting the fears black
people have of being assimilated by whites. We must fight for full power in the
ghettos while struggling against tendencies to go overboard in some situations.

Lately, some discussion has developed about what strata of the Negro people
we base ourselves on. Inasmuch as ours is a working-class Party, ,our main orienta-
tion must be to work among black workers. However, concentration on the working
class does not negate working closely with other strata of the Negro people. Our
object should be to show these other strata why it is so vital for the whole movement
to have black workers involved substantially in ail struggles.

There are those in our ranks who pull in different directions with regard to the
various trends within the movement. What should be our position? First, we still

regard the Negro movement as an all^class movement. Hence we are interested at
all times in finding common denominators which can throw the weight of the whole
movement in a given direction. Occasionally an issue comes along that makes it

possible to do just that. But more often the movement is beset with sharp cleavages
and is split into 1'conservatives , " "moderates" and "young militants," and must seek
to reduce the influence of the conservative element.

We see positive strength in both the moderates and the young black militants.
Some amoiig us downgrade the young militants and gravitate more toward the middle
or moderate forces. There should, be no such gravitational pulls. Each group has its

role to play. Of these young people, no matter how much we may disagree with this
or that tactic, we can say no less than Robert Weaver, now a part of the establish-
ment and certainly no radical, said at the Urban League convention last year:

Negro youth can be and has been constructive and effective
in its protest* ... The Negro protest might well have never gotten
off the ground had it not been for them. . . . Thus, I do not ignore

' the angry words of the new militants, for their tone, their demands,
their challenge. . .their repudiation of middle class behavior are
real and basic.

Both of these currents, expressing themselves around the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee and the
Congress of Racial Equality, represent the hard core of the protest movement. Unity
among these groups on most questions is possible and necessary. Any one of them,
taken by itself, does not have the necessary striking power to isolate the conserv- 4

atives and their influence.

Of course, there are times when the action of one group inspires or prods
another into motion. And most of the time the initiative comes from the youth. This
is only natural. However, in the long run, combined efforts of all these forces are
needed to make a meaningful contribution. And if in the near future the black workers
come into sharper focus, the contributions of all will be enlarged.

There are times when we as Communists will have to take issue with one or
another action by this or that leader, this or that organization. But when we do, .we

must not underestimate the positive qualities of both the Left and center forces. In-
deed, we need a criterion to distinguish who is Left and who is center. In all of
these organizations there are people who see the necessity for a change in the system
and the trend is growing.
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The growth of this anti-capitalist sentiment is laying -the foundation for a

radical shift to the Left by all of these forces. In such circum stances> I foresee

the possibility of building our Party once again, as an influential force.

This conference should also discuss the question of why so few young mil-

itant Negroes are joining pur ranks.- We should also discuss the kind of house-

cleaning we need to do to attract and hold them •

In closing/ let me say that notwithstanding the great difficulties/ we have

a rendezvous with destiny* I am confident that we and the American people will

find the common path pointed out by Professor Melman. We will unite the pro-dem-

ocratic forces cf our country. Whites will overcome their prejudices/ not because

they love the Negro, but basically, I believe, because they love themselves.

Wherever there is a white bandit who attacks Negroes, white Communists

will jump at his throat; wherever black"people , *out of frustration or other, reasons,

follow a no-win policy, black Communists will help them find their way.

Together, black and white'XJommunists are going to make significant
^

contributions toward radical changes in our society. Eventually we' will builci

a country of freedom for all—a socialist America.

###
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)Chicago, Illinois /

• October 16, 1967 I

On October 14 and 15, 1967, the National Communist

Party (CP), USA Negro Commission sponsored a conference

captioned "A Conference on the New Stage in the Struggle for

Negro Rights." This conference was h&d in the Imperial Room

of the Hotel Victoria Abbey, 51st Street and 7th Avenue,

New York City, and was listed on the hotel bulletin board

under the name of "Social Workers Seminar."

Sessions on October 14, 1967^ ’^,

It is estimated that at the beginning of the morning

sessions on October 14, 1967, approximately 68 people were in

attendance, while later in the day HELEN WINTER was overheard

stating that 78 people were registered for the conference.

Of those recognized in attendance were the

following:

From New York:

GUS HALL
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
HY LUMER
HELEN WINTER
CARL WINTER
HENRY WINSTON
WILL WEINSTONE
GIL GREEN
JIM JACKSON
BETTY GANNETT

*

1
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TED BASSETT
JOE BRANDT
ARNOLD -JOHNSON (not present first day)

1 ( not, present first day)

From Chicago:

JACK KLING

From California:

-b6

b7C

DOROTHY HEALEY
ROSCOE PROCTOR
KENDRA ALEXANDER
BILL TAYLOR

JOHN PITTMAN

From Detroit:

TOMMY DENNIS

I I (Last Name Unknown) - white, heavyset,
middle 40s.

From Ohio:

^|(Last Name Unknown) - from Cleveland, Negro
female, very light-skinned,
5' 6", 130 lbs., approximate

- 50 years of age

.

(Last Name- Unknown) - from Cleveland, white,- la te
30s, 170 lbs., 5’9"

.
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From State of Washington:

From Oregon:

From Baltimore, Maryland:

I I

1 GEORGE MEYERS

iFrom Boston:

From Milwaukee, Wisconsin:

From Washington, D.C.:

From St. Louis, Missouri:

From Texas:

From. Philadelphia ,. Pennsylvania

:
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HENRY WINSTON called the. meeting to order and gave

a few words of welcome . WINSTON then nominated

from Chicago as chairman for the morning sessions. GUS HALL
i

was so • elected

;

seconded this motion and

I ]
of the morning sessions, then

introduced BILL TAYLOR of California, who discussed the agenda.

then introduced CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, who

made the report for- the National Board of the' CP, USA.^k

LIGHTFOOT’ s report was 54 pages long and took two

hours to deliver<^r

In his report LIGHTFOOT said that part of his report

was made up from an article which had recently appeared in

"Political Affairs," written by ROSCOE PROCTOR. He stated

that there is a question facing everyone, namely the fact that

. „ . d/.
we face -.a- war peace. Black nationalisin' is growing to the

extent that it has reached an explosive nature, for in the next

13 to 15 years things will* get worse. Black nationalism will

grow. There were 160 outbreaks in 120 cities in 1967. There is

an increase -in the crime rate in the cities and the FBI states

there is a 17 per cent increase of crime throughout the nation.

Racism has been used in this country to divide, deny, and

create prejudices. WALLACE 'came up into the North' to organize^.

be
b7C

- A
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the backlash and spread disunity among the working class.

The betrayal of the Negro people by the liberals and the

labor movement is still a major issue. The building trade

unions still discriminate and they are. the greatest scabs.

Racism in this country is the greatest builder of black

nationalism. The Negro people are trying to deal from a

position of strength. The main pitch is not against "whitey,"

but against the political structure. Unity of black and white

can be accomplished but only oh an equal base.. The position of

the CP, USA, is that we draw a line between nationalism and

black nationalism. V/hat is progressive? Y/hat is reactionary?

We reject black nationalism and prefer building a coalition of

black and white. RAP BROY/N and STOKELY CARMICHAEL are impressed

by the guerilla movement in Viet Nam but what they don’t

recognize is that the movement in Viet Nam is supported by

the people and that is not true in America. A guerilla attack

in this country would be the same as committing suicide.^

LIGHTFOOT said that those who counsel black people

to take up arms ax’e misleaders. There may come a time when

arms v/ould be necessary, but the Party will not lead the black

people to slaughter. The reforms in this country have helped

the few, but not the many. Capitalism must be eliminated for

complete. Negro freedom^^
\

‘)
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LIGHTFOOT then reviewed the CP work in the Negro

field covering the past nine years. He said that the Negro

ghetto must be destroyed, but the Negro community must remain

for Negro power in order to secure political gains. There

has been considerable growth of conservatism in the ranks of

the CP. The independent role of our Party has been weakened.
* <

We have lost the art of taking the. initiative in the civil

rights struggles and the labor movement. Some of us ax*e

imitating MALCOLM X and do not assume the responsibility
>

of communists. Negro-white unity must go forward in a new

mold. The Party must be an effective force as communists

and we must take the initiative in developing class consciousness

in the field of civil rights. By working v/ith the black working

class unity between Congress Of Racial Equality (CORE)
,
Student

Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) ,
and Southern

>

Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) must be achieved.

If we don't, thex*e will be no end. Black and white communists

must make their presence felt in every community in oux*

country. White chauvinism is still in evidence in our Party

and this must be eradicated*
In his closing remarks LIGHTFOOT stated that where

we ax'e talkingiof building the Party, projectiiig a program,

U/> J
and looking forward to a bumper crop, we have *birt only planted

a few seeds and we hardly till the soil -'iA-
U ‘

6
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After LIGIITFOOT completed his report the conference

agreed to limit each speaker in their remarks concerning
i

CLAUDE’S report to ten minutes; however, giving extended time
*!
L •

to given speakers.^

At this point HELEN „ WINTER announced that students

from the 'school which the CP is currently sponsoring are present

and should feel free to participate in the discussions.

Remarks by
| |

of PetroilQ^

(U)
stated that the first man killed in the 1967

summer riots in Detroit was a white man. White families in the

suburbs took in homeless Negro familie; The climate has

changed in the United States for Negvroes to work with white

people. One of the United Auto Worker (UAW) locals had trucks

distribute food and clothing to the needy during the time of

the riot/^

Remarks by |~
|
of Cleveland^^

(U)
]spoke of the mayoral candidate STOKES’

election -campaign and pointed out that the Party in Cle veland

had influenced the labor movement in Cleveland to endorse

STOKES.^

(U)
Prior to lunch at 1:30 p.m., and

| |
as well as a few other people made remarks.^.

•bo

b7(
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Before lunch announced that those v/ho

require housing are asked to see
I I ^

i

|
Also before lunch BILL TAYLOR, asked to make a

i

proposal that this conference go on record to write a

"Manifesto on the Negro Question" with four or five people

.designated to write the manifesto. Of the five people suggested

by TAYLOR only the names PITTMAN and were recalled.

The proposal was carried and accepted by the conference

’ It was noted that during the lunch period most of the

people left the Imperial Room to go to lunch; however, it was

observed that CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, HENRY WINSTON, HELEN WINTER,

I I. and had lunch at the table located on the

podium. During lunch HELEN Y/INTER was overheard telling
) |

that GUS HALL wants to speak to the conference group in

the afternoon but did not want to be the first speaker.)^

This lunch group was overheard discussing portions

of LIGHTFOOT' s speech and the general feeling was that it was

a good speech. ...

Afternoon Sessions, I vv
2:30 p.m., \Jrr
October 14, 1967 . Y x

At this point a school teacher from

New York, was elected chairman for the afternoon sessions

8
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' Prior to GUS HALL speaking, remarks concerning

LIGHTFOOT's speech were made by four speakers. ^.

^ I GUS HALL' .spoke about, 20 minutes and based his speech

on CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT’s report., HALL said that the Negro problems

stem from Tokenism. Y/hat are the currents in the trends?

- We must know what direction to take and what forms these

directions must take. We must also determine. our alliances

and class forces, then we must help to define these forces.

Our greatest task is to win large masses of Northern whites

to fight in the struggle for Negro freedom. We don’t have

many white experts in this field and very little literature

in this phase of our work. The v/hite working class communities

must become a part of the struggle for Negro freedom. We

must convince the peace forces that they can win if they help

win the Negro freedom and to fight for Negro freedom will not

lead to isolation as some seem to think

9
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Remarks by
of Chicago

stated that he felt the report by LIGHTFOOT

for the National Board was an accurate estimate of the

Negro question today, but he would like to speak from the

only community in the country which has had. three rumbles in one

year. He said that Maywood, Illinois, is a community of

30,000 people of whom approximately one-third are Negro-.

Time will not permit to give every detail, but he said he

would like to give the highlights of the rebellion which took

place in Maywood this year

.

dealt with the grade

school boycotts which demanded quality education, the violence

which took place 'in June, demanding more recreational he
hi

facilities for the youth, which violence resulted in the

youth smashing windows in the village. He told of the

Cook County Sheriff calling out his troops at a City Council

meeting and the rejection of the youth to the appointment
’

of a person who the youth felt was not reliable to serve as

chairman of a committee to assist the youth in their demands,

and of the youth wanting the right to so serve on the commission

instead. also spoke of the violence in the local high

school, the blockade of the black community in Maywood, and of

the violence which flared for three nights in Maywood. He

spoke of police brutality and the absence of black law enforce-

ment on the scene. He said that 166 blacks were arrested with

- 10 -10



only a few whites arrested and that high bond was required to

free the Negroes . He reported that during the height of

negotiations between the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and school administration

a white minister and he led a march demanding justice and

equality, and that thereafter an agreement was reached. In
t

connection with the high school situation he also spoke of

the call by the Human Relations Council demanding a full and

formal investigation of conditions existing in Maywood. He

also stated that where Maywood is not a deprived black ghetto

as such the events, however > demonstrate that the young people

in the black community will, no longer tolerate tokenism but

are willing to die in the streets for freedom if necessary

Remarks by I

C
Renu
ofjDetroit

b6
b7

]
stated that in Detroit a lot of young

Negroes are talking about revolution and we must show them

how to change things and who the real enemy really is^>2^

(Remarks by BILL TAYLOR
I of California

U> 3*
TAYLOR suggested that everyone here at the conference

send telegrams to President JOHNSON and the Attorney General

protesting the methods of how the trials for the. slayers cf the

three civil rights workers in Mississippi are being conducted.

He said that this is nothing but a white wash and a mockery .^2^

11
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Remarks by TOMMY DENNIS
of Detroit

DENNIS said there is a move among the Detroit

teachers, which developed during their teachers stake,

toward class consciousness, and these teachers are talking

about a revolution. These teachers are white as well as

black. We must recognize that anybody who is talking about

revolution does not mean it and a lot of them do not know

what they are talking about. There has been a black caucus

formed in the Detroit teachers union and they are taking up

other questions concerning black people.

^

DENNIS said that the working class in the Detroit

suburbs must learn to stand up to fight in what they believe

We need no conservatism in our Party and the Negroes will

not isolate themselves from the whites if the whites fight

for Negro rights.^

1 Remarks by R V
I
of Chicago —

\ ''

In her remarks immediately attacked

b6
b7C

LIGHTFOOT's report, stating that LIGHTFOOT. spoke for two

hours and never once mentioned Negro women. They are the most

oppressed people in the whole nation and not only should special

efforts be made to recruit black women but to orientate them

and give them an opportunity to build the Party. .There are ten

students attending our school (CP leadership school in New York)

four- males and six women, with only one black woman,

12
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Remarks' by

[

of California

said that she just attended a meeting of the

National CP Board in New York. She said there they gave credit

to the communists for the success and achievements at the

recent National Conference for New Politics (NCNP) convention

held in Chicago. She called for the establishment of a

Marxist school and to get Negroes to go full time to work

for the Party in the black communities. The Party should

establish regional seminars and open up some CP meetings to

the public where the CP has already tried this in Los Angeles

Jo 6

Jo7C

"ite

oi
Remarks by JIM, JACKSON
of New York “J*

*
JACKSON said that you don’t build a two-story house

by tearing down the first floor. We must remember that Marxism-

Leninism is a science and we must use it to win the victories.

The Negro question, is not only a national question but a many-

sided question.^

Remarks by HY LUMER
of New York 3*

LUMER stated that no one is saying that the working

class is being exploited in this country. We are only talking

of Negroes being exploited. The workers in the South make less

than half in wages compared to what the workers make in the North.

The run-away shops from the North can attest to this. All

workers are being exploited by. monopoly capitalism. I agree

with^LIGHTFOOT about nationalism and reactionary nationalism,

- 13 -
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(U)

(U)

(U)

(U)

We- as communists are internationalists and should fight against

racism in this country.

y
Remarks by
of Washington

, D.C.

b6
b7C

The black people believe that the main question

facing them at this point is a question of survival. Some

people are coming to socialism by, themselves and I wonder how
*

many would come if we would help them. The black people are

finding black nationalism, Maoism, and everything else active,

in the black communities, and the Party should see that they

also find communism&
jTt

I -

Remarks by CARL WINTER
of New York 3*

o

WINTER said that he just came from "The Worker"

office and we have a report that on Monday AM (October 16,

1967), Senator DIRKSEN of Illinois will introduce a bill

that would revive the Subversive Activities Control Board

(SACB) . The. number of this bill is Senate ' Bill Number 2171,

and he urged that each comrade present should wirelheir

senator to vote "no" -on this bill and demand public hearings

concerning the proposal by Senator DIRKSEN.&
> ' '

Supper Hour3*
After supper the following panels were held at

Park Sheraton Hotel, 55th and 7th Avenues, New York City

the”"\

: J
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(U)

(U)

(U)

- l) Struggle on Economic Problems - f

|
TCLast Name Unknown)

I
2) Struggle on the Political Front -

1 1

3) Work in the White Community -

GIL GREEN

1

4) Techniques and Methods of
ROSCOE PROCTOR

Struggle -I

1 5) The Neerro and Culture -
i .*

*

i

i

6) Afro-American Women -

h6
hi C

The panel entitled "Techniques and Methods of

Struggle," led by ROSCOE PROCTOR, had I I serving

as secretary. Foui' points were discussed at this panel, namely

A) What is our attitude toward organizing
around uprisings in the ghetto?

B) How do we view the struggle for peaceful
gains and revolutionary reforms?

C) How do we go about changing the direction
toward socialism?

D) What are the variety of forms which must be
used interchangeably?

ROSCOE PROCTOR stated that it is said that liberation

comes from the barrel! of a gun. There are 500 black people in

Northern California talking along these lines. They are talking

about armed guerilla warfare and terrorist action against Uncle

Toms in the ghetto, but all these ideas must be rejected.

However, in the area of self-defense we can support this idea

because it is so defined in the words of the Constitution in

regard to self-defense.
15



(U) * What is, the real purpose of violence? It stems

from the fact that violence is the only thing which the

power structure will recognize and it then causes them to

sit down and discuss the issues, Qk
i

; =TL-
Remarks by

1}
(U)

questioned those who would resort to arms

because it would bring about Ihe slaughter of thousands of

black people, and if the issue is raised of using legal

process to win gains, the NAACP has already been doing this
H

since 1909, Apparently this process is too slow and ineffective

What are the possibilities of the black community winning

gains through the electoral machinery?A
^
Remarks by TOMMY DENNIS^

DENNIS stated that every furniture store in Detroit
(U)

in one area during the riots this summer was burned including

TV shops. This is whei'e the people were highly exploited by

the shop owners and this is one way to even the score. All the

snipers caught in Detroit were- white, who went into v/hite

buildings in the Negro community shooting at the copsand

firemen. They were not Negroes

^temarRemarks by

(U)

/
'

said we must blame the violence in our cities

on the ruling class since they perpetuate a condition which

brings on violence. We continue to criticize black militants for

16
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(U)
over emphasizing violence, but we are not providing a program

for them in other directions* We should oppose all gun laws.

We want to disarm the enemy of the people, not the people.

^Remarks by KENDRA ALEXANDER^VffC

ALEXANDER said we should support the idea for black
(U)

people to arm and defend themselves because the white ppwer

structure is not protecting the black people

At this point ROSCOE PROCTOR raised the question

of public ownership of utilities in order to provide money

for education)^

(U) In the discussion the question was raised about black

co-ops in black communities, and of public ownership, also

means of production as a means of eliminating the profits and

as a means of bringing about socialism.

(U)

(U)
In this panel those recognized were:'

ROSCOE PROCTOR
I I

KENDRA ALEXANDER
1

I

b6
b7C

TOMMY DENNIS

*
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(U)

Sessions on Sunday
October 15, 1967

^ |

The conference group on this date returned to the

Victoria Abbey Hotel to continue their conference .K*

These sessions commenced at 9:30 a.m., and
|

~|

(U)

0

lof New York was elected chairman for the morning sessions.^

^

HENRY WINSTON opened thejsessions stating that on this

d^.te two years ago BOB THOMPSON had died. He pointed out that

THOMPSON was a real soldier of the working class; that he had fought

in Spain for the Spanish Republic, was wounded, and after recovering

from his wounds again returned to Spain to fight; and that upon

completion of this mission returned to the United States to

continue his struggles for socialism.

Remarks by

(U)
said that the Black Muslims are a nationalist

movement and are a negative movement, yet we support the

position* of MUHAMMAD ALI on the draft. One of our weaknesses

is the lack of a working class outlook in the ghetto.' There
“ *

should be ideological struggle taking place now. The Party

should be conducting an ideological thrust at this time in the

ghetto. What are our differences with RAP BROWN? Everyone is

talking about revolution, but what are they really talking about?)/

• r
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(U)
Y/e should develop an active core to organize the unorganized

g
f

service workers and bring them into the mainstream of the

labor movement

|
Remar!

I
from i

Remarks by JOHN PITTMAN
California. 'JX

(U)

(U)

PITTMAN said that today we stand on the brink of

greater movements toward socialism all over the world.

Remarks by KENDRA ALEXANDE^^
ALEXANDER stated that many black people claim that

they are part of the Third World which is comprised of Asia,

Africa, and South America. This is freely discussed among

black nationalists in Los Angeles. Black communists are asked

to do all kinds of work in the community which whites are not

asked to do. The black people are leaving the Party because a

lot of black people see* no need of white association.^*

{
^Remarks* by

|

q»
(U)

stated that the lack of confidence in the

black community by white people in the struggle on the part of
• •

the black people, since the main struggle is to curb the power

of monopoly in this country, is that whites should support

this concept if only for self interest

b6
h7C
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(U)

5Remarks by Ik
(U)

stated that the capitalist press and

news media gives much spacq and attention to what RAP BROWN

and STOKELY CARMICHAEL say but very little to what has been

said by the Ku Klux Klan, Birchites, and White Citizens

Councils. The Birchites are concentrating on the white

working class communities concerning the tax question.

They are preaching that taxes are bad and we should also

utilize our resources to work up issues which we think are

good and would help unite the black and v/hite communities!^

(U) At this point HENRY WINSTON spoke briefly concerning

the 50th anniversary of the Soviet Union.%
Lunch Period"!)^

(U)
After lunch the PM sessions were called to-order and

TOMMY DENNIS of Detroit was elected chairman for the afternoon

(U)

sessions

At this time then read a statement

prepared by who had laryngitis, which

statement dealt with the Negro problem in Philadelphia.'^

Reports Based on Panels Held
Saturday Evening, October 14, 1967,

Report from Panel Number 6
"Afro-American

_
Women" by

*

Jo 6

h7C

- 20
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(U)
In her report dealt mainly with the need for

participation by black women in the Party not to only do the

dirty work but to help formulate the program and line of the.

Party . She said there is a tendency in the Party to downgrade

black women and not give them the same courtesy and equality

given white women. Black women should be given credit for their

roles given in struggles taking place all around the country.

She suggested that the Party should work toward establishing

child care centers and make other arrangements in order to

give the black women more freedom, thus allowing them to

(U)

p—

I Report from Panel Number 5
1 "The Negro and Cultux’e" by
U

1u
stated that only

A

(U)

gathered for this panel, whereupon both of them decided to join

with the panel on "Afro-American Y/omen." | | stated that at

Panel Number 6 he gave his report based upon the advances made by

Negro artists, entertainers, TV and radio show figures, etc,

within the United States&

b6
b7C

Report on Panel Number 3
"Y/ork in the White Community
byl

~~

1

3%
stated that the Party should publish a

pamphlet on Racism, taxes and housing, which should be

distributed in the white communities. Y/e should work to make

- 21



(U) the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party a challenge at the

Democratic Party convention in 1968. "We should take the

lead in organizing the unorganized and by so doing help

develop black and white unity, which will also help expose

white chauvinism. The Party should organize a financial

campaign to support the RAP BROWN case and expose the real

reasons why a system like this creates a RAP BROWN,

Report on Panel Number 4
"Techniques and Mothods of Struggle
by ROSCOE PROCTOR :>

(U)

(U)

PROCTOR stated that the Party must be on the scene
A

and have a program for the struggle which takes place in the

black community. We must advocate, ownership in the black

community. Our Party must take leadership in organizing
A

black congresses in the Negro areas to unite black organizations

around..programs of action to win the rights for black people,

such as boycotts, electoral activity, education, and housing.

We also must expand on issues for national holidays, for black

heroes such as W/E.B.-DU BOIS, BEN DAVIS, and PETTIS PERRY.

The conference moved and seconded that the Party

write a Manifesto -on the Negro Question to oppose the survival

of the SACB and that the conference also direct a telegram

to the widow of BOB THOMPSON on the second anniversary of his

death.
22
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6Sidelights and Observations^C-

(U) Although WILLIAM PATTERSON was not observed at this

conference it was, however, learned that reportedly he is

ill. ;

* It was further learned during the course of the

conference that GEORGE MEYERS commented that the National CP

Trade Union Commission meeting originally scheduled for some

time in November, 1967, has been postponed until some time

in early 1968.^

GEORGE MEYERS was further overheard asking if

I of Chicago could be ready within the next few

(U)

(U)

days to travel to the Soviet Union as a delegate £>r the CP

Trade Union group from the United States, where he would

remain in the Soviet Union for three weeks. I was

overheard ' telling MEYERS that it would be impossible for him

at this time to take three weeks off from his employment, and

secondly because of the short notice given .to him. X-

It was noted that during the course of the
(U)

(U)

conference there was nothing stated concerning the possibility

of the CP again publishing a daily Party paper.

^

It is also noted that during the course of the

conference there was no direct reference made to the NCNP

convention recently held in Chicago, possibly for the reason

- 23 -
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(U)

(U)

-fflfTOfflSL
that for the CP sto carry out their commitments made at the

NCNP convention, particularly of building grass-roots

organizations in the working class communities and of

conducting independent political action, would mean for the

Party: at this time to go to work, and it appears basically

that no one in the Party at this time particularly cares to

go to work.

uring the course of various discussions and

remarks also made at the conference it was learned that

there are ten people attending the current CP leadership

school being held in New York, and that there are yet five

weeks remaining before the school terminates . It was

further learned that

|

I I and [ ] are four of the ten people currently

attending this school&
b6
b7C
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This rdocuinehC contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions -of the. RBI. The, information set forth is
based on the comments and views of local Government officials,

- police officials, leaders of various racial groups, established
sources, and public source information, and pertains to the
racial situation as of the time the comments and views'-are
expressed; the possibility that the racial situation in a
particular area may abruptly change at any time should be
taken in consideration.

All sources referred to herein have furnished
• . Tellable information in the past unless otherviise indicated;

i
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I. NAME OF- ‘COMMUNITY., .CURRENT OVER-ALL
POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE RELATIONSHIP
OF NEGRO OR OTHER PERTINENT RACIAL
MINORITY POPULATION TO OVER-ALL POPULATION

No change.
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

Xl, GENERAL RACIAL CONDITIONS ’
' ^

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

On October 26, 1967 , the Los Angeles Police. Department
(LAPD) furnished a confidential police bulletin reporting a *

new commercial product named "Burnol, " which is a, canned., gelled
fuel identical to Napalm. The product is used to assist fire
personnel in controlling fires.’ This information is set out
in the event the product falls into the hands of unauthorized
persons. A copy of the bulletin concerning this product is
attached.

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel, " Los Angeles Negro
newspaper, of October 19, 1967* page Al, was an article
reporting a cutback, in the Teen Post program- in the Los Angeles
area, to prevent the complete cancellation of other anti-poverty
programs. The Economic and Youth Opportunities Agency (EYOA)
approved a budget of only $5pQ,000 for the. Teen Posts instead
of the present budget of almost 1.6 million dollars. The EYOA
also announced the. discontinuance of several fringe programs.

r

In the. "Los Angeles Sentinel" of October 263 1967.,
page B5, was an article reporting that Dr. Wade Jackson,
chairman of the board at St. .Stephen’s United Community
Association, charged - the EYOA with discrimination. Mr. JOE
MALDONADO, local head of the. EYOA, had charged* the group in
September with a*-diserepancy'in'~f-unds, fired; the project
director, and refused to fund the Headstart program of the.

’association. Jackson indicated he; would; ask for a federal '

investigation of the charges.
*

In the Los Angeles "Herald-Dispatch," Los Angeles
Negro newspaper, of November 2 3 1967, page lj> was an article j ,

reporting approximately 300 workers for the Neighborhood- Adult
- Participation Project (NAPP,),..funded by the EYOA, faced .

dismissal on November 1’3, 19&7* Many of the workers, accdrdihg
to the article, would have to return to welfare since they are
not trained for other employment. The article was critical of
the EYOA for hiring people' for a period of two- to three years,
then letting them go without helping them find other employment

.

- 5 -
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In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of November 2, 1967 ^

page A7j was a column written by- Stanley G. Robert son,
reporting that Harry E. Dolan,, a member of the. Watts. Writers
Workshop

'
(WWW) , run by screenwriter Budd Schulberg, had been

hired by Warner Brothers to do the screenplay for a hit'
musical entitled "No Strings." The column criticized the black
nationalist attitude and those who preach separation of the
races, and pointed out that Dolan Would probably hot be a
writer today but for his contact with and training by

'

Schulberg.

Source one advised on October 24, i960 , that
Schulberg appeared to be. "very far left of center,
but appeared to be. 'bitterly anti-Communist.. r"

&

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November 3> 1967*
II-l, was an article reporting that an office for the Watts
Renewal Project had* been opened at 1516 East 103 Street,
Los Angeles. The office will, house the Community Redevelopment
Agency staff, the. Office of .Community Development, the Watts
Citizens Advisory Committee; and' Social Service Agencies.

-

The office, is to serve primarily as headquarters for the planned
redevelopment of the Watts area;

In the. "Los Angeles Sentinel" of November 9 3 1967;
page ,1, was. an article reporting that former school, teachers
Donald Daniels, age 32, aod Lee Wheeler, age 38, who had
pleaded guilty in September - to .one - count each pf statutory ,

rape involving a~ 17 year old Negro female student"^ were
sentenced on November 7* 1967; to three years probation.
Both teachers, who are Caucasian^ -resigned shortly after their
arrest in February 1967.

In the "Los Angelas Times" of November 9 > 1967; II-6,
was. an- article- reporting that- the. American -Civil- -Liberties
Union (ACLU) had proposed a series of steps to integrate
Los Angeles City schools, which would not require large
amounts of money. They proposed the following steps.:,

- 6 -
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MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

Instead of building conventional neighborhood •-

schools , the district could build "educational parks",

and .complexes. -to draw students from various racial
groups. ______

Use of the "Princeton Plan" of pairing two or
more nearby schools to serve a larger area.

Use of "magnet schools" with superior educational
programs to draw students from various areas.

The simple procedure of revising school boundaries.

The ACLU also suggested that if it was made clear
there was a district-wide program tod'erid-- discrimination , flight
to "lily-white" schools and neighborhoods would be less tempting.

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November 15 3.JL9&7»
II-8,. was an article reporting that Marquette Frye^ one of
two brothers whose arrests were credited with starting the
Watts riot in August 1965 , had been booked on suspicion of
burglary in Altadena, California, by^ Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Office (LASO) deputies. The officers, responding
to a call by a market employee at 4:24 AM, arrested a man in
the parking lot of the store ..after finding a window of the

f

store broken. They arrested Frye and another individual in a
pick-up truck two blocks away.

'7 -
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

III. CURRENT EVALUATION OF VIOLENCE POTENTIAL

LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA

On November 16, 1967* source two, a high official
of the LAPD, advised the general racial situation in the
Los Angeles area was cooled, however the LAPD is concerned
by what appeared to be organized efforts by black nationalist
groups to influence policies in Los Angeles high schools.
Source advised the LAPD is closely following this situation,
together with the Los Angeles City School System in an effort
to forestall any further trouble similar to that which occurred
at Manual Arts High School (see Section 7).

In, the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of October 19, 1967*
page. Al, was an article reporting that Reverend Martin Luther
King had recently advised the. "Sentinel," he. planned to "establish
a beachhead" for his "operation breadbasket" in California,
within the. next six weeks, "to break the white establishments
stranglehold." King indicated his first activity would be in
Los Angeles and the San Francisco area. King referred to
similar operations in Chicago and Cleveland, which he
described as "'militant 4 non-violent resistance" in answer to
the Black Power advocates. The primary objectives of King's
activity are. to secure more jobs for Negroes, upgrade Negro
jobs, pursuade markets to stock goods manufactured by Negro
firms and ask white businesses to advertise more in Negro
publications. The article, reported King's operation in Chicago
resulted in 25 thousand jobs and an increase in Negro
income of an estimated 16 million, dollars a year plus’ the.

expanding of the Negro economy generally.

On October 12, 1967 * source three, a prominent
Negro in the South Los Angeles area, who is well-acquainted
with the. racial situation at Locke. High School, 325 East 111
Street., Los Angeles,, advised that the, school administration
is currently undergoing pressure Jrom leaders of militant
organizations to allow representatives on the high school
grounds. Speakers are requesting permission to address the.

student body at regular school assemblies. Source pointed out
the pressure is great, because when the principal at Manual
Arts High School" opposed such groups his ouster was demanded.

- 8 -
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In the "Santa-. Ana- Register," -newspaper of Santa Ana.^.

California, was an article reporting that Keith Lowe, Negro
"black nationalist. University ;6f California assistant professo,r,
told approximately 40 students at the University of California-
at Irvine that violence was a "cleansing force" and guerrilla
warfare tactics must be used to achieve a social revolution in
the United States. Lowe, criticized Russian Communism for
"falling victim to its own bureaucracy" and pointed out in
contrast that the "Chinese revolution is creating a spiritual
revolution .of the individual." He stated advancing technology
has given society the means for oppression. He said, "We must,
through guerrilla tactics, destroy this ability of technology
to oppress us." (Issue of November 11, 1967 ).

In the "L5s Angeles Herald-Examiner” of November 6,
1967, page A4, was an article reporting that Jacques Tor.czyner,'
national president of the. Zionist Organization of America,
stated at a press conference that there was a "definite anti-
Semitic tendency" within, the Negro- movement In the United States.
He. stated it was the responsibility of the Ne'gro leadership to
put an immediate end. to the situation. \

In the. "Los Angeles Times 1
-* of November 8, 19&7, I"28,

was an article reporting that New York Rabbi Mark H. Tannenbaum,
of the. American Jewish Committee, had charged that Congress,
.by refusing to support the anti-poverty program, was undermining
Negro hopes and "raising the specter of a black nationalist war
of ^liberation." .Tannehoaum.state,d that he. based his conclusions
oh. i. recCht tour 6f the. slum arCas of several major cities.

On October 16 , 1967 , source four, an employee 'of the
Los Angeles City School System, stated he believed the "Negro
supremacy" doctrine was on the upswing in various schools in
the Los Angeles area. He. believed this, might be temporary,
however, and attributed it to the great amount of publicity
being given the doctrine by the newspapers. Source, named the
-following high schools, -in- the Negro- .area,, which are predominantly
Negro

:
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Dorsey
' "

Fremont
' -

--
„

Jefferson
Jordan
Locke
Los Angeles
Manual Arts
Washington

*

'

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November 17, 1967,
1-1, was an article reporting that bus drivers for the Rapid
Transit District (RTD) in the Los. Angeles area had announced
they would conduct a walkout unless drivers in the South
Los Angeles area and other "high crime" areas, were, protected
by armed guards on the buses, in the light of numerous robberies
and assaults upon. drivers in that area in recent years.
Los Angeles County .Supervisors allocated almost two million
dollars for armed guards and two-way radios on local buses,
but union spokesmen stated the offers were not* enough to stave
off a walkout'. Sheriff Peter Pitchess stated he did not favor
armed guards on buses, and RTD Manager, I I. stated
he. did not think the RTD should arm. any of its’ men. The walk-
out is scheduled fdr November 2f, 1967^ unless' guards .are

provided. A suggested source, of the guards was from the ranks
of -retired police and sheriff's officers, and retired military
personnel. The RTD further proposed allocating over $1,700,000
from its reserve fund for the installation of two-way emergency

- radios in buses.- District Attorney Evelle J. Younger' ordered,
a "get tough" policy on prosecuting persons charged with,
robberies, and assaults on bus drivers. ,

~

_
' On November 22, 1967, source seven, a high official

of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, advised that
installers and repairmen working from the company garage at
7510 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, had walked off the
job at about .9i39 AM 9& IToyerobe? 21, 1967 to .protest- the.
cdffipdhy's fefUsal W aWigh two employee's "to eabh truck working
in the- South Central Los Angeles area, because of their fear
of working individually. Source seven further advised that on
November 22, 1967, employees at Repair and Installation garages
of the company at 10600 South Vermont Avenue and 806 South
Alameda Street, Los Angeles-, either failed- -to come: -to 'work or

-b6
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walked out early in the day. Employees at a central office at
6900 South Vermont Avenue also demonstrated, to show, their ^
support for', their fellow workers 1 demands

.

* * *
1 *

Source seven further advised that at 11:20 AM on
November 22, 1967, 105 demonstrators, representing employees
assigned to the above garages, arrived by bus at the headquarters ».

office, 7^0 South Olive Street, Los Angeles, and marched oh the
sidewalk near the main entrance. They carried signs expressing
their demands for assignment of two employees per truck. The
demonstrators departed the area at l‘:00 PM on November 22 , 1967 .

- 11 -
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IV. IDENTITIES OF -ORGANIZATIONS
INVOLVED IN LOCAL RACIAL SITUATION '

The following organizations referred to under the
following sections have been involved in the local racial
situation:

Section II

The WWW is still active in the Watts area of
Los Angeles

.

Section VII

The United Parents Council, headed by
Mrs . | |, is still, active, in

• the South Los Angeles area.

12 -
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'

V. IDENTITIES OF LEADERS AND-
INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED .

.

- The 'following individuals referred to in the,,

following sections have been involved in the local racial
situations:

Section II

Budd Schulberg of the .WWW is still active in
the Watts area.

Section III

Reverend Martin Luther King has announced his
intention of starting "operation, breadbasket"
in Los Angeles in the near future.

Section VII

Mrs. I I of the United Parents Council
is still active in, efforts to change the schools b6

‘

in the South Los Angeles area. b?c

i

. - 13 -
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VI. EXISTENCE- OF' CHANNELS OF' COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN-MINORITY LEADERS AND .LOCAL OFFICIALS

No change.

14 -
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VII. OBJECTIVES SOUGHT .BY MINORITY. COMMUNITY..
AND POSSIBLE POINTS OF CONTENTION

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Times V of October 23 , 19&?

>

1-3 i was an article reporting that William- Elkins, Director
of the- Teen Post program in the Los Angeles area, announced
the situation at Manual Arts High School was proof that the
Teen Post program should not have been cut back in funds.
He stated administrators and volunteers of the program had
worked in the high school area "keeping our kids off the.

streets." Elkins stated he and. other administrators are
attempting tp have fund cuts reinstated locally, or obtain
funds from the Office of Economic Opportunity in Washington, D.C.

MANUAL ARTS HIGH SCHOOL (MAHS

)

: In the Los Angeles "Heraid-Dispatch" of October 26,
1?67j page. A8, was an article reporting that Mrs.. Margaret
Wright, "militant leader of the United Parents Council" (UPC),
had vjon the battle, in. that- Mr'. Robert Denahy, whose ouster
as :principal at the high school was demanded by black nationalist
groups, would, leave, the school in, February 1968'. Mrs. Wright
stated that despite the fact that Denahy was leaving, this would
not solve, the problems at Manual, Jefferson, Carver (junior high
school), and other schools in the area, unless the Board^of
Education took steps to honor the 5~p'oint program offered by the
mothers in the area. This proposed program is. as follows:

(1) Ai tLeast -one. full-time security officer
should be assigned to schools in the area for
the protection of faculty, staff, and law-abiding
citizens.

(2) Institute a more complete guidance program.

(3) Greater use of special scho'oTs for problem
students

.

(4) A better health- program for the schools.

- (5)' Replacement of worh-oUt and -out of date hooks-;
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-

* In the '‘Lbs Angeles Herald-Dispatch" of October 26 ,

19S7i page. 1,. was an article reporting that .Celes King -III-,

president of the Cehtral Lps Angeles Branch, National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAAGP^V,- disavovied any
responsibility for the. "riotous disturbances" at MAHS. He
stated the situation, erupted because of the refusal of the
School Boar.d to honor the protests of parents. King stated
charges had been filed with the School Board against principal
Denahy in May 1967 ,. asking, for an executive session concerning
the. principal, howe/ver, the Board refused to hold the session
on the technical ground, the. requests' were not in writing.
King stated he was trying to bring. the entire matter before
the courts, by obtaining an injunction against the spending of
further funds by the. Board in the building and maintenance of
schools, to resolve the matter...

In. the "Los Angeles Sentinel," October 24, 1967 *

page Al, wa.s an article reporting that Judge Ralph Nutter had
issued a restraining, order against Mrs. Margaret Wright to
keep her from interfering with classes at MAHS. The article
reported that half the loO teachers at the school had appeared
befpre the. Board of Education to demand an. injunction against
"molestation by outsiders," arid added security gudrds outside
the school. School Board President, Mrs. Georgians Hardy,
announced the. Board, had voted to seek a court order banning
all outside demonstrations at the. school, to provide funds to
improve education, and urging principal Denahy to stay on his
job. -Joseph M-; Brooks, executive. -secretary of the, Los Angeles
Teachers Association, announced his group supported the MAHS
teachers, iri their demands, and threatened -to close Los,- Angeles
schools if their demands were not met. Walter Bremond, chair-
man of the Black Congress, described as a group representing
25 Negro organizations, was quoted as stating the. Board of
Education was not "off the hook" by its token appeasement. He.

stated his group would continue to press for general improve-
ments, not. only at MAH§» but,in all city schools.

On October 30* 1967 ,- source five, a prominent Negro
leader in the Los Angeles area, advised he believed the local
NAACP completely overstepped its boundaries when .’it became
involved in the situation at MAHS. Source expressed the.
opinion- the -Board' of* -Education should show great firmness' in-

- 16 -
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backing principal ^and ^the; Los Angeles District Attorney
should .give serious, consI;deration to prosecuting any individuals
who continue to threaten rights in the area. Source was of:

the, opinion that the. great mass of people, would not be stirred
up by the actions of the militants.'

On November l4, 1967 , source six, an employee of the
Los Angeles City Board of- Education -

} advised that there 'had* been
accomplete change in the attitude on the. part of current high
school students in, the South, and Southeast portions of Los
Angeles. within the past two years. He advised students were
flocking toward accepting the creeds of the black nationalists.
He stated in many high schools in that area teachers enter
restrooms in two's, since the more militant students have taken
to waiting in restrooms to waylay unsuspecting teachers. Source
further advised the School Board feels the next push by the.

black nationalists will be against Jefferson High School (JHS;),

at 1319 East Forty-First Street, Los Angeles. They feel the.

black nationalists will have more success at this school since
a high percentage of the teaching staff is sympathet ic to
black nationalism in this area. Source advised Mrs. I I

I
1
of the UPC, had tried to address students and teachers

at JHS' on November 1, 1967'.- She; was denied admission to the
school, but source was sure she would be back. Source further
advised the School Boar.d is setting up secret plans for work-
shops for school administrators to acquaint them with the
tactics of black nationalist groups so that possible counter-
measures can be effected.

-17 -
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
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-VIII*. REACTION OP' LEADERS* AND-..MEMBERS. OP -THE
COMMUNITY TO MINORITY DEMANDS^ 1- - 1

r
~ 1

- - 1
- -

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November 2, 1967*
II-4, was an editorial by Nick B. Williams regarding the
Senate Permanent Investigations Subcommittee, which is
investigating the causes of riots. The editorial recognized
the committee might come up with some evidence of participation
by subversive organizations, or even of conspiracy, but
expressed the opinion that basic, social and economic conditions,
were one of the. primary causes of rioting and a change in these
conditions would be the best means of preventing riots.

In the "Los Angeies Times" of November 7* 1967*
II- 1, was an article reporting that Governor Ronald Reagan, in
addressing a convention of California grocers, told them his
administration was ready to move to stop riots before, they
start. He. stated the chief function, of government was to
"protect society from. the. lawbreaker."

,
Reagan's further

remarks -were a discussion of his administration.

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to
Region ,11, 115th Military Intelligence Unit, United States
Army, Psisadena; to Office, of Special Investigations, Norton.
,Air Force. Base, _San Bernardino ; to Naval Inves.tiga.tive Service,
San Diego ; the 'United.. States Attorney, Los Angeles; and. the
United. States Secret. Service, Los Angeles, for the information
and completion of’ their files.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the. property of the FBI and is
loeaned to your agency; .it and its contents are not to be.

distributed outside your agency.
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LA 157-943

Source _ _ „ ,Identity of Source

. *- - ~ —

- Los Angeles City School System

5
|

NAACP and current NAACP b6

member *

b ;d

6

T
1

Los Angeles uxty Board
of Education

The. LHM Is classified confidential because data
furnished by sources two and seven could reasonably result
in identification of confidential informants of continuing
value and compromise the future effectiveness thereof.

In the two week period from November 6 through
November 20, 1967 , nine PCIs and two PSIs were advised
according to Bureau instructions regarding the Bureau's
continuing interest in racial matters.

One copy of the LHM is designated for the Training
Division to inform them of a new product, "Burnol," referred ,

to in Section 2. A copy of a Los Angeles Police Department
Bulletin concerning this product is also attached.

Close liaison is being maintained with representatives
of police departments and sheriff's offices regarding the
current racial situation in the Los Angeles Division.
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DETAILS ;

Unless otherwise noted, all addresses -mentioned-

in this report are "Ln Los. Angeles, -California.

• I . COMMUNIST STRATEGY

A. COMMUNIST PARTY. USA (CP, USA).

LA T-l (7/25, 26/67)

Source' advised that a school was- held by the

CP, USA, from June 17, 1967, through July 9, 19o7 , at Camp

Loujack (formerly known as Camp Unity), near Pawling, New

York. At one; session -of this school, it was stated that

there was a heed to units the Peace. Movement and Black
People's Movement.

B. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 'COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP)_

LAT-2 _(7/23/67j

At a meeting of the West Adams Club, Moranda

.Smith Section (MSS')., SCDCB, held July' 24, 1967, at 3043^
- Victoria, there was a .discussion concerning the riots that,

have been happening around the country. At the meeting,

it was mentioned that these 1 riots needed leadership and

guidance, and that the Communist Party (CP) must involve

itself. It was further mentioned that the. leadership of

these riots -should start, to. make, demands in regards ^ to Jobs,

housing, and education so. as to make the riots meaningful.

LA T-3
LA T-4

a meeting of the South Central Club, MSS, SCDCP,

was held August 9,- 1967, at 1733' West 84th Street. During
a .discussion of peace, .marches, it was mentioned that all

Negroes ’ shohid ' ta*ke~part''ih these
:

peace -marches.' I-t -was - -

further mentioned that it is hard to get the Negroes out

because none -of the major civil rights groups endorse the

marches. One of the members, at the. meeting stated that some. _

of the Party (CP) people *in the civil rights groups should

try to. get them to endorse.- the;. -peace marches^.

.
- 3 r
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LA T-4 (8/3/67)

A meeting -of' the South -Central Club>. MSS, SCDCP,:
.was held July, 26, 1967 > a.t 5731 South St. Andrews Place.
At this meeting, the riot in’ Detroit, Michigan, was discussed 1

Most of the members agreed that the. Party (CP) should try
to establish communication with the Negro people by trying
to get closer to them -and to help them Solve their problems.

A meeting of the Negro Commission, SCDPC, was
held. July- 18, 1967 * at 325 East 108th Street, Apartment 1.
There was a general discussion at this meeting concerning
the answer to the problems of the Negro youth and it was
generally agreed that education and jobs were, vitally needed.

LA T-5 (8/3/67)

A District Committee meeting of the SCDCP was held
on July 1, 1967, at 1251 South St. Andrews Place. During a
discussion of the Peace. Movement, it was brought out that
the Party (CP) should aid in continuing the Peace. Movement
and to unite with other organizations and groups such as
the Negro Community to combat police, brutality;

LA T-6 (8/2/67)

On July 24, 1967* a meeting of the. San Bernardino -

Riverside County Club,. SCDCP, was held at 2362. Blake. Street,
Muscoy, California. During this meeting, a discussion was'
held, concerning the various race, riots throughout the
country. Tt was suggested during^ the meeting that the
Party (CP) should get into the black community to bring
forth the CP program.

On- -July -27-, 1967 } a joint -.meeting of the : University -

of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) CP Club and the Youth
Commission, SCDCP > was held at 1920 South Federal. During a
discussion of. the various riots aro.und the. country, it was
stated that the purpose of the role that, the young Communists
should play- .

since, they are. .mainly white is that. they should
be working in the white community to* organize some soft Of
feeling of sympathy and support for the Negroes involved in
the. riots.

- 4 -
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LA T-9 ( 8/25/67 )

A meeting of the Negro Commission, SCDCP, was held
on August 15, 1967 / at 5731 South St. Andrews Place. A
discussion vjas held concerning Negro and white unity and

. Negro work in general. Also discussed was the role the
whites should play in relation to the CP's work among Negroes.

LA T-10 (3/29/67)
t

A meeting of the Section Organizers, Section
Organizational Secretaries and Clufc> Chairmen, SCDCP, was
held August l6, 1967j at 1251 South St. Andrews Place.
BEN DOBBS, Executive Secretary, SCDCP, spoke and made the
statement that Black Power can best be. won at this time
through an alliance. With the New Politics Movement.

LA T-3 (8/25/67)

A meeting of the South Central Club, MSS, SCDCP,
was held August 23* 1967* st 824 West 74th Street. An
announcement was made .at this meeting that the Party (CP)
wants, more Negroes to join the. Peace. Movement.

LA T-ll (9/18/67)

A meeting of the. Aaron Johnson Club, 'MSS, SCDCP,
was held September 6, 1967* at l803 Arapahoe Street. During
the. meeting, it was announced that the Section is having a
conference, on Black Power on September 23* 1967* and all
Section members were urge. 11? to attend,

LA T-2 (9/26/67)
LA T-3 (9/29/67)
LA T-13 (IO/4/67 )

LA T-3.4 (10/4/67)

A meeting of the -MSS,.. SCDCP, was .held September 23* 1967*
at 1251 South St. Andrews Place. BILL TAYLOR, dhaii’tnan of
Negro Affairs, SCDCP, spoke and stated there was a need for
more, discussion on Black Power". TAYLOR, said that the C? was

- .5 -
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v

isolated from the movements in Watts, California, area due •

; „ . to the. lack of Negro community to work in this area,.. He also
- made, the* statement during' this - meeting that the whibe s- sHouid

,

join in- the. Negro struggles- but must be, careful not to take~
;

over the leadership.

4 II. TACTICS -

LA T-3 (8/21/67)

Source advised oh this date that the. SCDCP is
busy trying to line, up more people, in the Negro community

;

for the. peace, groups.

; . LA T-3 (8/21/67)

|

.
LA T-7 (8/17/67)

i
' A meeting, of the. MSS, SCDCP, was held August ,14 , 1$)67,

at $048 Victoria. At this meeting, it was announced that
another full-time staff member had been added by the Party
(CP) to work among the people in the. Negro community on
peace and the New Politics.

; ,
LA T-2 (8/14/67) ' >

!

- A meeting of the West Adams Club, MSS, SCDCP, was
|

held August 7 > 1967/ at 21.28 3rd Avenue. During the. meeting,
: a discussion was held on the recent race, riots and one
! member stated that the. CP will take firmer positions in the

near future- in order to develop more militancy on the. part
;

of the working class.
' •

|

LA T-8 (8/18/67)
" "/

•' '
' -

!
A meeting, of members of the Northern and Southern

1 California District Boards, CP, was “held July 30, 1967 , at

{
the.. Hacienda Inn, Fresno, California. DOROTHY HEALEY,

i

Chairman of the SCDCP, spoke at this meeting concerning

j

* putting -a- third"party on- the; ballot by. .-petition... During.
! her speech, she. stated that the CP should align themselves
t with the. Mexican and Negro people who are striving for
; representation in one of the major political parties.

- 6 -
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•LA.T--2. (9/21/67)

"A, meeting of the MSS,. SCDCP . was held September .18, 1967,
at 3048 Victoria. I I a member of the National
Committee, CP, USA, attended and spoke. During her speech,
she announced that she is going to teach Marxist classes to ^
the "young black militants" in a few: weeks. She also stated
that plans are presently being discussed for possibly having
open CP meetings in areas like Watts and the Mexican communities.’

LA T.-12 ( 10/5/67)

A meeting of the West Adams Club, MSS, SCDCP, was
held September 25, 1967 , at 3048 Victoria. It was announced
at this meeting that for the next mohth all clubs would be
discussing Black Power. Instructions were given during the
meeting to a member of the, club1 i\>ho belonged to the. Teamsters
Union to organize a meeting of striking teamsters in order
to inform them on Black Power but hot to let them know that
this meeting would be Communist inspired.
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This document contains ‘neither recommendations
nor conclusions' of the FBI. The • information set forth is

, based on the comments and views of local Government officials,

~

police officials, leaders of various racial groups, established
sburbes, and public source information, and pertains' to the
racial situation as of the time the comments and views .are
expressed:; the possibility that the racial situation in a
particular area may abruptly change at any time should be
taken in consideration.

All sources referred- to herein have furnished
reliable information in the past unless otherwise indicated.

J
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

I. NAME OF COMMUNITY,- CURRENT OVER-ALL
POPULATION AND.. PERCENTAGE RELATIONSHIP
OF NEGRO OR OTHER" PERTINENT RACIAL
MINORITY POPULATION, TO. OVER-ALL POPULATION

No change.
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II... GENERAL RACIAL CONDITIONS * *

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel", Los Angeles Negro
newspaper, of November 16, 1967, page 3* was an article
reporting .on a book written by former Berkeley Sociologist
Gary T. Marx entitled "Protest and Prejudice" (Harper and
Row) . The article reported the book "sharply refuted
sensational statements on Negro anti>-semitlsm, hatred of
whites in general, resistance to the draft and support of
black nationalism." Marx wrote that 8l percent of the met-
ropolitan Negroes questioned believed social and economic
conditions were improving. A majority of Negroes believed
civil 'rights demonstrations had helped themj stated they
would not be afraid to take part in demonstrations, and
believed Negro and white children should go to the same
schools. The National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People also received the largest vote from Negroes
who believed the group was doing the most to help them.

.In. the "Los Angeles Times" of November 22, 1967

,

1-3, was an article reporting that the first racial census
-at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA)
revealed minority students comprised approximately 12 percent
of the student body. The minorities are broken down as
follows, based upon 23,139 replies from the 29,070 students
enrolled:

-

1,655 Orientals
5l4 Negroes
303 Mexlcan-Americans
97 American Indians

154 Miscellaneous

^Kenneth .Washington, Director of the UCLA Educational
Opportunity Program (EOP) , stated, "If *we- are ; going, to serve
the community, we are going to have to lower the barriers
that exist." He stated the barrier might be finances,
geography, 'or cultural adjustment; He stated if people

- 5 -
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believed that the spread of ability was oomp.aratole

groups ; -and the only 61fferences .v;ere -cultura.lj ^he campus

should have about 16 percent Negro students and 18 to
J9

S?Snt>l5ican-MerioanB. He stated there were ^students
at UCLA as a result of the EOP program. This invol

special. recruiting in Negro
^
nd

.^^^I^^thev^ive
schools, and tutors to assist students after they a

at school.

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November ^9>1967*

II-6, was an article reporting that the Regional Office of

the Federally operated Equal Employment Opportunity

OoLSSon (EE60) was moving toward affirmative action

rather than concentrating on comPlaints^?elvf^.„^ 1nn
persons feeling "they were the victims of discrimination.

Lorenzo Traylor, head of the Regional Office-, stated he

and his staff were beginning to press companies and

for voluntary programs to help urban employment. He stated

tee* Sere also contacting firms which might be able to move

into the Southeast Los Angeles area wJ?\5°bs and training.

He stated there were some ^companies which were
JJi? „SY.S

P

resistance -to conciliation,, however,, many cpmpanies were

Sing to the Commission for help and advice.

s

-~6 -
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Ill - CURRENT EVALUATION' OF VIOLENCE -POTENTIAL -

LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA*

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November 23 , 1967./
Section 1, was an article reporting Mayor Samuel Yorty
warned that continued attacks on police, coupled with
mounting public disrespect, could leave South-Central
Los Angeles without police protection. He stated if help
does hot come from the area, things could get so, bad that
police could not gp into the .area. Mayor. Yorty made his
announcement in view of demands by bus drivers and telephone
worker^ for. more protection, while working .in the area.
He also criticized the American Civil Liberties. Union and
"some courts" of; contributing to the deterioration of law
enforcement because of cases; they* accept, charging, police -

brutality, and stated "their true purpose is not in the
best interest of the country"

.

In the Los Angeles "Herald-Examiner" of
November 25, 1967, A-2, was ,an article reporting that
striking telephone company Installers were back on the

* job - and ' that the Rapid Transit ‘District workers -were- adopting. -

a "wait and see" attitude before going- on strike over a
demand for armed guards on buses in the South-Central
Los Angeles area.

In. the "Los Angeles Times" of November 26, 1967,
C-l, was an article reporting that Negrdei *fii "the’ ’’South-

”
' -

.Central Los .Angeles area were resigned to the fact, that
"their isolation is growing" and rwere beginning to- despair
on improvement in their position. Residents of the area
.complained that all services, such as bpses, had been
deteriorating in recent years. Ben Peery, former President
of the Y/atts Coordinating Council, stated responsible
people were the ones getting hurt and called for "strict

’ : and : 'unrelenting 1

-law-' enforcement against all robbers "
-.to. - *

encourage more services in the area. An agency worker
stated residents of the Watts area realized new' stores are

- 7
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.

f
*

hPinc buj It in~the area anr flnd they cannot get loans

bn theirhouses. Several .residents

that reaction to Negroes in the area v?as political

ah- effort to make them move out.

in the "Los. Angeles .Times" of November 29, *967,

tt i iii9 <; an article" reporting tha-t Wesley R. Brazier,

Si 50 ExecuSvfSrecLr -of\he Los Angeles Urban League

and a City Human Relations,Commission memlter,

he was filing a $50,000 claim against the city alleging

abuse by a police officer. Brazier stated he was worKi g

in his office on Sunday, when a burglar alarm went off in

tSe taiwlng? A police 'office* and a
the,

apparently mistook him for a burglar* ® n „ h^fore
.'handcuffed him,, made him and

, Brazier
o-i vine: him the opportunity to idencify himself. _Brazie

stated he had always argued against the charge o po

brutality prior to his experience.

On December 4, 1967, source one, a high o^icial

nf the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) , advised the

•SLIral^cia! lSua?lon inW U* m**».

£s SM-SSSS
...

any violence in the foreseeable future.

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

On November 27, 1967 ,
source two, who has

srssafcs
&e
not predict any violence in the foreseeable future.
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IV.. IDENTITIES OF ORGANIZATIONS
INVOLVED" IN LOCAL RACIAL SITUATION

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

The following organizations referred to under
Section VII below have been involved in the racial situation
in the Los Angeles area:

» The Black Student Union has become active on
the campus in the Los Angeles area.

A Western Regional Black Youth Conference was
held in Los Angeles between November 24 and
26, 1967. — -

‘
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V. -IDENTITIES OF LEADERS AND
INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED ~ _

No change.

- 10
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VI; EXISTENCE OF CHANNELS OF
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MINORITY
LEADERS AND LOCAL OFFICIALS

No change.

t
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RACIAL MATTERS

VII7 OBJECTIVES SOUGHT BY 'MINORITY-
- COMMUNITY AND POSSIBLE POINTS
OF CONTENTION ‘

LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA

MANUAL ARTS HIGH SCHOOL (MAHS)

On November 20, 1967# a racial disturbance
erupted at the above high school over demands by militant
Negroes for the ouster of Principal I I and a
change in various policies at the school. The disturbance
showed signs of continuing unless the demands of the
demonstrators were met by the Los Angeles City Board of
Education.

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of November 23, 1967,
page A-7, was an article reporting that Cornell A. Henderson
had been granted a new trial on a charge of inciting a
riot during the course of an MAHS demonstration above. His
trial is set for January 3 > 1968, after a jury could not
agree uppn a verdict concerning him.

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November 28, 1967*
' II.-1, was an article reporting that Dr. Thomas W. Matthew,
New York Neurosurgeon and Director of the National Economic
Growth and Reconstruction Organization (NEGRO), had announced
his group, had purchased a charter bus company and bus line
operating in the South Los Angeles area. The purchase
included 26 buses and franchise to operate in the area.

In the "Los Angeles Times" of December 1, 1967 *

II-l, was an article reporting that residents of the Watts
area had accused the Community Redeveloprtient Agency (CRA)
of mishandling information and : failing to keep residents

-
Plans for urban renewal in Watts . Committee

spokesman stated" 'theft wanted a-renewal, project, but. -not. .if
it would open the door for industry along One Hundred Third
Street. Spokesman for the Watts Development Advisory
Committee announced. the group had’ changed its position
and was no longer supporting' the' plan" to' allow limited'
industry in. the: area.-. (See. ..Section. VIII below,)

"
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. __ BLACK STUDENTS UNION (BSU)
*

-
. A BSU-nevjsletter,- dated October 7, 1967 ,- wasv

distributed on the campus at California State College,
Los Angeles (CSCLA), and set out the- background', purpose
and belief of the organization. Its main objective was
"to educate and inform" black students about issues pertaining
to them and particularly those dealing with their just -

struggle for freedom. Weekly meetings were to be held so
that students could become better informed regarding the
forces which influence their lives. Planned projects of
the group were to include tutoring, a "black studies"
program and the collection of clothing, food and money for
a Mississippi survival project.

In' the November 10, 1967 , edition of "College
•Times"', newspaper- of CSCLA > was an article- reporting that”
BSU representatives had appeared at the editorial offices of
the paper, requesting' the paper refrain from using the
word ftegro and to refer to such persons as "black, Afro-
American, or African-American". The student editor declined
this request.

WESTERN REGIONAL BLACK YOUTH CONFERENCE

On, October 26, 1967 , source three advised that the
BSU at San Francisco State College intended- sending a bus
load of members to a conference to be held in Los Angeles
in the near- future.- -

’ -

.
-On November 7,' 19^7;,..-source four furnished

literature advertising the above conference to be held at
the Second Baptist Church, 2412 South Griffin Street,
Los Angeles. The literature indicated that Regional Black
Youth Conferences (BYC)- were to be held, prior to a National
-BYC to .be held in Chicago in December, and this program-
evolved- from the National JBlack Conference -which ,had been
h'eld;

-ih “'Newark> New
7-

Jersey7 * -
-

u

" A?

*

" »
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Purposes of the, conference were- to .establish a
National Black Communication System, create awareness and
activity in Western States* establish unity with inner city
groups, and present new alternatives as to the- means used
to cast off oppression.

The above conference convened at the above church
at 6:00 PM on November 23* 1967 > and during the evening, a
fight erupted between picketing members of the Communist
Party, USA, Marxist-Leninist (see appendix), and members of
the "United Front", a militant black nationalist organization
in the Los Angeles area . During the fight, shots were fired
and one

|
|was wounded. Predictions were made

by sources present; or possible violence between the followers
of Malcolm X and the followers of the Nation of Islam (see
appendix) . The conference broke into workshops on November 24
and 25, 1967.

On November 27* 1967* source five advised the
conference appeared to be a failure, and described the Negro
athlete boycott of the 1968 Olympics as a "big hoax" . Source
advised threats were made that Negro athletes who did not
support the boycott would be "taken care of "

.

Source,
further advised the conference appeared to be a "big flop",
with very little being accomplished.

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November .24, 1967,
III-l* was an article reporting that a group of Negro
athletes. Including UCLA basketball star Lew Alcindor and
San Jose track stars Tommie Smith and Lee 'Evans, had voted
unanimously at the. BYC. to boycott the 1968 Olympic “Games.
The boycott was announced by Sociology Professor Harry
Edwards of San Jose State College. He stated the reason
for the boycott was that "this country is not for us so why
should we worry about the country?"

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November .25, 1967*
II-l, was ah article reporting"that UCLA basketball star

" ‘

Lfew Alcindor announced he had not yet made up his mind about
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participating -in the Olympic Games, in 1968. He stated he
agreed with the* idea of the boycott but might make his ;

. protest- known in some other way.
,

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November 25', 1967,
II-l, was an article reporting that former Negro Olympic
stars indicated their opposition to the above boycott. The
stars included Olympic decathlon champion Rafer Johnson,
long jump champion Ralph Boston and Jesse Owens, winner of
four gold medals in 1936. Cassius Clay, Olympic boxing
champion in i960 , indicated he was in favor of the boycott.

On November 27, 1967, source six, an LAPD official,
advised I who was shot during picketing
activities outside the above conference, was a member of
the black nationalist group known as the "United Front" which
purports to be a pro-Red China group in the Los Angeles area.

- 15 -
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VIII'. REACTION OP LEADERS AND MEMBERS'
*

OP THE COMMUNITY TO MINORITY DEMANDS

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of November 23, 1967,
page 4a, was an article reporting ,.that the Los Angeles City
Board of Education had established a task force to work on
special problems of school-community relations in South-East
Los Angeles. Dr. William J. Settle was named as Director
in the South Los Angeles area, and Dr. John P. Leon was
named Director of a similar force in East Los Angeles. The
task forces are expected to improve communications between
parents, citizens .and school staff. Cost of the project
will be $135,000.

In the "Los Angeles Times" of November 24, 1967,
II-4, was an editorial by Nick B. Williams, commenting upon
the "apparent surprise" of the community Redevelopment
Agency (see Section VII) in Los Angeles over community
opposition to urban renewal plans for the Watts area of
Los Angeles.

-

The editorial reported lack. of support wa's
so obvious that the City Planning Commission withheld- its
approval of the program. Officials of the United States
Housing and Urban Development had told the CRA that survey
and planning work would take 18 to 30 months rather than
the six months allotted. The editorial concluded the
problem was bad communication which must be overcome before
redevelopment can. proceed.

A

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to
Region II, 115th Military Intelligence Unit, United States
Army, Pasadena; to Office of Spedial Investigations, Norton
Air Force- Base, San 'Bernardino; to Naval Investigative
.Service,. San Diego; the United States Attorney, Los. Angeles;
and the United States Secret .Service, Los Angeles, for the
Information and completion of their filds. ~ ~

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
.conclusions of the ‘FBI. It is the property of the .FBI. and is
loaned to --your .agency.;. ,it .and its contents are not -to be
distributed outside your' agency I

-

- 16 -
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APPENDIX

v CCMMUHIST PARTY, USA *

MARXIST-L3WINI3T -(CPUSA, M-L)

Oh August 24, 1965 , a source advised that the West
Coast Provisional Organising Committee for a. Marxist-Leninist
Communist party (WCPOC) was formed in Los Angeles , California

,

on August 23 ? 19^5 ) under the leadership cf I " I-

A1though similar in name, the newly organized V?C?CC had no -

connection whatsoever with the Provisional Organizing Committee
for a Marxist-Leninist Communist Party (POC) or the latter’s
West Coast POC. be

b7C

On September 7 # 19^5 > the above source advised that
a National Conference of' the newly formed, WCPOO was held over
the September 4-5, 19^5, weekend, in Los Angeles. At that
meeting-, the name WCPOO was dropped, and the CPUSA, M L was
formed under I I* s leadership* The CPUSA, M-L has the
following aims and purposes?

1. To conduct guerrilla warfare training,
including the use of firearms?

,2. To organize CPUSA, M-L cells in the South
to exploit all ’’racial situations

18

that
might* arise there, -to agitate the population,
and create situations which would require the
use of Federal Troops so that Americans would
be fighting Americans?

3 . To establish and maintain an accelerated
recruiting, program to include acceptance,
of anyone who is an anti-imperialist.

On May 5» 19^7, the above source advised that the
CPUSA, M-L continued to exist.

APPENDIX

17 -
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APPENDIX

NATION OP ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as
The Muslim Cult of Islam, also known

as Muhammad’s Temples of Islam
$ i« i ^ iA . ' ' ' n .

J
.l l — u

In January 1957* a source advised Elijah Muhammad has
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the "Nation
of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of .Islam."

On May 5* 1967 * a second source advised Elijah Muhammad
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad' 1 s
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in mid-i960
Muhammad and other NOI officials, when referring to Muhammad's
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque"
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam".

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in
the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings and
his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such thing
as a NegfO; the sb-d'allSd Negroes Sr e slaves of the white' race,

'

referred to as "white devils", in the United States; and the
white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes,
must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In- the past, offici-a-ls. and* members -of the NOI, including'
Muhammad, have refused to register. under the provisions of, the
Selective Service Acts- and: have declared that members owe no
allegiance to the United States.

On May 5* 1958* the first source advised Muhammad had,
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of
his organization inorder to avoid possible prosecution by the
United “States- Government; however, he did hot indicate any
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

APPENDIX CONTINUED

- 18 -
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NATION; OF ISLAM, Formerly .Referred to as
The* Muslim Cult of Islam, also known

as Muhammad's Temples -gf .Islam

in earlv jS?v
M£
?a?A source advised Muhammad had,

f
arJ

‘^ 195o> decided to de-emphasize- the religious as-pects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic
This^niw Hh

derived ly those Negroes who joined the NOI.
according to Muhammad, would help him acquireadditional followers and create more interest in his progrS

APPENDIX
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Date: 12/4/67

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL (REGISTERED)
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-26)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-9^3)

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Los Angeles alrtel and LHM dated 11/22/67.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an
LHM dated and captioned as above.

Local military agencies, the U. S. Secret Service,
Los Angeles, and the U. S. Attorney, Los Angeles, have
been furnished a copy of the LHM.

Informants and sources of the Los Angeles
Division have been instructed to report any racial situation
immediately to the Los Angeles Division. As additional
informants and sources are developed, they are instructed
to do the same.

The following sources were utilized in this LHM:

Source Identity of Source

1

2

b6
blC
b7D

3. - Bureau (Ends. 11)

LDJ/asi
(5)

D - cur
/27 - Los. Angeles _ _
ts 0 - 100-66078) (CIRM) SEARCHED

INDEXED

SERIALIZED

FILED-

Approved:

Special Agenl in Charge

\oo- LelrtS *1 §
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Source * Identity of' Source

Racial Liaison Source

Los Angeles Police
Department Intelligence

b6
b7C
b7D

The LHM is classified confidential because data
furnished by sources one, three and five could reasonably
result in identification of confidential informants of
continuing value and compromise the future effectiveness
thereof.

In the two week period from 11/20 through
12/4/67, six PCIs tand no PSIs were advised according to
Bureau instructions regarding the Bureau's continuing
interest in racial matters.

Close liaison is being maintained with representa-
tives of police departments and sheriff's offices regarding
the current racial situation in the Los Angeles Division.
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Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRQH:

FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
ATE 04-12-2011

TO SAC, LOS ANGELES date: December 12, 1967

FROM : SA| 1

>

subject: COMMUNIST INFLUENCE
IN RACIAL MATTERS -

IS-C

Re memo of SA to SAC. SAN DIEGO dated 11-19-67',
and captioned COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, IS-C, San Diego file 100-741.

Referenced memo sets out the following information from
(10-16-67) and is filed in Ban Diego file

On 10-10-67 BEN DOBBS met with[
]s residence. DOBBS was interested in knowing what could be

and at

done to recruit Negroes intb the CP in Sari Diego. I I pointed out
that this was a heavy defense contract area and that the Negroes are
not in a position economically to jeopardize their livliehood just for
the sake of the CP. He pointed out that they are working where they
can and where there is no risk to their earnings but that it is not
feasible to ask them to jeopardize their jobs..DOBBS had to agree with
this line of reasoning.

b6
b7C
b7D

DOBBS then asked if there were black race organizations in
San Diego such as the Black Knights, Black Panthers . Black Guard and
so on whidh he said were active in Los Angeles. I I said that to his
knowledge, none of these groups were active in San Diego. DOBBS said
the CP is interested in infiltrating such groups and that if any were
formed in San Diego l~ I should try to get in one of them. The rest of
the meeting was pretty much concerned with personal talk.

Los Angeles (100-66078)

JWW : jww SEARCHED INDEXED

SERIALIZED. LED.

DEC 1 21967
FBI -LOS ANGELi
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- -This- document -contains; neither recommendations- -A

- .nor conclusions, of the EBI'.. „,The .information, set fort)i is
'

,

’ based' on the comments a'ind

'

?

viev?“s of' local Government o*ffi'ciais,
~

police officials,, .leaders of various racial groups, „ „
> established sources, and public source information,-, and

’ pertains to the racial situation as of the time, thex comments
' and views are expressed; the possibility, that the racial

* situation in a particular area may abruptly change at any time
* should. be taken in consideration. "

All sources referred to "herein have furnished
reliable information in -the past unless otherwise indicated

.

*
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POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE RELATIONSHIP. .

OF’ .NEGRO OR OTHER PERTINENT RACIAL**
MINORITY POPULATION TO. OVER-ALL POPULATION

No -change.
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II. GENERAL, RACIAL CONDITIONS —

LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA

•In the ".Los Angeles Sentinel'^ Los Angeles Negro
newspaper of November 30, 1967, page 1A, was ah article
reporting that the Los Angeles- District Attorney was
investigating graft in "Operation Job Power", ’Which was
operated during the summer months by the Westminster
Neighborhood Association .(WNA),. Investigators reportedly
had uncovered "hard evidence" of graft, kickbacks, conflict
of interest, and outright 'theft- in the $158,000 program.
The program included delivery, gardening, catering and
telephone; 1 answering services. The article emphasized the
District Attorney was not investigating the WNA. Checks

'*Were^. allegedly cashed in' the names of youths who did riot %
work, and some youths cashed their checks in a local pawn
shop arid turned over part of their money to program
officials . Indictments are being considered, for some,

individuals at the present time .,
-

,
-

In the . "Los Angeles Sentinel" of November 30, ,1967# *

- pdge 8C, was ah article reporting that John Denton, Attorney, *

Appraiser, and' former Executive Director of the- California -

’ governor's Commission for the Study of the Rumford Act,
; ^

- had written a book; entitled "Apartheid American Style," - .

(Diablo Press* Berkeley), which developed- the thesis that 4

American realtors y/ere operating, a private, control system --
*

,-.to impose the ghetto system of South Africa on the U. S. *

Dentpn,. .who^formerly taught, at the. University of .California

.

at Berkeley7 claimed the. California- Real Estate Association
had lobbied with the university agairist. him until hl£ job
was eliminated.

*

In the *'Los Angeles Sentinel" of December 7 > 1967*
page 7A, was an article reporting on a federally subsidized

' program of the Commerce Department t° pay up to -100 - percent
of the extra cost of training hard-core uhemployed persons
for jobs in industry. A spokesman stated that 23 cqmpanies
in Los Angeles are expected to, provide, up to 2,500 jobs.
Los Angeles is one of five target cities, in the program.
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in the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of' December "7* 19^7

*

page 3D, was an article reporting that Nathan Perlmutter,
Director of Domestic Affairs of the American Jewish Committee,
had told the. committee at its annual meeting in San Francisco
that the Negro middle class, motivated by "rising expectations"
had triggered the riots in the U. S., rather than the poor
and uneducated Negro. He. called for a government five year
plan against discrimination, as a crucial move psychologically.
He suggested breaking up the ghettos, a guaranteed minimum
income, and providing education and jobs. He also suggested
incentives to private business to invest in ghetto areas.

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of December 14, 1967 ,

page 8A, was an article reporting that the Los Angeles City
Human Relations Commission had held a workshop for more
than 100 youths at Lincoln Park. Recreational Center in
East Los Angeles. Speakers described the programs of
several agencies involved in training youths for jobs;,
and how they could 'seek work or on the job training.
Lincoln Park is a predominately Mexican-American area of
Los Angeles.

- 6 -
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III ; CURRENT EVALUATION OF VIOLENCE POTENTIAL

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

On December 18, 19&7 > source one, a high
official of the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD),
advised the racial situation in the. South Los Angeles
area was generally calm; however, a continued high
level of unemployed among the unskilled workers in the
area tends to create lav; enforcement problems, and an
increased, possibility of an incident which could lead
to a riotous situation. Source could not predict any
violence, in the near future.

On December 13, 19^7 > source, a director of a
poverty project in the Los Angeles area, advised there
has been an increase in the number of young men and women
who are being stopped and apparently harhassed by the LAPD
in the Watts area of Los Angeles . Source conjectured this
may be because of the increased number of police assigned
to the area because of a rash of robberies of bus drivers;
however, the feeling of the community is that harrassment
is again growing and resentment against the police is growing:

In the Los Angeles "Herald-Examiner" of November 29,
1967 , was an article reporting that James Harris, LAPD
Detective, had testified before the U. S. Committee on
Un-American Activities in Washington, D. C., that communists
had worked to organize Watts Negroes to protest against the
police-. He testified that prior to the riots,. Michael Lasky.,

whom Harris identified as the head of the Communist Party
(CP), USA (Marxist-Leninist) (See Appendix), had been President
of the Provisional Organizing Committee to Re-Constitute the
Marxist-Leninist CP (See Appendix) in 196^, and this 'group
had created a "Watts Action Council", which demonstrated on
at least three occasions in front of police stations in the
Watts area, protesting- -alleged police brutality. The
demonstrations had occurred in the Spring and early Summer
before the Watts riot of August 1965 .
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IV. IDENTITIES OP ORGANIZATIONS
INVOLVED IN LOCAL 'RACIAL SITUATION

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of December 7 > 1967 ,

page lOBj was an article reporting on the progress of Mr.
C. 0. Rucker , a 50 year old Negro who had been without a
job until he became invplved in the Westminster Neighborhood
Association (WNA)., and in two years had risen to be second
in command of the' Watts United Credit Union. His supervisor,
Ocie Pastard, commented upon the tremendous change in Rucker
since he came to work and stated he was sure Rucker could now
handle his, Pastard’s, job. Rucker is also the Director of
the Community Action Program at WNA . The WNA is funded
through the Economic and Youth Opportunities Agency (EYOA).

I

I
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- 5T-. .IDENTITIES.- (DR LEADERS- AND r
- -•<

-

-- - -
- ^ .

INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED
,

Los Angeles, California

I | and I

1 officials in the
WNAj are also officials In charge of the Watts United
Credit’ Union in the Watts area of -Los Angeles. I |

I 1 is thei newly appointed I I of the
WNA

.

*

*r
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VI; -.EXISTENCE-.,OF CHANNELS; OP- -COMMUNICATION;- '

BETWEEN MINORITY LEADERS AND LOCAL OFFICIALS

No change.
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, VII. OBJECTIVES SOUGHT BY MINORITY COMMUNITY
AND POSSIBLE POINTS OF' -CONTENTION .!

LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of November 30,
1967, page 8A, was an article reporting on the testing of
weapons of "maiming, shocking, and death dealing proportions"
by police, departments tp be used against "mass demonstrators
and rioters". The article reported on police use of ,-4l

. -caliber Magnum revolvers, the Stoner rifle, which tumbles
its bullets, the chemical mace, an electrified net, and the

- use of foam to envelope people. Experiments are also being —
conducted with- an instant glue to halt fleeing crowds>..a dye'
spray for later identification, 'and flame throwers . The
article reported the/American Civil Liberties Union was
looking- into the. legal aspects of such weapons.

In the Los Angeles "Herald-Dispatch" Los Angeles
Negro newspaper, of November 3Q, 1967 * page 8, was an
editoria'l-type< column by Mrs, Pat Alexander, Editor of the _

„ newspaper, reporting that the public was demanding that
Jop Maidonadp,. Executive Secretary of the EYOA in Los
Angeles, investigate to find missing funds- from a group j

set -.up to study' Mexican-American problems. According to the.
editorial, almost one million dollars in funds was. missing.
The editorial pointed out that Maldonado had led the investi-
gation to close a St. Stephens (Operation Headstart) Program,
and was to close the V/NA.. The editorial - claimed that " those
behind the scenes" in the EY0A* :were "all. rich at the taypayer's
•expense*"'. .

- * ' >•*

In the "Los Angeles Times" of December 5 ) 196f,
II-l, was an article reporting that predominantly Negro
groups had appeared at ah EYOA board hearing, and charged
that white administrators of special projects> were doing
a {>0or job in minority communities. Reverend Jatges Jordan,
•wrio Tost his position as Tfead^of the St . Stegih'eHs^United "Com-
munity Association because of "serious, uncorrected problems",
accused the EYOA of stirring up. a "big. mess" and stated they
did not want outsiders- telling them how to run the community.
Mrs,. Margaret V/right, President of the United Parents Council,
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- ’who was involved In- the dispute. at Manual Acts High School-
(below) stated all the programs were a waste of money when
their children were reading two or three years below level,"
and demanded to know why all the reading experts were white,
asking i'f there were not any black or "brown experts. The
EYOA decided to wait for a sub-committee hearing oh changes
in their hiring directives

.

- In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of December 7 >

19d7 ) page oA, was an editorial by Colonel Leon H. Washington,
Jr., reminding police Chief Thomas Redd,in of his views on
police-community relations and pointing' out that "every
Monday morning" the Sentinel was deluged with calls complaining
of police malpractice. The editorial suggested Reddin and his
.assistants work a little harder to get their message of
treating all citizens with respect down -to the "'grass roots".

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of December 7, 1967,
page 6A, was a column by Wesley R. Brazier, former head of
the Los Angeles Urban League, wherein he criticized the LAPD
for indignities suffered during his temporary custody on

;

suspicion- of being a burglar. Brazier wrote he understood
the -officer covering, -him: with a gun and frisking him;
however, he was critical of the officer's refusal to allow
him to identify himself until after he had been handcuffed
and forced to his knees . Brazier complained that a letter
of complaint to the Chief of police brought a response that
the officer appeared to have been acting in an appropriate b6
manner. Brazier* expressed the hope that his experience will b7c
highlight a '"humiliating, and senseless procedure" with an
ultimately greater- justice to all citizens.

MANUAL ARTS HIGH SCHOOL (MAHS)
* »

On October 20, 1967* a major disturbance occurred
at MAHS, "131 Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles, where a group of

,
- Negx’o. -demonstrators, .had .been .picketing, intermittently for a

period of months, demanding the ouster of Principal ! I

I I for being unresponsive to the wishes of the community.
A total of 200 to 3Q0 riot-armed police were on a tactical
alert and finally moved to pick up the disturbance.
Approximately 85 male. Negroes were arrested as^ the result
of the disturbance.

- -

- 12
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Source one advised, that, the .demonstrations .

appeared to be an- effort on the part of' black natTohalls ts
in- the Los Angeles -area; to, test their power; and if _

- -

successful, trouble was expebted at other high schools- in
Negro areas of .Los Angeles

.

In^the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of December l^t, .1967*
page. 5A, reporting that the temporary restraining order
issued against Mrs. Margaret Wright and 50' John Does against
interference with the. use and occupancy of MAHS had been
continued to January 8, 1968 . Consideration will be given
to a former injunction against the defendant at that 'time.
The hearing was postponed at the. request of Mrs. Wright's
Attorney.

On December 18, 1967 , source one advised that
tension still existed in the predominately Negro high
schools of the South Los Angeles area; however, at the
present time, no actions by black nationalists were being
taken against high schools other than the MAHS.

In the Los Angeles "Herald-Examiner" of December 1,
1967* page A13,. was an article reporting that the City
Planning Commission had~ Scheduled a new hearing bn the
Watts Re-Development Plan for January 25, 1967 , after
complaints against the plan were expressed by community
groups . The Citizens Advispry Committee had complained that
survey data and other documents, had been "withheld" from the
group and the committee adopted a resolution opposing
industrial uses in the re-development area.

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of December 14, 1967 ,

page. *IA, was an article reporting that John Cope, Vice-President
of the Watts Branch, National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People., called for the immediate elimination of
half-day school sessions in minority areas to combat a

- reported reading, gap. California State tests .given recently
indicated many .children In poverty areas tiev'e practically *

-

illiterate when it came to reading.

r y
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In the. "Los Angeles Sentinel" of December 14,

1967> page 6k, was a column by Congressman Augustus Hawkins
concerning urban renev/al in the Watts area. He urged the
city to include more residents of the community involved
in a Citizens Advisory Committee to study plans . He. pointed
out that this re -development would be unsuccessful without
the cooperation of the community.

fit
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VIII. REACTION 6KLEADERS A'ND MEMBERS OP THE -
'

COMMUNITY TO. MINORITY DEMANDS

LOS ANGELES, ’CALIFORNIA

in the "Los Angeles: Times" of November 30, 1967,
II-8., was an article reporting that the Board of Trustees of
the "California State .Colleges voted against including a
racial identification question on' application forms for
admission, as required by Federal regulations . They called
on Chancellor Glenn S. Dumlce. to determine the consequences
of their refusal; The board recognized that the purpose
of the ruling was to eliminate racial discrimination but
was apprehensive over student reaction to the* question.

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of December 14, .
<

1967 page HD, was an article reporting that- "Wilson D._
Riles*,., California State Director of Compensatory Education,
Had: reported that special- projects in poverty area schools
had substantially increased the achievements of the children
enrolled: Statistics established that prior to the program,

, children' from su,ch areas, had been averaging about .7 percent
per month gain for every month of instruction: however,
after the program, the children were averaging more than
one- month of achievement, for every month in the program.
Special teachers.,, reading laboratories, and a low pupil-teacher
ra£io were aspects of the program.

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished" -to'
'

•

Region TI, 115th Military Intelligence Unit, United States*.
Army, Pasadena; to Office of Special Investigations, Norton

‘

Air Force Base, San Bernardino; to Naval Investigative
Service, San Diego, the United States Attorney, Los Angeles;
and the United States Secret Service, Los Angeles, for the
information and completion of their files

.

This document contains neither- -recommendations .

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the.

FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are ‘not to be distributed outside your agency

- 15 -
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APPENDIX

COMMUNIST PARTY* USA
MARXIST-L5NINIST (CPUSA, M-L)

On August 24* 1965 * a source advised" that the West
Coast Provisional Organizing Committee for a Marxist-Leninist
Communist Party (WCPOC ) was formed in Los Angeles* California* -

on August 23* 1965 * under the leadership of I l

Although similar in name, the newly organized WCPCC had no
connection whatsoever viith the Provisional Organizing Committee
for a Marxist-Leninist Communist Party (POC) or the latter’s
West Coast POC. ' be

b7C
On September 7, IS65s the above source advised that

a. National Conference of the newly formed WCPOC was held over
the September 4-5* 19^5> weekend in Los Angeles. At that
meeting* the name WCPOC was dropped* and the CPUSA* M L was
formed under T I* s leadership. The CPUSA* M-L has the
following aims and purposes?

1. To conduct guerrilla warfare training,
including the, use of firearms;

2. To organize CPUSA* M-L cells in the South
to exploit all "racial situations" that
might" arise there, to agitate the population*
and create situations which would require the
use of Federal Troops so that Americans would
be fighting Americans;

3. To establish and maintain an accelerated
recruiting program to include acceptance
of anyone, who is an anti-imperialist.

On May 5* 19^7* the above source advised that the
CPUSA* M-L continued to exist.

APPENDIX
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. PROVISIONAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE FOR
A MARXIST-LENINIST COMMUNIST. PARTY (POC )

The Guide to Subversive Organizations- and Publications
revised and published December 1, 1961, prepared and released .

by the Committee on Un-American Activities , United. States House
of-.Representatives, contains the, fallowing on pages 142-143.

1. Founded to be "a new Communist splinter group”.
The Provisional Organizing Committee for a Marxist --Leninist
Communist Party "also known as the POC * * * was* fofmed in
August, 1958 by a number of Communist Party members who were
dissatisfied with the trends and policies of the party arid.

While within it, had referred to themselves, as the Marxist-
Leninist Caucus

"The leaders and participants in the Provisional
Organizing Committee group had been expelled from the Communist
Party on the technical charge of ’disruptive, factional, anti-
party activities .

’

" * '
"The POC group is composed largely of extreme left-

wing elements from the Communist Party. Throughout the party’s
history^ there have been contending right and left-wing factions
which, in -periods of turmoil such as the party has gone through
in the recent past, have fought for control. The POC elements
lost out in this, recent struggle within the U_.S. p.arty ***.*"

"The one fact that is completely, clear today is;" that ,

the POC group is^made up of hard-core, dedicated, arid extremist'
Communists, who despite their present differences with the
Communist. Party leadership, are intent upon doing all within
their power to speed the achievement of the goals of 'inter-
national communism."

- (Committee- on ^Un-American Activities^. Annual
,

Report for 1959, House Report 1251, February 8,
i960, pp. 69 and 70.)

* t ,,

APPENDIX
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-26)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-943)

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Los Angeles airtel and letterhead’ memorandum
(LHM) dated 12/4/66. -

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of an LHM,
dated and captioned, as above. -One copy of the LHM has been
designated for Bureau file 1007442529 (CIRM). •

,

Local military agencies;, the U. S. Secret
Service, Los Angeles; and the U. S. Attorney, Los Angeles, ..

have been furnished a copy of the LHM.

Informants and sources of' the Los .Angeles Division ,

have been instructed to report any racial situation immediately
to the Los Angeles Division. As additional informants and
sources are developed, they are instructed to do the same.-

The following sources -were utilized in this LHM:

Source

1

2

Identity of Source

1 I

3 - Bureau (Ends, 12)(RM)
/d) - Los Angeles

100-66i
T .DJJjJ

100-66078 ) (CIRM

)

0

...111

INDEXED __

^R1AL12ED_I^I
filed

Approved: „

Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per

50
OFFICE COPY \oo-



LA 157-943

The LHM is classified confidential because
data furnished by source one. could reasonably result in
identification of confidential informants of continuing
value and compromise the future effectiveness thereof.

In the two week period from 12/5/67 through
12/18/67, 25 PCIs and two PSIs were advised according
to Bureau instructions regarding the Bureau's continuing
interest in racial matters.

Close liaison is being maintained with representatives
of police departments and sheriff's offices regarding the
current racial situation in the Los Angeles Division.

2
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-1763) DATE: 12/28/67

FROM: SA

SUBJECT: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIS DISTRICT
COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP)
IS - C

* jJ Mi»*t 41 ^ *tn
,

SOURCE ACTIVITY ~ RECEIVED AGENT LOCATION

~\ Meeting
‘ '* 11/28/67 Writer I

of' District
Committee
SCDCP;

'

11/12/67 .

Informant's report has been Xeroxed and is attached.

CC: 1 - SAN* FRANCISCO (REGISTERED) (Retained copy, maintained
100- I D . .in file __)

b6
b7C
b7D

100-65128
100-63949
100-64507
100-67224
100-56057
100-67803
160-60605
100-52571
100-66473
100-64984
100-39704
100-40441
100-4486
100-4663
100-30439
100-3108
100-23660
100-30398

RHB/ddy- 1

(28) JLH

) (SI)
ROBERT DUGGAN) * (Si)

» klS

34642
•46'

ADMIRAL DAWSON) jSl)

J (si
100 -

100-46044
100-32439 (COMMUNIST PARTY LINE)

b(si ) .^-l-OO-
i) *('§111100

;

.

KENDRA ALEXANDER) (Si),. 100
I T (SI) . , . 100-

•39681N (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
6607.8/ (CIRM)

h (si)

23397
59473

CPUSA BRIEF)
1 (si)

IRsT

Usi)
-
(si)

(FLORENCE KUSHNER) (Si)
(DOROTHY HEALEY) (SI) .
>
BEN DOBBS.) (SI) - .

WILLIAM TAJLOR) (Si)

ROSE CHERNIN)

flSI)

Read by £

SBKCttHL mOEXS).

ilBsjsw
FBI— LOS ANGELES
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ACTION :

Informant was thoroughly interviewed concerning, the.

above and could add nothing further

.

All necessary action in connection with this memo
has been takerv by the writer .
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_ The follovjing Is a report., of a meeting „pf- the _

.District Committee of the Southern California District Communist

-party -which; was held a Sunday,, November 1967,

at .Hugarian Hall which is at 125,4 South;St. ^Andrews Place in,

Los Angeles .
-

-
.

~ •
.

,

Sunday’s District Committee meeting was an unusually

large one. There were perhaps almost 50 or so people,

present. The main reason .being that it was a discussion and a

report of the recent National Commission meeting held by -the •

* s
" <

Party, in -New York on Negro affairs.

Attached to this .report are a copy of CLAUD; LIGHTFOOT '

s

report to this commission, plus also, some comentaries by

RUSCQ&PROCTOR on Negro work 'and Negro problems

.

Some of the people who were in attendance of

this meeting were as. follows: '
. . •

I

1

BOB DUGGAN

•

I T

KMDm ALEXANDER

be
b7C

{5L0H, KUSHNER (wife of above)
-V.ft DOROTHY HEALEY

'BEN DOBBS
' BILL TAYLOR

6SE CHERNINi



L J last name unknown, from
- .'the Echo Park -area'

.
.

I I his; last name unknown, he Is the
- new, addition to the People-? s' World . He -

will eventually he taking over-
l [ s place.

The topic, of discussioh> well, there. was, not much;

^.??e??ence® opinions etc., .on discussion; Some may be-

on this question of violence or self defense in terms of Negro

communities etc., but generally I would advise a careful

b7C

study of the Lightfoot report because it does show a new turn

in party line; These party lines,; now.,, ,in terms of the Negro

^question in America is much different than, it was before.; It

is much more- militant and it, you know, has gone more over

towards the Black Power people in terms of it doesn't look upon.
y

nationalism as petitbourgeois nationalism, it sees the good b6

things of Negro nationalism, etc . , and it, makes a clear cut

statement on violence- in terms that the .party doesn't advocate

violence per^e; but it is well aware that- violence has to be

used at times, when there is no other mea.ns, etc;, and it says

this in black and white in the Lightfoot report. And; one

interesting thing, that happened though, is one, of the comments

when speaking, was that he began referringmade by

to the Dedwiler case of about a year .ago .when a police officer
*

*

L I believe/ there -was an- inquest ’in termsby the name of

of if
1 was justified in killing DEDWILER or not, and I

believe, the inquest, turned up that he was, and if you will

recall, there was. a .number -of days -of“big.-activity at. City-' ..

Hall, a lot of Negros demonstrating, etc. Well,



r
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• ‘ made the statement and I quote, "Whe^DEDWILER was: shot-, and

' if
| |

wasn^t indicted/ then I | should have turned up

. jaesid. I would put that in the framework of self defense, and;
-

' ‘ ' *•

in- the future when a black man gets. shot by a cop, then two

cops should turn up dead. " What I, just. said was an exact

quote of what
| [

mentioned. He felt that this was self

defense and organizations should be held in the black community

-
'|jp carry out this sort' of thing. There was some differences .

I, ' in terms, of ;KEND$ft and in terms of
| |

where', they would

‘ agree that ’ if one black man and one cop. was killed, -it. would

be self defense; but, to kill two cops would be terrorism.

- They didn’t think terrorism was appropriate at the present..

But on the whole, this is what they felt and the people in the

room weren’t about to say anything against them. So, this kind

of characterised the discussion. The pnly people that brought

anything to it were black individuals . The white people in--

the 'party had nothing to do with what ’ s going on . The party * s

line has- become much more ’militant, and too, more in accordance

with some of the black comrads, but also the. Black Movement.

as a whole.
_

’

One thing mentioned at this meeting was at the .

beginning of the meeting, DOROTHY .HEALEY made an announcement

that I I who is up in San Francisco now> is planning
,

to go to Hanoi, and that they, are trying to raise* money, for her

and-DOROTHY -said she was going- to take- up a collection- _So,

3 “
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it is planned to have|
|
go to Hanoi shortly. I thought-

that- v;as kind of interesting. Another point is th^t <

I who, was thought to be- -up in San' ,Francisco^ is.^ t
1—; Wr ' *

’

in Los Angeles.. I saw her on ifce UCLA .campus, this week/ so

evidently she is back' in town. This is I I
II/I6/67. -

4
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2011

y^f
-M"

OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED .STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-24346) DATE: ‘12/28/67
,

FROM: SA

SUBJECT: YOUTH MATTERS
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT
COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP). . .

IS - C . . „ . .

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT LOCATION

Meeting 11/28/6? Writer
Students
Club, SCDCP,
11/27/67.

Informant 1 s report has been Xeroxed and is attached

.

CC:

100-67224
100-63949
100-66473
100-64508
100-68735
100-63646
100-65200
100-65556
100-66771
100-64507-
1.0.0=239.01

*2" LOO-66078
,—TCT(P@il8

• .100-66291
IOO-32199
100-23423
100-26044
100-40441
100-23933
IOO-58819
100-23755
100-68270
157-1833

]).(SX)
'ROBERT DUGGAN^ fSIl

l.(SI)
]1.(SI)
-Usi)

I) (SI)

I)

(

si )
•^ (sD,

\
(si)

^EDUCATION)
fCIRM)
YOUNG DEMOCRATS)

])
(Ri-B)

(COMINFIL UCLA)
(POLITICAL ACTIVITY)
(ORGANIZATION)
(FLORENCE KUSHNER) (Si)
>
MEMBERSHIP

)

)
(SI)

PAMPHLETS
-^"™- TrUBLICATIONS

)

"1 (si)
BLACK YOUTH CONFERENCE)

RHB/do'y, .

<25)ib Read by,

*

b6
b7C
b7D
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LA TOO-24346

ACTION :

Informant was thoroughly interviewed concerning the
abojve and could add nothing further.

All necessary action in connection with this memo
has been taken by the writer.

* •

2



On. Monday,, .November*' 27, at the, house of

which is located at in

Los Angeles, [ J there -was held a meeting of the

.Student’s. Club of .Southern California District Communist

-Party. Members in attendance were as follows*

BOB DUGGAN, who has recently been elected as
head of the, youth in the party.

The topics of discussion at the meeting were based

on an educatic#$i.on Black liberation and the role of white

people in fighting for Black liberation in the. United,’’States

| |
lead a general educational on the- development of the

Black Freedom movement in the country in the "last six' or

seven years and how now the demands on the part of black

people to lead themselves, and be in charge, of Black

liberation, movements, has put certain kinds of pressures on

white radicals because they really don’t know quite what

their role is. This concept of white working in white

communities and black working in black communities and the

responsibility rests on each ether, had been kind of understood
* t

t.o- be the situation. [pointed out that there are

some dangers In that; in the fact that whites still -have'

\

b6
b7C



responsibilities to black people in their liberation movement;

etc.; but', on> the other hand they have, to .be willing to meet

black people in the sense, to make, up 'for the .especial

oppression ' that has been done to black people for the last

three hundred years, and that special concessions have\to be
>

*

amde to them and to their demands. There was some general

discussion on this, but, on the whole most of the people were

I’s position.in agreement with

read a letter that she had received from

a young lady who: was running for presidency of thfe Bru$n Young

Democrats UCLA. The young lady had a very progressive

program in the sense that she was for immediate withdrawal

of United States troops, support of labor organizing on UCLA'

L who works for.campus, and these sorts of things.

I believe, the loan office in the Administration Building of

and wanted her to join theUCLA, had contacted

Young Democrats and work in there

.

was undecided as to'

what she should do, so. ,a discussion was had on whether or not

she. should join the Bru£n Young Comrads, etc. It was felt

that she shouldby some of the people, mainly and

not- because the Young Democrats are a part of the Democratic
1 v * *

Party which is an institution which works for the .stabilization

of capital society and that fundamental change cannot come out

of it; so a Communist should be in an organization that

p6tentiaHy :and. Revolutionary in .character .and, that .could. .^ke

certain demands upon the system and they would revolutionize-

b6
b7C
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demands, and eventually lead to the break down of the .system.
“

There, was disagreement on this by .the part of the.traditional-.

party comrads namely I; BOB DUGGAN, saying
*

.
- -= * „

, m „

comradsr should work in every organization ciin&eivable.,. -Generally,

that was the extent of the situation. I I has not, as yet,
ft

decided whether or not she will join the Bruen Young Democrats.

Sopie announcements were made in terms of ah organization .

commission that has been formed by the committee to sort of re-

organize $he party and get it- a little more efficient. Two

youths have been appointed to that organization commission'.

They are I ] and Now, alsoi this is in

response to some questions asked of me by the Bureau a while

back as to questionnaires being circulated in the party, and
0

a sort of registration business about membership. Well*

something has happened which seems to indicate that this is -

going to be happening in a different kind of form.- A form

other than passing out questionnaires to party members.. FLO

where

b6
b7C

' Jv'/i

she told

evidenta&ly had a meeting with
h'/>

that ther party was being organized

and they were trying to find out exactly who was working in

what area, what kind of people they have> and what is their

went -through .alevel of activity, etc.. So evidenta&ly

detailed explanation of what each- club member is doing,
;
what

.kind, of job, if he, is, *• a student, etc. This sort of -registration

information is being collected among the youths and FLO ^JSHNER

- . - w
N
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*

i*

- i
< i

'
I

1

seems to be the orie who is in change of it, There seems to be*,

some indication that might be back in town.

' 1% not sure of this as yet; but* in speaking of the proposed

members, -of the new youth committee, BOB DUGGAN named a number

of young^comrads and one of them was I l So there

is a possibility that
-ir<T

might be back from Europe. I

had thought he would not return until the Spring sometime > but

he might be back now. Also, the organization commission is

beginning to put out a monthly bulletin. The first one which
*

is an ihterparty newslatter and circulation bulletin 'telling

people what is happening in the party and some short articles

etc. The first issue is supposedly ready

and are the main ones responsible for putting this

out. Also attached to this rep'ort is a mimeograph copy of an

article written by Lennin in 1906 on *guer,ilia warfare. This

did the -article was reprinted by the party.

typing an^
,
who is not in the party but. close ‘

to the party* did the -duplicating of* it. This document was

passed out, at the recently held Black Youth Conference that

was held last weekend. .This Sunday, at 13719 Lemoli, near

Crenshaw and 136th Street, there' is- going to be an All Youth

Conference, where discussions of campus problems of the Black,,

liberation movement and an election of the new youth committee

will take place . This meeting is supposedly mandatory for

all party youths .. .
-

b6
b7C
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2011

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT LOCATION

17th Annual
Banquet of
LACDBR*
12/9/67 .

12/20/67 Writer
(WR)

Informant's report has been Xeroxed and is attached..

CC:

b6
b7
b 7

REV STEPHEN FRITCHMAN ) (SI)
RTCjWOPI 7

i) TE)

SI1

KEWm Alexander
BILL TAYLOR V (SI

I) isi)

100-24642
100-52679
100-Q41
100-40017
100-15362
100-64170
100-31358
100-52571
100-56057
100-67803
TOO-30439
100-30537
100-56623
100-34107
100-56601
100-36871
100-20663
100-56504
100^65117
lob-31131
100-20264
100-22822
100-56529
C0PIES^CQNTXNUED~PAGE~»2*^
RHC/djy ,

(51 )
Read by

. . 1 (SI)
Tlsi )

(SI)
(SI)

SI)

MSI)

ll
sl)

NATHAN SHAPIRO) (SI

D SI
(SI

100-56514
100-17369
100-24502
100-4486

,100r35451
100-31728
100-409I2
100-31882

•

100-42652
100-39463
100-23660
100-26103
100-26088'

nprr
] (SI.)

(SI)
DOROTHY HEALEY) (SI)

SI)
EUl).

f
jsi)

(?I)
(SI)

ROSE CHERNIN) (SI)~^ .(si)
BILL JAMES ) (SI). .

“ 7

FT

I - iMTifvirn|l|i!;77'! No;xed! it

$EW4Um) D Cjt/—
|

FBI
‘

r-LOS .

.

OFPIC E M E M 0 R A N D U M UNITED -STATES GOVERNMENT .

*
-

r
i

TO: SAC 3 LOS ANGELES (IOO-I783) DATE: 1/3/68 !

ii

PROM: SA ROBERT H. CLAUDIUS ii

j

SUBJECT: LOS ANGELES COMMITTEE FOR DEFENSE
OF THE BILL OF' RIGHTS (LACDBR

)

. - .

IS - C

i

i

4

O

Q



Informant -was thoroughly Interviewed concerning the
above and- could add nothing further.

All necessary action in connection with this memo
has been taken by the writer. ' '

INDEX: MRS J ~l .
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December 11, 1967

The 17th Annual Testimonial Dinner of the L. A. Committee for
Defense of . the Dill of Rights, was held, on' Saturday, Dec. 9, 1967
at the Gbld Room of the Ambassador -Hotel 3400 •Wtlshire Slvd;, h,A\

i A

About 850 peoole -were present .and among them were: Rev. Stephen
Prichtraan, chairman; Bishop and Mrs. J [

Mr. -& Mrs; I I Mr. & Mrs A L

I land Kendra Alexander, Bill- Taylor

,

I I
"Nathan

SftaoiroT

F

James,
|

I and mother,.
1 Rose Chernin5

j Dorothy Healey

,

Lem
f

Fen Dobbs,

[

] Mrs. JkBianist:).,
[

Speeches were made by Rev. Prichtman in, regard to the work the
L. A. Committee was and had been d oing.;, praised Ssvx Bishop

]
and chaired the meeting. ! |

spoke on
/er and the young Negro militancy ’and askingoxacK power and the young Negro militancy and asking for the sup-

port of the- whites but not in Negro orgahlzatlons—he asked that
the Whites work in their own groups. Bishdo f

~| said a few
words regarding the L. A. Committee and said he was 91 years old.
I .. . .7^ l spoke .on the untruths dished out .by the politicians
and those in’ power regarding all phased of government so that the
voters were confused and dlj not know what they were voting for
at election time, etc. I I made the collection speech
which netted over §5600.00 between cash, checks and pledges.

* I
- * 1

l 0

A young man whose name yOurs truly failed to get,- spoke on the
situation at State College. He said he was a member of the
Young Communists and attended the college. He said they obtained
a temporary victory at the college when they succeeded to throw
Dow Chemicals off the campus. He said he believed the victory
was, only temporary but that the straggle 'will go -on.

Entertainment by and wife , and Mrs

- Affair was over about 10:30 Py M.

be
b7i
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2011

OFFICE MEMORANDUM. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO? SAC, LOS ANGELES .(100 -59133 )
DATE: 1/9/68

FROM: SA FRANK L. BELSANTE

SUBJECTS SOUTHSIDE SECTION
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT,
COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP)
IS-C

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT

Meeting, 12/13/67 Writer
Centinela Club,
Southside Section,
SCDCP, on
12/12/67 .

LOCATION

/

Informants report has been Xeroxed and is attached.

ACTION:
Informant was thoroughly interviewed concerning the

above and could add nothing further.

All necessary action in connection with this memo has
been taken by the writer.

bo
b7C
b7D

CC:
|

100^56963
100-56962
100-31744
IOO-22612

9f=.
100-21135
100-5283
100-225OT
100-47746
100-64705
100-23769

J(SI)
1 (SI)

CLAUDE JOHNSON) (SI)
KBI)

CIRM)
"PEOPLE’S WORLD")
BOB PIKE) fSI)

(SI)
MSI
nisi)

li$l)
(SI)

FLB : LAL
,

>(lV)
.
jA^Read by



V* -* r. JW

December 13# 1967

The Centinela Club, C.P.,* SOD, met at 7:30 P'.M. , Tuesday,

December 12, 1967, at the home of

| |

Redondo Beach, The meeting was chaired by CLAUDE JOHNSON.

First point on the agenda was the educational,, led br l I

I L on the new document from the National Committee, C.PY,' USA, on

teh question of the role of the white community in the struggle for

Negro Rights, and the role of Afro.rAmericans in cultural life. Two

hours of discussion followed the report, with still clinging

stubbornly to his position of self determination fbr the Negro people

regardless of changes in the black belt. The discussion became very

heated, but was not resolved;

Following the educational, the exec, recommended that a change

of pace be made at the next meeting, and the educational consist of the

Indonesian C.F. appeal for peace in Southeast Apia. This was agreed to.

The club then heard a report on the Chairmens Meeting (C.PYj
,

SCDi) held last Thursday, by CLAUDE JOHNSON, supplemented bvl L

Following this outlined the proposal of the

Southside Section Exec., C.P.,' SGD, to name the current P .11. Circulation
*

Drive the "BOB PIKE MEJ-DRIAL DRIVE" in honor of deceased BOB PIKSl This

was accepted by the Centinela Club, which then voted a §5.00 gift sub

'
,

to be donated to El Camino College Library.

Discussion was- -held on the- demonstration against Dow Chemical
f

in Torrance on Sunday, Dec. 17th, and leaflets will be distributed at.

- 1 _



>1

El Caihino College byi and

O

1 *y [

, Dues were collected- by and literature was sold

The club set its next meeting for Wednesday, Dec. 27th, at

7:30 P.M.,' at the home of ] , Redondo Beachj

and its next exec, for Wednesday, Dec; 20th, at thd

.mg:

R dondo Beach,

The meeting adjourned at 10:00 P.M. Present were the foUow-

CLAUDE JOHNSON

be
b7C
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOHAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2011

0 P F I C -E - MEM 0. R. A N DUM UNITED- STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC!, LOS ANGELES DATE? 1/10/68

PROM? SA

SUBJECT? COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS (CIRM)
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT,
COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP)
IS-C 1

— -

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT LOCATION

Negro 12/15/67 Writer
Commission, (WR)
SCDCP meeting
on 12/6/67 .

Informant’s report is quoted as follows?

"December 7 , 1967
Los Angeles, Calif.

"The Negro Commission met at the home of
Wednesday, Dec.. 6th, 1967 .

"Present were?

b6
b7C
b7D

| |

from the Hugh Gordon
Bookstore

.

BILL TAYLOR
- - -

CC:

100-20432
100-26103
100-.60605
160-56529
100-30439
100-23423
100-24346

t “Hi)
(SI

ILLl'AM TAYLOR) (SI)
POLITICAL ACTIVITY)
NATIONAL GROUP COMMISSIONS)

JETVLAL
(9) , ead by



Vi,

p

LA 100-66078

made by BILL^TAYLOR^o^hp
11^

L

1SSS W
f
S discuss some proposals

Distriet rormr
to

J?e discussed at the next session of thejjis-crict Committee meeting on the l6th of December.
ne

s*
governmental agencLTa^

Si*.EFESS- S ess-
any referenda to a cLKfof^ppceSlo^tolomsOH?

S“6 ”ake

to defeat jafflSoij
S§“ ">? the, Party's position

SSSaSgS? WthTS ™heJ
RepuSican

SK^^CTSS^
sy-svis

SomeSS”j6b?
n PresMent J0H!(S0M had done i. mWlL^uate

called •ro^tSTSSS a Negr° Cau^us *> 1"

people to diseuw what hf ofiToS®
together Negroes & Jewish

Semitism."
calls dangerous trends toward Anti-

ACTIOfl

is
It is noted that (LNU) of the Hugh Gordon Bookstore

b 6

b7C
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IA 100^66078

Informant was thoroughly interviewed concerning the
above and could add nothing further.

All necessary action in connection with this memo has
been taken by the vriter.

- 3 -
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DEC LAS S I F ICAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC BE CLASS IF ICAT ION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2Q11

. . 0 E P I. C E M E .M 0 R A N> D U M UNITED .STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-30439) DATE: 1/10/68

PROM: SA F 1

SUBJECT: WILLIAM TAYLOR (Si)
SM-C -

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT LOCATION

General 12/15/67 Writer
|

info, re: (WR)
WILLIAM TAYLOR,
Vice Chairman,
SCDCF, on
12/3/67.

Informants report is quoted as follows:

"December 4, 1967
Los Angeles, Calif.

"At the Armenian Hall on Venice Blvd . , Sunday,
December 3rd, 1967 BILL TAYLOR & I I spent some 30 minutes
or so behind the youth booth discussing several things

.

be
b7C
b7D

"
I | informed BILL TAYLOR that he was not aware of the

total lack of awareness concerning problems facing the country in
general & Negroes in particular. He had related to BILL some of
his experiences he had .at...his last, club meeting & how shocked
he had been. I I told BILL about an incident where severdl persons

CC:
f

100-6060*5 (I (SI)
CIRM

)

100-24346 (YOUTH MATTERS )

100-56057 fl iWSl)
100-67803 (KENDRA ALEXANDER) (SI-)-

100-23660 1 ROSE CHERNIWUSI )

100-52822 r i irsi^
100-24352 (FACTIONALISM)

JETbLAL
( 10 )
l4x Head ‘zZ

-1
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LA 100-30439

"within the Party had admitted that they did not know whether or
not it was correct or incorrect to give guns to Negroes, & also
the admittance of the fact that several persons openly stated that
they were not aware of what was going on in the Black Power struggle.

| |
said that he had been so intensly angered that

he almost resigned from the Party on the spot. He said since
though after a great deal of thought in the matter he was now
prepared to make a fight to eliminate such utter waste. I I

also expressed to BILL TAYLOR some feelings that the youth had
against him. BILL said that he had been aware of this hostility
& would raise this issue at the- next District Board meeting.

"BILL related that many things were going on that he
did hot like but has said nothing about them. He mentioned as
an example a. recent situation where he had found out later that

I had been placed on the Party 5 s payroll’ in a
full time capacity. And he also cited similar situations concerning
things that took place around certain issue involving Negroes &
he had not been informed until" long after the event. BILL further
expressed some concern with a growing resentment around his
leadership. He did not sav so but one could only guess that BILL
is afraid that

| \
is after his job.

Expressed much concern with the general situation
in the Party & said he deemed it necessary for Negroes to get
together to discuss some of these problems . He further expressed
what he termed the danger of allowing | T& KINDRA to dominate
the opinion section as applies to Negroes. He felt that there
were others in the Party who were not in agreement withl”
KINDRA & felt that the time had come for this to be saiaT

&

be
b7C

MPoSo BILL TAYLOR said that he wanted to call a Negro
Commission meeting and that he would set it for the- convenience of

The meeting was set for Wednesday, December 6th at the home

2



LA 100-30439

“of ROSE CHURIEN - I I was suppose_ to notify
invite her to the meeting."

&

ACTION i

This discussion took place at 1501 Venice Boulevard,
Los Angeles.

Informant was thoroughly interviewed concerning the
above and could add nothing further.

All necessary action in connection with this memo has
been taken by the writer.
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2011

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC* LOS ANGELES (100-62352)

FROM: SA f I

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 1/10/68

SUBJECT? EASTERN AREA COORDINATING COUNCIL
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT
COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP) .

IS - C:

v
SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT

Monterey
Park Club
mteetTng* ’"SCDCP*
12/11/67

.

LOCATION

12/12/67 Writer [

Informant's report has been Xeroxed and is attached.

ACTION :

:

Informant was thoroughly interviewed concerning the
above and could add nothing further.

All necessary action in connection with this memo
has been taken by the writer.

CC

:

IOO-5OO96
IOO-50095
IOO-565OI
100-56591
100-24729
100-37917
iOO-33712
100.-33054
100-66097
100-22742
100-6564̂
100-26147
.L00~196.6l
100-6607#
“100-24341

JCO/ddy* J
(23)Jr1

b (SI) 100-59218
|>
.(si). 100-61725

HARRY BENNETT ).(SI V. 100-26044

_ (SI)
Osi

b6
b7C
b7D

I (si

isi)'
, -

t

.si)

LiSI
I)

(si)
^^-(SI)

100-4486
100-4663
100-68871

ORGANIZATION)
DOROTHY HEALEY) (Si)
BEN DOBBS) (SI)

'.I («i-B)

FRED BLAIR) (Si). .

?I)

) [ii
=b(SI)

YOUTH MATTERS)

Read by

i

t
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12/14/67

A meeting of- the^Kontei*©y iEarlc 'Ciub^SGDQ? wars, held r on

December 11.-- 1967 at the, residence ‘of I

her
Park, uafirornla. :

'

' Those present at this 'msetlng- were
Bennett,

|

J and v
MoPterby

Hai?ry

.
All, pres

e

nt were: urged to- read, the ’'Revolution ,in the “

^evolution" by | I this book contains Technical
information regarding revolutions that have taken place in
the South American^ countries,.

, I

n\t\y£p.
I J-oaid a tape of a .speech which was -given by

•Carmichael. In- this speech Carmichael referred to President '

.Johnson ;as a buffoon. He al-.s.o .stated that the Negro has to get
idier'e. the white men. are, and get the.,white man interested in
Black Power... the tape was -about -minutes In length.

„
Sneakipg of vonfth gr>him.<i , i

i_j stated that he ..would
like to- take! flved Blair, I

arid
| I and make a- hew CP club . -He sta ted that tnu group

they were .active in before did little activity op the campuses .-

He cited I I and stated that the C? had made him an Educational
Director in the CP among youth groups, but it never worked.

I- has quit- school, lost his job> lost his California
drivers license, and ;he indicated that he is .presently cheating'
on his- unemployment pay} as he is working 6 hours a day-;
Mares indicated that, there is much fighting among members of the
youth-groups.. Mares .indicated that neither Dot, Healey or Ben
Dobbs is really 1nterested : -in the -Mexican— American youth,
and both heve"brushed him offn #iep lie triad tq talk to them.

| |
stated that she has a daughter, name kiot

mentioned, 19 years of age who was in the ,peac,e mpvement, and then
she began hanging around .the Pirana (phon,-)- Glub in south L.A.
Now this daughter who hangs out -with hippies . will not
communicate with her parents

.

I I stated 'that she -was once
a member of the Young* Communist league and they had i'i(,0 members' ,.

17 of whom were Negroes. When-;her father and mother wouldn't have
Negnoes in the house she left .home..



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2011

•i-,—

l

OFPJC E M E M 0 R A. N .D U M UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TOl SAC 5 LOS ANGELES (100-55455) DATE: 1/11/68

FROM: SA

SUBJECT: MORANDA SMITH SECTION (MSS)
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT*
COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP)
IS-C

-

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT LOCATION

12/21/67 WriterMeeting of
West Adams
Club * MSS*
SCDCP, on
I2/I8/67.

Informants report is quoted as follows:

b6
b7C
b7D
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"Los Angeles ,• Calif.
Dec. 19, 1967

,, .
Monday, Dec. 18th a regular meeting of the West

of^outhSn°£
Moranda Smith Section of the Communist Party

at 1^8 ** H0SE CHERNIN ’ 5 h°”e **»*•<»

"There were five members and two visitors present:

"ROSE CHBRNIN

- visitor

|

visitor

dues but J
g

told to walt^antll next^eeSg.'^llS theSSVSV111 h
^
d
-5
een suggested by BILL TAYLOR that the club

S5 S^y.5 ?™dge °£ $5* 00 for sustainers, monthly, but to try andget more from contacts and sympathizers if possible. ROSE cave a

BILL
f
TAVTOR

t
f-°?t

a
a
Di

^
tr

£
C
J
meetinS held Dec. 16th. She said thatBILL TAYLOR talked about the work that must be done in the Necrocomnunity. BEN DOBBS spoke about the organizing in the whitJ

2
community on Negro problems in order to bring about black & white
SrSrt f.S??\u

id ihat this meeting had been taped and the club

vS? LetcL S wanted, to hear the tapes as ROSE's notes were
in fact she said she had missed some of thediscussion and proposals *

trnmMHtaa 5°SE4.f
aV
^

an evaluation o£ the banquet sponsored by theCommittee for the Defense of the Bill of Rights. 1 She said tha?it was a success. There were about 900 people present theannlalab0Ub *5,000.00 and that gftei

brono-hi -tv, Li in ^^or
^
ed ihat the Dec. 3rd party at R0SE*s homeght in $141.00 net. ROSE reminded

|

]to contact JAMES HAMILTON

2
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11and ask him if he would like to speak at the next party scheduled

for Jan. 21st.

"ROSE announced that there was going to be some new

classes started soon* with District leaders as teachers. The

most important class being a revival of Marxism & Leninism

ideology and how to apply it to current problems. She said

that these classes might be held at the ’New Left School on

Arlington Ave.

"ROSE gave I la list of names of new people who are to

become members of the West Adams Club . ROSE told
I

|

^°

I Kfrom Watts Club) that he is now a member of the west Adams

Club & to invite him to the next meeting. I I was not very

happy about this. He said that he didn’t think it would work out

having him in the club as he takes over. ROSE reminded
|

Jthat

he was the chairman* therefore it w.§.s up to him to control, the

situation.

"ROSE asked the members to visit the Hugh Gordon

Bookstore as it was well supplied with all the Negro literature

in print. And to visit the Progressive Book Store for Marxist

material.

"ROSE said there is to be a workshop Jan. 12th at the

Hungarian Hall* topic ’Negro Affairs.’ It was suggested that the

Feb. Political Affairs Magazine be read before this meeting.

"The members decided to read CLAUDE ;LIGHTF00Ts report

and discuss it as soon as we have all the new members present at

a meeting of the West Adams Club

.

"ROSE also announced the New Politics Conference

scheduled for the end of January with Dr. SPOCK as the kick-off

speaker.

“
I | told the members that the New Politics group

were planning workshops to begin in February. Topics to be

announced later.

- 3 -
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ACTION S

On 12/21/671 I identified I l as
the person she Identified as I I in this report.

All necessary action in connection with this memo has
been taken' by the writer.

- 4 -
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"Los Angeles, Calif.
Dec. 12, 1967

"Monday, Dec. 11th a regular meeting of the Moranda
Smith Section of the Communist Party of Southern California was
held at the home of I I located at I |> Los Angeles.

"There were eleven people present!

ROSE CHERNIN
-RTT.T. TAYT.fYR

"BILL, TAYLOR chaired the meeting. BILL opened the
meeting with a discussion on sustainer money to come from the
clubs. He said that the ^District was in very_shape financially.
That each club should strive for a minimum of $5*00 for sustainers,
that this did not have to necessarily come, fr.omthe members,
pockets, that they should contact sympathizers, to have 1 or 2
affairs to raise extra money for Communist Party. He said that
the situation was so serious that if money doesn’t come in that
the Party might have to cut the salaries of Party functionaries
and let some of them go, and this would hurt the Party as far as
the contact between Los Angeles and New York.

"ROSE collected dues from the Org. Secty’s. present.

"BILL announced that there would be a District Committee
meeting Sat. Dec. l6th at the Hungarian Hall. This will be on
Negro work, all Negroes are invited, plus the Moranda Smith Section
members,. He said that the Black Youth Club had an open meeting
Dec . 8th and that on-, Dec .. 16th there- would; be a- report of this
meeting and that some of the Negroes who attended this meeting are

- 2 -
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"considered as possible recruits for the Communist Party.

1 I gave a brief
ROSE CHERNIN * s Dec. 3rd. He
a couple of people said that
Party.

report on the affair held at
said that it was a success

,

they might come back to the
in that
Communist

... I I said that money was still coming in from people
that had not attended the party, that the profit at this point

$73*00.
| |

said that there were about 50 people present
ROSE said that he was wrong, that there were at least 90 people.
In a conversation earlier

|
|said she thought there was about

50 people present.

ROSE passed out the * iniative petitions,* and urged
e friends to also take petitions, to get mass organi-

zations to ask Peace Centers for petitions

.

1 I announced that the South Side Defense Committee
is giving a New Years Eve Party. BILL said that the Communist
Party is giving its full support to this party, the main aim is

people see how much support is being given to the South
Side Defense Committee.

* BILL said that with all the -restrictions being puton the college demonstrators there will be an even greater needfor Defense Organizations. •

, ^
"r0SE said she was going.'to San Francisco to help re-

build a Defense Organization.

BILL discussed Communist Party recruiting. He said
that the Moranda Smith Section has a quota of 25 recruits to begotten in time for a convention to be held next year. He suggestedthat each club try to recruit at least 5 members*

irvro *
"bill is going to a conference in New York in January,

1900 and says that one of the important issues to be discussed
v! Bu

Worker Newspaper, the questions to be discussed are
whether to make it a dailey paper or to decide on how many days.

Jo 6

b7C

- 3 -
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"whether to change the name and what do people think of this
paper.

"ROSE gave a report on the People* s World Newspaper.
She said that I I told her that so fa? the Moranda Smith
Section had not turned in any new subs. ROSE said this must be
discussed in the clubs.

"Misc.

"When BILL TAYLOR talked about the open meeting of
the Negro Club he said to I 1 you should be able to help report
on this meeting as you belong to this club. She said that she

- did not go. to that meeting .

"

ACTION?

Ionn
report. 0

|on 12/19/67 identified
as as reported m attached

All necessary action in connection with this memo has
been taken by the writer.

b6
b7C
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I. COMMUNIST STRATEGY

A. CP, USA

1. Plans, Strategy Made At National Meetings

At a meeting of the San Francisco County CP held
January 9, 1968, a four-page mimeographed document was
furnished to those present . The document refers to the

.

results of a National, CP Conference on Negro Work held in
New York City in late 1967'. This -document is set 'out in
its entirety as follows:

"INITIAL APPROACH TOWARDS THE OAKLAND PROJECT

"At the recent National Conference on
Negro Work, all of the positive aspects of
the Black Power Movement were adopted as part
of our policy in the field of Negro work.

"The main thrust of the Black movement
__

' today is that of developing movements within
the Black community which will strengthen the
control and leadership of the community it-
self over all institutions in the Black commun-
ity which affects the lives daily of the people
residing in the ghetto.

"This conference discussed and rejected
the concept of guerilla warfare in urban areas,
while re-emphasizing support . for the position
of self-defense; reaffirmed its position of
fighting for the unfolding ofa Black cultural

" revolution and cultural identity.; Black
leadership of the movement; independent political
action with candidates from the ghetto more
responsible to the community itself; voter
support for the Black caucus movements and the

2
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Chicago formula for Black-white unity;
rejected tokenism and assimilation as viable
forms for integration today; recognized the
strong current towards national identity and
nationhood on the part of Black militants
and support the idea of separate autonomous
government on the part of the Negro people,
if that is the overwhelming desire when con-
ditions are favorable for the implementation
for such rights of self- determination.

"Racism and white chauvinism was singled
out as the main obstacle to be overcome in
the struggle for Negro rights and Negro-white
unity. The main report, delivered by
comrade Claude, will be made available in
pamphlet form to all party clubs and to the
public at-large in the very near future.
The following remarks is an effort to implement
tie. content of that report at the local level
in our District

:

"Based on the discussions in the
District staff and committee, and in the
Oakland caucus, it has been agreed that the
city of Oakland would be singled out as an
area of concentration for the implementation
of this, program. If the Party can successfully
project and implement a program which puts the
concepts of Black. Power into practice, it
will make a major contribution to the Black
movement nationally, as the main weakness of
the Black Power movement up’ to this point 'is,

its emphasis on slogan and rhetoric, rather
than programs which'logically flow from* such
concepts.

J?

"Why was Oakland chosen as a concentration?
Oakland has the largest, most compact, least

i

- 3 -
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politically^represented in government, and
.

most oppressed community^ in *our District. The
Alameda County Negro -population

,

Ka.s grown
faster than the- state as a whole, and has the
largest proportion! of4 Negro people than -any

county in the state. Alameda County 1 s Negro
population quadrupled between 1940’ and 196.0.

From, I960 to 1965.. Oakland experienced a net
loss of 30,000 whites and a net gain of 30,000
Negroes. Negroes now account for more than 1/3
of Oakland’s total population, more tftan 1/2
of its primary school population, and 'large
numbers of its low skilled minority group
persons are without work. Between 1958 and 1966,
35 companies employing more than 100 persons
each, moved out of Oakland, taking with them
a total of 10,747 jobs; only 12 new companies
with more than 100 employees. Firms which
are predominently service companies, requiring
different skills, moved into Oakland, One
third of the companies which moved out located
in southern Alameda County vlere it was impossible
for most Negroes to follow the jobs because
of lack of low cost housing and housing
discrimination in that area.

"Oakland unemployment rates in poverty
target areas officially are above. 13% among
adults, and about 25% among minority youth.

"1/5 of all people living in Oakland
are poor. 2/5 of Oakland's poor are ^ children

;

25% are 65 years or over. Large families are
disproportionately represented among the poor,
as well as families with female heads. -The

poor of Oakland in large numbers are going

.

without many of the basic necessities of life.
Medical care, decent housing, proper diet,
utilities, etc.

-4
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"Oakland’s anti-poverty program and
efforts do not meet the needs of the poor.
The poverty target areas in Oakland are pre-
dominantly minority group members - 81%;
two thirds of which ar.e Negro - 63%. Of
Oakland’s 7,500 Spanish speaking families,
1400 are poor. Oakland needs at least 10,000
units of public housing. Over 15,000 families
of Oakland pay more than 35% of their total
income for rent.

"The high rate of unemployment applies
about equally to whites and blacks in the
target areas, although the poor of the non-
target areas are predominantly white.

"Therefore, we feel the need to project
a two-pronged program for Oakland. One for
the Black community, which Black people can
see themselves carrying out with their own
resources, within their own -community and,
two, a coalition program. One which can unite
the ghetto and the white working class and the
rest of the community. The project in the Black
community should also embrace the Mexican
American community

.

"The concentration plan for Oakland calls
for concentration upon the working class poor
as a core group to move the organized sector of
the working class, as well as the rest of

— the progressive liberal, peace forces. Because
of the high level of Black cdnciousness and
low level of'-organization and- movement, in the
white community, we believe at this point,
that separate organizing centers are. needed.
But that methods should be worked out for

_

joint coordination of the work that is being
carried, out in both the Black; and the white
community

.
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"In order to develop program for 'each *

of the communities within the * f^ameworJc of
a political program for the city as ‘a whole,
an' elaborate research committee capable of^

acquiring a complete knowledge of the;, social
problems and the political and social5 power
structure will pe needed. _

, *

"Answers to rthe following 5 catagories*
of questions will be needed almost immediately:

,
, ^

-r ^

"I. Structure of urban government.

?'A. Council, mayor and city manager
.structure.,

"B. Composition and powers of boards,,
commissions, authorities, etc. -

"C. Employees of the city and county,
patronage and civil service- practices and
policies.

"II. Relation of City to county in powers
and practices.

programs

.

contracts.

"A. City role in state and federal.

* -
- J .-'*•* *

"B. City business practice, city

"C. City charter structure of county
government, as it affects city services.

"1. Hospitals and public health;
"2. Police, sheriff, jails*

5 ^ juvenile, halls .

"3,. Street cleaning .and; mainten-
..ance.,.

‘

;gfu?bhge. Collection-.

6
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"4:. Parks, recreation facilities,
and' libraries;'/

*

"5v .Services -for^the elderly

.

^ ** -
. |

' ‘

"Il-i./ \Population "structure ‘ A

...

j

, r
*

./* "A. Density,, ethnic -arid racial^
-'-V '

- distribution! „ -
+ ' - W* „ - H,

.
, ’ 4-_-

,

’

' * "B; Income*^distribution;,..
*

. .. . 4 . / . / i

"C. Voting* patterns.
*

’ - * "a

VDY Home ownership, distribution
,

• .cf property ownership ^.including
i, absentee, .ownership-»of both comm-*

V ercial and residential properties.

"E. Social clubs, .churches., and other
people *s organizations.

"IV. Economic control.

"A. Major industries, leading corp-
orations,, banks, insurance, com-
panies , real: estate firms

,

* - utilities.
- " ^% - '‘I** -?t ^

"B. Labor movement.
* ~

"C. Role of- Emeryville and Piedmont
tax structure.

'
t- ' -VD,. Tax .subsiddes, who benefits,

;
who

suffers though urban renewal,.' -«

BART, other such major changes.

"V . Miscellaneous

"A. Who is'
;
'oh- d:hS- -draftf-boarjis.^iiatyJ'

juries,- and who- picks them!
*

"B. Court structure, especially juvenile
courts.

7 -
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"C. Relation of the schools, especially
treatment of kids to courts, to
county, to cops, $0 public health,
etc.

"While we do not intend here to blue print
a program in detail, we do feel the need to
project certain ideas.

"GUIDELINES FOR THE OAKLAND PROJECT

"One, it must be based on program which
speaks directly to those problems which threat-
en both the black and white communities and the
solution must be far-reaching enough that
they offer some qualitative improvement and
not merely paliative measures.

"that we formulate demands not on the
basis of what it is felt that the power
structure is willing, to grant, but on the basis
of what the needs of the community are.

"1. — Work, to establish the principle
(with, .provisions for . en'force-

- ment) that the government is .

responsible to -provide work at
union wages for all who cannot
find work in private .industry.

"2.. Reject,the concept that unless
human beings are tailored' to -

technological needs that 'they
must .be dumped pn the scrap heap

.

While supporting programs for
vocational training with adequate
compensation during the period of
training, that we also insist that
work opportunities be tailored to
meet human needs. That is, that

8
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jobs be provided to employ the
skills and capacities (limited as
they may be) of all those seeking
work. (Ghetto needs for homes , .schools

,

hospitals and other public facilities
are so enormous that any appreciable
effort to meet them can create the
conditions for fulfilling such demands.)

”3. Begin to boldly project the notion, that 1

this system is not sacred, that it
must begin to meet' the heeds of the

,

~ people .or' the people have every right
to modify or change the system.

•’Since one of the principal thrusts of the
Black Freedom Movement is for community control
over the institutions that most immediately
affect the daily lives of Black people, the
program' must be one which unites and advances
the needs of both black and white, but puts
forth in a form which permits separate special
demands for the black community ;

"Finally, the program must be realistic
in the sense that it inspires people to action,,
as distinct from "pie, in the sky" proposals
which sound good-, but do not inspire any feelings
that it is worth while fighting for. -

"Such a program must move both in the
direction of challenging the local power

_ structure for political control, and in the
direction' of ‘gaining economic -and - pplj.tica.l_

_
power for the people which run counter to the
system.

“ 9
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"What type, of* community organizing *

do we envision?

"Grass roots , person to person, door to
door organizing around issues affecting total
community ; structured around block organizations,
precinct, mass organization (city, councilmatic,
AD, CD basis).

"Need to train and orient organizers

"Recruitment and selection of forces to be
part of organizing effort, both in black and
white and Mexican American community — selected
from our own forces, new politics forces, peace
and freedom forces. Black power activists,
trade unionists, and people already involved
in the community.

"Three areas for training community organizers
in the school.

"1. General political orientation
dealing with Marxist understanding
of why people are poor, capitalism,
imperialism, and wars of aggression;
national and white chauvinism, black
history of world movements, state
and revolution, relationship of'

reforms and revolutions, etc.

"2. Political orientation relating to
city of Oakland, based on public
research sources by committee
(related to general- -political orient-
ation). Clarify problems of poor,
ghetto housing, jobs, health, police
oppression, welfare, day care
centers , unemployment , etc

.

-10-
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"3. Community organizing

"While working with and strengthening exist-
ing community organizations, and perhaps building
new ones which will be single issue oriented,
the outlook of the trained organizer should
encompass an overview of the total problems
and goals

.

"PRELIMINARY STEPS TO TRAINING AND
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

"1» Political outlines for organizers
and training schools.

"2. Facilities for project in Oakland;
classrooms, books, maps, charts,
graphs , etc

.

"3. Need to find and develop teachers,

"4 . Build toward summer ,camp for training
of youth.

"5. Need to develop approach towards
moving organized labor (caucusses
in some unions) organization of un-
employed and undei'-employed of work-
ing class, poor. Domestic workers,
hospital workers, build unions among
the working poor as well as among
welfare and public assistance poor.

"While .research and training schools are being
completed, we must also give attention to build-
ing a defense committee . ,

"2. Support for Black peace and freedom
— type candidates in the 7th CD.

"3_. Support for charter change in Oakland.

-11-
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‘*4. Our role in finals elections for 1968.

"5. Reparations suit for Black people.

"PRIORITIES .

"1. Research

"2., Facilities for org. school

"3. Recruiting of orgaizersj black,
white , Mexican-American

"4. Political outlines for organizers
training school."

SF T-l , 1/16/68.

"2. Plans Made at District and Lower Level Meetings

At a meeting of the East Bay Industrial Ciub of the CP
held September ,20, 1967, copies of the resolutions passed
at the recent Alameda County CP Convention were distributed.
Some of the resolutions are set out briefly as follows:

''1. Since Black organizations have
been in the forefront of opposition to the
Vietnam war, the Party must assume the res-
ponsibility of developing the growing alliance
between the peace and black liberation move-
ments on the basis of relating the domestic
demands of the freedom forces to the foriegn
policy of the administration.

"2. We support the actions on the part
of the \black community to reclaim its heritage,
further develop its own cultural cohesion, and
claim political control of its community.

rl2—
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"3. We are committed to struggle
for Negro-white unity on the
basis of a program of mutual
self-interest.

\

"4. We call for full support for
the decision for building a black
book store and cultural center
in the East Bay ghetto area."

SF T-2, 10/4/67.

The same copies of these resolutions were passed
out at a meeting of the CP Chairmen held September 17

,

1967 at 2224 Roosevelt Street, Berkeley, California,

SF T-3 , 9/26/67.

A meeting of the CP Black Caucus was held at
the residence of ROSCOE PROCTOR, 1919 Oregon Street,
Berkeley, California on September 24, 1967. The first
item discussed was the setting up of a black congress
which would include all black organizations. It was
agreed that since all black organizations would not will-
ingly work together, it was felt that they co.uld agree
on one„ issue on which all could work together as a starting
point.

Another item discussed was the establishment of
a Black Party caucus within the black ghettos. They felt
that ROSCOE PROCTOR would be most effective in this" work.

. PROCTOR stated that over 300 Negroes left the
Party in the last 15 years and that most of them ar.e still
around. He said they will be contacted to recruit them
back into the Party.

SF T-4 , 9/27/67.

ROSCOE PROCTOR was elected Chairman
of the Northern California District
CP (NCDCP) Negro Commission at a

13
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meeting of the District
Committee held May 13, 1967.,

.* .SF T-5 , 5/16/67.

On October 1, 1967, there was -a meeting of the
NCDCP with the Expanded Negro Commission of the CP at 411
Pierce Street, San Francisco, California. The purpose of
the meeting was to discuss the work .of the CP with the
Negroes in the ghettos as now is the time for the CP to
make inroads among the Negroes. One of the CP members
present mentioned that he is holding classes among black
youth. - -

** * _

Jt ^

The CP is considering whalf it can do toward the
black nationalist groups and wondering^ how it; can approach
this situation* to plant a Marxist seed*. Also considered
was how the CP can get. black labor to work in the ghettos
to further the CP cause.

It was pointed out that the' NCDCP was pLsnning to
submit suggestions- to the National Committee of the CP for
a national organization that will be. developed for the Party
in its work among .the Negroes.

SF T-4 , .10/2/67

Additional information regarding 'this .same meeting
reflects that ROSCOE PROCTOR read a letter from CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT asking the Party here to discuss and put on', paper
their thoughts regarding the following:.

- 1.,. The new method of stuggle by the Negroes.
'*V J

2. How should the CP organize or join in* the .

. uprisings '.in the ghetto?

3 i. The changes taking place in the ghettos

.

4 . Is there or is there hot? ’a revolution
going on?

~ ~

-14.-,
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PROCTOR stated that the - National* Committee,.: in .

—
New York would like our Ideas on these .problems and he
thought that -our conclusions should be .personally delivered
to the National Committee.

SF T-5„. 10/2/67 i

CLAUDE LIGHTF00T is Secretary cf
the National Committee for Negro Affairs
of the CP, USA.

SF T-6 , 7/18/67.

A CP Negro Subcommittee, meeting. w.as held October
4, 1967 at 2602 Page Street 9 San Francisco, to discuss
the following questions,:

1. What is the CP attitude toward the uprisings
in the ghetto' areas?

'

*
.

' ‘
- v.

2. What is the CP attitude, toward organizing'
the uprisings in the ghetto^,?, *

‘

3

.

How should the CP deal with the present up-
risings in"-the ghettos? *

4,

What are the/different forms of^struggle.
- — in the black- movement?

~ r- -

At this meeting', ROSCOE PROCTOR said he is going
to New York City on October 9, 1967 where he will attend
a national CP meeting regarding the Negro problem in
the United States.

--
.

- .* SF T-4 ,. 10/.9/67

.

At a meeting of the NCDCP heid November 11, 1967’

at 942 Market Street, San. Francisco,. California, ROSCOE
PROCTOR gave a report on a recent National Negro Conference
-that ;he„.attended4 in> .New Y.drik. City. He stated that the CP

-15-
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is now on record as being in full support of all the
positive features’ of. Black Nationalism, including the
idea of a- Black Republic. .-He stated that the CP now
accepts- as legitimate the term "Black People" as it relates
to the Afro-Americans and that we support the rights of
the ;Negro people to overthrow this system by force at
the proper time, but that we could not agree that guerrilla
warfare in the cities is tactically correct at this time.
He stated that burning and looting is not a part of our*

policy but we could not be critical of the Negro people
-for conducting their fight in any way they see fit.

He stated that we must have an internal look
.at ourselves and our Party to see why we are not recruiting,
the young black militants into the Party.

PROCTOR made a proposal which was accepted that
Oakland be singled out as the city for us to concentrate
pn to try and implement the concept of black power and
put it: into practice .,

We must, formulate demands according to the needs
of the community arid not just .demand what we think the
establishment will give. We must fight for black
^community control over its police, schools, etc. We
must advocate the takeover of slum lords.’ property and set
up tenant .owned co-ops. We must advocate Government grants
to the"Negro ^people to ’’recompense; for .300 years of slavery
We must build support for a black candidate in the 7th *

Congressional District, build a Defense Committee for
jailed civil rights leaders and for Negroes who refused
to be drafted into the military. We must have an immediate
organization and we must build a long-range program in
orders to- ‘be:,-.eff.ectiye. in this work

.

SF T-7 , 11/28/67 1

SF T-8, 11/20/67,
SF T-5, 11/17/67.
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ROSCOE PROCTOR has been hired as the new Negro
Organizer in the East Bay ghetto area and will be paid
$100 monthly for this work by the CP.

SF T-9 , 10/6/67.

The Sunset Club of the CP met on October 3

,

1967at 241 Frederick Street, San Francisco, California.
At this meeting each Party member was urged to give a
day's pay to sustain the Negro organizer in the ghetto.
This organizer is ROSCOE PROCTOR who was said to have
recruited two Negroes in the CP so far.

SF T-10, 10/11/67.

At a meeting of the East Bay CP Indudrial Club
held at 2716—77th Avenue, Oakland, California on October
4, 1967, it was announced that- everyone present is supposed
to give a day's pay toward paying the expense of a CP
Organizer and cultural center in the East Bay ghetto area.

SF T-2 , 10/17/67.

On October- 19, 1967, the second meeting of the
East Bay Ghetto Club,. CP of Alameda County, was held at
1627 Woolsey Street, Berkeley, California, ROSCOE PROCTOR
was assigned to direct this club arid he arranged to get
a Negro member- of^-the Fillmore Club transferred to this
club to help out this program. At this meeting they decided
to have a social on November ,3» 1967 in an attempt to
interest outsiders in thexr club. They were to solicit
the immediate neighborhood pn Saturday, October 21, 1967
and each solicitor would have 35 copies of the "People's
World" (PW) and subscription cards,. It was decided that
the club must reach the- people by sticking, to the CP
program without waving the Red flag in their faces.

SF T-8 , 10/30/67.

-17 -
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The PVI is a west coast communist
newspaper published weekly in San
Francisco.

On November 14, 1967, there was a meeting of the
Club Chairmen and the County Committee of the San Francisco
CP. At. this meeting it was stated that the cultural center
set up in the East Bay along with the Negro organizer has
helped the Party tremendously, both financially and in
recruiting

.

SF T-9 , 11/15/67.

On October 2, 1967', a CP meeting was held at 411
Pierce Street, San Francisco, California, for the purpose
of discussing Negro problems. One of the problems
discussed was that of how the CP can get help to put a
CP Negro organizer in the Fillmore community. ROSCOE
PROCTOR stated that every effort must be made- to raise the
money for the project as it is considered most important
by the CP.

SF T-5 , 10/18/67.

On instructions from ROSCOE PROCTOR, two CP
members.met on October 3, 1967, to discuss ways and means
of raising funds. to support a Negro organizer and a
cultural center in the Fillmore area.. They felt that their
activity should be disguised as a community project such
as anti-war .activity with local leaders in charge and
one which would not appear to be presented as a CP dominated
or controlled project. The local leader would use his
influence on the people to raise the required money.

SF T-5, 10/18/-67,.

At. a meeting of the San Francisco County CP
Committee held November 14,- 1967 at 700 Kansas Street,
San Francisco, California, it was stated that the San Francisco

-18 -
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members are expected to raise $6,000 this year to be
spent principally on a Negro organizer, book store, and
cultural center in the Fillmore area.

SF T-5 , 11/17/67.

II. COMMUNIST TACTICS

No information developed.

III. COMMUNIST PENETRATION AND
INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
ORGANIZATIONS

.

At a meeting of the San Mateo CP Club held Sept-^
ember 22, 1967 at 72 Lausanne Avenue^ Daly City, California,
one of the members was' selling "bricks" for $1.00 each
for the purpose of raising money for the building of the
Alliance for Black Unity (ABU). Cultural Center and book
store in- Berkeley, California.'

SF T-ll , 9/27/67.

The "Sun Reporter", a San Francisco weekly
Negro newspaper with broad circulation,
carried an article entitled, "What is ABU?"

"ABU—Alliance for Black Unity—is a black
peoples* membership organization. Its aim is to
help protect and advance the interest of the black
communities by opposing the racist war in Vietnam
ad all other wars of aggression, by eliminating
economic exploitation and political injustice.

"ABU stands for Black power, self defense,
knowledge of black history, black unity, independent
political action, and the right of black people
to determine their own destiny through the leader-
ship and control of their own communities."

-19 -
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At a meeting of the CP Black Caucus held at the
residence of ROSCOE PROCTOR on September 24, 1967, a
young Negro present ‘stated that he is trying to set up
ABU groups around the Bay Area and is interested in contact-
ing Negroes on the high school level for this purpose

.

He indicated that he is going to help ROSCOE PROCTOR seek
out people for this group.

SF Tr4 », 9/27/67.

At a meeting of the ABU which was held on October
9, 1967 at the residence of ROSCOE PROCTOR, preparations
were made for the coming of HERBERT APTHEKER who was giving
a series of lectures sponsored by this group.- PROCTOR has
been the organizer of the ABU since its inception and
though his current position in the organization ‘has not
been defined, the current officers look to him for advice
when experiencing any difficulties in connection with
their responsibilities or matters of policy.

SF T-12 , 10/17/67.

HERBERT APTHEKER is the Director
of the American Institute of Marxist
Studies and is a current member of
the CP, USA.

SF T-13,. 3/29/67.

On October 11, 1967, a leaflet was furnished which
reported that the ABU "presents Dr. HERBERT APTHEKER,
prominent theoretician and Negro history authority" as the
instructor in various aspects of Marxism from October 12 to
October 15, 1967, at the Washington School, 2300 Grove,
Berkeley, California.

SF T-9,10/11/67.

A meeting of the Fillmore CP Club was held October
12,, 1967 at 608-2nd AveriUe, San Francisco,, California. At

-20-
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this meeting one of the members discussed the peace move-
ment. She stated that she has been a leading factor in
the Peace Center at 55 Colton Street, San Francisco,
California.

SF T-14, 10/27/67.

9 I
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\ ,

WHEREAS, It is especially significant, ih the present state of world affairs, that

the commendable role played by Negro-Americans ih 'the' historic and

democratic struggles of our country during war and' peace be widely

observed .to help: strengthen the unity of the American people in their,

demands for continued^,and lasting world ,peace, and

s

,

-1

:

t
..

WHEREAS, Observance of. Negro .Historyry/,eeK.at this time, will provide further

opportunity to dedicate" ou^seiyes to ,the elimination; of certain pre-

judices and discriminatory- prpcticesvin-our country Which ,serve -to

limit the? fullest participation of Negro Americans 'arid other minority

groups in the' economic, political, cultural and social life of America,.

.thereby endangering the peace of ,the world,
' "

. -
'•

• (

I\DW/ THEREFORE, BE' IT' - ^ ^

RESOLVED, That the Council of the City of New York requests the Mayor to

officially proclaim the \week of February 6th through. February 13th"

as Negro History Week in the City of New Yorff, >and be it further.

r> : ••
.

'

f

.

RESOLVED, That the Cpuncil of the City of New-York request s> the Mayor -to

_ call upon the schools, libraries and other pubUc
(

bodies 'andrinsti- . ^

tutions to conduct' propier observances'of Negro History week through

such means as cl’assbroom ,lectures / displays ,’ celebrations or; other

public functions

.

ADOPTED t January 11, 1949. A
it */ * V

)

Tasks for 1960
^7

J

R.ecent years- have witnessedVeal:^
liberation, particularly in Africa. And in this country the$ .have \^trie'sj3eri-a

tremendous upsurge of .the struggle-for Negro liberation. In -the light or these

developments the' celebration of Negro. History Month and its* utilization- a s an

instrument ih the struggle takes op-greater significance than ever before, es-

pecially in the fight to involve swhite Americans., * /
J '

, Js

4 ^ 'p

February
f

1968 shouldbecome the occasion to promote observance of Negro

History Month by schools and churches, by trade unions' ancj other organizations.

It should become the occasion fpr-the organizatiori-of lectures, displays, a^airs

and other activities in all nnmmimities : All Party organizations- should give
,
seri-

ous attentfori to the stimulation of the widest variety of-public--activities ;

. ;

Within the Party, discussions should.be organized in club meeting s-and

other gatherings on Negro history and on the Negro freedom struggle today..

Special attention should be given to. the following:;
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MEMORANDUM

• .on

NEGRO HISTORY-MONTH -

February 1968

Issued by National Education Department, CPUSA

Introduction

In 1926'the Association- for the Study of Negro Life and History, headed
by the eminent scholar Dr. Garter G. Woodson, initiated the observance in the
month of February of Negro History Week. This-year it will be celebrated from
February 11 through February 17/ Overthe years, Negro History Week has be-
come an important American institution and a highlight in the struggle for Negro
freedom . And with this the practice has grown of extending the observance to
the entire month of February as Negro History Month.

In past years the-Commuriist Party has been in the forefront of the fight to
secure the widest and most meaningful celebration of Negro History Week and
Negro History Month, A notable case in point was the initiatiye of Benjamin J.
Davis during the years 1943-19,49 in which he served as a _Communist member
of the New York City Council.- Each year the Council adopted a resolution intro-
duced by'Comrade Davis, requesting the Mayor to proclaim Negro History Week
officially and call for its proper observance-. The following is the text of the
resolution adopted in 1949: /

- RESOLUTION
on

REQUESTING MAYOR TO PROCLAIM WEEK OF
FEBRUARY 6th ID 15th AS NEGRO HISTORY WEEK,

. -And to call upon schools, libraries and
OTHER' INSTITUTIONS TO EFFECT PROPER OBSERV-
ANCE THEREOF

.

1

.

January 11, 1949

By Mr, Davis -

WHEREAS, The week of February 6th through 13th has been designated as Negro
History Week by the Association for the Study of Negro Life and
History, and -

i

WHEREAS, Negro History Week has 'been' officially observed annually throughout
the nation since 1926 as a recognition of the many outstanding con-
tributions made by Negro Americans to the cultural, scientific, edu-
cational, political and industrial life of the nation, and





Negro History Month—

3

1. Study and discussion of Claude 'Lightfoot* s report to the National Party
Conference of October 14-15: Black Power and Liberation . A question outline
for such study and discussion accompanies this memorandum. These should in-
clude discussions devoted especially to the fight against racism as an alien
ideology and on the development of struggle among white Americans.

2. Study and discussion of the February issue of Political Affairs

,

a spec-
ial S6-page issue devoted entirely to additional material from, the Party Conference
and to other articles on Negro history and Negro liberation.

I
'

3 . Plan's for the widest distribution of both the Lightfoot report and the Feb-
ruary Political Affairs. Also, plans for the distribution of the newly-published
Autobiography of W. E.B. Du Bnis

.

4. Public forums during February to be devoted to the subject of Black Power
and Negro Liberation.

/

S Organization of city-wide or district-wide ideological conferences on
Negro liberation.

6. Exhibits on the role of the (Smmunist Party in the Negro liberation strug-
gle in progressive bookshops and other suitable locations.

LITERATURE

Claude Lightfoot, Just issued by International Publishers:

BLACK POWER AND THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF W.E.B. DU I'OIS,

LIBERATION: A edited by Herbert Aptheker.

COMMUNIST VIEW

(New Outlook) . 50

A pamphlet to be read.

A history* of nearly a century of struggle

of the Negro people by one of its great

leaders. Written by Dr. Du Bois in his

90th year in Ghana> the manuscript was
saved after the military coup there.

studied and widely dis- An important addition to your library. .

.

tributed.
; An ideal gift. .

.

$ 10.00

New Outlook Pamphlets:

Henry Winston, Negro-White Unit 1

Henry Winston, New Colonialism: U.S. Style

f^\
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/

ByW.E.B. Du Bois

The Black Flame (New Centurv 3 volumes
\

10.00
1

John Brown (International) 2.25‘

J

A.B.C. of Color (Seven Reas) , 1.00

The World and Africa (International) 2.45

Other Books: -

Langston Hughes, The Big Sea (Hill and Wang) l.x9,5

Langston Hughes, The Panther and .the Lash:

Poems of our Time (Knopf) 1.95

Arna Bontemps, ed. . American Negro Poetry (Hill and Wang) 1,45

Lerone Bennett, Jr, Before -the Mayflower (Penguin! 2.45

Magazines:

POLITICAL AFFAIRS, the Theoretical Journal of the CPUSA, 50<r a copy,
$5,00 a year. Read the special enlarged February issue^devoted
entirely to the Negro liberation struggle,

(

FREEDOMWAYS', Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom Movement,
$1.00 a copy, $3.50 a year. Must reading for all Communists
and progressives.

* 'k *

v The above literature may be purchased at your local progressive bookshop
or ordered from the publishers:

International Publishers New Outlook Publishers
38,1 Park Avenue South • 32 Union Square East
New York, N.Y. 10016 New York, N.Y. 10003

(New Century books and pamphlets may be obtained from New Outlook
Publishers .)

.0,

* *
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OUTLINE FOR CLUB DISCUSSION

"BLACK; POWER AND LIBERATION : A Communist View"'
by -Claude Lightfodt

The club leadership^should arrange that .the pamphlet be*purchased by every
member in ;advanc3e of the scheduled^ discussibn . Every member should study the
pamphlbtjand’ ccTme prepared to answer the questions/ participate in. the discussion/
raise points that peed_c1arification , etc, ForW- fruitful discussion/ it is essen-
tial that^th^^^v^^^^s- relate their 6wri experiences. '

k
.IjJrqm the very beginning^of the dikcussion^ attention should be focused on

the basic ,and mo st important points which/in' their totality ^encompass' the' Commun-
ist view on .Black- ^ower and Liberation'so that the whole of the program of the Party
is understood* Fvor this we suggest;theReading of the following: paragraph as' an
introduction to the opening session:; ;

x ^

"Comrade Lfghtfqot speaks hf;the unprecedented problems this
^

nation of ours^faces today; the^growth of r±ascist danger / the . "
^ ^

^erms of disunity when unity is the most urgent question/ the
need for as radical changer etc. / to understand the reason for '

the growing crisis. The pamphlet poses' six basic questions. 1

%
These are: 1) ?

the character of the present period;, 2) ; \yhat as^ ^
pewJn racism; 3) the riafure of the present wave of black * -

, nationalism ; v 4 j the methods of struggle required fortodayr "

5) an estimate of the CommUnist Party* s' position on the Negro
question In thedast nine years in the light of today's require- i

ments and tasksl? 6), what the vanguard role of£he Party is in*

— th^circumstances^of today

.

11

;
^ '

>

^
‘

' " * w
, / i

The^readirig/pf this paragraph shqulci be;repeated^at the opening of every
session so that^ the-participants see^the interconnection ofthe above six questions
eyen though thp discussion will proceed on each question presented in this outline.
The club should decide.on the number of sessions to be devoted to* the discussion.lUi^^noi: se

ion I

.

It is s,aid that the present moment can be characterized as one charged with
great economTc^ iso 3 itichl and social turbulence. A

“

f .a) Give examples of this turublence ahdj show ihe various strata of the
4 ^American people involved in it * .

'

t

ib) Vyhat is the significance of the merging .efforts by thd peace arid
, , civil rights forces? .(Pp-; 3-7)'

I 5 , ,

Question IT.; *
> -

_
j

A The pamphlet points to the danger of growing clashes and cleavages between
v forces that ‘have-much.in common:* __ -

, k

* a) V/hat are these clashes^ and clevages,?
!

*

,

' " _
***

• b) Discus s/ the racist counter-offensive and fts causes/ the seribus wealc-
nessesdn the iabo^mpvement wh Lchvare r.an.obstacleto black-white unity
W\fhat is your experience irt this and*how are you fighting tp oyercome-
racism. ;(Pp. 3-15)

Question -ITI . ,
^ »

. 7
Is it- true that racism is a, major contributor to mogdsjo'f black nationalism?

What is the main content, of nationalism today and its.new features" a sv compared
withjthe previous period? .piscusis^the progressive and reactionary aspects of
nationalism .and the Party's position in re1ation to it . Be concrete, in your ex-
amples. 7(Ppl 8-t25) [

i J (

v
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our work in the last 10 years.
.

t
j !

'

, 0

a) Is it tnie,.that during' this period we had a wrong ling on the Negrp ques

b) 'What Is the meaning<of: "The, tfiegid qUesfion is a national' questiori" ? ,

o) ^id our ,pouc/d*^-v s

?s3«'
^

-Explain and prove your'points. (Pp« 32,3 b;
,

,
- _ J -

1
,

f

'* “
,

(

r

^

t

Question VI . -r
,

, -j

' ’ ’’

" '^^ °7"\ :

(, ^
'i

'

1 ' > 4 <
* L

^
\

'

Question^ VII

«

. s - v . / ,

.• Explain -the meaning and *he

‘

unity ha cerhon equality . What are your experiences - U>P

' '
' {

'

^

'
y

Question VIII * r ^
-* The Party stresses the questioh of

unions and white communities to promote^lack.whxte unity _____
;

Explain this fully and.give your experience.
, ,

‘

'

’v

1

1
=

1

,
-

QuestionJX .
•

\

« t

'

,

v *' 1 r '
v

i,

How dp we \
black nationalism, and' what,are me ws

t

Be concrete. (Pp 29-32) ~
, ,

'

k
•'

. ,
-

Question X. > - ,
l

l

ffow «. w.® build .thb Puny .HiOUd SSS Mly*S°"\

concretely and state how you and the club prop
.

* a W * ' v

Suggested' Additional Readings:
,

.

' (

Political Aitairs , February 1SS3

f
Mearo—White' Unity.

»•*«•*?*' *»•?
;

-

'
f National' Convention/ CPUSA.

Meaio Questipn-, -Resolution of tne. lSth Natipn

a/JD *

i
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LA 100-66078

DETAILS

:

Unless otherwise noted, all addresses mentioned
in this report are in Los Angeles, California.

I. COMMUNIST STRATEGY

‘ LA T-4 (10/19/67)

This source advised that a meeting of the Aaron Johnson
Club, Southern California District Communist Party (SCDCP)
was held on October 4, 1967 at I808 Arapahoe. At this meeting,
everyone present was asked to report what they thought should
be done to advance the Communist Party (CP) in the Negro Freedom
Movement

.

LA T-l (10/24/67) .

LA T-7 ( 10/16 , 19/67)

A meeting of the National Negro Commission, CPUSA,
was held on October l4 and 15 , 1967 at the Abbey Victoria
Hotel,- 7th Avenue and 51st Street, New York 'City . This
meeting was called a Conference on the, New Stage in the
Struggle for Negro Rights. One of the points stressed at this
meeting was tie need in the CP for Neg2'o and white unity.
Another point stressed was that CP members should strive to
do what they can to aid this unity.

LA 1-11 (10/27/67)

A meeting of the Silverlake Club, SCDCP, was held
October 24 , "1567 at 21l6 dendale^Boulevard .. At this meeting.
Black Power was discussed and also how Negro-White unity could
be achieved.

<

- 3 -
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LA T-13 (11/13/67)
LA T-5 (11/3/67)
LA T-g (11/13/67)

A meeting of the South Central Club', SCDCP was held
November 1, 1967 at 1235 Nest 68th Street. It was mentioned
at this meeting that the. CP should recruit more Negroes . A
Black Power discussion was also held

.

LA T-13
LA T-2
LA T-3
LA T-4
LA T-5
LA T-6
LA T-8
LA T-15
LA T-l8

(H/20/67 )

11/13/67'
11/24/67
11/17/67
11/17/67
11/28/67
11/20/67

A meeting of the District Committee, SCDCP, was
held on November 12, 1967* at 1231 South St. Andrews Place.
BILL TAYLOR, Executive Vice Chairman, SCDCP, spoke and said
that the only way to guarantee a. forwarding motion for the
Party (CP) is to develop a Negro-White unity.

LA T-5 (11/24/67)
LA a -15 (

11/28/67 )

LA T-17 (II/17/67 )

A meeting of the Moranda Smith Section (MSS), SCDCP,
was held on November 13* 1967 at 1309 South Hudson Street.,
At this meeting, it was mentioned that a district meeting
of the SCDCP would be held on December 16, 1967 and that all b6
people engaged in Negro work should attend. I I hi
a member of the SCDCP and a member of the National Committee,
CPUSA, spoke at this meeting and mentioned that all the Negro
CP members in her club belonged to other Negro movements, like

- 4 -
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-the "Black Congress"

.

LA T-l6 fil/17/67)

A meeting of the Peace Commission, SCDCP, was
held on November 14, 1967 , at 4947 Maplewood Avenue,
Apartment 8. BEN DOBBS, Executive* Secretary, SCDCP, spoke,
and stated that the new Peace Commission of the CP* ,must
also include Negro groups, Mexican-American, and Jewish-
groups

.

LA t-6 (11/28/67)

A meeting of the Student's Group, SCDCP, was held
November 27 , 1967 , at 3271 South Sepulveda, Apartment 2. At
this meeting, a discussion was held concerning Black Liberation
and the role of White people in fighting for Black Liberation
in the U. S. It was pointed out that Whites stili have
responsibility to Black people in the Black People's Liberation
Movement and that special concessions have to be made to the-
Blacks aind to their demands

.

LA T-3 (12/11/67)

A meeting of the Executive Board, SCDCP, was held
on November 3Q* 19&7 at 1529 High Point Street; DOROTHY HEALEY, ,

Chairman of the SCDCP, mentioned that I 1 a b6
member of the Executive Board;, was not. present at the Executive b7c
Board meeting because she was attending the Black Congress
meeting. One of the Executive Board .members mentioned that he ....

had attended a meeting of "left youth", which was comprised of
individuals from both the Mexican and Negro communities, in
order to set up a plan for joining the Mexican and Negro
communities.

"Harambee"* self-described as a bi-weekly newspaper
published by the Black Congress, stated in its
November 17* 19^7 issue* "the Black Congress is a
coalition of community organizations whose primary
objective is. to liberate black people from the

, shackles of racist oppression. This coalition includes
.groups, of many- .and .varied .political, .persuasions

a
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LA T-19 (12/6/67)

A meeting of the San Fernando Valley Section,
SCDCP, was held November 17, 1967 , at 12220 De Houghne
Street, North Hollywood, California. At this meeting,
it was mentioned that Negro-White unity was needed for social
progress and should be placed on the top of every CP agenda.

II . COMMUNIST TACTICS

LA T-2 (9/30/67)
LA T-3 (IO/I6/67)
LA T-6 (IO/5/67) *

A meeting of the District Committee, SCD'CP, was
held September 24, 1967 at 1251 South St. Andrews Place.
At this meeting,

\
I spoke. She stated that

the CP should work ruiiy with the Negro Black Power groups
to give the Negro the ability to organize and present a "face
of unity" .and that is "the hnly way to wield influence"

.

LA T-l4 (10/16/67)

On October 10, 1967, BEN DOBBS, Executive Secretary,
SCDCP, stated that the CP is interested in infiltrating Black
race organizations^

'

'
_

LA T-5 (10/20/67)
LA T-8 (10/24/67)
LA T- 10 (11/2/67)

A meeting of the South
- Central Club, MSS, SCDCP,

was held October lo, 1967 at 5731 South St. Andrews Place.
One of the members present suggested that the CP should start
a drive to get the Negro people out and participating in the
peace drive. Black Power was also discussed at this meeting.

- 6 -
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LA T-9 (10/27/67)

A meeting sponsored by the New Left School (NLS)
(see appendix ), vas held on October 22, 1967 4358 Melrose
Avenue. At this meeting, it was mentioned that an extension
class was being set up for the Watts area and that these
classes would be private for Negro youth.

LA T-3 (11/24/67)

A meeting of the SCDCP staff and two members of
the Mexican Commission, SCDCP, was held on November 2, 1967
at 4247 Woolwine Drive. DOROTHY HEALEY, Chairman, SCDCP,
spoke at the meeting concerning the tremendous gains which
the Mexican community was making in relation to, organization
and stated that this was of great interest to the CP and a new
program should, be developed by CP to help' unify the Mexican
people . .

‘LA T-12 (11/22/67)
P '

1

_

' F 1 ' “

c

Source advised that the Western Regional Black Youth
Conference was to be held November 23, 1967 through November 25,
1967 in Los Angeles. Source stated that among others,- WILLIAM C.

TAYLOR, Executive Vice Chairman,' SCDCP, would attend. This
source further advised that several CP members in Los Angeles
were furnishing housing for some of the delegates- to the
conference who came from out of town.

LA T-l6 (12/4/67)

A meeting of the MSS, SCDCP, was held on November 27,
1967 , at 3048 Victoria Avenue. If was mentioned that I I t

1 I would be placed in full-time work in the Negro
t

community and that a young Mexican-American will go on full-
time to work in the Mexican-American community for the purpose
of getting new young people into the CP.

- 7 -
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" LA T-l8 on February 2, 1968 , stated that
is a gull-time employee of the SCDCP.

LA T-15 (1/4/68’) b6
b7

Source advised that a new CP rrnnn called the. Chad' V VA 4 WV V W 4A\/n

Lumumba Club had been formed and that |

named as
was

"| of this groups According to the source,
the membership of the club is composed of individuals who
are more extreme along racial lines. . Source also advised
that the CP does not maintain the usual discipline over
this group . Source stated that the primary purpose of the new
group was to obtain more recruits for the CP.

• \

- 8 -
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APPENDIX

THE NEW LEFT SCHOOL OF LOS ANGELES -

In October, 1965s a source advised "The New Left .
• -

School of Los Angeles" originated in the Education Commission . „

-of the Southern California District, Communist Party.. I I

I I originated the idea and more or less organized the
school. As of October, 1965* approximately 100 persons were .

enrolled in the school. Source further advised that as* of
October, 1965 , I lappeared to be one of those involved
in the inner organization work of the school*.

Snnwp further advised as of Julv, 196*5.

was a member o.f the Education Commission, Southern
California District, "Communist Party.

A second source advised in September, 1965s |

I was present as I ~l of a meeting of the Los
Angeles Area Council, Du Bois Clubs of America, at 1733 West
Temple Street, Los Angeles. At this, meeting he stated he was b6
not a member of the Communist Party (CP) because if he joined, b 7 c

his wife, |who is not a citizen, could be deported. He
also stated if he became a memSer, he would lose effectiveness
in the community because many people look up to him as an
independent radical. He stated he Would join the CP if it
.were legal,' and not under pressure by the Government.

In May, 1965s a. third source advised that | |

I l commonly known as I I had been voted
approval by the Los Angeles Local - Socialist Workers Party
(LAL-SWP) to associate himself with "The New Left School of
Los Angeles" as a representative of the Socialist Workers
Party.

Elis source further advised ,in September, 1965s that
I ~l commonly known' as. Theodore Edwards, was

_

the organizer of the Los Angeles Local Socialist Workers
Party (LAL-SWP), and alternate member of' the National Committee,
SWP.

APPENDIX CONTINUED

- 9
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APPENDIX CONTINUED

THE NEW LEFT SCHOOL OF LOS ANGELES

A fourth source advised on May 12$ 1966, that the
LAL-SWP has been in existence since the 1930's and continues
to exist. The source further advised that the LAL-SWP is a
local branch of the National SWP with aims and purposes
identical to those of the National SWP.

The SWP has been designated by 'the
Attorney General of the United States’
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

On May 24, 1967 » a fifth source reported that The.
New Left School continues to operate at 1853 South Arlington
Avenue, Los Angeles, California, and that

I continues
to be one of the driving forces in the operation of the school.
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Memorandum
SAC, Albany

Director, FBI (61-3176)

subject:, COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF* THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR, THE ADVANCEMENT' OF
COLORED PEOPLE

date: March 11, 1968

Effective immediately, captioned case should be
closed in those offices having pending cases' In the future
Communist Infiltration of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People should be handled in connection
with your investigations regarding Communist Influence in
Racial Matters and reported under appropriate caption in
reports submitted in connection with this matter,
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In Reply, Please Refer: to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 01-’ JUSTICE

- FEDERAL liUHKAU OF INVESTIGATION
Los Angeles; California—

March 14 , 1968
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2011

'

. j
THE PEOPLE 1 S. TRIBUNAL COMMITTEE

RACIAL MATTERS
P

On. March 'll, 1968, source one furnished a leaflet,
a copy of which is attached, announcing The People 1

s- Trial
to be held at South Park, 51st and Avalon on Sunday, March
17 > 1908 at 3:00 p.m. under the auspices of The People’s .

Tribunal Committee. The source advised this leaflet was com-
posed by I I .

Source two advised that as of March 12,
1968, I I was a member of
the Southern California District Com-
mittee Communist Party (SCDCP).

Source one also advised that the leaflet was printed
on March 11 , 1968 in the offices of the Los Angeles Committee
for the Defense of the Bill of Rights (LACDBR) (see appendix)

.

Formation . of The People’s Tribunal Committee was suggested, by
I
at a meeting held at the home of Rose Chernin Kusnitz,

3048 Victoria Avenue, Los Angeles, during the Jatter part of
February , 1Q68. which wa a_ attended by Brother

| | also known
as

> a militant Black Nationalist

.

t A

Source three advised that as of March 12,
1968, Rose Chernin Kusnitz is a member of
the SCDCP and Executive Director of the
LACDBR.
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(1 - 157-0.713).
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THE PEOPLE’S TRIBUNAL
COMMITTEE
RACIAL MATTERS

In the "Los Argel'es Sentinel" of February 22, 1968,
page 1A, was an article reporting that the "spectre, of anoth-
er Deadwyler case" hung over Los Angeles as the result of the
fatal shooting of 18 year old Gregory Clark, 600 West 52nd
Street, by the Los Angeles Police. Department. Officers stated
Clark was killed after he. took away the. service revolver of
officer Sherwin Brown and shot him in the knee. One alleged
witness stated this was not the. case and C3a rk slipped as he
was pulled from his car and fell, pulling one officer to the
ground with him. The witness stated when Clark stood up. the
other officer shot him.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.
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' APPENDIX •

LOS ANGELES COMMITTEE FOR. DEFENSE OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS,
formerly known as Los Angeles Committee for

Protection of Foreign Born, Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Born

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations”, revised
December I, 1961 , pp. 103-104, describes this committee as
follows i

1. "A 'branch 1 of the American Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born found to be under the 'actual management, direction
and supervision' of Communist Party members. The. Los Angeles
Committee was reorganized in October, 1950> and reported that it
'shall be affiliated to the national organization known as the
American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born ' The
American Committee and the 'various area or local committees * * *

constitute * * * one organization within .the meaning of the * * *

statute (internal Security Act)' under which the Subversive
Activities Control Board found 'the American Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born to be a 'Communist-front organization' and ordered
it to register as such v-iuh the Attorney General .

"

(Subversive Activities Control Beard, Docket
No. 109-53, Report and Order with respect to
the American Committee for Protection of
Foreign Born, June 27s i960 , pp. ^1, 8, 12,
and 51 .)

2. "Cited as a 'regional' organization of the.

American Committee for Protection of Foreign 3orn and one of
its 'most complex affiliates':'-- 'The Committee, on Un-American
Activities found that in ear?ty publications the local affiliates
frankly identified themselves as chapters of the American
Committee for Protection of Foreign Born'; their representation
of themselves as independent groups came only after enactment .

cf the Internal Security Act which would have required them,
as affiliates, to register as Communist-front organizations'.

APPENDIX CONTINUED
CONF
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' APPENDIX CONTINUED

LOS' ANC-ELES COMMITTEE FOR DEFENSE OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS ,

formerly' known as Los Angeles Committee for
Protection of Foreign Born, Los Angeles Committee" for

Defense ’ of the -Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Born

“Control of the. local organization * * was made
possible rrimarily by virtue of the fact that the leaders

of the local group were Communist Party members ana therefore, •

subject to the discipline of the Party * * * The local
affiliates * * * were actually little more than- administrative
staffs, whose purpose it was to implement the program of the

Communist Party in their respective areas.

The Lamp of January 1950, reported that the Los
Angeles Committee for the Protection of Foreign Born had

been established on November 29, 19^9 • Publicly identified
Communist ROSE CKERNIK served as 'the operation head' since

the time cf its organization.

"(.Committee on Un-American Activities, House
,

Report 1182, on Communist Political Subversion,
.August 16, 1957 s PP* 86, 87, 55 33 s 54, 58^.

and 59; also cited in Annual Report for 195**'

House Report # 53 > February 11, 1957* P* 5- \ I*

J

The "People ' s World' West Coast communist news
caper, issue .of 4/23/66, contained an account of results of

the 16th Annual Conference of the Los Angeles Committee for

Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection cf Foreign Born
which was h4ld 4/16/66.. The. accomplishments include a change
of name for the 'organization to Los .Angeles Committee for

Defense of the Bill of Rights, inasmuch as Defense of the Bill
of Rights is all inclusive.

A source advised on 5/16/67 that the Los Angeles
Committee for Defense of the Bill of Rights, still referred to
by many individuals as the Los. Angeles Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born, is currently active in the, Los Angeles area.

APPENDIX
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and Its contents aro not to bo distributed outside
your cgoncy.
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Enclosed 'for the Bureau are 12 copies of a letter-
hean memorandum (LHM) concerning the proposed demonstration
of the People* s Tribunal' Committee to be held at Los Angeles
on 3/17/68.

The LHM is being classified confidential because
it contains data from currently active informants.
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An extra copy of the airtel and LHM is being furnished
the Bureau for the CIRM file.

The Los Angeles Police. Department has been advised.

Local military intelligence, agencies, the. United
States Attorney and Secret Service, Los Angeles, California
are. being furnished copies of the LHM.

Racial liaison sources and informants have been
alerted.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to • ^ A California CQ
FlleNo

• March 22, 1968
^

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-12-2011

PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AND SIT-IN,
TO PROTEST ARREST OF

H. RAP BROWN,
NEW FEDERAL BUILDING

300 NORTH LOS ANGELES STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

MARCH 20, 1968
INFORMATION CONCERNING-RACIAL MATTER

Sources utilized in this memorandum have furnished
reliable information in the past.

' On March 18, 1968, source one. indicated .that a
demonstration and possible sit-in has been planned for
10:00 AM, March 20, 1968 at the new Federal Building, 300
North Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, California, in support
of H. Rap Brown, Chairman of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), a militant black nationalist
organization, who is incarcerated in New Orleans, Louisiana
on two Federal charges. The demonstration is being planned
as an all day affair and is being organized by I I

I L who is publicly identified as a member of the
Southern. California District Communist Party and a member
of Los Angeles SNCC.

| |
has been attempting to

obtain support from local militant black nationalist
organizations. No organization has been designated as
sponsor for this demonstration.

Source two on March 20, 1968, indicated that a
demonstration will be held at 11:00 AM until 7:00 PM, this
date, at the new Federal Building, 300 North Los Angeles
Street, Los Angeles, to demonstrate black people support for
H. Rap Brovin. The demonstration is being organized by

10 - Bureau
2

(RM)
Atlanta (RM)
115th MI, Region II,
Pasadena (RM)
NIS, San Diego (RM)
OSI, Norton AFB (-RM)
Secret Service, -LA (RM)
USA, Los Angeles (RM)
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PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AND SIT-IN,
TO PROTEST ARREST OF H. RAP BROWN

j

NEW FEDERAL BUILDING
>300 NORTH LOS ANGELES STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
MARCH 20, 1968
INFORMATION CONCERNING-RACIAL MATTER

I I and
who is also known as

| I, all members of
Los Angeles SNCC.

I is publicly known as
Iof Self Leadership For All Nationalities

Today (SLANT), which is a militant black
nationalist organization, based in Lo,s‘ Angeles,
California.

I I. also known as I I

I 1 is known to source 2 as a militant
black nationalist and a member "of Los~
Angeles SNCC.

Source two indicated tha.t the sponsoring
organizations for' this demonstration will* be Los Angeles
SNCC and •the Black Congress, a coalition of militant black
nationalist organizations in South Los Angeles.

^
,

On March 20, 1968 , Agents of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation observed the demonstration in suppprt of
H. Rap Brown, Chairman of SNCC, who is incarcerated in New
Orleans, Louisiana, in front, of the new Federal'* Building,.
300 North Los Angeles, Street, Los Angeles, which commenced
at 11:00 AM and terminated at 6:30 PM.

The demonstration was nwairi mrl hv \

J,
also known as Brother[

]and[

Brother[
]
is publicly knov/n as

of Los Angeles Civil Alert Patrol,, an
organization formed to spy on the Los
Angeles Police Department, v/hile on official
duties in South Los Angeles.

b6
b7C
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PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AND SIT-IN,
TO PROTEST ARREST OP H. RAP BROWN,
NEW FEDERAL BUILDING
300 NORTH LOS ANGELES STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
.MARCH 20,. 1968
INFORMATION CONCERNING-RACIAL MATTER

The organizations sponsoring the demonstration
as voiced by the demonstrators were Los Angeles SNCC, the '

Black Congress and the H. Rap Brown Defense Fund Committee.

There were approximately 30 to 4o Negro demonstrators
who marched in a circular procession outside the new
Federal Building, carrying signs which read, "Let Rap Rap",
"We're A Winner", "Black Is Beautiful" and "Free Rap". As
they marched, they chanted "Free Rap!'. They passed small
containers, to observers and passersby, to raise funds for
H. Rap.Brov/n.

The demonstrators attracted approximately 30 to 40
observers, who watched the demonstration without incident

.

The demonstrators passed leaflets to observers
and passersby, from which the _ following- .excerpts were taken:

"H. Rap Brown is being held in a Louisiana
jail for exercising his right to freedom of speech .

here in Los Angeles. His purpose in coming to Los
Angeles was to see his lawyer, which was hot in
violation of any travel restriction.. He is also
being falsely accused of intimidating a Negro F.B.I.
agent-. ,

"A majority of the obligation for freeing Rap
Brown lies with the people -of the West Coast. Rap felt
that speaking on the West Coast, in defense of Huey
P. Newton was worth any consequence' he might suffer.

"Remember! He did not break "or violate any travel
restrictions . He is being punished because he raps
against our oppressor, the United States government!

"You must help him by contributing to the H. Rap
Brown Defense Fund .

"

- 3 -
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PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AND SIT-IN,
TO PROTEST ARREST OP H. RAP BROWN,
NEW FEDERAL BUILDING
300 NORTH LOS ANGELES STREET.
LOS ANGEIES, CALIFORNIA
MARCH 20, 1968
INFORMATION CONCERNING-RACIAL MATTER

There was also literature passed out concerning
a letter from H. Rap Brown, from the. Parish Prison, New
Orleans, Louisiana, dated February 21, 1968, which is
as follows

:

"Being a man is the continuing battle of
one’s life. One loses a bit of manhood with every
stale compromise to the authority of any power
in which one does not believe.

"No slave should die a natural death. There
is a point where caution ends and cowardice begins

.

"For every day I am in prison I will refuse
both food and water. My hunger is for the

r

liberation of my people. My thirst is for the
ending of oppression.

"I am a political prisoner; jailed for my
beliefs—that black people must be free. The
government has taken a position true to its facist
nature

.

"Those who they cannot convert they silence.

"This government has become the. enemy of
mankind

.

"This can no longer alter our path to freedom.
For our people, death has been the only known exit
from slavery and oppression.

"We must open others.

DDE
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PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AND SIT-IN,
TO PROTEST ARREST OF H. RAP BROWN,
NEW FEDERAL BUILDING
300 NORTH LOS ANGELES STREET
LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA
MARCH 20, 1968
INFORMATION CONCERHING-RACIAL MATTER

"Our will to live must no longer supercede
our will to fight, for our fighting will determine if
our race shall live. To desire freedom is not
enough

"We must move from resistance to aggression,
from revolt to revolution.

"For every Orangeburg, there, must be ten
Detroits. For Every Max Stanford and every Huey
Newton there must be ten dead racist cops. And
for every black death, there must be a Dien Bien Phu.

"Brothers and Sisters, and all oppressed people,
we must prepare ourselves both mentally and physically,
for the major confrontation yet to come.

"We must fight.

. "It is the people who in the. final analysis make
and determine history, not leaders of systems. The
laws to govern us must be made by us.

"May the death of *68 signal the beginning of
the end of this country.

"I do what I must out of the love for my people.
My will is to. fight; resistance is not enough -

;

Aggression is the order of the day.

Note To America

"America, if it takes my death to organize my
people to revolt against you and to organize your jails
to revolt against you and to organize your troops to
revolt against you and to organize your children, your god,
your poor, your country, and to organize mankind to
rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here is my
life. But my soul belongs to my people.

"Lasima tushinde mbilashaka.
a doubt!"

We shall conquer without

COMB] MUA'fc
- 5 -
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PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AND SIT-IN,
TO PROTEST ARREST OF H. RAP BROWN,
NEW FEDERAL BUILDING
300 NORTH LOS ANGELES STREET
LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA
MARCH 20, 1968
INFORMATION CONCERNING-RACIAL MATTER

The demonstration was orderly and no incident
occurred, and no arrests were made.

This ‘.memorandum is being furnished to United
States Attorney, Los Angeles; Secret Service, Los Angeles;
Naval Investigative Service, San Diego; 115th Military
Intelligence Group, Region II, Pasadena and Office of
'Special Investigations, Norton Air Force Base.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.
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PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AND SIT-IN,
TO PROTEST ARREST OP H.' RAP BROWN, -

Title NEW FEDERAL BUILDING
300 NORTH LOS ANGELES STREET

. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA . ,
•

MARCH 20, 1968

'Character INFORMATION CONCERNING-RACIAL MATTER
!

Reference Letterhead memorandum dated, and
captioned as above at Los Angeles

”

All sources (except any listed below), whose, identities
are concealed in referenced - communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the. FBI. It Is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it, and its contents are not to be distrlbuted outslde
your agency.
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f • (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-2210)

SUBJECT : PROPOSED. DEMONSTRATION AND -

SIT-IN, TO PROTEST ARREST OF
-H. RAP BROWN,
New Federal Building
300 North Los* Angeles Street

• v Los Angeles, California
3/20/68

.
INFORMATION CONCERNING-RACIAL MATTER

-I

, /
Re Los Angeles teletype to the Bureau, dated

3/19/68 and Los Angeles teletype to the Bureau, dated
3/20/68 .

Submitted .herewith for the Bureau are ten (10)
copies and two (2) copies to Atlanta of a letterhead,
memorandum (LHM), concerning captioned demonstration.

• One copy each of this LHM is being furnished to
115th Military Intelligence Group, Region II, Pasadena;
Naval Investigative Service, San Diego.; Office of Special
Investigations, Norton Air Force Base; Secret Service, Los
Angeles and United States Attorney, Los Angeles.

Sources utilized in attached LHM are as follows

Source i

Source 2
b7D

3 - Bureau (Enc. 10) (RM
2 - Atlanta (Enc; 2) (RM

f'oV LP£ Angeles
V-*' (fij- 100-66078) (.CIRJA
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On: 3/20/68 Special- Agents, .of. .the Eederal.

B

ureau
of Investigation. T 1 and 1 |

observed captioned demonstration.

The attached LHM is being classified coijJSW^tial,.
in view of the information furnished by the above
mentioned symbol numbered informants-, v/ho are of continuing
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Introduction;

Wo are living in ^ p- Ic . x _
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are paroled and concerned *.ho»;; “•’ho; ?3 ho .run
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cost pm has developed out of
his io, ih'pnt^t is the signific-
mimun ".ties *

On the other hand, however, the curt
dangers of racial conflict and further olein: a:
and black workers. The forces ^1 reecmrn or
paign to. promote fear and hymowia in air-wey
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le pregnant with serious
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actions. For instance,, the trr.de union r y u/c; must .10 da 1 to see that in
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A national deleave o omini ;:<!* a - -
A

earlier period,, »:o be lack o
to building . och an organisation c i c;,

-' vdvdi r T *jbt^ Ccr.^^ar ci nn
'* <-;gry 5 o or- e cm' cue i^t ration

war movomen*. We reur: >bo / * r :. v n*

*

? .

baais ci healthy block- white eyUy mvj; bo
for Black Liberation ^3 .; t :ek o p^rt cl -

for oho Black Liberation rrov^onn
t
7 . L, .

concern, like the issue of police brutality,
activity in defense of Negro ngnts.

; errj cone m -100 u tbi-
-- y*ocp3 tact the only

~
; :. i *

. iz : . n / tha sIn >yg 1 a
issues o C peace ere o _o /
i show arenas of comcon
and-^nr movement* to

5 * The IvlFDP challenge to the Democratic Contention should be mode a central
national is^uo of struggle* Support xer the cnalleuc^ shield be built in every com-
munity, both within and outside the Democratic part/ structure. Resolutions of
support should be developed at each state Democratic convention. In addition,
tnis activity should be utilised as a p^rt of our campaign £0 urge Negro candidates
to run wherever possible for Ceng session tl -:rd c:kJ; positions.

^ * A central arena for building black"* rite uni:/ must be in our trade union
work. The Party must taka steps no w in c / try district co select a plant, shop, or
industry in which we take the lead1 in. organizing th * unorganized. There is no area
of the country in which unorganized shops do net ante: ./here Negroes, whites and
other minority group peoples work side by aWe under che - erst conditions *

Such a campaign on our pan; will
merit while placing the question cf a ma:
every union for immediate action.

; to rcvlc-. i!.,co the trade union move
1 *.k-^ arive in th <e South before

7 . We must single out the buTding nv ‘

open union ranks to all minority g- cups, r : no
unions In the crafts. Coripencutcr/ Job- h,
should bo included as ees cr t to a ly .r

We refer the^e proposals to the Tr-iui Tel: n
and suggest that one union, such as the
ration

.

t ;racial area for a battle toW t : racist policies cf moot
* t a 5; r^..: , tarklp programs *

at; a ? to be token by such u.v

r in u: lei caur wk:

3 . The Party should pi ire Itself k k
Brown , the Fc rfc Hoc r' Three

> H 'n T ( c _ \ r 1

been subject to frame-up pics ec all *.* ; ,

press-, and the setting of eenkral c^sk-, ikr
campaign mast not bo lim.t -d to 1 *. n-.y, _
should be taken by the I :nky 0.00 0 v ./ m
it;/ far selection.

-k;W vo dof^ni Bap
n *i c : k ore *. /ho h ave

campaign in ou
ian a t erne ; -a » , T*

integral n

tnose i:

p.,o^is io r-y—
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housing, community control, aduoatl V'il ^ -«si'f :?u.ii&;*ac«d;»i is contra! to ihi ; battl-r

To make such a program ma-jinyCvl, iho Fusty must take this Campaign Into

Overy neighborhood, r.ass organization, char ah api social croup, etc, V/? rust
expose and combat the astem-t of Si

issues.
m.Ac demagogic use of those

12, An Integral part of tiro rr.:a o-wnito unity and control to the
struggle against racism in - whits cc.r,*

-

v;.dtia'' is a fight to guarantee the defeat of
Wallace in the ‘GS elections, Wo mrvi toko c 'ary step necessary to guarantee,
that Wallace and his supporters are isoisdii in every c xr.munity and expose the
racist, anti-union, anti-Communist nature of his appeal.

13. Students and the academic and intellectual community must play no small
role in this struggle. A major battlefield against racism are the campuses end
elementary and secondary schools of bur country. A fight must be initiated in

every school system and on every campus to guarantee open admissions policies,
compensatory schooling, special scholarships, integrated teaching staffs, cur-
riculum dealing with Negro and Labor history, and the elevation of minority group
educators to positions of policy-making and authority at every level.

14‘. Our policy of industrial concentration has special significance for the
struggle in the white community. If a breakthrough can be made in auto, steel,

transportation, etc. among white workers on eko special needs of Negro workers
on the job and in their fullest voice in union cohoy-,r: 2king, then these workers
and unions can become a powerful lever to the * hole trade union movement
and white working masses generally. Since -he --a industries now have such a large
proportion of black workers, such a fcrsaktr.ro ,gh Is bo.It more necessary and pos-
sible.

In this respect we must moke a apse: a*. ?..:uy with respect to the ‘industrial

suburb, “ as a means by. which Negro: , are dx.:rr,sd of opportunities to enter the'

fields in which meaningful jobs are c weal?.

Conclusion:

This report cv-:i*nos o:..y c,; ini-ani

every district for ir.:..:od. :.c srronr-, .w : . .

fight against racism a fundamental a-. 1 :
;

.m

It is the fooling Of th‘s •- o^kso:- .h. I -

conferences to further cleve, op our vc . . ir .W d,

r.mt.c same as a oasis m
'No. at sur Forty to make the
a, r : cm in evs;v I’.;- i.

’oiu-iu consider sp?r‘ s
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE OM NEGRAO AFFAIRS

Oor PANEL ON TECHNIQUE? AnQ'IETHODS OFRpsc^oe Proctor Rcportin^*ror PAM&L OH TECHNIQUE*

STRUGGLE 10/15/6? (Unedited)

It war- suggested that we discuss three specific questions under
this general heading:

1* 'ihat is our attitude to the question of organized armed up-
risings in the ghetto?

2* How do we view the
s
problem of struggles for partial gains and

their relation to reforms 'and revolution?

3. !')hat are the variety of forms of struggle which can or should
be used interchangeably and how do we go about chaning the direction
the struggle should take — for example, the sturggles against the
monopolies and big business?

On the question of the use of violence in the, ghetto, we as Mar-
xists have always affirmed that oppressed people have the right to
forcibly overthrow an oppressive regime when the channels for demo-
cratic change .are closed to them* This right is also affirmed in the^
Declaration of Independence * Therefore there can bo no question of the
right of the black people in the U*S* to use violence' to achieve change*
Our estimation of when violent means are called for is determined by
time, place and circumstances and our position at any given moment
strives to reflect the concrete situation and conditions which prevail
.at that moment *

VJe believe that in addition to the domestic problems and the
international influences which are now being exerted upon the black

^ ^
movement in this country, which has given rise to the new emphasis that
Is now being placed upon armed struggle. It is also related to four
other faetbrs

*

One Is the growing kack of confidence of the black people In this
country in their ability to achieve meaningful change through the demo-
cratic process * There is a growing lack of confidence in the white
working class to overcome racism and join with black people in the strug
gle for meaningful alternatives* There is a lack of an alternative^
program to yilence being put forward by other sections of the left which
is radical enough to solve the problems of the ghettos* There is a lack
of class consciousness and revolutionary tactics among the leadership
of the black movement which is geared to U*3. conditions*

Now we believe that the only purpose for serious armed Insurrec-
tion is the seizure of political power* And If it is not for this
purpose , with a good possibility of victory, then armed insurrection
should not be initiated* lie believe that conspiratorial , terroristic
actions which are not based upon a program aimed at improving the con-

- ditions of life for the masses and which does not receive the support
of the masses is reckless, adventurous, provocative and politically
irresponsible toward the people,, that It invited reprisals upon the

black* community and therefore should be rejected*

lie believe that* terrorism ^within the black community hich Is di-
rected against so-called Uncole Toms or others who refuse to go along
with* the urogram so to speak, in addition to the above, is divisive ana
out of place given the political conditions which prevail today ana
likewise should be rejected,,

Me believe that the question is to organize in the community , to

conduct "c .iitical struggle around an ideology which will isolate
people whs are not acting in the interests, of the community*

Although we do not advocate a public policy of looting and arson,
we believe that the uprisings themselves did do some good terms of

^

dramatizing the seriousness of *the problems of the ghevuos, that Id ala
get the message over to many white Americans that they too can dg

affected by the especially oppressive conditions which are being heaped
upon black Americans and that the uprisings aid provoke some responses
in governmental circles (Stokes in Cleveland and others *

) ^
- ^ iA:
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• 9 9We tend to agree with those who say that^ the strength of the uprisings,,
looting and burning lies in its spontaneity and that once uprisings are,
put on an organized basis with an identified leadership, - that they
become something else entirely and will be understood and approached as
such and will be dealth with by the ruling class and the black structure
as such.

We recognize that sometimes some, things are Just done without a,
great deal of planning or talking about it beforehand. For instance,
trade unionists generally dont advocate sabotage or dumping of scabs
but under certain condition^ of strike struggles workers react to what
they believe to be in their ’best interests on the spot and at the moment

likewise, unless conditions are improved in the ghettos black
people will undoubtedly continue to react to existing conditions and to
instances of police harassment and brutality. Xf we have reason to
believe that the black community is faced with the possibility of an
onslaught, we believe that it is our responsibility to do anything that
we can to prevent it, including going outside of that community to the
white community and to the trade union movement and tying to get them
to exercise the weight of their influence upon the power structure and
those who will bring such force to bear upon the black community to see
to it that it does not take place.

We should do everything we can to prevent such an onslaught and
j

preserve life within the black community.

Finally, in regard to violence, the difficult area and the legiti-
mate one in our opinion in the area of self-defense which we support,
—pcluding armed self-defense if necessary. do believe that under
all. circumstances the black people not only have the right but the
responsib'i i ty to defend theirpersons , their homes and their community.
And in line with this position we support the demand that blakc people
police their own community.

i

The questions which must be posed always in regard to violence are;

What is the purpose of the violence? Are all the channels closed
fpr achieving such goals through democratic or peaceful menas? Ag&inst
whom and whit is the violence being directed? Will violence achieve
the desired results? Do the masses of the people support the use of
armed force as a means for redressing their grievances?

As we see it today, the overwhelming majority of the American
people including the black people, are not yet convinced that the system
must be changed, much less by armed force. We therefore reject today
the organizing of armed uprisings in the black community.

On the second question: The relationship between partial gains,'
that is, reforms, and revolution. We see the” relationship between
reform and revolution being related to organization and consciousness

.

We fell that reforms are important and necessary steps in the struggle
for revolutionary change but in themselves are not decisive. We also
recognize that quite often reforms are granted by the power structure
in order to stop the movement, blunt its direction and to dissipate
the forces fighting for change. Therefore the struggle must not cease
with the winning of partial gains or reforms but must continue on anothe2

and higher level, if the victory is not to be dissipated and diluted.
It should attempt to draw lessons from each struggle and follow up on
each vector y with demans and program which go even further towards
Improving _he conditions of our people and to make it clear at all times

V that it is the popular mass struggle on the part of the people for
- reforms which accounts for Whatever gains are won.

We therefore feel the need to establish and be guided by certain
principles

.

1. Wo should not: project program only on the basis of what is felt
to be what the power structure will grant at any given moment. Demands
must flow ;*at of what the community needs and this gets us into the area
of radical demands today. Thus the blakc community is in an economic
crisis, and only radical demands can begin to meet its needs. We must
fight for ‘-ae principle that government is responsible to provide work

X. M _ _ _ _ •* *1 1 _ _ < > _ -1 . _ I 1 < I . J .. _ J J
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Industry. While wo sup programs for vocationalQrainins with
fxd.equQ-'be compensation during the period, of* training, we must xe Jsct the
concept th^t unless human beings are tailored to technological needs
they must be dumped on; the scrap heap* On the contrary, -we must insist;
that work opportunities be tailored to meet human needs, that jobs be
provided to employ the skills and capacity limited as they might be,
or those seeking work* The ghetto*s need for homes ,schools , hopsitals
and other public facilities is so enormous that any appreciable effort
to meet them can create the conditions for fulfilling- this demand.

Finally , on this point, we should place our emphasis on reforms
-that will weaken monopoly capital and effectively strengthen and expand
-the democratic power of our pepple. Public ownership of utilities,
insurance, people* s banks, federal farm funds and long—term low—interes
loans for poopl*es producers and consumers copp.s Nationalization with
guarantee of public control, with surplusses going to the people*
Community control over community institutions with guarantees of

t community administration of federal and state funding programs*

Ne sa-; that reforms are needed and necessary, first of all for the
actual pieservation of life itself r Xn many communities conditions are
so urgant In the ghetto, especially in the South that the winning of
a welfare case, a food grant, medical aid, can mean the difference be-
tween life and slow death* Secondly, we must fight for immediate gains
and reforms because mass organization intially takes place around local
issues which are viable, pr ssing for programs which offer realizable
demands and the possibility of immediate victory* Third, the sturggles*
around pavbial gains and immediate demands not only organize the pooplete also educate them in many ways . Victories build confidence in

t c-heir ability to win and exposes those who are standing in their way*

To relate partial, demands with more radical long-term demands, it
is always uivisable to project a program in a given area composed of
several points - a multipoint program - all of which lead in the di-
rection of a more complete solution to the problem s going from the most
urgent to i&e most radical* In this way the people will not lose sight

f of the long-term goals being fought for.

Finally, when we speak of revolutionary change in the system, we
:

repeat the point made in the Party Draft Program:
t

*

|

,! People are less disposed to attempt now forms of
;

government until they are persuaded through experience
that the old forms cannot right its evils. Such a
realization can only come about by putting the old
forms to the test, that is, by fighting for the maximum

1
attainable within thepresent sys bein c

: ihen the masses
become convinced that the system is not what it is
cracked up to be; that they cannot in fact exert their
democratic will, then they will see the ned to change

I

the system and create one that can meet their needs. 11

On the third question: How do we go about changing the direction
the struggle should take?

Firs b of all, it is absolutely necessary that we be on the scone
and a part of the struggle itself but that we also be there with a
program. Experience has shown that it is not enought to constantly oiw
pour cold water on others * programs without; offering a more viable
al To develop program for the black community today means

. that we to develop in many cases a dual program — one which is
redding. black, qcntrel of its own. cor^aunity, over the insti-

Stations wnloh operate there, and one which relates to mere radical
demands w.v’ ch lirast be fought for nndins ti tuted by both black and white
Americans; The character of such a program must be radical.

Our rcr*

i

n contribution in the blakc community today, after having
injected program into the stuiggle, is to project- a class analysis of
the 'society in which we live and to expose the main enemy of the poople
to develop a struggle aimed at amking the democratic machinery function
more effer.- vely for the people and to fight for political represen-
tation whi /i will be responsive to the people*
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** • We believe that thlplivision of black-white responsibility has to
be developed and perfected, that blakc people will gain confidence in
white people 's willingness to join the struggle and overcome their rac-
ism only on the basis of actual participation in the struggle. That in
order to strengthen the influence of Marxist ideas in the movement, it
is necessary to develop left forms for education and action within the
black community.

Mew times, new issues, new methods of struggle sometimes requite
new forms and we should not be afraid to experiment with new forms
simply because they ..are not traditional or have note been tested in
practice. In the development of forms the intent is to bring ideolog-
ical and organizational influence of our Party to bear upon the mass
movement, to more effectively participate in struggles that are already
In motion, to project issues and intlate struggle not presently being
conducted and to recruit more advanced, active militants into our Party.

The forms that we are proposing are both mass forms and Left foms.

1. v.‘o see the need to call together existing organizations in the
black community in some form of council or congress so that they can
exercise a greater collective upon the community as a whole by agreeing
upon joint struggle around those issues on which they can agree. Ex-
ample - Los Angeles. Me think that the boycott - consumer, school, and
other forms of boycott - should be used and expanded. "!e should advo-
date work stoppages around basic issues or protest (Detroit Plan)

.

There is the idea of commemorating holidays of black heroes and
adding more to the list: Du Bois, Davis, etc. There is the idea of
black caucuses to be formed when the need arises, some on a continuing
basis, others temporarily; unions, communities, conventions, conferences
etc.

A discussion bulletin to discuss ideological differences within
the black-people's movement to be put out by the Negro Commission (Third
world concept ,’ etc .

)

Promote the form of cultura.1 centers and bookstores in the ghetto.

Provide Marxist training schools for the specific triming of our
black cadre in the Party,

Develop more full-time black organizers for the Party at. all levels
Including women.

Assign regional coordinators full time to help strengthen the work
of the Party in the black and minority community at regional levels.

Plan regional seminars of black Comrades working in the community,
schools , and factor! es

.

- Trairs them In. how to write, public- speaking,- public debating and
organizing,

A special budget to be set aside for work in the blakc community

Support and help to build local and regional conference of black
youth to culminate in a National Youth Congress (referred to Youth
Ccmmlssbn)

.

Exp3 e possibility of supporting summer camp movement -^ '

Lly

»
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'REPORT TO NAT-TQNAI^ONFERENCE C.P.U.S.A. - Oc><4-lS, 1967

O
By Claude Lightfcot,

Secretary of the National Committee for Negro Affairs

Subject: TO SAVE AMERICA . THESE THINGS ARE REQUIRED:

It has been historical, as well as current experience that a coalescence of
struggle of black and white at the grass roots level is the main prerequisite for

social advances in our country. Yet, at a time when the nation faces unprecedented
problems such as war and peace, the growth of a fascist danger and new economic
.difficulties , to many people, black and white unity has become a dirty word. Germs
of disunity, germs of a cancerous nature, are circulating in the body of the American
people, and unless radical surgery is performed, many of the vital organs will be
lost, if not the entire body. Patent medicines no longer suffice to meet this growing
crisis.

To help unravel the reasons for this situation, we shall discuss the character
of the present period, look into what is new in racism, define the nature of the pres-
ent wave of black nationalism, discuss methods of struggle required for today, est-
imate the Party's position on the Negro question in the last nine years. And finally,
we shall determine what the vanguard role of the Party is in the circumstances of
today.

The Negro question cannot be abstracted from the general political situation
within the country. The Proctor article estimates what the general situation in the
black community will be for the next 10 or 15 years, but in my judgment it does so
in isolation from the perspective for the country as a whole for the next 10 to 15
years. Proctor writes:

In the next decade all indications are that black national
consciousness, black nationalism will undergo an explosive
growth within the United States. Negro migration to the cities,
the cities* growing deterioration, the failure of society, including
the trade unions, to fully integrate Negroes, the worsening econ-
omic conditions of the Negroes and their growing relation with
colored people on a world scale will help to feed black national-
ist tendencies and growth.

Now, Proctor does not say whether this black nationalism that he speaks of
will be a form of nationalism directed against imperialism, that is, of a positive
nature, or whether it will be of a divisive separatist nature such as is embodied in
the policies and program of Elijah Muhammud. While he does not Indicate what
direction it *will take, he presents a .catalog of the conditions which will promote
this national donsciousnessfover the- next, decade . I conclude, therefore; that he
anticipates that over the^next 10 of 15 years the problems of worsening ^conditions
of Negroes) including the refusal of the trade unions to integrate; deterioration in
the cities, migration to the big cities, etc., will continue to mount. In other words,
things will get worse. And if they do, the trend of black nationalism will ,be toward'

- a more reactionary character.
*

.The development of black nationalism in one direction or another is not a
.thing, in itself; it is a reaction to the general political situation In the country at
large. Hence, in order not to err in our judgments about the Negro question, it is

necessary to have a clear picture of the general trends in the country.

We are at one of those great crossroads In history where mankind will either
advance toward a high plateau of social progress, eliminating all that Is vile, repre-
hensible, dehumanizing and exploitative, or toward the destruction of man's existence
on this planet. Which way is -yet to be determined.

We Communists are not passive observers on the social scene. We are, or
aspire to be, social and- political scientists. And in this connection we always seek
ways and means of channelizing events in .a progressive direction. We examine things

3as they are at a given moment. We seek out the obstacles which interrupt the smooth
flow of progress. We work to uncover the contradictions whose resolution will Permit

f i, Ionm €\yrs 4 In A rUrft^'HAn
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The existence of contradictions in the nature ^^things at present

accelerates a growth of frustrations/ a groping for new directional signals and #

in some instances, hopelessness and despair. We shall proceed to examine some
of these contradictions. *

* The present moment can be characterized as one charged with great economic,

political and social turbulence. Unlike the decade of the fifties, the mid-point of

the 1960s is marked by ever-increasing*waves of struggle by almost all strata of the

American people. Yesterday it was mainly the Negro movement that protested injust-

ice. Today the youth, the church, labor and the intelligentsia, in varying degrees,
have taken the path of struggle. These forces are converging on the war policies of

the Johnson Administration and are creating a deep-going crisis in foreign affairs.

The peace movement in our country is perhaps the greatest in history. Seldom has
a people challenged its government's pursuance of war with the vigor and determina-
tion now manifested by the American people;

The growth of automation and cybernation places the economy in a* precarious

position and leads workers to the path of struggle to a degree not witnessed in re-

cent years. Strikes are breaking out in all directions. They involve all categories

of workers, the more affluent and the less affluent.

As we near the year's end, there have been at least 150 outbreaks of viol-

ence in more than 120 cities. Over$270 million in property has been destroyed. It

is estimated that 118 people have been killed and nearly 4,000 injured. Roughly
4,000 have been arrested, and National Guardsmen have been called out 23 times.

This is the balance sheet, and the end is nowhere in sight. Indeed, there

are those who now see "the long hot summers" extended into "the long cold winters.

Especially is this shown by the crime rates. These, a barometer of the sick society

and its social turbulence, have reached fantastic proportions.

The FBI announced on September 15 that crime in the United States had risenW
end the increase in|
Vandalism is on

[
h

17 per cent during the past year and predicted that by the year s

all types of crime would total 62, per cent over the last six years
the increase. In 1966 the cost of vandalism in New York schools totaled $5 million^

K In Washington, D.C. , window breakage and theft in schools last year cost more n

\ than $214,000.

In every aspect of American life there is an unprecedented degree of dissatis-
faction. The people are striking back. Sometimes they strike according to plan.
Sometimes they erupt spontaneously. And sometimes they hit out blindly. But what-
ever the form they take, these are all struggles by the people against a system that

hurts so many of,them .

Basically, this growing strife arises from a capitalist system in decay. But

in particular it is an outgrowth of a war policy. Our government, committed for the
last twenty years to a program designed to save the collapsing system of colonialism
and imperialism in general, and to promote the domination of U.S. capitalism and
imperialism in particular, has brought us to this situation on the home front. A lop-
sided war budget with its huge expenditures for military hardware, with its dollars

for the CIA to bribe and corrupt, leaves little to combat growing problems of poverty,
technological displacement of workers and deterioration within the ghettos and cities

to replace obsolete housing, and to create a higher quality of education. These
"problems, moreover, .are. .greatly aggravated by the new technological and scientific

advance in production.

As a consequence of this development, new relations between workers and
business, new measures by the state for the welfare of the workers must be evolved.
The slowness of such changes is producing great hardships and insecurity for all

strata of the American working people.

With the growth of struggle by various sectors of the American people, with
the continuing expansion of objective circumstances that induce an enlargement of

struggles, one would expect that the pro-democratic masses would be assuming
commanding heights; one would think that the future would appear hopeful and that

n hprnmA Ancml r.ed.. In desnalr
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Professor Seymourj^j^lman performed a historic tasll^hen, in his work,
* Our Depleted Society (Hol^y New York, 1965), he laid bare ail the contradictions

within a war economy and hopefully looked to the future* He wrote:

I expect that diverse groups in American life will discover
- common ground as they each seek ways to improve their own

lot* Americans who suffer directly from the depletion process, or
whose prospects for a really better life are held up by the depleted
society - all these will be acting in parallel, even in concert, to

accelerate the reconstruction of American life*

The various components of the pro-democratic forces in the country are in
large part already in the arena of struggle* In some instances they act in a parallel
mariner; in others, they tend to merge (as witness the merging of efforts by the peace
and civil rights forces)* And yet, atthis moment, there are growing clashes and
cleavages between forces who have so much in common. The growing strife between
thejforces who should and must unite if "we are to overcome*' is the most challenging
problem facing the people's movements. It is the most important problem before this
confe* n *.ce.

What are the factors engendering disunity?

Objective circumstances increasingly are compelling all pro-democratic
masses into the arena of struggle* But consciousness of the interrelation of these
struggles, of how they impinge on each other, and of what must be done to effect
greater correlation, lags dangerously behind.

Thus, the main weaknesses lie in the realm of Ideas, concepts and ideology.
And it is in this area that a widespread counteroffensive by reactionary elements has
come into prominence

.

The forms that this offensive takes are many, but the decisive weapon is still
racist ideology. But just to repeat "racism" would be meaningless. We must exam-
ine the new circumstances in which this poison is being spread. We must uncover
the new objective and subjective bases that are the springboard for its renewed growth*

Historically, racism has been the main ideological weapon which our ruling
class has used to divide the ranks of the working people. About its harmful effects,
Gus Hall wrote:

Bigotry is like a poison gas deliberately designed to
incapacitate all opposition. Like such a gas it distorts
reality and brings on a state of confusion. A friend ap-
pears as an enemy, an enemy as a friend.

As Hall indicated. In those circumstances confusion reigns supreme, and,
as Gil Green once wrote, the real enemy - big business - becomes "the enemy for-
gotten .

"

The seeds of current trends of disunity have been assiduously planted in the
past several years. That the enemy is working overtime Is very evident.

We witnessed two parallel developments in 1964 which helped to heighten
tensions among the people. One was the forays of George C. Wallace from Alabama
into the Northern communities. -Now, it is clear that Wallace could not win any elec-
tion, could not win the nomination, could not make any significant campaign. The
main reason Wallace came into the North in the 1964 elections was to make an appeal
to prejudice among white workers, and wherever he went, whether it was Gary, Balti-
more or other cities, this was the main pitch. And in some.respects it paid off. The
large number of white workers who supported this avowed racist was cause for great
concern •

The over-all strategy called for the organization of a so-called "white back-
lash." This idea made its appearance in the 1964 elections on the eve of the greatest
coalescence of pro -democratic forces in the history of pur country, aimed at the defeat
of Goldwater, with labor, the liberal community, the middle strata, the farmers and



to u.se the, weapon of white supremacy, of prejudice, of fear and insecurity, to mobil-
ize white workers to throw the ^jks of black and white into fu Q disarray.

The second development in 1S64 was the refusal to seat the delegation of the
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party at the Democratic National Convention. The
insistence of President Johnson, and of outstanding labor and liberal spokesmen, on
forcing the Freedom Democratic Party to accept a compromise withithe Dixiecrat South,
proved to be one* of the most harmful actions in recent years. This laid the basis for

the serious division in the labor-liberal-Negro coalition that followed 1964.

* James Forman of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee was correct

in calling it a "profile in treachery. " For a new factor had now emerged, though it

was not too easily discernible at that moment. That is, the ideological assault now
came not only from ultra-Right forces such as Wallace and his supporters, but also,
simultaneously, from leaders of the liberal and labor coalition who moved in for the
purpose of checkmating the further acceleration of the Negro people's movement. The
joining together of these two currents laid the seeds of accelerated tendencies of dis-
unity among the people.

What is the background of these developments? Why did Walter Reuther,
Humphrey and others who had distinguished themselves as great liberals, as friends
of the Negro people, as staunch civil rights fighters, act as they did at Atlantic City?
Comrade Henry Winston points out that thoir previous position was rooted in the 1954
Supreme Court decision.* That decision, he says, was a class decision. U.S. imper-
ialism was prepared at that moment to make some concessions to the Negro movement
for two purposes: (1) to try to overcome the racist image the U.S. had won for itself

as a result of oppression of the Negro people; and (2) to mobilize the Negro people's
movement for the war effort.

Beginning at Atlantic City and afterward, however, the gears shifted and the
demands of the Negro people's movement went into motion for more fundamental changer
not mere palliatives and superficial reforms. Power was placed on the agenda. The
economic aspect of the question was brought to the forefront, and demands were placed
that go to the heart of reversing the war policies of U.S. imperialism, and with this,

of removing many of the domestic camouflages. This was the hard political reality

underlying a situation which now began to work in reverse.

Consequently, if we make an assessment of racist ideology in the U .S. today,
we have to take into account the fact that there is at the present time no section of

the ruling class that is working for the limited goals and limited purposes of some
years ago. Today, most of the so-called liberal community joins with the ultra-Right

for theipurpose of defeating the efforts of the Black People's Movement for radical and
deep-going changes in their status. 1

A good example of this change is the way in which the police power of the
State is employed. Several years ago the police power of the federal government was
used to back civil rights efforts in the South. Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy were
compelled by an outraged nation to send troops to the South. Today, however, the
police forces in many cities allegedly ruled by liberals not only are used against the
Negro people but are in fact the main forces provoking violence and disorder. And in

every instance, beginning with the situation in New York City under the liberal Mayor
Wagner, the police force has been absolved. Furthermore, the police power of the
federal government backs up the racist attacks against Negroes and blames the victims
And President Johnson makes appeals which can only lead white people, on the citizen*

level, to take up arms against black people.

The main problem is not that the ruling circles are using -racist ideology. There
is nothing new in this. What is important is that there is an insufficient response amor,

whites, a failure to act at the grass roots level. Hence it is not enough for progres-
sives and radicals to explain the source of racism. Most people of good will under-
stand that. What is most important is to discover how- and why this poison can operate-'

so easily among the masses . And when this is understood, maybe we can "overcome. "

For no matter in how racist a fashion the rCiling class behaves, if there is no accept-
ance of racism among the masses, this behavior will be of little consequence.

In addition to the betrayal by certain labor and liberal forces in the country,

there is a material basis for the growth of chauvinist attitudes among workers. Racist
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o Q'problems flowing not only from a war economy but also from scientific and techno-
logical changes/ and second in the area of housing*

The growth of job displacement and unemployment by automation in industry
has created new problems for the American workers. With clear solution in view,
the working class lives in constant fear of what tomorrow will bring. Thus, the
problem of job insecurity tend by itself to becon e a drivinc *orce for tensions among
workers, rather than to lead them to approach it as a class problem, as a problem of
all workers — the more affluent, the less affluent, black and white. There are
strong tendencies among white workers to seek solutions at the expense of their
black brothers. This adds to the problems of the black brother, who is already
bearing the brunt of the problem. It takes the form of greater unemployment, under-
employment and other dehumanizing conditions. These are ongoing problems which
daily get worse, not better.

Indicative of :this trend are, the findings of a recent Labor Department survey,
covering over twenty black ghettos. It notes the following;

* ~ 16.9 per cent of those employed were working only part time,
though trying to find a full-time job. The comparable national
figure is 2.3 iper cent. 21 per cent of the full-time workers earn
less than $60.00 a week, the equivalent of the $3,000 annual
poverty line. The national figure is 15.4 per cent. 37 per cent
of the slum families reported annual incomes under $3,000 com-
pared with 25 per cent nationally. The average family income was
about $3, 800 compared with the national average of $6,300. . . .

47 per cent of the families reported income from unemployment
insurance, welfare and other non-employment sources.

This survey shows why Black America is increasingly becoming alienated from White
America.

One of the problems automation poses is the necessity for workers to improve
their skills. But in this connection certain unions stand out as the main obstacles to
Negroes acquiring skill. Historically, the building trades unions have been one of
the main barriers. Today, ho less than yesterday, these unions emerge as the great-
est scabs in the labor movement, the main source of friction between black and white
workers. Big business and the government utilize this situation to throw workers in-
to competition with each other, feed anti-union sentiments among black workers and
make the business community and the government appear as the real friends of the
black workers.

For example, look at this newspaper report of a dialogue between Senator
Robert^Kennedy and a building trades leader, headed: "Kennedy Declares Building
.Unions Fail to Admit Negroes." Haggerty, one ,of the building 'trades leaders, re-
sponded: "We can’t take aboard a boy that can’t read or a boy that’s a school drop-
out." Peter T . Shulman, president of the Plumbers' Union, said:, "We have certain
minimum requirements. " Kennedy replied: "I would think that there are more than 21
boys in all of Cincinnati who can read. "

What is the image here? That the government is on the side of the Negroes
and the trade unions are against them.

Other headlines read: "Trade Union Bias Found Unchecked'." "Apprenticeship
Plan Excludes Minority Workers. " "California Panel Finds Union Bias." "U.S. Warns
Union on Training Bias. Sets Compliance Deadline for 500-Apprentice Plan. " "Union
Accused at State Hearing. ” One of the most scandalous of all is the following:
"Negroes Upheld in Sheetmetal Apprentice Test. " This was a test in which, of a
total of 147 appllcans, 24 were Negroes. Of these, 17 passed with the highest
grades. But the union contested the examination as net being reflective of the apti-
tudes of these Negroes, and the court had to hand down a decision that the test was
all right and that these youngsters do have some intelligence. Again, the court
against the union. And again, it is the electrical workers' union, the plumbers'
union and other building trades unions that are cited as the chief culprits. And these
are onlv-ajamnll fraction o f the newsnnoer. hea dl ine s and articles on this problem.
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Thus, a comprehe^Dve program of jobs for all work^^l with consideration to

the special problems of the black worker is the road to reducing the effect of the
pro^-fascist, racist offensive. This will be dealt with in greater detail below.

There are also some new developments in the area of housing which require
a fresh look. The problem of housing as a generator of conflict between black and
'white workers dates back to the end of World War II. Prior to the war's end, a great
deal of interracial activity had been built up on the job level irr industry. But at that

time the ghettos had not enlarged too much and there was not too much pressure to

break out, and inasmuch as the black and white workers found. so much in common
onthe job fighting the boss for better working conditions, friction was at a minimum.

In the postwar years, both the black and white workers accumulated some
small savings with which to purchase a home* Large and continuous migrations of
Negroes from the South resulted in the already overcrowded ghettos becoming alto-
gether unlivable, and the Negro began a struggle to break out. Those with enough
capital sought home ownership in white neighborhoods. The Supreme Court in 1949
ruled out restrictive covenants and gave legal sanction to the breaking up of the over-
crowded ghetto.

But the Negro found a "not welcome" sign as he sought refuge from slum life

in other neighborhoods. More often than not such signs took the form of mobs, or
other forms of violence. The black worker now found his white working-class brother
a part of the mobs, and this increased his distrust of all whites. Thought he, "Yes-
terday I believed that this man was my friend; today I find him in the camp of my
enemies."

After a number of skirmishes in most cities, white Americans fled to suburbia.
The ghettos were enlarged, and in most instances Negroes occupied the entire center
of the city.

Today the problem has been compounded. The migrations from the South did
not cease. They continued to the point where, in a number of cities, Negroes are in
the process of becoming the majority of the population. And now the overcrowded
conditions are forcing some Negroes to seek a solution in suburbia. The marches
led by Dr. King in Chicago last year unleashed a fury on the part of whites not wit-
nessed in recent years. Whites who fled from the city center several years ago now
find themselves again hemmed in. Not even the suburbs give them peace from this
ongoing black invasion*

This is the process taking place on the housing front which engenders racist
onslaughts against black people anew. Behind it is an economic problem coupled
with racist ideology of long standing.

Thus, racism is propelled forward today by black people making demands
which dig deeper and deeper into the war policy of the government, demands which
are not only anti-imperialist but are increasingly becoming anti-capitalist. It is
acclerated by many liberals joining the ultra-Right attack on the movement. Racism
is also fed by deteriorating economic conditions on the job and housing fronts and a
failure to evolve a comprehensive program to meet these new problems. Resulting
therefrom is greater friction between black and white.

Therefore, a radical change in the status of black people, a change toward
greater security and a higher standard of living for all workers, requires a radigal
shift from racist ’ideology among white workers. This is a fundamental prerequisite
for building a powerful coalition of black and white in the conditions of today. And
it is only through such a coalition that America is going to be saved from the catas-
trophies threatening it.

rm *

Racism is also a major contributor to moods of black nationalism. The recent
period has also witnessed a tremendous growth In this direction.

What is the source of this trend? What is the main content? In what way
does it differ from black nationalist trends of other times? What should be the
attitude of Communists to this development?
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-white- community. Historically, there have always existed QiiP Americas, one black
and one white. At the clo£%}f World War II, as we have ihvJated, the main thrust
of the Negro movement in Northern areas was to break out of the ghetto. The main
trend in the Negro community was for full integration into every Institution of Ameri-
can life. But the Negro didn’t break out of the ghetto; when they temporarily succeed-
ed, whites fled, thus enlarging the area of ghetto life rather than eliminating it. This
experience has left the Negro bitter and ever more distrustful of whites. Forced to

live in the ghetto under conditions which are almost indescribable, the economic
conditions of the mass of.the Negro people continually worsened as those of other
sections of the* population, including some Negroes, got better. The contrast between
affluence for a few Negroes and poverty for the mass of black people has been a
driving force engendering even greater resentment of whites.

Thus many Negroes when they sum up the experiences of the last two decades,
conclude that integration in the abstract will not automatically solve the problem of
being black, that even in integrated houses, schools and other institutions, the Negro
can and does remain a second-class citizen, with little or no say on decisions which
have great meaning for his life.

In these circumstances, most Negroes have come to conclude that the exer-
cise of freedom* requires dealing with the other side from positions of strength, rather
than depending on "good will" or "moral persuasion. "

Another factor of no small importance is the discovery by many Negroes that
they had been brain-washed by a

V^hite-led society. They had been led to believe
that their ancestral background came from levels of social organization not much
higher than animal life. Today, as^they witness Africans playing a major role in all
the affairs of mankind, this evokes from them a feeling of great pride In their own
race, in the color of Black, and brings out a deep desire for greater identity with ~

their past. Previous tendencies to try to escape the "sin" of being black are now
replaced with an emphasis on being black.

These moods are a^so in the background of the slogan of "black power" and
the emphasis of control over ghetto life. Most whites do not comprehend these psych-
ological factors and feel rejected when Negroes place their emphasis in this direction

A third factor producing a black nationalist path of development is the rise of
three major categories of people in the ghetto. One category consists pf the more '

recent waves of migrants from the South who are forced to go on i relief or who find
employment of the most menial nature in the service industries, where the pay is
often less than what people receive on relief* People who fall in this category are
called the underemployed. In most cases they are people who came from the rural
South with little or no industrial experience; and in the North they work mostly In
unorganized shops where their contacts with unions or with whites are minimal. And
even when they are in unions, these are mostly unions headed by racketeers who work
with the bosses to keep them in their unenviable position. People in this category
make up a large segment of most black communities*

An NALC found that hundreds of thousands in the Chicago area earn less than
$3,000 a year. They are employed in industries wuch as apparel, merchandising,
laundry and dry cleaning, hospitals, repair services, etc. The survey concludes:
"In the greater Chicago area, at least 515,000 are working poor; of these, at least
400,000 live in the city of Chicago, the overwhelming part in the slums and ghettos. "

The Negro population in Chicago is estimated at anywhere between 800,000 to
1, 000,000 . The underemployed 'represent at least one-third of this population. This
group feels totally alienated from white society and isn’t interested In building inter-
racial life. It is therefore a major source of present-day nationalism.

Another category which engenders a drive toward nationalism is Negro youth,
both the students and the unemployed.

In his book Slums and Suburb's , written in 1961 (before the ghetto uprisings),
James B. Conant said of these strata:

In a slum area of 125,000 people, mostly Negro, a sampling
of the youth population showed that roughly 70 per cent of the



The magnitude of the problem is appalling and the challenge to

our society is cle3f\ . . . We are allowing social dCjrnite to
• accumulate in our I^rge cities.

« Since this survey was made, the figures have no doubt increased. This means
that another large sector of the black community has grown up with little or no work
experience.

The third groupingis Negro business. Classically, the rise of a native
capitalist class within the nation has been the main springboard of nationalism.

J. V. Stalin once observed: "The bourgeoisie learns its nationalism in the struggle'

for ‘the market. "

The Negro question in the U.S. cannot be treated in a mechanical fashion.
There are, we we have noted, other transmission belts of nationalism. Nonethe-
less, the struggle of the black bourgeoisie to share in the market among its own
people is one of the significant drives of present-day nationalism. The black ghetto

bourgeoisie, mainly petty bourgeoisie, has grown in a number of communities in the

last twenty years. Some black-owned enterprises are already in competition with
white-owned companies.

Whereas formerly Negro capital was mainly invested in non-production enter-

prises, today there has been a marked increase in the field of production. «The new
capital formation has been mainly in the field of cosmetics and food-processing.
Here and there one finds investments in other areas of production, but they are the
exception.

The growth of the black bourgeoisie in recent times has taken two paths.
There has been a considerable enlargement of one section employed as professional
workers, in government agencies on the one hand, and of another section engaged in

direct commercial enterprises on the other. The former tends toward individual in-

tegration as the solution; the latter sees an expanding ghetto and a growing market
as a source of their greater development as capitalists. It therefore calls upon pro-

gressives to help them gain a greater share of the* volume of business done in the

ghetto. Whatever divisions exist in this category, most black businesses encourage
the black power concept and help to feed nationalist sentiments.

These categories — the unemployed, the underemployed, the youth and
business — represent a very large section of the total black population in most
major cities. Their very existence and life experience mitigate against a working--

class outlook. This situation, therefore, provides the main social base, the main
springboard for black nationalism today.

In what way does present-day nationalism differ from that of the past? Re-
garding this trend, Harry Schwartz of the New York Times writes the following:

Black nationalism is not an entirely new phenomenon. In the

1920s Marcus Garvey's project for moving American Negroes to

Africa won the support of hundreds of thousands of black men and
women. . . . Since World War II the Black Muslims have shown
that a mass Negro movement of some proportions could be built

on a form of black separatism and hatred of whites.

But what then is the content of the present wave?

First: It certainly is not a repetition-of the escapist utopian schemes con-
ceived by a Garvey in the 1920s.

Second: It is certainly not our former conception of what would happen in

the Black Belt of the South, notwithstanding some similarities that flowed from that

situation and which are very much present in today's movement.

Third: At the present time it is not the Elijah Muhammud approach, although

that factor is there, and could under some circumstances be greatly enlarged.

The central thrust of this movement has not been directed against the white

community indiscriminately, even though most use the term "whitey.'V Its major



pitch has been against the /"\/ver of the state — the police *c^^aratus, the ruling

circles — and against busings elements within the ghetto. There are few in-
stances where Negroes have ganged up and beaten whites promiscuously in their

communities, as was the case in race riots in the early 1920s. The Negro is not

seeking a confrontation along such lines today.

The following description of nationalism presented by Barbara Ward, an
internationally known political analyst, portrays the main content of this movement:

We know that the passionate desire of men to see themselves
as equal with other human beings without distinction of class, or
sex, or race, or nationhood is one of the driving forces of our day
and I believe it is the taproot of modem nationalism. For this
reason nationalism today comes to us in great measure in the form
of equality, the equality of nations one with each other, the equal-

.
ity of esteem and prestige that comes from not being run by other
nations . This is one of the great drives of our world and when we
discuss nationalism, I think it is legitimate to unite it with the'

idea of equality.

Thus, at present the main content of black nationalism is of a progressive character.
It does not exclude Negro-white unity, but it demands that such unity be meaningful
and between equal partners. Roscoe Proctor was correct when he wrote:

Total integration is a recognized valid concept and is the
ultimate goal of most black power advocates . Their desire to
build black power is a practical recognition of a necessary pro-
cess through which a genuine integration can be achieved.
(“Notes on 'Black Power* Concept," Political Affairs, March 1967.)

This is also what is underlined by SNCC. They do not reject the necessity
of coalition. And so, I would say that the predominant content of today’s national-
ism is not anti-white. It is distrustful of whites and has little confidence in their
goodwill. True, whatever goodwill toward whites still exists in the black commun-
ities is evaporating very quickly, and what was the case yesterday may not be so
tomorrow. But this analysis is being made on the basis of what Is presently the
case.

What should be the attitude of the CPUSA to these new nationalist currents?
First of all, we must draw a line between nationalism and nationalism. The old
folks have a saying, "Everybody talking about heaven ain't going there." To para-
phrase this, we may say, "Everybody talking black, everybody promoting national-
ism, don't really reflect the needs of black people.

"

Nationalism, historically appearing in many different climes, in many dif-
ferent forms, in many different forms, in many different tongues, through many dif-
ferent colors, assumes either a progressive path of development, or a reactionary
one. There is no third way.

In present-day circumstances, we must draw a line between what is progress-
ive and what is reactionary. The brand of nationalism expressed by the Black Mus-
lim movement is basically a reactionary path. We can understand and sympathize
with the conditions which are at the root of this movement. We can hail the,many
positive strengths which it generates, such as race pride and the dignity it conveys
to its members. We feel that its .members pan make important contributions to the
general welfare such as the courageous opposition to the war in Vietnam by Muham-
mudAli. *

But when the movement encourages non-participation in day-to-day struggles
for partial demands, when it calls for complete separation of the races on all levels,
when it demeans everybody with a white face, when It glorifies everybody with a
black face—then, clearly, it is out of touch with reality and leads up a blind alley.
Furthermore, wittingly or not, it helps to lay the basis for genocidal treatment of
the American Negro. For the divisions among black and white at that level can only
pave the way for an American brand of fascism .



' We entertain hopes that these trends can be overcome^nd that the organiza-

tion can take its place as aOsitlve force for black freedom.yt the same time, this

‘ analysis does not call for total rejection of everything the Muslims stand for. Even-

their, ultimate goal, a black-led republic within continental United States, if mani-

fested by a large segment of the black community in a socialist America, would be

honored if American Communists had anything to do about it. Moreover, under such

conditions, a separate state would receive the fullest economic; political and social

cooperation', to make of it truly a free and prosperous community.

But the basic content of the main waves of nationalism, as we have shown,

is progressive and goes in the direction of a struggle against capitalism and imperial-

ism . As such, we support it and will do all within our power to help achieve the

goals the black freedom fighters place.

We especially identify with our people in finding, beauty in being black, pride

in being black, and in seeking to reclaim much of a lost culture and heritage. This

usage'of the term •'black*' as applied to our people is a rejection of a former notion of

black as being synonymous with evil, the devil, disaster or other undesirable things.

We identify with this urge, notwithstanding that many of us will still use the words

"black," "Afro-American" or "Negro" interchangeably.

But while we generally associate ourselves with the progressive content of

nationalism, we do not uncritically embrace every tatic or method used by people-

who can be regarded as generally progressive. There are many situations in which,

as a matter of principle, we are compelled to disagree. We reject those concepts in

our ranks which fail to identify with the new nationalist urges among the people, but

we likewise reject those opportunist trends which embrace uncritically everything

that is advanced under a nationalist cover. This latter point is important because,

while a trend may be progressive today, it may also contain seeds which would make

it reactionary tomorrow. Failure to fight a minor disease today can open the door to

a major disease tomorrow. Thus, it is necessary to fight colds as insurance against

more serious developments.

In summary, we reject reactionary versions of black nationalism. We seek a

progressive direction. We also fight reactionary tendencies within a generally pro-

gressive trend. Finally, we seek to infuse a greater class content into the movement

. generally, for only in this way can there be a sustained progressive development to a

higher form of social organization, to a form of society that will eradicate all mani-

festations of racism, chauvinism, reactionary nationalism and provide for the full

flowering of ttie Brotherhood of Man. .

The struggle against nationalism of a reactionary character is a requirement

for the building of a coalition of black and white, which, is required to save America

from impending catastrophe. , *

The new stage of the freedom struggle is marked by a* growing crisis in tech-

niques and methods. Those which sufficed yesterday are inadequate to meet the

demands posed by the black people 1 s movements today; consequently, much confu-

sion exists as to what to do to compel substantial changes.

Floyd McTCissick, executive directior of the Committee on Racial Equality,

calls for discarding the demonstration form of struggle. He says: “The nation does

not respond to non-violent demonstrations. V McKissick says he knows because he

has taken part in "at least fifty of them. "

Martin Luther King, after-the*outbreak- of. violence on the West Side of Chicago

last year, said that the power structure responds with concessions only to acts of

violence. And he now calls for a massive civil disobedience campaign.

Julian Bond, youthful black legislator from Georgia, has been quoted as saying

that nothing is left to the Negro but to resort to violence, although he also noted that

nothing would be achieved by violence. Some of the younger radicals around the

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, like Stokely Carmichael and Rap Brown,

appeal for guerrilla warfare within the ghettos and cities in the United States. These

young people take notice of the growing conspiracy on the part of the government, as

well as Ultra-Right organizations, . , ,
a program of mass annihilation of black

Tn this reaard. their call to arms is still of a defensive nature.



* The Carmichaels and Browns have been greatly inspired by the guerrilla meth-
ods in Vietnam. Here the^^e a poor, backward, undevelox^ nation, using some

* of the most primitive methoSs of warfare, holding at bay the most powerful military

force in human experience. They are likewise propelled in the direction of looking
toward armed struggle by the Cuban Revolution, which started with a small band of

guerrillas. From these facts they deduce that a black minority, led by militant,

armed groups in the United States i can do no less than the former colonial peoples
have done.

However, they overlook one important factor, namely, the support given the

guerrillas by the overwhelming majority of the people. The guerrilla movement in

Cuba was successful because it was supported in the countryside and in the cities

by the majority of the Cuban p'eople. What was true in Cuba is a thousand times
more true in Vietnam

.

Can it be successfully argued that an armed struggle in present conditions in
^

the U>. S. would enjoy the active or passive support by anything like a majority of thef*

American people? Clearly not. Under such circumstances, the resort to arms of an
offensive nature could only lead to suicide. Our people have fought too hard and too

long to reach this point, to throw everything away in a suicidal, action. The goal of
the struggle must be victory, not defeat.

Black people are free today in Cuba through armed struggle, but it was struggle

by an army composed of all kinds of Cubans and not just black Cubans. Indeed, there
was only one Negro with Castro in the mountains initially. Hence, black people did
not free themselves in Cuba by just their willingness to die. The political climate
was right and there was support for the armed struggle in depth. Those from afar who
counsel black people in the United States to take up arms as the road to freedom, re-

gardless of the political circumstances, do the Negro people, as well as themselves,
a great disservice.

Dr, King was not entirely correct when he said that the power structure re-

sponds with concessions only to violence. The stubborn facts are that the powers
that be have not responded to any form of struggle with anything more than very minor
concessions. *

Struggles of great turbulence have raged in the nation’s, ghettos for the last

three years; hundreds of millions of dollars in property have been destroyed. There
has been an unprecedented loss of life, an unprecedented number of people injured,

arrested and jcfiled. But the balance sheet in terms of results is no different than*

that of the period which was characterized by non-violent demonstrative forms of
action. Thus, it is not a matter of choice between violent or non-violent struggles;

the problem is much more difficult and complex than that.

The Communist Party of the United States has had considerable experience in

dealing with the question of force and .violence. Beginning in 1948, and throughout
the decade of the 1950s, we were hounded, persecuted and prosecuted as being in

league with a foreign power to overthrow this government by force and violence. Over
a hundred and thirty Party leaders were convicted under the Smith Act. Many of them
served several years in jail. Some of the young radicals may not remember this per-
iod, known to history as the era of McCarthy!sm. Perhaps some of them were too
young to know what went on. But in any case, they should ponder over the experi-
ences of those years, which can be useful as a guide to action today.

Throughtout the Smith Act trials we Communists never renounced force and
violence per se . We said~that at certain historical.moments the necessity for armed
struggle may be present. But we held that we- were not guilty of a conspiracy to ern-

' ploy force and violence, nor were we guilty of teaching and advocating the necessity
of the overthrow of the government by force and violence. Furthermore, we stated,

we seek a socialist change through peaceful means. But if it should become imposs-
ible to solve the problems by peaceful means, if the ruling class should block the

channels of democratic expression, we would unhesitatingly call for the overthrow of

such a government by all possible means, including armed struggle. To this approach
American Communists still hold.

The present wave of violent actions dmthe black ghettos by black people is of
a (ififp.n \/f> nature, and the right of the black people to defend themselves even by



'force ‘of arms should be supported by all in the country who stond against injustice.

However, it is one thing tc^Jbfend oneself from attack by al^fecessary means, and
it is another to choose this way as the main method of battle. As Communists point-

ed out in various Smith Act trials, there may well come a time when other forms of

struggle must be supplemented by armed struggle. But this should not be dealt with

as if it were a universal necessity. It is a matter of time, place and circumstances.

Before anyone begins talking about the necessity for armed guerrilla warfare

in the cities of the United States, an assessment should be made as to whether all

other forms have become obsolete and incapable of meeting the problems. If this is

found to be the case, then revolutionary forces should prepare for such struggles.

But if not, proposals for armed action can have fatal consequences. History records

many examples of successful uprisings; but it also records that premature and un-

called for actions along this line have led minority groups to slaughter and caused
movements to be set back for many years. Such an important question, therefore,

should not be dealt with off the top of one's head.

A superficial examination of the present moment could lead to conclusions

that we have reached the point where all other methods have failed. For twelve long

years the black, community, especially in the South, has been engaged in massive
non-violent methods of struggle. The demonstrations of this period have no parallel

in American history. The demonstrators have also shown a patience that has few
parallels. Unarmed men, women and children have flung themselves before the power
structure almost as sacrificial offerings; they have been murdered, beaten, jailed

* and set upon with ferocious 'dogs and cow prods; they have been the victims of the

most savage and inhuman terror. And now, twelve years later, the balance sheet

shows only token gains. Jim Crow and segregation are still a basic part of American

life . *

’

Our youth have seen their cries for relief go unheeded by the white-led power
structure. This has impelled some of them to call for more violent methods.

Another factor which weighs heavily in the negative attitude of some freedom

fighters toward demonstrations and other milder forms of struggle is ’their discovery

that to win their full goals the social system of capitalism will have to be changed.

Some of them conclude that since capitalism is the source of the problem, then why
engage in actions that at best bring only temporary relief

.

If capitalism is the source of the inferior status of black people, it would
indeed follow that only with the elimination of the system can Negroes gain equals

ity . In a general sense, this is true. But from this truth, some wrong and harmful

conclusions are drawn.

There are some on the Left who advance the idea that ho substantial change

in the Negro’s status is possible in the capitalist framework, that only token gains

can be made. For example, Paul A. Baran and Paul M. Sweezy, in their book.

Monopoly Capital (Monthly Review Press, New York 1966) , say the following;

"Today Negroes are on the bottom, and there is neither room above nor anyone ready

to take their place. Thus, only individuals can move up, not the group as such.

Reforms help the few, not the many." (p. 279.)

If the Negro people’s movement accepted this viewpoint, the struggle would

be set back for generations to come. To tell the Negro masses that only a few indiv-

iduals can move upward so long as capitalism exists, is to tell them to sit around

-and wait, until socialism comes on the agenda, or until then just to propagandize for

socialism in the abstract'.
” ^ ~ ^ ~

To bring about socialism requires a process of struggle varying according to

the given conditions. Those who advocate a policy which sees no progress for the

masses under capitalism are like a farmer v/ho expects a bumper crop although he

tilled no soil, planted no seeds and,cultivated no plants.

The road to a socialist reorganization of society is no longer a matter of

hypothesis or guess-work. One—third of the world has taken the socialist path and

another sector among the newly—liberated countries is heading in that direction.

Thus, we have before us a wealth of experience. And as the struggle for socialism
4. -4-u^ r*r>r«*=> c; xaHI 1 hp ?\ rldp.fi :J L



' Within that framework, however, there are some univ«sal truths that have
stood the test of .time* Q ' O

Among these is the fact that the struggle for socialism develops in the frame-
work of democratic struggles within the capitalist system. In all instances where the
socialist struggle was successful, it was preceded by a stage of struggle for radical
shifts or changes within the old society. The classical form this has taken is the
struggle for bourgeois democracy.

Today in the United States, the Negroes 1 struggle for equality is essentially a
democratic struggle. And in this struggle, it is possible to change his status sub-
stantially, short of socialism. Indeed, the balance sheet of struggle for the last fif-
teen years has in some areas already passed beyond tokenism.

The desegregation of public places, both in the North and the South, represents
a substantial change. With regard to the role of Negroes in sports, too, the change
has be,en substantial. Negro employment in government services has taken a qualita-
tive leap forward and is more than token.

It is true that in an over-all sense the Negroes' gain in the last period has
been minimal* But substantial changes have nevertheless been made. And given
increased struggle by all segments of the American people, substantial progress in
the economic and political fields can also be made that will go beyond tokenism.

Some argue that placing the question in this way can only feed illusions in
the capitalist system. Now, it is true that the winning of reforms under capitalism
can temporarily create such illusions. But it is also true that the ongoing struggle
for reforms can increasingly expose the limitations of the system and lead to greater
consciousness of the need to change it.

However much one may understand the background which drives our youth to
g^ns, sober judgment calls for presentation of an approach which can win results.
This means bringing the struggle down to its common denominator.

* rnain problems of the people In the ghettos revolve around income and
power. The Negro is the victim of a hierarchy of superexploitation which involveswages, prices, rents, interest rates and other means of extracting profits. His prob-lem on the economic front calls for the kind of actions which can consistently narrowdown the area of superexploitation . It means building up many different forms of org-
anization on the*economic front.

In the political arena, the main problem is not how to get a response from thepower structure as it presently exists. The problem Is how basically to change this
structure. This Is more difficult. It is less dramatic than a gun battle in the street;
it requires much more painstaking work. But it has been wisely said: "The race Is
not always won by those who trun the fastest, but by those"who can endure to the end. "

It is one of the ironies of our time that those same forces who have done somuclv to shake up our society, who correctly placed the question of power on theagenda, now wander afield. They proceed on another journey at a time when whatthey urged yesterday is coming on the agenda. All over this country black people areexpressing their independence of the old-line political parties and are preparing ac-tions which can propel Negroes much deeper into the political section of the powerstructure. ^

Today, a Hatcher, a Stokes, a. Willis make the race for mayor in three large
cities. They are the harbingers of future black mayors* in a large number of American
cities. The Freedom Democratic Party, a creature of the -young radicals, stands on
the threshold of great electoral victories. We are about to reap the harvest from the
voter registration drive which represented so many years of effort. And fnow some are
losing faith in this path of development and call for the more dramatic action—the
resort to arms . t

Now, the election of Negroes to mayoralties and other high offices will not
automatically lead to an improvement of the conditions of the masses. At present a
struggle- is being waged to determine, whp vfill control these qfficals. The ruling
circle s are reading the handwriting on the wall and are takina steos 'to cmaranter*



full'control, regardless ofwho gets elected. This is the nj^aning of the support

given Stokes in Clevelan^^y some of the business commuO/ as well as the

support from the top command of the Democratic Party. This is also in the back-
ground of the support being given Hatcher in Gary by top circles of the party, not-

withstanding the, fact that local Democrats are giving support to the Republican

candidate . Dedicated freedom fighters must not refrain from these struggles because
of these ruling class maneuvers, however. On the contrary, the situation dictates

the need for maximum effort to get representatives who will be responsive to the

people, not to the white power structure.

Therefore, the effort at the ballot box to alter the present relationship of -

forces in the government apparatus is the main direction the struggle must take. In

pursuance of the goal of reducing the area of superexploitation and of enhancing
political power, a multiplicity of forms and techniques of struggle will be needed.

Some of these struggles will be non—violent; others may occasion the defens-

ive use of violence. But in any c-ase, the main weapons that black folks can use
include, first, their labor power, their ability to halt production and reduce the prof-

its of the big corporations. Second, they include their consumer power, their ability

to disturb the profits of those firms which practice discrimination. And finally, they
include their political power which, if wisely used, can compel some meaningful

changes even in the framework of the capitalist system. Socialism is the final so-

lution, but the struggle for limited goals today will pave the way to a full .solution

tomorrow .

To build a coalition of black and white requires full utilization of all forms

of power that the people possess. It also requires avoiding escapist illusions, of

which the enemy can and will make good use. Our nation can surmount its crises

only if all the people find appropriate forms of struggle and act in concert.

Illumination of our task requires a review of our work in the last ten years.

Of course, such a review must of necessity be limited, especially when we have
before us so many pressing current problems.

There are some among us who say that we have had a wrong line for the last

ten years. I wish to challenge this appraisal as not being in accord with the facts.

That there were certain inadequacies in our line is very evident; there are many things

that we did not foresee. But any appraisal must be made against a backdrop of what
is and is not^eadily observable. Otherwise, the Party line becomes a line that is

all-seeing. Such an idea is non-Marxist. I would only say that when we are dealing

with such questions we should say that in the present circumstances the following is

the case; tomorrow, in a different set of circumstances, something else may be the

case. But as of now we operate on the basis of what we can see.

Those who speak of a wrong line say in essence that we should have retained

the slogan of self-determination for the Black Belt. My answer to that is categorical-

ly "no.” We were 100 percent correct in dropping the slogan of self-determination.

Having done so, we proceeded to -state further that the Negro question is still a na-
tional question. The resolution of the 17th National Convention says:

To conclude that the Negro people in the United States are not
,

a nation is not to say that'the Negro question in our country is not

a national question. It is indeed a national question. The question
is, however, a national question of what type, with what distinguish-

ing characteristics, calling for what strategic concept for its solution.

But though we retained the concept of the national character of the question,

we failed to probe deeper and to outline in depth- the nature of the national question

as it is manifested today and as it may possibly be manifested tomorrow.

Some of us were involved in formulating the above paragraph and inserting it

into the text of the resolution. But we didn't define the distinguishing characteristics

although we knew it wasn't the same as the national question in relation to any other

minority group, also that it wasn't the same as it was when we talked about a nation

in the Black Belt.



• One source of weakness in our Party is that when we^dopt a so-called general
line, it answers everything^^Lines must be constantly fed a\Jimplemented. Notwith-

- stan'ding the formulation in tne resolution characterizing the problem as national in
character, we underestimated the .possibilities of a continued growth in this direction -

We underestimated the effects of the accumulated years of material developments to-
ward nationhood in the South, as well as the significance of some of the concepts
that we had put forward. We interpreted too mechanically the undermining of the
nation in the Black Belt by migration into the cities and into the North. We expected
changes more in the direction of the class character of the struggle and less in the
direction of the national character.

But things did not go that way. When we say that the majority of the Negroes
are now in the industrial proletariat, that the main center of the problem now lies^not
in the peasantry but in the proletariat, we must remember that ideological changes
usually lag behind material changes. But we overlooked the fact that certain national
attributes that the Negro was evolving in his Black Belt experience could spill over
when he came North.

We were also slow in understanding that the motive factor promoting national-
ism in the black community with these migrations was the same as that which operated
after World War I, when the rise of Garveyism took place. Then, too, the Negro fled
from the South to the North and instead of finding the “promised land, ” he found Jim
Crow, segregation, and conditions in the North as miserable as in the South. His
disillusionment laid the foundation for Garvey to preach "Go back to Africa. " As he
saw things, in the words of the. poet Ted Ward, "America is one big white fog so
thick and impenetrable that a black man can never get through it."

What took place after World War I has been repeated under new conditions in
the forties, fifties and sixties. The wave of migration of Negroes from the South to
the North has become a continuous process, especially with the growing displace-
ment of Negroes in agriculture.

It is interesting to see what happens to the migrants. On the South Side of
Chicago there have been no eruptions of a major character. It Is on the West Side
that these have taken place. There the population consists mainly ofNegroes recent-
ly from the South who are mainly employed not in steel, auto, farm equipment or other
mass production industries, but at the lowest rung of the economic ladder in the
service industries. They are mainly unorganized and have had no unicn experience.
They have had little or no association with whites except to see them on the job, and
then go back to*the ghetto. They constitute most of the people oh the relief rolls,
most of the ADC cases, etc. On the other hand. , a large segment of the South Side
inhabitants are older residents who have been in the city 30 or 40 years, who have
seniority In some industries, and who have accumulated some savings and live rel-
atively well.

There seems to be an attitude that the Negroes are polarized by the existence
of extreme poverty at one end and the rise of a middle class at the other. But there
is also a category of workers in between who are mainly in unions and have evolved
a certain degree of trade union and class consciousness

.

Thus, it Is clear that changes in the occupational status, especially in the
area of the underemployed, do not automatically lead to trade union or working-class
consciousness. This, too, is part of the raw material out of which an explosive d

growth of nationalism has already evolved.

There was nothing in our line tha^t would have prohibited us from understanding
in greater depth the possibilities' of a new and broader wave of biack nationalism. The
problem, I repeat, is that general line and policy must be constantly checked to see
what is new, what Is aborning, and on, this basis to make the necessary adjustments
to correspond to the new realities.

* *

In addition to our failure to understand and anticipate the present wave of
nationalism, we have historically underestimated the role of color, of race, of oppres-
sion as driving forces for Negro nationalism. We have tried to explain this trend from
the definition Stalin gave of a nation as an historically evolved community having in
common language, geography, economic life and psychological make-up. This defin-
itlon is generally sound, but in dealing with the American Negro, we are dehiing with



a people that has a history efferent from any other people or£Xtrth. And fully to under-

- stand his make-up, we rnus^roke into consideration that hen^J^lor, race and oppres-

sion operate independently of Stalin's definition*

I have dwelt on our weaknesses in this connection in order to draw lessons for

the present and. the future. The Proctor article, which foresees another decade of the

continued growth of black nationalism, could lead us to repeat today the same error as

yesterday, it is conceivable that tomorrow, under new and different stimuli, the pres-

ent trend toward nationalism could evaporate and give way to greater cohesion between

black and white. Our Party at all times should be prepared for all eventualities.

While we did not foresee some of these developments, our line was sufficient

to have given us a better grasp of events. We were groping along the way when the

Muslim movement appeared on the scene as a serious force. And we evolved an ap-

proach which, if we had followed through, would have led us to a much different situ-

ation. At that time we wrote:

The growth of nationalism in a distorted form is also a reaction

to the distortions of the theory of integration. There is an old Chinese
proverb which says: "Two men sleep in the same bed but dream dif-

ferent dreams. 11 This can also be said about integration. To some,
integration means assimilation. It means the abolition of the Negro

communities as such. It means liquidation of the so-called Negro
entirely into an Anglo—Saxon melting pot. To some it means tokenism —

the advancement of a few Negroes into positions of influence, while

the Negro masses remain essentially in the same position. There is

no contradiction between integrating Negroes into every ghaseof
American life and the removal of the whole structure of jim crow and
segregation and the continued existence of large concentrations of

Negro people.

In the present American political power structure the maintenance

of large Negro communities will be a necessity. This will be neces-
sary not only for cultural purposes but also for protecting gains made
in the struggle for integration. This should in no way be interpreted

as a continuation of the ghetto with all its dehumanizing features.

The ghetto must be destroyed and interracial communities must be
built, £ut at the same time Negro communities will and should remain

as outposts of political power from which the Negro can sit in councils

of political affairs with equal voice.

How long this condition will remain will be determined by what
happens in the whole body politic dr on the completeness with which
people are judged on their merits and not their color. For example,
the political structure in every major Northern city is composed of

combinations of national groups. The Irish in Chicago is the only

group which now wields power not based on its numerical or voting

strength. When the Negro can do the same there will beno need
for emphasis of this point.

This was written in 1961, several years before the "black power"

slogan came on the scene. Bas'ed on this thinking, in 1964 the Negro Affairs, Com-
mission issued the first comprehensive program designed by any group to alleviate

conditions in the black ghettos. Later on, the Organization Department selected

several ghettos as places of concentration. Among them were Watts and the West
Side of Chicago .

' ' ~ 1

Here again, the problem was not our line. It can be said that we anticipated

some of the explosions* BUt even so, we didn't realize the imminence and depth of

those that followed a year or two later; for if we' had, I'm certain we would have given

more serious attention to the concentration areas we had set down on paper.

There have been many other weaknesses in our work that time does not permit

us to examine in detail. We shall touch on only a few of them. Among them is a

growth of conservatism in our ranks which has slowed down our ability to assess

what is really new in a given situation We become subjective and believe that be-



The independent rol^'V our Party during these last yeQ^ also requires some
> analysis. We came througliSfne Smith Act trials and the McCarran Act persecutions
with some battle scars which require removal.

We lost the art of taking timely initiatives. We blurred over the possibility

for our Party to continue to play a pioneering role, an independent role. Elements of

tailism set in as we sat on the sidelines and waited for others to act. During this

period we also failed to find ways and means of developing constructive critical ap-
proaches in both the house of labor and the civil rights movement.

In regard to the latter, it was late in the day before we saw the necessity for
,

a really critical approach to the leadership of the NAACP . It was only after the Asso-
ciation's 1965 convention in Denver that we began to become sharply critical of this

leadership. We opposed A. Philip Randolph only on the issue of red-baiting; but his

actions to keep the NALC a small apparatus that he could control went on without a

murmur from us. His tendencies to give in to George Meany without some solid com-
mitments was also a weakness that we failed to take note of.

Even in the case of Dr. Martin Luther King, who embraces a philosophy which
differs from Marxism, our policy failed to combine endorsement of his tactical line

with criticism of his non-violent concepts. Thus, we left the field to Malcolm X
who now, in martyrdom, has become a man of great stature.

Even now there are those' in our ranks who seek to imitate the* 'young radicals
without any thought of their inadequacies, or of anything that we : as Communists can
add.

In the coming period our Party must find ways and means of identifying itself

with all advanced progressive forces, but at the same time we must, as a matter of .

principle, express our differences whenever we have them. Our criticism must be
friendly and precise, and we must avoid name-calling and pinning labels on people.
Nor should our criticism be put forward as if it were the last word on the matter—as
if we had just walked out of a conference with God and emerged with the final answer.

All this points up the necessity for us to understand clearly what the main
needs of the people 1 s movements are, and to determine in what way our Party can
be useful, what it can add to the work that others are not geared or ideologically
equipped to contribute. It is in this way that we shall perform our vanguard role in
the conditions of today's struggles.

€
The central question on which we must focus is how to establish -a lasting

and durable coalition of black and white on various levels, but particularly in the
working class. *

In the 1930s we pioneered the path that led to a new birth of Negro and white
unity at the grass-roots level. This unity was the main force.which compelled a num-
ber of concessions to the broad masses. And it was undoubtedly the main force which
at that time prevented America from goose-stepping alongside of Hitler and the Axis
powers

.

Sinclair Drake and Horace Cayton document this contribution in their celeb-
rated work Black Metropolis. They write:

During the early thirties marchers in left wing demonstrations.

.

carried^ placards . . .black and white unite. ... Close interracial
cooperation became associated" in the popular-mind* with the Reds .. .

Negroes and whites. . .have always cooperated. . .but usually in

white employer-Negro employee relations or as Negro leader-white
patron. These Communist slogans signified something that was
new. . .a small band of white men proclaiming as a goal complete
unity of Negro and white workers in a joint struggle to build a new
society. Not even the abolitionists had stood for that.

These actions became the property of vast masses with the birth of the CIO
and other developments. The Communist Party made many contributions during this

< period, but the most Important of them was to galvanize unity between black and
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Today, almost forty years l^^b, we must once again pioneer fields. The strug-

gle for Negro and white unity must go forward today in new forms. Yesterday's ap-
proach is too mild to meet theprcblems of this stormy period. The question is no
longer one of just talking about black and white unity; the problem now is how to

forge.such unity on the basis of complete equality for black people. The problem now
is to help guarantee -equality of a black minority in a white-majority society. This
is the general goal to be fought for.

'

But to reach that goal a fundamental prerequisite is the demonstration in

action by white Americans of good faith toward their black brothers when they con-
verge together in a common struggle. This means that in interracial organizations in

general and in the trade union movement in particular. Communists must not and
cannot remain at peace with forces who fail to grasp this fundamental truth. This
means that our Party must gear itself to be an effective force in leveling all barriers

to an equal say by black people on all matters pertaining to the general welfare.
And on‘ those problems facing the people of the ghetto, black people and they alone
must decide what is to happen* Advice and counsel, yes. But the decisions must
be theirs.

This objective is very easy to put on paper, but is extremely difficult to

realize in everyday life. There are no easy answers. All our clubs, district boards,
commissions and other Party bodies including the national committee must keep this

problem before them as a permanent feature on every agenda. If we concentrate our
attention on this we will come up with answers as to how to do the job. We will

make mistakes along the way, but they will be the kind of mistakes which arise out
of an aggressive drive to find solutions. In a general way we know what must be
done; we know that the approach cannot rest on moral persuasion, but must be based
mainly on self-interest. We also know that some people^cannot understand self-

interest -until they are confronted with a crisis. If this is what has to be, then we
should have no hesitation in creating a crisis.

Let us take the building trades unions and some other craft unions . They
are the main barriers to the upgrading of Negro workers. Here it is not just a problem
of bad union leadership. Many of the rank and file also believe sthat Negroes in ap-
prenticeship training and as journeymen will constitute a threat to their jobs . In

some circumstances, they must be shown that when they fail to fight for their black
brothers, this is the most dangerous threat to their jobs and wage standards.

The Negro masses are restless. In order to keep alive lines of coalition
with their white brothers, they have had to concede most often; they have had to

remain silent about discrimination in the interest of trade union unity. For forty

years or more the ruling class has not been able to play black and white against each
other in strike struggles. But this reservoir of good will for theitrade unions is dry-
ing up and unless some radical changes take place, the bosses may succeed in do-
ing what they did during and after World War I, when they brought Negroes in from

. the plantations to break strikes. The large number of Negroes who are unemployed
and .underemployed, as well as the thousands of displaced agricultural workers in

the ;
South, provide fertile ground for such developments today. We are not arguing

for this line of approach, but we must face realities even though they are sometimes
distasteful.

Thus , one of the chief ideological weapons for bringing white skilled workers
to understand where their real interests lie, is to make them aware of the danger
that the bosses may use differences between black and white workers to destroy
unions'"altogether-.— White AmericansJLn^general and, white workers in particular must
also come to understand that the growing attack against the Negro In the ghettos
should be a warning signal to them, too. The bell also tolls for them. If the govern-
ment and ultra-Right forces succeed in creating a race war in the country the after-

math could well be a police state in which no one would have any rights , and the_

AFL-CIO could be replaced by a fascist labor front.

We should discuss at this conference what we can do to reverse the present
trends in the building trades unions. We should also discuss the question of how to

develop a drive to organize the unorganized workers in the service industries, both
in the South and in the North. It is my firm opinion that we can reverse some of the
r.nv»-rt«t -t -P r*r» nr£» rirrtanl'yorl ^nrsnrirf thp
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When wa built unity- between blech and white workers in the 1930s, we didn't
start with the highly-paid skilled workers in the craft unions. In most cases we had
to fight them with other unions, including some all-Negro unions. Our starting point
was the unemployed, later the independent unions and still later the birth of the CIO.
Perhaps some of the experience of that period could be useful in helping to chart a
course today.

In regard to the freedom movement, the chief task and vanguard role of the
Party, as expressed primarily by black Communists, must be to introduce a class
content into the present wave of black nationalism. We must fight against all sep-
aratist tendencies as self-defeating. We must do so while respecting the fears black
people have of being assimilated by whites. We must fight for full power In the
ghettos while struggling against tendencies to go overboard in some situations.

Lately, some discussion has developed about what strata of the Negro people
we base ourselves on. Inasmuch as ours is a working-class Party, our main orienta-
tion must be to work among black workers. However, concentration on the working
class does not negate working closely with other strata of the Negro people. Our
object should be to show these other strata why it is so vital for the whole movement
to have black workers involved substantially in all struggles.

There are those in our ranks who pull in different directions with regard to the
various trends within the movement. What should be our position? First, we still
regard the Negro movement as an all-class movement. Hence we are interested at
all times in finding common denominators which can throw the weight of the whole
movement in a given direction* Occasionally an issue comes along that makes it

possible to do just that. But more often the movement is beset with sharp cleavages
and is split into "conservatives ,

" "moderates" and "young militants," and must seek
to reduce the influence of the conservative element.

We see positive strength in both the moderates and the young black militants.
Some among us downgrade the young militants and gravitate more toward the middle
or moderate forces. There should be no such gravitational pulls. Each group has Its
role to play. Of these young people, no matter how much we may disagree with this
or that tactic, we can say no less than Robert Weaver, now a part of the establish-
ment and certainly no radical, said at the Urban League convention last year:

Negro* youth can be and has been constructive and effective
in its protest. ... The Negro protest might well have never gotten
off the ground had it not been for them. ... Thus, I do not ignore
the angry words of the new militants, for their tone, their demands,
their challenge. . .their repudiation of middle class behavior are
real and basic . .

Both of these currents, expressing themselves around the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee and the
Congress of Racial Equality, represent the hard core of the protest movement. Unity
among these groups on most questions is possible and necessary. Any one of them,
taken by itself, does not have the necessary striking power to isolate the conserv-
atives and their influence.

)r - .Of.course,. thpre are times /heri^the action of on^ group inspires or prods
another into motion. And most of the~time the^initiative comas :fronrthe youth

, L||| u

is only natural. However, in the long run, combined efforts of all these forces are
needed to make a meaningful contribution. And if in the near future the black workers
come into sharper focus, the contributions of all will be enlarged.

There are times when we as Communists will have to take Issue with one or
another action by this or that leader, this or that organization. But when we do, .we
must not underestimate the positive qualities of both the Loft and center forces. In-
deed, we need e criterion to distinguish who is Left and who is center. In all of
these organizations there are people who see the necessity for a change in the system,
anH thft trpnd is . -
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The growth of .this anti-capitalist sentiment is laying the foundation for a

radical shift to the Left by all of these forces. In such circumstances,. I foresee

the possibility of building our Party once again as an influential force.
" *

This conference should also discuss the question of why so few young mil-

.itant Negroes are joining our ranks. We should also discuss the kind of house-

cleaning we need to do to attract and hold them#

In closing, let,me say that notwithstanding the great difficulties, we have

a rendezvous with destiny. I am confident thatwe and the American- people will,

find the common. path pointed out by Professor Melman. We will unite the pro-dem

ocratic forces cf our country. Whites will overcome their prejudices, not because

they love the Negro, but basically, I believe, because they love themselves.

Wherever there is a white bandit who attacks Negroes, white .Communists

will jump at his throat; wherever black people, out of frustration or other reasons,

follow a no-win policy, black Communists will help them find their way.

Together, black and white“Communists are going to make significant

contributions toward radical changes in our society. Eventually we will build

• a country of freedom for all—a socialist America •

###
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Black survival.
This was the issue dramatically pres*

ented to huge California audiences a
couple* of -weeks ago by Stokely Carmi-
chael, H. Rap .Brown and their associ-
ates.
* 'Without understanding this issue it is
not possible to understand the content
and temper of what they said.
Survival has been a fundamental, long-

range issue for black Americans. More
than a decade ago, in a historic document
titled “We Charge Genocide.” the dis-
tinguished Negro Communist leader, Wil-
liam L. Patterson, presented to the United
Nations the compilation of grim facts
about the physical destruction * of black
Americans. Facts about the “normal”
violence, legal and illegal, perpetrated

against Negroes; facts about poverty’s
ravages in infant mortality, in truncated
life expectancy, in the toll of diseases.
Then the issue was the attempted

“gradualist” destruction of a people —
physical, psychological, spiritual. But now— with , massive concentrations of armed
men and lethal weapons against the
ghettos, with recruitment of racist vigi-
lantes, as in Chicago, to reinforce racist
police power'— the issue of survival as-
sumes a grim immediacy.

It is this sense of critical urgency that
underlies the young militants*' “strategy
for black survival.”
The first point in this strategy is a

“Black United Front,” forging unity in
the black community that cuts across
class lines and other lines. Certainly this

s'

-

an editorial
is a. pre-condition for successful struggle,
and that- the young black - militants' take
the initiative in fighting; for all-black
unity is of supreme historical significance.
The proposed ideological framework

for such unity is “black nationalism.”
When a people struggles for survival it

is the sense of common identity and com-
mon destiny that binds them together. At
tiiis critical juncture of the freedom
struggle

,
those bonds of community do

assume the form of nationalism.
Beyond cohesion, nationalism also im-

parts to black Americans a pride in their
heritage, a self-confidence - that reinforces
their struggle for survival and freedom.

It is no * new thought that the nation-
alism of an oppressed people in battle

fOonttnued from page 1)
against its oppressor is a progressive,
revolutionary force. In our time, when
nationalism is ’directed against U.S. im-
perialism, as “black nationalism” is, its

revolutionary essence is underlined.
Proceeding from their nationalist pre-

mises the black militants seek alliance
with other oppressed national minorities
— Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, In-
dians. The enormous power potential of
such an alliance for radical change in
this country’s life is self-evident.
In advancing his concept of “black na-

tionalism” Carmichael specifically ex-
cludes communism or socialism as rele-
vant ideologies to the black struggle.' We
disagree on this score (as we disagree
with some tactical consequences that flow
from the ideological premise). But foi

Communists and Socialists, white or black,
agreement on ideology has not been, and
is not, a pre-condition for a united front
with others in struggle for common ob-
jectives.
Especially when the issue is survival,

when the supreme challenge is to prevent
armed, murderous invasions of the ghet-
tos, any dialogue* about differences must
be contained within the framework of
determined, united struggle to ensure sur-
vival. Indeed, anyone who does not make
this struggle paramount, who does not.

sense its reality and urgency, forfeits his
right to engage in a dialogue about stra-
tegy and tactics.

Some fundamental ideological issues,
such as the relationship between nation-
alism and socialism in the contemporary

revolutionary process, require treatment
that exceeds the space limits of this com-
mentary.
Some tactical issues are immediately

relevant to the struggle for survival. It

seems short-sighted to us, for example,
to dismiss the electoral process as an
arena of struggle, especially in Southern
communities where black people consti-
tute a majority, and in urban centers
where they are at or near a majority
evel. In these circumstances there is a
realistic possibility of winning bases of
“black power.” Not that these in them-
selves would solve the problems of black
communities, but they certainly would
sharpen the confrontation with' the “white
power structure,” and sharpen the aware-
ness of what needs to be done to make
the fundamental changes that can secure
black survival and win black freedom.
A more important difference concerns

the emphasis on race and national as-
pects of the survival battle that excludes
its class essence. For the overwhelming
majority of the black people, who are
workers, class exploitation is a daily real-
ity. Moreover, the dismissal of class as
a relevant factor also precludes class
alliance with white workers.
The important thing here is that simply

talking about black-white unity is .ineffec-
tual. -The concept has to be made credible
by tangible actions in the white com-
munity to support the struggle for black
survival. An ounce of practical action will
be more persuasive than a ton of pro-
paganda.
Above all, the point needs to be driven

home that for -white workers the struggle
against; racism Is not simply an issue of
black survival; in a basic sense, it is an
issue of survival for them. Their condi-
tions, their unions, their democratic rights
are in the gravest jeopardy.
There were ominous wanting signals; in

the several recent strikes, where former
attitudes of friendly support in the black >

community were replaced .by sizeable ex- ’

pressions of hostility to the unions. Em-;
pioyers, you may be .sure; exploit such

1

divisions along race lines to the detri-

ment of all workers.
Even such warning sighs pale, however,

before, the prospect of what would hap-
pen to the country if all-out racist war
is

.
launched against the ghettos, if racist

passions are fanned to fever pitch. What;
of a democratic or progressive nature:
would survive such a holocaust?

'*

The fate of the entire nation has been,,
and still is inextricably intertwined with
the fate of : black Americans. The fight
for black survival is a fight for whatever
is democratic and progressive in the,.na-
tion’s past; more important, it is a fight
for the greater potential of democracy!'
and progress in its future.
This is the dimension of the challenge

that faces the nation. For white Ameri-
cans — radical, progressive or.democratic— the: fight against racism is a fight not
only for black survival; it is. also a fight
for their own survival.
For them, solidarity in action with the

black militants — holding the front lines
in the fight for black survival — is a
solemn duty. ’ /
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This document contains neither- recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. The information' s,et forth is
based on the comments and views of local Government officials,
police officials, leaders of various racial groups, es tab-
listed sources, and public source information,, and pertains
to the racial situation as of the time the comments and
views are expressed; the possibility that the racial situation
in a particular area may abruptly change at any time should be
taken into consideration.

All sources referred to herein have furnished
reliable information in the. past unless otherwise indicated.

- 3 -
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'

I. NAME OP COMMUNITY, CURRENT OVER-ALL
POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE RELATIONSHIP
OF NEGRO OR OTHER PERTINENT RACIAL
MINORITY POPULATION TO OVER-ALL POPULATION

No change.

v-* * , \ I*. « }•

*
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II. GENERAL RACIAL CONDITIONS -

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

In the "Long Beach Independent ", newspaper of
Long Beach, California, issue of March 10, 1968, page A-10,
was an article reporting that Howard Feldscher, a 27 year
old Los Angeles hotel clerk, was trying to start a business
of warning southland residents of incipient riots for a fee
of $5.00 per month. The name of his business is "Neighborhood
Early Warning System ;, (NEV/S) . He plans to hire men to monitor
police calls by automobile radio and to patrol potential
riot areas. His organization would warn clients when a riot
appeared likely. Feldscher believed his plan could help the
police by warning them of potentially dangerous situations
and could -provide employment in the Ghetto area. The Los
Angeles County District Attorney's Office, indicated they '

were investigating Feldscher to insure his business was
legitimate.

In the "Los Angeles Times", of March 19, 1968, 1-23,
was an article reporting Mayor Samuel Yorty had requested the
Economic and Youth Opportunities Agency (EYOA), to plan
local summer job, education and recreation programs for the
city v/ith most of the $60,000 the Federal Government gave
Los Angeles for that purpose. The EYOA accepted the city
contraqt. . By June 1, 1968,
the EYOA will *deliver the plans to the Los Angeles Department
of Recreation and’ Parks.

COMMITTEE ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES (CEO)

In the "Los Angeles Times", of March 19, 1968, II-l
was an article reporting the Los Angeles City Council had
voted to conduct a five-day inquiry into problems of urban
unrest after receiving the report of the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders . At the hearing on March 18,. 1968,
city Councilman Thomas Bradley, charged the city was
discriminating in its hiring practices, hov/ever, Leon E. Whaley,

- 5 -
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Director of the Los Angeles City Human Relations Bureau,
testified he could not 1 state whether or not such discrimination
existed without a study of the problem.

In the "Los>, Angeles Times '' of March 25 , 1968, II-l,
was an article reporting that the Negro City Councilman,
Billy G. Mills, had announced at a CEO hearing that he
vias encouraged by the Committee and the reactions of some
city departments in their efforts to solve unrest.

In the "Los Angeles Times", of March 26, 1968, II-l,
vias an article

1

reporting Police Chief Thomas Reddin, had
testified before the CEO that much of the unrest in Los
Angeles could be blamed on "agitators, both Communist and
professional". He promised such agitators would be prosecuted
wherever possible. Reddin stated his department was
identifying more of the agitators and building case histories
concerning them. Reddin stated many more of the agitators,
were professional rather than communists. He also testified
.he believed police-community relations had improved due in
part to the fact that more men were assigned to such work.

In the "Los AngelesTimes", of March 28, 1968, II-l,
vias an article reporting Dr. Frank L. Stanley, Jr., Director
of the Los Angeles Urban League, had requested Mayor Yorty
to convene an emergency "summit conference" to discuss means

He
sectors " of

the Negro and White communities meet on ;,ihe most grave
crisis — the mass unemployment of black people 11

- - .He. afeated .

should hot be "equal, but preferential" for the Negro,
calling this "pos.itive discrimination"

.

- 6 -
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In the "Los Angeles Sentinel", a Los Angeles
Negro weekly newspaper of March 21, 1968, page 12-B, was an
article reporting that California’s 49-year old Criminal
Syndicalism lav/ had been ruled unconstitutional by a
three-man Federal Court. The lav/ was invoked against
John V/esley Harris, Jr., who distributed Progressive Labor
Party (PLP) (see appendix) literature during the inquest into
the death ,of Leonard Deadwyler. The Office of the Los
Angeles District Attorney announced they would appeal this
decision to the Supreme Court for a ruling at the highest
level.

On April 2, 1968, source one advised I

a member of the Executive Committee of
the Los Angeles PLP (see appendix).

is

In the "Los Angeles Times", of March 26, 1968,
1-3, was an article reporting that Governor Ronald Reagan
was meeting privately with minority leaders throughout the
State, in an effort to solve racial problems. He limited
his meetings to "responsible leaders", and he excluded
militant Mexican-Americans and Negroes, because he did not
believe they had "anything to contribute." Reagan will
report on the meetings when they are concluded.

W
cftdS'WAlkoUTS

MARCH 6-13. 1968

Beginning on March 6, 1968, students at Lincoln,
-Roosevelt ‘

Mexican-American area in Los Angeles, walked out in protest
of several grievances. The v/alkout spread to other high
schools in the Los Angeles area up to March 13, 1968, and
Jefferson High School,in a predominantly Negro area in
Los Angeles ,was closed from March 11, 1968, to March 13, 1968,
due to ;a v/alkout and a demand by teachers of more protection
for themselves. The Los Angeles Police Department blamed

- 7 -
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O

some of the protests on a militant Mexican-American group
called the "Brown Berets ", on two Mexican-American college
student groups, and on leaflets distributed by the Students
for a Democratic Society '(see- appendix) . Subsequent
school board meetings have been held to hear complaints from
various student and minority groups concerning the walkout.

In the "Los Angeles Times", on March 29 , 1968,
1-1, was an article reporting that angry teachers from
Roosevelt, Lincoln, Wilson and Garfield High School, -had
accused the Los Angeles City Board of * education of laxity
in disciplining students who had boycotted classes recently.
One faculty representative stated the teachers might
themselves walkout in protest because the Board did not
support teachers and administrators who were attempting to
uphold the State Educational Code, and because the Board
specified no disciplinary action should be taken against
students who participated in the boycott. The president
of the student body at Roosevelt High School announced
2200 Of the 2800 students -at the school had sigr>pri a nafcifc-irm

rsupporting the faculty.
I I. at Roosevelt &igh School, stated he was sure, a
large majority of the students and faculty disagreed with the
decision of % the School Board and believed the Board "submitted
to the intimidation of a small but militant faction".

staff meeting -Defense of
the Eill of Rights £ LACDBR) (see appendix), at 326 West
Third Street, Los Angeles, it was announced that at the last
meeting of the Mexican Committee of the. LACDBR, a man named,

•
I I

• -"wha- I-i-vessup ch? -<-* *

describing the high school student walkouts and the demands
being made by the students. The plan of the LACDBR is to try
to get older parents and non-parents to support the students
in their demands, so the demands will- be more respectable.

- 8 -
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Salvadore Castro

Source 5 , a high official of the. Los Angeles
Police Department, advised on March 28, 1968,
that Castro was a student counselor at
Lincoln High School, who had led the.

first walkout of students at that school on
'March 6 , 1968 .

III. CURRENT EVALUATION OF VIOLENCE POTENTIAL

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel", of March 21, 1968 ,

page T-A, was an article reporting that an inquest had been
scheduled into the death of 23 yeard old William Anthony
Leonard in a "Deadwyler type." case wherein police responded
to a call that a husband, Augustus Mallard, was threatening
to shoot his wife. Officer L. N. Fultz went to the rear of
the house, saw Leonard, ’who was baby-sitting for the Mallards,
ordered him to stand still, but he ran arid Officer Fultz
shot him.

In the "Los Angeles Sentinal" of March 28, 1968 . page
5-A, was an article reporting that the jury at a 'coroner's
inquest into the

t
death -of William Leonard, had brought in a

verdict-- of j fcoMrc^eva-gSiri¥t-“Of f-'ic er -Fultz ,

after allowing private attorneys to question witnesses at the
.

inquest for the first time in local history.

acquainted with activities at Manual Arts High School (MAHS),
4-131 Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles, advised that a group of
un-named parent's organizations, including Neighborhood
Adult Participation Project (NAPP) in the area, had
presented a series of demands to the administrators of
MAHS. .The NAPP is funded by the EYOA. Among the demands
presented was the creation of a student union, with powers
similar to -a labor union, and the demand, that - NAPP members
sit in classes and be advisors to the teachers. Source
understood the NAPP had taken the initiative in makirig these
demands, which the school does not. intend, meeting.
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On March 26, 1968, source three, a prominent Negro
leader in the Los Angeles area* expressed concern over the
recent involvement of high school students in protests' in
the Los Angeles area, because of their apparent immaturity and
fact that they car*' * be easily led. Source also indicated
concern over the lack of intelligent thought and study
of racial problems by Negro leaders, and expressed
disappointment because he believed most Negro political
leaders, locally were more interested in maintaining
their legislative position than in improving conditions
in the Negro communities

.

On March 27, 1968, source four, a Negro, who is
well acquainted with the criminal element in the V/atts
area of Los. Angeles, advised he was concerned over the
possibility of violence in the area during the summer of
1968. Ke could .not give specific reasons for this feeling
other than the general atmosphere of tension which exists
in that area.

On April 2, 1968, source five, a high officer of
the Los Angeles Police Department, advised the South
Central Los Angeles area is more tense than usual, due to
two recent shooting deaths of Negroes by Los Angeles Police
Department Officers, however, source could not predict any
racial violence at any time in the near future. Source
stated the' Los Angeles Police Department expects at least
isolated incidantsp^-.violeijae-.duri.ng--.ther summer,, but have
no firm eviaence of vaaestread ‘violence expected to occur
at the present time.

PACOIMA , CALIFORNIA
• y . ..

a

*13.* i^ -

Pacoima is a section of the city of Los Angeles,
in the San Fernando Valley, which is policed by the Lbs
Angeles Police Department.

In the "Valley News and Valley Green Sheet",
newspaper of Van Nuys, California, _ _ , ..

issue of March 22, 1968, page one, was an
article reporting that Dr. Reb Scott, a dentist representing
the Uhited Front Foundation in- Pacoima, had advised ''the', city
coupcil that Pacoima was a "powder keg" , and his group
demanded control over poverty money to be spent' in Pacoima

,

a reduction of the police force, improved "recreation facilities

r— ’
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and removal or integration of an alleged "lily white" fire
station in Pacoima. Other speakers complained Pacoima was
not included as an area in the city's request for funds
under the Model Cities Program, a spokesman replied tne
Pacoima and Venice areas "di'd not qualify under the
Government standard for such assistance .

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

Pasadena is a city in Los Angeles County
approximately ten miles northeast of Los Anteles.

On March 14, 1968, source six advised there was a.

definite possibility of racial disorders in the Pasadena
area. Source stat^d f I

, a Negro reporter for
the "People's World" (PW) newspaper,

|
l and other

'

individuals had been' meeting with Pasadena school officials
to push programs they hope will create unrest in the
community. The exact nature of these programs v/as unknown
to the source at this time.

1967 ,

attended a meeting of the
Source seven advised on September 1,

I I

that

Executive Board of the Southern California
* .on.jA.ugus fc 22 > 1967 j at
'- 5

* Art^eles

.

Board
members present agreed Wheeldir , could sit
in on the meeting, even though not a member of
the Communist Party (CP), since he had been-'

speaking for the PV/.

The PW is a West Coast Communist weekly
newspaper.

Source eight advised on December 22, 1967*
that as of that date. I I

was a staff
v/riter for the PV/ at the paper's Los Angeles

,
Office, 70^ South Spring Street, Los Angeles.

be
hie
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Between June 14 and 15, 1967, source nine
advlsed l

"[attended a three-day
meeting of the National Committee of the
Communist Party, USA, held betv/een June 10
and June 12, 19§7 at the Rosevelt Hotel,
New York City.

On November 2, 1967, source eight advised
that as of that date I |

was the
Southern California editor of the’PW'at
its office at 704 South Spring Street,
Los Angeles.

r.-.Jf * *
J #T, -rV-
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IV. IDENTITIES OP ORGANIZATIONS
INVOLVED IN LOCAL’ RACIAL SITUATION

The following organizations, .mentioned under the
sections set out below, have been active in the racial
situation in the Los Angeles area:

Section III

j
The NAPP. , an adjunct of the EYOA, has been
active in meetings v/ith parents to resolve
differences at MANS.

i'

The United Front Foundation has been active
in the Pacoima area of Los Angeles

Section VIII

A volunteer organization, VISTO, has been formed
by the Los Angeles County Probation Office and
interested volunteers.

»

' *- V v**-.
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V. IDENTITIES OP LEADERS AND
INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

No change.

^ -*-<>» c ** * {
** » '
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VI. EXISTENCE OP CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN MINORITY LEADERS AND LOCAL OFFICIALS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

No change.

,
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VII. OBJECTIVES SOUGHT BY MINORITY COMMUNITY
AND POSSIBLE POINTS OP CONNECTION

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Times" of March 21, 1968, 1-30
was an article reporting that 15 Los Angeles Police
Department Officers from the 77th Street Division, most of
whom work night watch in patrol cars had been guests for
breakfast in the home of a resident of Watts. A woman
spokesman for the 77th Street Division Police Advisory . .

Committee stated the purpose was to introduce officers
to the "law abiding and responsible citizens" of the
community

.

•V r ::V-

:

* '• f V-*’
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VIII. REACTION OP LEADERS AND MEMBERS OF
THE COMMUNITY TO MINORITY DEMANDS

•LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA ,

In the "Los Angeles Times" of March 28, 1968,
page 8-D, was an article reporting the Los Angeles County
Probation Department was recruiting volunteers for a project
called Volunteers In Service To Offenders (VISTO). The
program, funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity,
will provide services to probationers in the area of
employment, job training, health problems, education and
cultural and recreational activities. Probation officers
will work in appropriate areas with two enrollees in the
Concentrated Employment Program and three Neighborhood
Youth Corps workers

.

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to
Region II, 115th Military Intelligence Unit, United States
Army, Pasadena; to. Office of Special Investigations, Norton
Air Force Base, San Bernardino, to Naval Investigative
Service, San Diego; the United States Attorney, Los Angeles;
and the United States Secret Service, Los Angeles, for the
information and completion of their files.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FEj.. It is the property of the

contents are
not to oe distributed outside your agency.

\
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APPENDIX .

^ .1

LOS ANGELES COMMITTEE FOR' DEFENSE OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS,
formerly known as Lcs Angeles Committee, for

Protection of Foreign 3orn, Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the 3111 of Rights and Protection of Foreign Bern

The "Guide tc Subversive Organizations 11

, revised
1 , 1961 , pp. 103-104, describes this committee asDecember

follows i

1 . "A 'branch' of the American Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born found to be under the 'actual management, direction
and supervision' of Communist Party members. The Los Angeles
Committee, was reorganized in October, 1950, and reported that it
'.shall be affiliated to the national organization known as the
American Committee for Protection cf Foreign Born #**' The
American Committee and the 'various area or local commit tees * * *

constitute * * * one organization within . the meaning of the * * *

statute {^Internal Security Act)' under which the Subversive
Activities Control Board found the American Committee for Protection
cf Foreign Born to be a * Communis b-frent organization' and ordered
it to register as such wiuh the Attorney General."

(Subversive Activities Control Board, Docket
No. 109-53 5 Report and Order with respect to

ana 5r
•

)

^ 2. "Cited as a 'regional.' organization of the
!• i t v.i*. -

its 'most complex affiliates! ' 'The Committee on (Jn-American
Activities found that in early publications the local affiliates
frankly identified themselves as chapters of the American
Committee for Protection of Foreign Born'; their representation
of themselves as independent groups came only after enactment
of the Internal Security Act which would have required them,
as affiliates, to register as Comm\inist-!front organizations'.

APPENDIX CONTINUED
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- APPENDIX CONTINUED

LOS ANGELES COMMITTEE FOR DEFENSE OF THE BILL 0? RIGHTS,
formerly known as Los Angeles Committee for

Protection- of Foreign Born, Los Angeles Committee for
Defense ' of the Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Born

"Control of the local organization * * * was made
possible primarily by yirtue of the fact that- the leaders

,

of the local group were Communist Party members and therefore,
subject to the discipline of the Party * * * The. local
affiliates * * * were actually little more than administrative
staffs, whose purpose it was to implement the program of the
Communist Party in their respective areas.

M The Lamp of January 1950, ’ reported that the Los
Angeles Committee for the Protection of Foreign Born, had
been established on November 29, 19*19- Fublicly identified
Communist ROSE CKERNIN served as 'the operation head’ since
the time of its organization.

"(.Committee cn Un-American Activities, House
Report 1X82, on Communist Political Subversion,
August 16 , 195T» pp- 86 , 87 , 55 ,, 33> 54, 58^.

and 59; also cited in Annual Report for 195c,*

House Report # 53 > February 11, 1957 > P* 5-)
: '

news-

Ange
Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Bern
which was hold 4/16/66. The accomplishments include a clh&hge

Bill
of Rights is ail inclusive.

A source advised on 5/16/67 that the Los Angeles
Committee for Defense of the Bill of Rights, still referred to
by many -individuals as the Los Angeles Committee for Protection
of Foreign 3orn, is currently active in the Los Angeles area.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX

‘ LOS ANGELES , PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY

A source advised on May 10 , 1967 » that the Los
Angeles Progressive Labor Party (PLP) is affiliated with
the Bay Area Progressive Labor Party (BAPLP) with headquarters
in San Francisco, California. The aims and purposes of the
Los Angeles Club and the BAPLP are identical to those of the
National PLP, with headquarters in New York City. The PLP
is pro-Chinese Communist oriented.

rtf-Va»C ’ -
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APPENDIX

PROGRESSIVE LABOR. PARTY

A source advised on April 20, 1965, that. the
Progressive Labor Party (PLP), formerly known as the Progressive
Labor Movement (PLM), held its first national .convention

at New Y°rk City, to organize the PLM into aPLP * would have as its ultimate objective the establish-ment of a militant working class movement based oh Marxism-Leninism.
"The New Y°rk Times", City Edition, Tuesday, April 20, 1965

?S£«?vfr
th

f
fc a

n

f” vzrp Of "revolutionary Socialism"' wasformally founded on April I8..-I965, under the name of the PLP.
The PL? was described as an outgrowth of the PLM. Its officers

as‘ M-1 '

fcon Rosen ^ New York, .President, and
william Epton of New York and Mort Scheer of San Francisco,
Y“"

C® Presidents . A 20-member National Committee was elected
to direct the Party until the next convention.

According to the article, "The. Progressive Labor
Movement was founded in 1962, by Mr. Rosen and Mr. Scheer afterthey were expelled from the Communist Party, USA, for assertedly
following tne Chinese Communist line.

J

v *

?f'
P Pu£lishes "Progressive Labor", a bimonthly

magazine; Challenge , a monthly New York City newspaper; and
Spark. , a west coast newspaper.

issue of "Challenge,” page 14, states

p J. -
.» , ,

’ *— A*
factories, tne pOixce, courts, and the entire government of every
JL6V61

o •« -:* « -yfcbrat*-^ne PLP utilizes the address of General Post Office Box 808,
Yris New *-°rk, but also utilizes an office in Room 617,

1 Union Square West, New York .City, where PLP publications a^eprepared.

APPENDIX
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' APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOE A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) , as it
is known today, came into being at a founding convention held
at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an association
of young people on the left and has a current program, of pro-
testing the draft, promoting a campaign for youth to develop
a conscientious objector status, denouncing United States
intervention in the war in Vietnam and to "radically transform 1

'

the university community, and provide, for its complete control
by students. Gus Hail, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA,
when interviewed by a representative of United Press International
in San Francisco, California, on May 14, 19^5? described the
SDS as a part. of the "responsible left* which the Party has
"going for us". At the June, 1965, SDS National. Convention,
ah anticommunist proviso was removed from the. SDS constitution.

’

In the October ?, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes", the official
publication of SiDS, an SBS spokesman stated that there are some

'

communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national head-
quarters of this organization as of April IS, 1967 , was located
in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois,.

ifyES

.
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April 5, 1968

In Reply. Please Rejer to

File No. 157-9^3

Title POSSIBIE RACIAL VIOIENCE

MAJOR URBAN AREAS

Character

Reference

RACIAL MATTERS

Los Angeles letterhead memorandum

dated and captioned, as abo •
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information in the past.
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FD-3S (R^v. 5-22-64}
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DEC LAS S I F I CAT

I

FBI AUTOMATIC
DU AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04 - 13-2011

Transzr.it the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 4/5/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)-

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-26)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-943) (P)

POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTER

Re Los Angeles air'cel and letterhead memorandum
(IBM), dated 3/20/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of an LHM,
dated and captioned as above.

One copy of the LHM is designated for the Bureau
CIRM file, (Bufile. 100-442529).

Local military agencies: the U. S. Secret Service,
Los Angeles; and the U. S. A ttorney , Los Angeles, have, been
furnished a copy of the. LHM.

Informants and sources of the Los Angeles Division
have been instructed to report any racial situation immediately
to the Los Angeles Division. As additional informants and
sources are developed, they are instructed to do the same.

The following sources were utilized in this LKM:

A'- Bureau (Enc. 12)

(3> Las Angelas
v—1- ({ it- 100-66078 )((!)- 100-66078) .(.CIRM)

LDJ/mmm
( 6)** .

SEARCHED
.

INDEXED a

SERIALIZED 7%^/

fPD ^
Approved: ..— Sent

Special Agent in Charae *
;• _

OFFICE COPY

M Por



00

LA 157-943

_

Source

3

4'

5

6

7

8

9

.^-Identity of Source.

Mr.
| |

Security orricer.
Manual Arts High School
Los Angeles , California

1

i

he
b7C
b7D

*

1

1

t
i

1

9

t

The LHM is classified confidential because data
furnished by sources one and sources five, through nine,
could reasonably result in identification of confidential
informants of continuing value and compromise the future
effectiveness thereof.

In the two week period from 3/19/68 through 4/1/68,
12 PCls and no PSls were advised according according to
Bureau instructions regarding the Bureau's continuing
interest in racial matters.

Close liaison is being maintained with representatives
of police departments and sheriff's offices regarding the
current racial situation in the Los Angeles Division.

2



Q Q
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-13-2011

OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO:

FROM:

SAC* LOS ANGELES (1003§6078*)'

SA LESLIE F. WARRE

DATE: 4/8/68

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS (CIRM) }

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT.
COMMUNIST PARTY (SCDCP)
IS —

c

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED AGENT

Negro 3/15/88 Writer
Commission*
SCDCP meeting
on 3/11/68 .

LOCATION

JMJ

Informant's report is quoted as follows:

"March 12* 1968
Los Angeles* Calif.

"The Negro Commission of the Southern Califor:
3 ’ Communist Party held its regular meeting* Monday/ m

11th at the home of ROSE CHURIEN - 3048 Victoria - pr^sen]

CC: 1 - NEW YORK (REGISTERED )

100-84994 (GUS HALL)

100-23660
IOO-63652
100-52571
100-23933
100-23423
100-70073
100-60120
100-25739
IOO-67803
100-56057

LFW:LAL
(17)

ROSE CHER

J(si)
MEMBERSHIP)
POLITICAL ACTIVITY)

L PFP

)

,

I I
) (SI)

(HUGH GORDON BOOK STORE)
KENDRA ALEXANDER )( SI)

I—3 (si)

100-60605
100-30439
100-4486
100-24352

b6
b7
b7

])(si)
. TAYLOR) (SI)

lORQTHY HEALEY) (SI)
TIONALISM)

Read by

U

Q



LA. 100-66078

F~ 1

1

ROSE CHURIEN
BILL TAYLOR

|
| etc. plus

DOROTHY HEALY

"The purpose of the meeting was to discuss a single
point agenda that being the position of BILL TAYLOR. BILL TAYLOR
had made known his wishes to leave the full-time job as Party
Organizer. He had stated that he would not leave, the leadership
but he did feel that he should be replaced as a paid Party member.

"The discussion evolved around the premise that BILL
TAYLOR had made a serious mistake in voting in favor of the
criticism which had been expressed recently by GUS HALL concerning
what he called some serious blunders in dealing with the polotical
perspective^ of 1966 and particularly around the analysis of the
perspectives of the Peace & Freedom Party. BILL TAYLOR at the
last District Committee meeting had voted in favor of that criticism
by GUS HALL & thus was the only member of the Board to do so. This
came about because of a resolution introduced at the committee
meeting by I Iwho simply stated that the. committee go
on record as saying that it praises the correctness of that decesioh
by the District Board. . .

"Aparently what happened after BILL spoke, against I l*s

resolution, was that he and DOROTHY HEALY apparently had a dis-
cussion concerning his vote & that BILL had made mention of some
unnecessary criticism by DOROTHY. According to BILL TAYLOR's account
DOROTHY refused to speak to him thereafter - during that day.

"All this apparently angered BILL TAYLOR to the extent
that he took this course, to' more or less re-establish himself with
the Party. I for one never felt that he would make good on his
threat. To coin a popular phrase - its an old hat trick that has
been tried before, with .success I might add..

"During the discussion it was also brought out that BILL
TAYLOR had been asked to consider going into the Hugh Gordon
Bookstore to work. This too had hurt the pride of BILL TAYLOR & he

he
blC

2
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LA 100-66078

"had taken great exception to this. KINDRA &
were the people who had made the request.

"i also feel that there is
jealousy concerning BILL TAYLOR &|
I mean that BILL TAYLOR feels thatf
job.

a lot Of nrofpgfii nnal

J. By this
] is shooting for his

DOROTHY said that she had been greatly upset by BILL
TAYLORs action concerning his vote at the District Committee &
had expressed her displeasure to BILL. She said that what bothered
her most was that the policy which BILL TAYLOR attached was the
s
f
m
?>_
policy he had been. in favor of at the time it was made

at the board meeting. DOROTHY said that she expects a board
member to stick by her in such a case. DOROTHY further stated that
she believed the best possible thing 'to strighten out a lot of
misunderstandings would be. to have a conference of the nature that

spoke of at a District meeting.

The commission voted to have that conference at the
earliest possible date.. It was set for the 30th of March. Also
after a resolution was introduced to the effect that BILL TAYLOR
would not go off the payroll as a full-timer & that he continue in
his same capacity - that too was tinamiously voted for & BILL TAYLOR
concurred." ’

ACTION:
Informant was thoroughly interviewed concerning the

above and could add nothing further.

All necessary ac„tion in connection with this, memo has
been taken by the writer.

b6
hi C
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITE^£3TATES DEPARTMENT, OF J^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Los Angeles, California

April;-: 15, 1968 '
• :

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-13-Z011

THE PEOPLE’S TRIBUNAL COMMITTEE
- RACIAL MATTERSl ft,

<h*

Reference, Los Angeles .letterhead* memorandum dated
March 18, 1968 .

' •
. / - A' A - ’

,, S'
.

"
,

- -

,
A source, who has furnished reliable information in

the past, advised on April. "'9,.’ 1968, that the following motion
* vias presented to the Los Angeles City Council on March 12, 1968 :

^ v *

~
rj ^ ^ * *

"Whereas, .on 2/18/68,, Gregory L., Clarke. :.i8 .years old,
was fatally shot by| I, a. member of the

DelLos Angeles Police Department; and

"Whereas,, on 3/8/68, the Coroners jury rendered a 4-3
split decision of justifiable homocide after, an inquiry
into the shooting; and ' AC - ,

v

"Whereas, on 3/11/68, Reverend
l on

"

behalf of a group of citizens, requested that the City
Council conduct an inquiry into' the incident; ; -

"Nov;, therefore, 1 move that the Police, Fire and. Civil
Defense Committee conduct an inquiry into the. incident
and report its findings to the City Council.

"

•
.

‘
' The above mentioned source, advised that

. the motion
was issued by the People's Tribunal Committee, and presented
to the Council by Thomas. Bradley, Councilman from the Tenth
District in Los Angeles.. '

„ .

12 - Bureau (RM) •

(1 - 100-442529) (CIRM)
1 - NIS, San Diego (RM)'
1 - 115th MI, Region II,

.Pasadena (RM) .

1 - OS I, Norton Air Force
Base (RM) ,

1 - Secret Service, Los ,

Angeles (RM)
1 - USA> Los. Angeies (RM)

Ias Angeles (157-2197W (p- 100-66078)' (CIRM

WMB/pjs '

(19)

bb
hi



THE PEOPLE'S TRIBUNAL COMMITTEE

"Open City" an underground newspaper published in
Los Angeles, in it's issue dated March 22 - 28, 1968, carried
an article which was captioned "Cop Wanted For Murder". The
article indicated that I 1 was found guilty on
March 17, 1968, in a trial that was conducted in South Park
"deep in the heart of the ghetto." The jurors ;were 300 angry
residents of the black ghetto, who rendered their guilty
verdict with "angry curses."

.ed t'

The People's Tribunal was led by I
|

who acted as prosecuting attorney. I | served as
defense attorney for i L who failed to appear

.

Seven black judges conducted the meeting: I I of
the United Parents Council: I I a member of Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee; Brother I I of the Black
Panther Party ;E"^_^^_____=_^^__Dof the Los Angeles
Black Congress :l I of the US organization;
and I I of the Watts ACLU Police
Malpractices Complaint Center.

The article indicated that none of the eye-witnesses
to the shooting were present to testify and none of the members
of the Clark family were present at the "trial".

A second source,, who has furnished reliable i nformation
in the past, advised that l H was a
member of the Medger Evers Club of the Southern
California District of the Communist Party as of
November 1965 .

A third source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised that l Iwas a
subscriber to the "People's World" in 1968.

The "People's World" is a West Coast communist,
newspaper which is published weekly in San
Francisco.

The first source, previously mentioned, advised
that l I was among those who attended
the annual testimonial dinner of the Los Angeles
Committee for the Defense of the Bill of Rights
(see Appendix).

CONPjaa^rriA'D
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A fourth source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised that I ~l was one of
the speakers at a meeting of the Militant Labor Forum
which was held on March- 8, 1968 , at 1702 East 4th
Street, Los Angeles, California.

A fifth source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on January 12, 1966 , that the
Militant Labor Forum is another name used by the Los
Angeles Local-Socialist Workers Party (see appendix)
to conceal it’s sponsorship of certain activities.

' It is to be noted that on March 6, 1968 , \

I | was sentenced in Los Angeles Municipal Court
to pay a fine of $200 and given two years probation
for her part in the disturbance at Manual Arts High
School in Los Angeles in 1967.

The Black Congress is a coalition of militant and
non-militant black nationalist organizations.

The Articles of Incorporation filed on September 14,
1966, with the Secretary of State, State of
California, indicate US is a non-profit organization
with office located at 8211 South Broadway, Los
Argeles, California. The April 1967* issue of "Sepia",
a monthly nationwide magazine aimed at the mass negro
market, published in Fort Worth, Texas, quoted

|

I I also known as I I as
follows: US is a cultural organization with the
purpose of giving to black people a frame of reference.
Karenga has been publicly identified and founder and
chairman of US.

A sixth source, who has iUrnished reliable information
in the past, advised in January 1968 , that US is a
militant black nationalist organization which reflects
the anti-white attitude of l l who has recently
made inflammatory public statements advising Negroes
not to support the war in Vietnam. He has also made
bitter verbal attacks against the white man whenever
presented with the opportunity.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

be
b7C
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APPENDIX

LOS ANGELES COMMITTEE FOR DEFENSE, OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS,
formerly known as Los Angeles Committee for

Protection of Foreign- Born, Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection of. Foreign Born

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations", revised
December 1, 1961 , pp. 103-104, describes this committee as
follows

:

1. "A 'branch* of the American Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born found to be under the ‘actual management, direction
and supervision* of Communist Party members. The Los Angeles
Committee was reorganized in October, 1950* . and reported that it
’shall be affiliated to the national organization known as the
American Committee for Protection of Foreign "Born ***’ The
American Committee and the ‘various area or local committees * *' *

constitute * * * one organization v/ithin the meaning of the * * *

statute (internal Security Act)

‘

under which the Subversive
Activities Control Board found the American Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born to be a ‘Communist-front organization* and ordered
it to register as such with the Attorney General .

"

(Subversive Activities Control Board, Docket
No. 109-53* Report and Order with respect to
the American Committee for Protection of
Foreign Born,. June 27, i960 , pp. 4l,» 8 , 12,
and 51.)

2.. "Cited as a ‘regional* organization of the
American Committee for Protection of Foreign' Born and one of
its ’most complex affiliates.’ :The Committee on Un-American
Activities found that in early publications the local affiliates
frankly identified themselves as chapters of the American
Committee for Protection of Foreign Born*; their representation
of themselves as independent groups came only after enactment
of the Internal Security Act which would have required them,
as affiliates, to register as Communist-front organizations’;.

APPENDIX CONTINUED

m UAL*
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LOS ANGELES COMMITTEE FOR DEFENSE OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS
formerly known as Los Angeles, Committee for

Protection of Foreign Born., Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Born

’

"Control of the local organization * * * was made
possible primarily by virtue of the fact that the leaders
of the local group were Communist Party members and therefore,
subject to the discipline of the Party * * *< The. local
affiliates * * * viere actually little more than administrative
staffs, whose purpose it was to implement the program, of the
Communist Party in their respective areas.

"The Lamp of January 1950, reported that the Los-
Angeles Committee for the Protection of Foreign Born had
been established on November 29, 19^9* Publicly identified
Communist ROSE CHERNIN served as ’the operation head’ since
the time of its organization.

"(Committee on Un-American Activities, House
Report 1182, on Communist Political Subversion,
August 16 , 1957, pp. 86 , 87 , 55, 33, 54, 58
and 59; also cited in Annual Report for 1956,
House Report #53, February 11, 1957, p. 5-)"

The "People’s World", a West Coast communist news-
paper, issue of 4/23/66, contained an account of results of
the 16th Annual Conference of the Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Born
which was held 4/16/66. The accomplishments include a change
of name for the organization to Los Angeles Committee for
Defense, of the Bill of Rights, inasmuch as Defense of the Bill
of Rights is all inclusive.

A source advised on 5/16/67 that the Los Angeles
Committee for Defense of the Bill of Rights, still referred to
by many individuals as the Los Angeles Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born, is currently active in the Los Angeles area.

APPENDIX

- 5 -
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APPENDIX

EOS ANGELES LOCAL - SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY (LAL-SW?)

On May 24, 1967 , a confidential source advised
that the LAL-SWP has been in existence since the 1930's and
ontinues to exist. The 'source further advised that the
AL-SW? is a local branch of the National SWP with aims

and purposes identical to those of the National SWP.

The SWP has been designated by the
Attorney General of the United States
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

CQNr Tiai:

APPENDIX
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FD-323 (Rev. li-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-2197

o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ,Q-TICE

FEDERAL-BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Los Angeles, California

April 15, 1968

Title THE PEOPLE’S TRIBUNAL COMMITTEE -

Character RACIAL MATTERS

Reference Letterhead memorandum dated
and captioned as above at
Los Angeles.

All sources (except any listed below): whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10

MAY !*« COITION
;GSA GEN. RCO. NO. 27

-^UNITED STATES GOvfefNMENT

Memorandum
6

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-JL3-2O11

TO DIRECTOR, FBI date: 4/15/68

FROM SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-219?) (C)

subject: the PEOPLE’S TRIBUNAL COMMITTEE
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Los Angeles alrtel and letterhead memorandum (LHM)
dated '3/18/68.

Submitted herewith are 12 copies of a LHM pertaining
to the activities of the above captioned committee. Copies
of the LHM are being furnished to:

NIS, San Diego
115th MI, Region II, Pasadena
OSI, Norton Air Force Base
Secret Service, Los Angeles
USA, 'Los Angeles

Copies of the LHM are also being forwarded to the
Los Angeles and Bureau files re CIRM.

The sources mentioned in the details of the LHM are:

1. [ Iwho furnished the information to
SA F. G. KAHL on 4/9/68. This source also
provided a documentation of

|

2 .

3.

4.

5. [

documentation of

documentation of

documentation of

6 . [

]
documentation of MLF.

] documentation of US.

b 6

b7C
b7D

The attached LHM is being classified as '^MafiaeTrti^l"
because of information furnished by sources 1 ’through 6, whicn^
if revealed could reasonably result in the disclosure' of their
identities and compromise informants of continuing va lu^j£/\RCHED

4 - Bureau (RM) (Enel. 12)
/-v (1 - 100-442529)
( 2j- _Los Angeles
s"< 10°-66°78

)

^3 OFFICE COPY

INDEXED

SERIALIZED /«

iM!

V
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' DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

C t FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
F 263 (Rgv. 3-8-67), o DATE 04-13-2011

’
"federal bureau of investigation'

REPORTING OFFICE

SACRAMENTO

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

NEW YORK

DATE

4/30/68

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

2/1/68 - 4/24/68

TITLE OF CASE • REPORT MADE BY

"“SA
l

TYPED BY

mar

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS

CHARACTER OF CASE

IS - C

REFERENCES : Los Angeles and. San Francisco reports due 2/1/68

- P* -

INFORMANTS:

SOURCE. LOCATION

SC - T1 ‘

j

b 6

b7C
b7D



9 - Bureau (100=442529) (EM)

1

- OSI* 19th District* Travis AFB
1 - 115th Mol, Group* Sacramento ‘

1 *» NISO, San Francisco
1 - U, S, Secret Service* Sacramento
2 » New York (100-153735) (EM)

<^p- Los Angeles 100-66078 (EM) (Info)
1 - San Francisco (100-53902) (EM) (Info)
3 - Sacramento (100-138)

OCDCJG5OO0>a>OOC»CDO<»0D»Oa>G>a)O®t3<»<»cacI>OCBOOC!JroO

ADMINISTRATIVE

S

Information copies furnished Los Angeles and San Francisco
Because of their mutual interest in activities throughout the State
of California,

LEAD ;

SACRAMENTO DIVISION

AT SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA ; Will follow and report
communist influence in racial matters.

e> <3>

COVER PAGE
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FD-204 (Rev. 3-3 -59)

*sa «•*

*

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

*

1 - OSI, 19th District, Travis AFB
1 - 115th Mil. Group, Sacramento
1 - NISO, San Francisco

Copy toi i - u. S. Secret Service, Sacramento

Report of:

Date:

saI

April 30, 1968

-b6

hlC Offieti Sacramento , “California

Flold Office File #, 100.**138 Bureau File it 100-442529

Title: COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

Character, INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

Synopsis, Communist Party (CP) Club in Chico, California, trying hard
to enlist Ndgrqes into CP aqd have invited them to attend
CP sponsordd , open discussion*

. p* _

DETAILS :

I. COMMUNIST PARTY STRATEGY

A. Communist Party, USA

SC T-l (February 15, 1968)

T-l advised that at a Communist Party (CP) meeting
held in Chico, California, on February 13, 1968, it was
decided to invite som£ Negro people to a CP sponsored
discussion to be held qn February 23, 1968. T-l advised th^t

the CP Club was trying very hard to enlist as many Negroes '

as possible into the CP,

SC T-l (February 27, 1968)

T-l advised that the CP sponsored an open
discussion held in Chico, California, on February 23, 196Jj.

T-l stated that the CP, USA, had issued a call for the

formatiqn of a United Front and that two invited Negroes
attended.

- 1* -
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to
your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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File No.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Sacramento, California
April 30, 1968

Title COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

Character INTERNAL.. SECURITY. - COMMUNIST

Reference Report of SA|,
, |

§t b6
Sacramento, CJalifornia, dated b?

April 30, 19§8 ;

All sources (except any listed "below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the past*

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions o l the FBI. It is the property
of tho FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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DEC LAS S I F ICAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
IE1ATE 04 - 13-2011

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN ^

“

LOS ANGELES LOS ANGELES
TITLE OF CASE .

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN-

RACIAL MATTERS

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

5/1/68 - 5/9/68

CHARACTER OF CASE

IS-C

REFERENCE : Report of SA
Los Angeles.

_ p# _

ADMINISTRATIVE

Copies of this report are being furnished San Diego,
New York, and San Francisco for information in view of their
mutual interest in matters concerned in this report.

This report is classified <n.i n r.T.i.linii rmil because
data received from confidential informants utilized therein
tends to identify sources of continuing value and could
possibly compromise their future effectiveness.

dated 2/7/68, at

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMEO None ACQUI1
CON VIC I AUTO.

I
rue. I PINES SAVINGS

j

* RECOVERIES TALS
CASE HAS BEEN:

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR O yES 0^0
PENOING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS Y£S I InO

UAL AGENT
CHARGE

9 - Bureau (100-442529) (RM)
1 - Region II, Pasadena (RM)
1 - OSI, NAFB, San Bernardino (RM)
•1 - NISO, San Diego (RM)
1 - New York (100-153735)' (RM)
1 - San Diego (100-13295) (RM)
1 - San Francisco (100-53902) (RM)"

{\|)-^Los Angeles (100-66078)
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The Special Agents of the FBI v/ho observed the
demonstration on 3/20/68 y were, G.. J. MOOREHEAD and

|

LEAP

LOS ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA : Will follow and report
any reported Communist influence in racial matters.

INFORMANTS

SOURCE

LA T-l -

LA T-2

LA T-3

LA T-4

LA T-10

LOCATION

through

- B -
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FD-204 (Hev. 3-3-59)

QsED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 ~ Region'll, Pasadena (RM) ,

Copy»o: 1 - OSI, NAFB, San Bernardino (RM)
1 - NISO, San Diego (RM)

Rep°rtofi
I I V 7 C Office! Los Angeles, California

Dale: 5/15/00

Field Office File ft 100-66078 - Bureau File ft . 100-442529

Tifle: COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY-C

Synopsii: The strategy and tactics of the Southern California
District Communist Party in. racial matters set forth. ’

No Communist infiltration in the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People noted in Los
Angeles

.

- p* -

onoje 1
•
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i
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ol the FBI. It Is the property of the- FBI and Is loaned to

your agency; It and Its contents are not to bo distributed outside your agency.
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LA 100-66078

DETAILS:

Unless otherwise noted, all addresses mentioned
in this report are in Los Angeles, California.

I. COMMUNIST STRATEGY

LA T-2
LA T-4

12/21/67)
1/9/68 )

At a meeting of the Aaron Johnson Club, Southern
California District Communist Party (SCDCP), held December 13*
1967* at 1808 Arapahoe Street, it was announced that all
club officers were to attend a district Black Power Convention
to be held on December 16, 1967.

LA T-4 (12/21/67)
LA T-5 (1/10/68)

- LA T-6 (12/19/67)

A special meeting of the District Committee, SCDCP,
was held on December 16, 1967, at 1251 South St. Andrews
Place. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the Negro
question. The meeting was chaired by DOROTHY HEALEY, Chair-
man of the SCDCP. BILL TAYLOR, a District Committee member, •

stated that pamphlets written by CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT, National
Committee member. Communist Party (CP), USA, concerning
Black Power and Negro Liberation, would be mailed out to
all important Negro organizations and to some special Negro .

individuals. TAYLOR stated that the following plans would
be carried out:

(1) to form a special political program which
would be developed in the Negro, community.

(2) form a program of Negro culture on foreign
activities taking place in the Negro community in terms of
tendencies in the Negro community in relation to the Black
Muslims and the Black Nationalists.

(3) to recruit more Negroes into the CP.

- 3 -
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LA T-8 (1/16/68)

At a meeting of the Echo Park Club, SCDCP, held
January 9j 1968, at 1011 Rosemont Avenue, a discussion was
held concerning Black Power and the CP’s role concerning
Negro affairs.

LA T-9
(1/19/68 )

LA T-ll (1/25/68 )

LA T-12 (1/20/68 )

At a meeting of the South Central Club, Moranda
Smith Section (MSS SCDCP) held oh January 17, 1968 , at
824 West 74th Street, a discussion was held on Black Power
and the article written by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, National Negro
Commission leader, CP, USA, concerning Black Power. It was
mentioned at this meeting that LIGHTFOOT ’s article was
Party (CP) policy.

LA T-2 (1/17/68)
LA T-10 ( 1/17/68 )

A meeting of the Aaron Johnson Club, MSS SCDCP,
was held on January 3j 1968 , at 1808 Arapahoe Street, A
discussion was held at this meeting concerning a recent
Black Power conference and what the Party (CP) would do to
help the Negro.

LA T-7 (1/31/68)
LA T-8 (1/29/68)

The Echo Park Club, SCDCP, held a meeting on
January 23, 1968, at 1011 Rosemont Avenue. A discussion was
held at this meeting concerning Black Power and the Party’s
(CP) position regarding the Negro question-

LA T-9 (2/2/68)
LA T-ll (2/6/68)
LA T-12 (2/6/68)

A meeting of the South Central Club, SCDCP, was
held on January 31* 1968 , at 1235 West 68th Street. The
Black Power article written by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT was discussed
at this- meeting and also the Party’s (CP) position concerning
Negroes

.

- 4 -
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LA T-5 (2/2/68)
LA T-13 (1/31/68)

A District Committee meeting, SCDCP, was held on
January 27, 1968, at the City Terrace Cultural. Center,
3875 City Terrace Drive. One of the main points at this
meeting was the stressing of support for the Negro and
Mexican candidates for the coming elections.

LA T-14 (2/7/68)

A meeting of the Negro Commission, MSS SCDCP,
was held on January 5j 1968, at 5731 South St. Andrews Place.
I I member of the Negro Commission, SCDCP,
and member of the National Committee, CPj USA, spoke concerning
a recent Black Congress meeting that she had attended. She
mentioned that new members were still being added to the
various groups making up the Black Congress. She pointed
out that the Black Congress is composed of 27 different
organizations. She stated that it was important to get more
CP members into the organization before they eventually
close the doors to Communists.

"Harambee, self described as a bi-weekly
newspaper published by the Black Congress,
stated in its November 17, 1967a issue,
that "the Black Congress is a coalition of
community organizations whose primary
objective is to liberate black people from
the shackles of racist oppression. This
coalition includes groups of many and varied
political persuasions .

"

LA T-13 (3/1/68)

A meeting of the Negro Commission, SCDCP, was
held on February 5, 1968, at 5731 South St. Andrews Place.
At this meeting, it was pointed out to the membership that
it is the duty of white Communists to put on a massive
campaign in the white community to point out in their own
self-interest the need for white people to Join in the fight
for the rights of minority groups.
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1 *
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LA T-9 (3/15/68

V

On March 13a 1968* a meeting of the South: Central
Club * MSS SCDCP* was held at 727 East 91st 'Street At this
meeting* the CP's role in Negro matters was discussed.

LA T-l6 (2/5/68)

A meeting of the City Terrace Club* SCDCP* was
held on January 31a 1968* at 1430 Miller Avenue. At the
meeting* there was considerable discussion concerning the
role of the Party (CP) in the Negro movement.

LA T-17 (2/19/68)

A meeting of the MSS SCDCP was held February 12*
j.968* at 2128 Third Avenue. At this meeting* BILL TAYLOR*
previously mentioned* stated that there are too few Negro
comrades in the CP both, in the SCDCP and in the CP* USA
and every effort should be made to increase the Negro
membership

.

LA T-19 (3/8/68)

A meeting of the MSS SCDCP was held February 26*
1968* at 5731 South St. Andrews Place. The Black Power
movement was discussed at this meeting and also considerable
discussion was held concerning the. recent Stokely Carmichael
rally at the .Los Angeles Sports Arena. STOKELY CARMICHAEL
was the former head of the. Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) (see appendix).

LA T-19 (3/8/68')

A forum sponsored by the. Nest Adams Club* SCDCP* •

was held on February 25* 1968* at 30^8 Victoria Avenue. A
discussion on Black Power was held at this forum and was
led by one of the members of" the Nest Adams Club . Most
persons at the forum* including the CP members.* felt that
the arming and self-defense by Negroes* v/as a necessary thing

- 6 -
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II. COMMUNIST TACTICS

LA T-l (12/13/67)

At a meeting of club chairmen* SCDCP held
November 2, 1967, at 1251 South Saint Andrews Place,
DOROTHY HEALEY, chairman, SCDCP, spoke and urged all club
chairmen to open a second front - that of the fight for
the Negro - in all of the Party 1 s political work. She
further urged that both struggles be united - that is the
fight for peace and the fight for the Negro.

LA T-3 (12/29/67)

At a meeting of the West Adams Club, SCDCP
held December 18, 1967, at 3048 Victoria Avenue, the main
topic, discussed was that the SCDCP would take on a project
and that this project would be to maintain a youth center
in the South Los Angeles area for Negro youth. It was
explained to the membership that this center would have
workshops, a recreation program, and literature available
for the young Negroes.

LA T-4 (1/9/68)

A meeting of the MSS SCDCP was held on December 11,
1967, at 2128 Third Avenue, It was announced at this
meeting that CP sponsored forums would be held during Negro
History Week.

LA T-7 (1/12/68)

At a meeting of the Echo Park Club, SCDCP held
on January 2, 1968, at 1011 Rosemont Avenue, it was announced
that every CP club in the district is to recruit 15 new
Negro people for the CP.

LA T-15 (3/18/68)

Source advised that a demonstration and possible
sit-in had been planned for 10:00 a.m. March 20, 1968, at
the New Federal Building, 300 North Los Angeles Street, in
support of H. RAP BROUN, chairman of SNCC. Source advised

7 -
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that the demonstration was being planned as an all day affair
and it was being organized by I

J.
who is

publicly identified as a member of the SCDCP and a member
of Los Angeles SNCC. Source advised that I I has been'
attempting to obtain support from local militant Black Nationalist
organizations.

On March 20, 1968, Agents- of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation observed the demonstration in support of
H. RAP BROWN, chairman of SNCC, in front of the New Federal
Building, 300 North Los Angeles Street, which commenced at
11:00 a.m. and terminated at 6:30 p.m.

LA T-18 (2/21/68)

A meeting of the Long Beach Club, SCDCP, was held
on February 13, 1968, at 1415 West Summit, Long Beach,
California. One of the members announced that there would
be a mass rally on February 18, 1968, at the Los Angeles
Sports Arena. This rally was in honor of STOKELY CARMICHAEL,
previously mentioned, and BOBBY SEALE of the Black Panther
Party for Self-Defense (s.ee appendix). All club members
were urged to attend this rally.

LA T-15 (3/14/68)

Source advised- that there was a definite possibility
of racial disorders in the Pasadena, California, area.. Source
•stated that l ~~l a Negro reporter- .for the "People’s
World" (PW) newspaper*

-

1 ) and other individuals
had been meeting with Pasadena school officials to push
programs -that they hope will create unrest in the community.
The exact nature of these programs was unknown to the
source. I I is a member of the SCDCP and Los Angeles
editor of the PW.

LA T-20 (9/1/67)

This source advised that attended a
meeting of the Executive- Board of the SCDCP on August 22,
1Q67 . at T30Q South Hudson Avenue. Board- members agreed
that l I could sit in on the. meeting even though not
a member of the CP since he. had been a member of the CP in •

the past and was present at the meeting as a representative
of the PW-.

'

•bo
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The PW is a West Coast Communist weekly
newspaper

.

III. MISCELLANEOUS

LA T-21 (4/17/68)

Source advised that to his knowledge, there was
no Communist infiltration of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People in the Los Angeles,
California, area.
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-DEFENSE (BPPSD).

A source advised that the Black Panther Party For

Self-Defense ‘(BPPSD) was ‘formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister ‘

of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, "in Oakland, .

California, in December, 1966-,' as a militant black nationalist

political organization to combat "police brutality," to unrte^

.militant black youth, to determine the destiny of black ,
'

. ,

' -'•communities, and to educate black people in African history.

The political philosophy of the organization was taken from the

writings of MAO TSE-TUNG o'f Communist China and black militant

writers ..
’

.
•

* '
• :

The official BPPSD publication' "The Black Panther -
. . .

.

•

Black Community Mews Service" indicates the leadership of the

BPPSD advocates the use of guns and guerilla tactics in the .

violent revolutionary program to end oppression and to oppose .

-•

the drafting of* black men to fight in' Vietnam.

A second source advised that in early 1967, SEALE,

NEWTON, and their associates carried carbine rifles and holstered
pistols in plain view on the streets of Oakland and*- elsewhere '.

. ..

whiie on "defense patrols." '

.
t

.

,
• *

"
* ; * .

' *• /
'

BOBBY GEORGE SEALE was one of the persons arrested by •

the Sacramento
,
‘‘California Police Department on May 2 , 1967 ,

whan

members of the BPPSD invaded the California State Legislative
Assembly in Sacramento while in session,, carrying loaded guns to ,

protest restrictions on the- -carrying of guns. ’
* .*

•
, ^

' " A Grand Jury of Alameda County , California , Oakland

,

California, on November 13 , 1967, indicted HUEY PERCY NEWTON on
charge of murder of an Oakland , California police officer on •

October 28, 1967, in Oakland, California. - - V'

The first source advised that the headquarters .office
- of the BPPSD at 5624 Grove Street, Oakland, California -

, is closed,
» and that no membership meetings have been held since August, 1967.

The November 4, 1967 , issue of ."The Sun Reporter," a

San Francisco, California Negro community newspaper, states that
a HUEY PERCY NEWTON defense fund has been established and that the

- .---Student Non-Violent -Coordinating Committee CSNCC) and the Congress
on Racial Equality (CORE) through the national offices have pledged
their complete and continuous support to the defense of HUEY PERCY

• ’ NEWTON. .
. . - •

APPENDIX
• - 10 -
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APPENDIX

STUDENT. NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC),. headquartered at 36O-362 Nelson
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being a
membership organization, but rather an agency attempting, to stimulate
and foster the growth of local protest movements, SNCC was born
out of the sit-in movement which erupted across the South beginning
on February 1, i960, A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that
Spring, brought together many of the demonstrating Southern students
in a loose network of militant youth which was officially named
SNCC in October, 1960,

A source has' advised that in May, 1966 , STOKELY. CARMICHAEL
was elected National Chairman by the Central Committee. In May, 1967,
CARMICHAEL was replaced as Chairman by H. RAP BROWN

,

with CARMICHAEL
the SNCC . In

oarti-
Confarence

assuming the position of Recruiter and Organizer for ti
August, 1967 , at the invitation of FIDEL CASTRO, CARMICHAEL
cipated in the Organization of Latin American Solidarity
which’ was held in Havana, Cuba. Subsequent thereto, CARMICHAEL
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He returned
to the United States in December, 1967, at which time his passport
was picked up because of, travel to unauthorized countries.

A. source advised that when CARMICHAEL was elected Chairman,
of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of eliminating
Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of H. RAP BROWN as
Chairman in 19^7 , it embarked on a world-wide struggle for human
rights .and to take a firm stand against violations of these rights
sy the American Government and to strengthen its programs of opposition
to the draft and to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identifies SNCC
as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates
that to be successful it is necessary to develop a revolutionary
ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967 > while addressing a group in 'the Watts
area of Los Angeles, ‘California, H. RAP BROWN said "You better
shape up America, or we'll burn you down." Later in February, ,1968,

APPENDIX CONTINUED
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APPENDIX CONTINUED

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

in a publicized note BROWN wrote, "America, if it takes my death
to organize my people to revolt against you and to organize your
jails to revolt against you and to organize your children, your
God, your poor, your country, and to organize mankind to rejoice in
your destruction and ruin, then here’s my life."

APPENDIX
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All sources (except any listed below) whose, identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.
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Report of:

Date:

Field Office File

Title:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

2.
- 115th MI Group (RM)

1- - NIS0-12ND (RM)
1 - 0SI-19th District (RM)

WILLIAM A. .COHENDET Office: gAN FRANCISCO
4/30/68

100-53902 Bureau File#: 100-442529

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Synopsis:

Implementation of CP, Oakland Project (to have Negroes have
control of their own communities) not noted as making much
progress during first quarter of 1968. All CP clubs instructed
to observe 2/68 as Negro History Month. ROSCOE PR0CT0R,NCDCP Negro
leader, claimed that black militants were now willing to accept
assistance from white radicals but at the same time some white
CP members reported being frustrated in their attempts to be of
aid. "PW” supported the idea of the Black United Front
promulgated by STOKELY CARMICHAEL ana urged action to secure
release from jail of Black Panther leader" HUEY NEWTON being
held on a murder charge. CP appeared to desire to gain access
to the Black Panther movement.

- P* -

DETAILS : I. COMMUNIST STRATEGY

A. Communist Party, USA (CP, USA)

1. At a meeting of the San Francisco County CP on January
9, 1968 a pamphlet was distributed having to do with the
implementation of the Oakland Project.- This material was

CONFESS
GROUP 1

UIAL

Excluded, from automatic
downgrading and
declassificaton.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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previously submitted and set forth in referenced report,
at which time it was described as having been furnished
by the National Communist Party Conference on Negro Work
which took place in New York in late 1967. Briefly it
stated that the CP would sponsor the movement for Negroes
to have, complete ‘

, and entire control over every aspect
of their communities. Oakland, California was chosen as
a target city.

SF T-l, 1/16/68

At a meeting of the San Francisco County CP Chairmen
on February 13, 1968, various items of literature were passed
out. Among these was a memorandum to all CP clubs from the
ORD - ED Committee dated February 1968 enclosing material on
Negro History Month prepared by the National Education Depart-
ment of the CP, USA. February club meetings were expected
to devote at least one session to a discussion of Negro
history as a beginning of extended discussions . Set forth in
full is the outline for a club discussion as prepared by CP
National Committeeman for Negro affairs, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT.

2
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; (QJTLINE FOR CLUB DISCUSSION^

L"B2^K POWER-AND LIBERATION: A CommuilTSt View"
by Claude Lightfoot , ,

*

“ *

The club leadership should arrange that the pamphlet be purchased by every
member in advance of -the scheduled discussion* Every member should study the
pamphlet and come prepared to answer the questions, participate in the discussion,
raise points that need clarification, etc. For a fruitful discussion, it is essen-
tial that the participants relate their own experiences.

From the very beginning of the discussion, attention should be focused on
the basic'and most important points which in their totality encompass the Commun-
ist view on Black- Power and Liberation -so that the whole of the program of the P5arty

is understood. For this we suggest the reading of the following paragraph as an
introduction to the opening, session:

‘

*t *
* m * *

"Comrade Lightfoot speaks of the unprecedented problems this

nation of ours faces today; the growth of fascist danger, the . * ,
1

' germs of disunity when unity is the most urgent question, the
need for a radical change, etc., to understand the reason for

the growing crisis. The pamphlet poses six basic.questions. /
These are: ,1) the Character of the present period; 2) what is

new in racism; 3) the nature of the present wave of black
nationalism; 4) the methods of struggle required for today; .

5) an estimate of the Communist Party's position on the Negro *
%

question in the last nine years in the light of today's require-
,

merits and tasks; 6) what the vanguard role of the Party is in - * - ,

* the circumstances of today. "
^

•
. ^ t ^

The reading of this paragraph should be repeated at the opening of every
session so that the participants see the interconnection of the six questions
even though the discussion will proceed on each question presented in this outline.

The club should decide on the number of sessions to be devoted to the discussion.

Question I

It is said that the present moment can be characterised as one charged with
' great economic, pel V-ca! and social audience,

, :

a) Give examples of this turu hi erica and show the various strata of the _

American people iiv.oiveJ in it.

b) What is the significance of the merging efforts by the peace and
* ' civil rights forces? (Pp, 3-7)

^
-

Question TI« / * *

?i:e pamphlet points to the danger of growing clashes and cleavages between
forces that have much in common: -

-
,

-
* ’ '

a) What are these clashes and clevages?
,

*
<*. ,

‘

b) Discuss the racist epunter-offensive and its causes, the serious weak-
nesses in the labor movement which are an obstacle to black-white unity.

* * What is your experience in this cud how ere you fighting to overcome
racism? (?p. 0-15) ,

*
'

*
.

* *
.. ,

*
*-

m s S *
'

*
^

"

Question IT I.
* " " *

.

Is it true that racism is a major contributor io moods o£ black nationalism?
' What is the main content of national Ism today and its now features as compared
* with the previous perIod? Discuss the progressive and ror.c::or-r.:*y aspects of

nationalism ‘and the Party's position in relaclcn to it. Be concrete in your ex-
amples. (Pp. dr 25) '

s
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Question TV .

’
-

'
* '

_

. What Is the. Party's estimate with regard to violent actions in the black ghettos
by black 'people? What, are the main problems to be solved.in Negro and Puerto Rican
communities, and what is the role of the white Communists? (Pp. 26-31) • .

*

'

* .* -
./

*

Question V u . C .

- / ' K

•.Comrade Llghtfoot says that the illumination of our tasks requires a review of
our work in the last 10 years. '

- 1
'

* t % * * *

"a) Is it true that during this perlo'd we had a wrong line on the Negro question?*'*’.._*
.

'
,

*

b) What is the meaning of: "The Negro question is a national question"?
*

•,
^

,c) Did our policy on this question manifest weaknesses and failures?
• Explain and prove your points. (Pp. 32-36) /

' ^
. , .

4
*

*
^ ^

~ Question Art . i ^

*
* \

. \
' '

’

’ /

What is the Party's view on integration and black power? Y/ho is the main
enemy of the black people and of the American working people? (Pp. 37-40)

T
!

4

Question VII

.

‘

t

’
,

'

"
;

. Explain the meaning and the application of the Party's policy of black-white
unity based on equality . Yv;hat are your experiences? (pp. 41-43)

,

i /
*

'
,

*
,

*

Question VIII .
‘

,

N
- *

. /
'

P r *

# • f * r

The Party stresses the question of our work among the white “workers in the
unions and white communities to promote black-white unity based on self-interes t.

Explain this fully and give your experience.
" ^

^

Question IX ,
'

b ^

*

* v -
*

* , *

How do v;e go about introducing a class content into the present wave of
black nationalism/ end what are the tasks of the white and black Communists?
3e concrete. (Pp 2S-32) . .

«•* /
'

Question X. ’
* .

"
* '

.

„
b

•

*

•
.

'
. ..

' f ‘

How are we to build the Party among the Negro people, especially the young
militant Negroes? Are there any.obstacl es that hinder this? Discuss fully and
concretely anct state how you and the club propose to do it. (Pp. 44-45)

Suggested Additional Reading s

:

Political Affairs . February 1SSG *
*

. > t

* ' ' r
l

Henry Winston, Necro-V/Mte*Unitv , ’

.
*

'

K -

* Speech by James Forman in The Worker. January 7, l$6G

The Nearo Question , Resolution of the ICth National Convention, CPUSA,
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Concerning Negro History Month which was designated
as February, 1968 by the National Education Department of
the CP, USA, the long time interest of the CP in Negro history
was revealed. It was pointed out that a CP member BENJAMIN
DAVIS, in the period 1943 to 49 when he was a city councilman
in NewYork, had successfully urged the City Council to
proclaim Negro History Week in the city. So in 1968 the party
pointed out the task of recognizing that the significance of
Negro History Week had become even more important. It was
pointed out that the examples of struggles for national
liberation in Africa and inside the United States emphasize
the value of utilizing the observances of Negro history weeks
or months as instruments in the fight to invoke white Americans
in the struggle.

All party organizations were instructed to give serious
attention to the stimulation of the widest variety of public
activities to promote the observance of Negro History Month in
churches, schools, trade unions and other organizations, by
means of lectures, displays, and other activities.

Within the party ,discussions should be organized to
study this problem, and the LIGKTFOOT outline was to be used
as the primary tool. CP members were also instructed to
study the entire February issue of ’'Political Affairs” which
was devoted to the Negro program. Party: members were
instructed to organize city-wide or district-wide ideological
conferences on the question of Negro liberation.

SF T-2 , 2/15/68

CLAUDE LIGHTF00T is the Secretary
of the National Committee for Negro
Affairs of the CP, USA.

SF T-3 , 7/18/67

’’Political Affairs” is a self-described
theoretical monthly magazine of the
CP, USA.

- 5
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2. PLANS FROM DISTRICT AND LOWER
LEVEL MEETINGS

At a CP club chairmen meeting on February 13, 1968
it was pointed out that about $50 per month would be required
from each club to pay the expenses for the Negro coordinator.

SF T-2, 2/15/68

At a meeting of the CP Regional Labor Section, 1250
Girard Street, San Francisco, a member discussed the black
peoples apprenticeship program. Ke complained that the training.,
did no" good because the unions would not accept the Negro
for membership. The Section received the suggestion that the
problem be referred to the FEPC and the Labor Department at
Washington, D.C.

SF T-4, 1/24/68

The East Bay Ghetto Club of the CP met on January 11,
1968 at 1627 Woolsey Street, Berkeley. ROSCOE PROCTOR was
unable to attend being in the East discussing Negro problems
with CP leaders. This meeting concerned itself with attempts
to locate a suitable location for a building where a program to
assist the education and culture of young Negroes could be
instituted. The club intended to teach black history and to
train Negro youths in some kind of trade to enable them to
enter the labor force. PROCTOR was reported to be proud of
this club -for getting the above project "off the ground." To
date no suitable location had been found.

SF T-5 , 1/24/68

ROSCOE PROCTOR is Chairman of the
Northern California District CP
Negro Commission.

SF T-6 , 5/16/67
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The East Bay Ghetto Club of the CP met again on
February 1, 1968 at the same address in Berkeley, at which
time further discussion of a suitable locat.i on to inaugurate
the educational center for Negro youth was had. The entire
meeting was consumed with this’ •problem with no" positive
results.

SF T-5 , 2/14/68

The Sunset Club of the CP met on February 12, 1968 at
15 26-2 7th Avenue, San Francisco. Among matters discussed was
the ROSCOE PROCTOR article in the "People's World" (PW) which
had to do with civil rights. The members present could not
agree whether or not the use of the democratic process had
been exhausted in the civil rights field. The. club also agreed
there was no overall leadership in the Negro field at this time.
Those Whites who had formerly worked with the blacks had been
more or less thrown out by the Negroes so these whites were
frustrated in their attempts to be of assistance.

SF T-7, 2/15/68

The PW is a West Coast Communist
newspaper published weekly in San
Francisco, California.

3 !

. PLANS AS REVEALED IN PARTY PUBLICATIONS

In the PW issue of March 2, 1968, an editorial entitled"
"Black Survival" was published. This was a 2 column article
summarizing the recent local appearances of STOKELY CARMICHAEL
and H. RAP BROWN, Negro black nationalist leaders connected
with the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). The
question of survival was stated to be one of grim immediacy.
The first point in the new militant strategy was the "Black
United Front." Black nationalism was the proposed ideological
framework for such unity. The PW claimed that nationalism
gave not only cohesion to the movement but also imparted to black
Americans a pride in their heritage. The article concerned black
nationalism as a progressive revolutionary force. The black
militants it was predicted would seek alliances with other
oppressed national minorities. The PW disagreed with CARMICHAEL'S
exclusion of Communism as relevant to the struggle. The PW

7
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claimed that tactical issues were relevant as it appears short
sighted to discuss the electoral process from the struggle
especially in areas where black people were in the majority or
close to it. The PW also dwelt on the question of class
exploitation inherent in this struggle. The dismissal of the
class factor as a relative issue precluded class alliance with
white workers. White workers should also realise that the
struggle against racism was an issue of their survival also,
since their own democratic rights were in the gravest jeopardy.

The fight for black survival was said to be a fight
for the democratic and progressive elements in the country.
The PW called for solidarity in action with the black militants.

The Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee was created in 1960 as a non-
violent civil rights movement. However,
since 1965 it has changed to a hate
group preaching violence and black
supremacy, inciting violence not - only
against the white man but also the middle
class Negro. SNCC is a foremost component
of the new left and has cooperated with
Communist left groups. Headquarters is
in Atlanta, Georgia. CARMICHAEL was former
National Chairman, BROWN is presently
Chairman

.

The PW editorial page, issue of March 23, 1968, on
an article calling for the freeing of HUEY NEWTON, the PW claimed
that the trial of NEWTON for murder set for May 6, 1968 was a
confrontation between black militancy and the "punitive arm of
white racism. " It stated that NEWTON was a marked man for
organizing the Black Panthers as a force to defend the black
ghetto. The prosecution was alleged to be a frame-up to take
NEWTON's life. The defense of NEWTON was said to be intertwined
with the struggle for racial survival.

The PW called for a struggle to defeat the "frame-up"
and to thwart "racist" aggression against the ghetto and to
support the ghetto's right of self-defense.

8
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HUEY NEWTON is a former leader of
the Black Panther Party for Self-
Defense (BBSD) presently being held
in jail in Alameda County, California,
on charges of murdering a police
officer.

The BPPSD is described in the Appendix
Page.

3. Other Communist Groups

A number of Black Panther leaders appeared at a
meeting under the Auspices of the Militant Labor Forum on
January 5, 1968 in San Francisco. The meeting was held at
2328 Market Street and the speakers were BOBBY SEALE and
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Chairman and Minister of Information for
the BPPSD. The speaking group charged an entrance fee and
sold pamphlets and the Black Panthers passed a hat and gathered
$187 in contributions. The speakers mentioned above preached
the need for Negroes to use arms to overcome '“’police brutality
and other injustices."

SF T-8 , 1/8/68

SF T-9 has described the Militant
Labor Forum as a named used by
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) whenever
it sponsored a public appearance.

The SWP has been designated by the
Attorney General pursuant to Executive
Order 10450;

II. COMMUNIST PARTY TACTICS

There is no material to report under this category
during the period.

9
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III. COMMUNIST PARTY PENETRATION
AND INFLUENCE IN RACIAL AND
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

At a CP District meeting held at 942 Market Street,
San Francisco, on February 12, 1368, ROSCOE PROCTOR stated
that he had met with Black Panther members and had discussed
getting 31ack Panther leader HUEY NEWTON as a candidate for
the Peace and Freedom Party ticket.

SF T-10 , 2/20/68

The Peace and Freedom Party is a third
party which qualified for the ballot in
California in the spring of 1968. It
espouses many of the proposals of the
new left, such as stop the draft and
anti-Vietnam demonstrations.

At a meeting of the East Bay Ghetto Club on July 22,
1968, it was stated that some members of the club had attended
the STOKELY CARMICHAEL rally in Berkeley February 21, 1968.
The club voted to involve itself in the CARMICHAEL program.
However, it was said to be difficult to get to talk to CARMICHAEL
because he was always surrounded by Black Panthers. ROSCOE
PROCTOR stated he was planning to approach CARMICHAEL under
the guise of representing the PM.

ROSCOE PROCTOR met with CP and Marxist youth at 881
Clayton Street, San Francisco, late in February 1968 to explain
how white radical youth could organize to help black groups at
the time of racial disorders and riots. PROCTOR claimed that
the fact that he was well known as a CP leader had not hamoered
his working with the "black power"

.
groups . .He asserted that -the

Black Panthers, a violently anti-white group were now willing to
accept help from white, radicals. PROCTOR claimed that meetings
were taking place to decide just what the radical whites could do,
but generally the^ most effective plan was to create a second

10
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front to divert and divide the forces attempting to stop
disorders. PROCTOR stated that San Francisco would explode
with violence before Oakland did due to what he called the
violent anti-white nature of the leaders in San Francisco.
PROCTOR claimed he would not like to see the guerrilla tactics,
destruction of utilities and general mayhem occur in the cities
as predicted by I I publication, but he felt
that if "it must happen, it will."

SF T-ll, 2/26/68

| |
is a former black

nationalist leader who has been repotted
in Cuba and Communist China in recent
times

.

ROSCOE PROCTOR is a publicly admitted
member of the Communist Party National
Committee.

At a CP meeting on February 23, 1963 at 81 Clementina
Street, San Francisco, BETTINA APTHEKER gave a report on Black
Panther activities which she had learned from a meeting she
attended in Oakland. She stated the CP was trying to get the
BPP to back and support the Peace and Freedom Party.

SF T-10 , 3/4/68

BETTINA APTHEKER has publicly proclaimed
herself a member of the CP in the "Daily
Californian," the publication of the
University of California.

BETTINA APTHEKER was at Sonoma State College working
with young people passing out photographs of Malcolm X and
suggesting Negro male adults take off on the anniversary of
Malcolm’s death as a protest?

SF T-12 , 2/23/68
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MALCOLM X is the former black
nationalist leader who was murdered
in 1965' by another Negro.

12
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY" f6r'“SELF-DEFENSE (BPPSD)

A source advised that the Black Panther Party For
Self-Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister
of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in Oakland,
California, in December, 1966, as a militant black nationalist
political organization to combat "police brutality," to unite
militant black youth, to determine the destiny of black
communities, and to educate black people in African history.
The political philosophy of the organization was taken from the
writings of MAO TSE-TUNG of Communist China and black militant
writers

.

The official BPPSD publication "The Black Panther -

Black Community News Service" indicates the leadership of the
BPPSD advocates the use of guns and guerilla tactics in the
violent revolutionary program to end oppression and to oppose
the drafting of black men to fight in Vietnam.

A second source advised that in early 1967, SEALE,
NEWTON

, and their associates carried carbine rifles and holstered
pistols in plain view on the streets of Oakland and elsewhere
while on "defense patrols."

BOBBY GEORGE SEALE was one of the persons arrested by
the Sacramento ,

‘'California Police Department on May 2, 1967 , when

members of the BPPSD invaded the California State Legislative
Assembly in Sacramento while in session, carrying loaded guns ’to

protest restrictions on the carrying of guns.

A Grand Jury of Alameda County ,
California , Oakland

,

California, on November 13, 1967, indicted HUEY PERCY^NEWTON on

charge of murder of an Oakland, California police officer on

October 28, 1967, in Oakland, California.

The first source advised that the headquarters office

of the BPPSD at 5624 Grove Street, Oakland, California, is closed

and that no membership meetings have been held since August, 1967.

The November 4, 1967, issue of ."The Sun Reporter," a

San Francisco, California Negro community newspaper, states that

a HUEY PERCY NEWTON defense fund has been established and that the

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the Congress

on Racial Equality (CORE) through the national offices have pledged

their complete and continuous support to the defense of HUEY PERCY

NEWTON.

i ISt.
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II. GENERAL ‘ RACIAL CONDITIONS

"LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In the. "Los Ahgeles Times", Los .Angeles daily
newspaper of May - 8, 1968, II-.4, was an editorial by I I

I I praising a group of 153, ‘successful Negro, businessmen
who had formed a Green Power Foundation to put money into the
hands of -hopeless men who have never had any faith .in
America because America has never had any faith in them".

.

The first project of the foundation was the establishment
of a factory at 1150 South San Pedro Street, Los Angeles,
to 'manufacture baseball bats called the "Watts Walloper".
The foundation has plans to creat'e more Negro-owned businesses
in the Los Angeles area> and the Times commended the groub on
their enterprise.

'
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HI. CURRENT EVALUATION OF VIOLENCE POTENTIAL
'

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

PEOPLE * S TRIBUNAL COMMITTEE (PTC)

On March 11, 1968, source one furnished a leaflet
announcing a "people's trial" to be held in South Park,
51st Street and Avalon Boulevard on March 17, 1968, under
auspices of the PTC to trv T.ns Angeles Police Deoartment •

(LAPD) Officer, for the killing of 18 year
ola Gregory Clarke on jyeoruarv 22. IQfift. Source advised the
leaflet was composed by|

|. and was printed
in the office of the -Los Angeles Committee for Defense of
the Bill of Rights (LACDBR) (see appendix) on March 11, 1968.

.
On March 12, 1968, source two advised
that as of that date,

|

was a member of the Southern California
District, Communist Party.

The "People's World" (PW) of March 16, 1968, Page 3,
reported that sponsors of the "trial" included the Black
Congress, an association of 23 or more black nationalist
groups in the Los Angeles area; the Black Panther Party,
a militant black nationalist organization the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee; and the "US", a militant
black nationalist group in Los Angeles.

• *

The PW is a west coast communist
weekly ‘ newspaper.

^
On March 17, 1968, I 1 Newton

Division, LAPD, advised the mock trial, announced above, was
held on that date. Wanted posters, charging Officer

|

with murder, were passed out, and sound trucks broadcasted
in the area. Approximately 250‘ young Negro adults attended
the gathering, which found Officerl I "guilty".'

b6
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In the Los Angeles "Herald-Examiner", Los Angeles
daily, newspaper of .May 2, 1968, Page B-8, was an article
reporting • Mayor Samuel Yorty had warned the Los Angeles
City ’Council that it would regret a proposed investigation
of the killing of Gregory Clarke, and stated the Council
should have left the investigation to the regular legal
channels for solution.

* \

In the "Los Angeles Times" of May 7, 1968, 1-3,
was an article reporting a heated two-hour discussion by
the Los Angeles City Council over whether they should hold
a hearing on the above case. The Council finally voted
not to hold the hearing, under the strong objections of
Councilmen Billy G. Mills and Thomas Bradley, both Negroes,
who accused the Council of being "scared", "fearful" and
"cowardly". Councilman James Potter, stated such a hearing
would be trying the. policeman in absentia, and identified
Franklin Alexander, Chairman of the PTC, as a "Maoist
Communist" and stated such persons were "under orders" to
create disturbances.

In the "Los Angeles Times" of May 15, 1968,
III-l^, was an article reporting that the Central Chapter
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People in Los Angeles, headed by csles King III, Chapter
President, had formed, a rumor control center to check out
inflammatory reports and disseminate the facts, to calm
explosive situations. The center is to be located in
South-Central Los Angeles and will operate around the clock.

. The center hopes to have’ direct lines to the LAPD, the
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office, the Los Angeles Fire
Department, Central Receiving Hospital, the District Attorney's *

Office, and the news media so they can handle such rumors
rapidly.

On May 16, 1968, source three, a Negro who is well-
acquainted with the "man in the street", advised the racial
situation in the South Los Angeles area appeared to be stable
and relatively quiet at the present time, however, he was aware
that black nationalists continue with olahs to cause possible
unrest in the. area if their demands are* not met. Source stated

- 7 -
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the black nationalists consider the Poor People's March to
Washington, D. C., to be of no consequence and they are not
generally supporting it, however, would probably welcome, .any
violence which might ensue and- which might strengthen their
position. Source could predict no violence in Los Angeles
within the foreseeable future.

On May 17, 1968, source four, a high official
of the LAPD, advised the racial situation in Los Angeles
appeared to be calm and tension to be relatively slight,
despite the People's Tribunal Committee (above) and the
publicity surrounding the death of Gregory Clarke. Source
stated there were some rumors of possible racial trouble
on the anniversary of Malcolm-X's birthday on May 19, 1968.
Source pointed out, however, there had been no major trouble
last year and since this date falls bn a Sunday, police did
not expect any unusual incidents to result. Source did not
predict any violence, in Los Angeles in the near future.

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of May 16, 1968,
Page 9-B, was an article reporting a "black-in" celebration
at South Park, 51st Street and Avalon Boulevard, Los Angeles,
on. May 19, 1988, the birthday of Malcolm-X, which is commonly
called Malcolm-X Day. The celebration is to start at noon
and continue, throughout the afternoon'. Unidentified mo.vie
and television personalities are expected to entertain.

t
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IV. IDENTITIES OP ORGANIZATIONS
INVOLVED IN LOCAL RACIAL SITUATION

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

* The following organizations, referred to under
the following sections, are active in the racial situation
in the Los Angeles area:

Section II

A group of successful Negro businessmen has
formed a Green Power Foundation to encourage
the formation of new Negro businesses in
the Los Angeles area.

Section VII
*

Project Action and the Venice Community
Improvement Union are active in the racial
situation; in the Venice area of Los Angeles.

- 9 -
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V IDENTITIES OF LEADERS AND
. ilTOIVIDUALS INVOLVED , ,

- *

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Under section VII below A of
-.

Project Action, and
| I

or V
!?t»ation in

Improvement Union are active xn tne racial situation i

the Venice area of Los Angeles. '
.
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VI. EXISTENCE OP CHANNELS OP COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN MINORITY LEADERS AND LOCAL OFFICIALS -

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

No change.

- .11 -
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VII. OBJECTIVES SOUGHT BY MINORITY .COMMUNITY
AND 'POSSIBLE POINTS OP CONNECTION

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel ", Los Angeles Negro
weekly newspaper of May 2, 1968, Page 5-A, was an article
reporting that the only Negro State Senator in California,
Mervyn Dymally, had stated that unless the University of
California stopped screening out minority group students
with a _new required six-hour admission test, there would be
a 'need to resort to the courts", to correct such discrimination.
Dymally recognized that the University had supported a Droposal
that four percent, instead of two percent, of the entering,
students could be admitted who would not meet regular admission
standards, but believed the above test would reduce, rather
than increase, the number of applicants. Dymally indicated
he was sponsoring three bills to imorove the oooortunities
for minority students to attend college, and said the State
could enroll more minority students "if we want it".

.
' VENICE. CALIFORNIA

Venice is an area of the City of Los Ahgeles,
immediately adjacent to Santa Monica, California. It is
policed by the LAPD.

In the "Evening Outlook", daily newspaper of
Santa Monica, California, of May 1, 1968, Page 1, was 'an.
article reporting that John Fleming, head of Project Action,
a self-help group of young Negro adults, and Robert Castile
of the Venice Community Improvement Union had trained eight
workers to control J

. street gatherings. The group will
be known as the Venice Organizers and is funded by a special
$18,000.00 allocation from State and community funds. The
group hopes to help young people find jobs, go back to school,
and to cut down on gang activity. Robert E. Collins of the
State Service Center program stated this was the first time
the State had ever provided funds to a community to deal with
its special problems.

- 12 -
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In the Los Angeles- Times" of May 2, 1968, VII-1,
was an article reporting the formation, of the Venice
Organizers. The article quoted, Lieutenant Prank Wysocki,
Community Relations Officer on the Venice Division, LAPD,
has stated that if the group leads youngsters to more
constructive ways of life and does not inject themselves
into the area of police authority, the LAPD cannot object
and would approve of the organization.

13 -
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VIII. REACTION OF LEADERS AND MEMBERS OF
THE' COMMUNITY TO MINORITY DEMANDS

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

.

- In the "Los Angeles Sentinel" of April 25, 1968,
Page C-ll, was an article reporting that the LAPD had
entered a "revolutionary new area in police-community
relations by hiring 20 new police employees who are
ex-convicts. Ten of the men" are from" East Los Angeles,
a predominately Mexican-American area, and ten are from
the predominately Negro area of South-Central Los Angeles.
Chief of Police, Thomas Reddin, told the men the success of
the program was up to them, and if they failed, he would
try again with a new group.

- PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Times" of May 2, 1968,
Section S-l, was an article reporting a disagreement between
the Pasadena Board of City Directors of the local Poverty
Agency. The Poverty Agency wanted tp. spend $100,000.00 in
Federal _ funds for youth during the summer, emphasizing
recreation, culture, camping, and education. The Board of
Directors disagreed, indicating the primary emphasis should
be on providing jobs and pocicet money for such youths. The
Poverty Agency, which controls the funds, turned down the
request of the board for $100,000.00 for a work program.

VENICE. CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Times" of May 9, 1968, VIII-1,
was an article reporting that an actors', workshop for youngsters
in the Venice area had been started by actors Ricardo Montalban,
James Whitmore, and Raymond St.' Jacques. The workshop operates
in the V/esley House, sponsored by the Methodist Church in
the Venice area. .Montalban stated he believed it was important
for young people to be afforded a chance to express themselves.
The group will produce plays and improvisations.

- 14 - •
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Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to
Region II,. 115th Military Intelligence Unit, United States
Army, Pasadena, to Office of Special Investigations, Norton
Air Force Base, San Bernardino, to Naval Investigative
Service, San Diego; the United States Attorney, Los Angeles;
and the United States Secret Service, Los Angeles, for the
information and completion of their files.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI' and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.



APPENDIX

LOS ANGELES COMMITTEE FOR DEFENSE OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS,
formerly known as Los Angeles Committee for

Protection of Foreign Born, Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Born

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations", revised
December 1, 1961 , pp. 103-104, describes this committee as
follows:

1. "A ’branch’ of the American Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born found to be under the ’actual management, direction
and supervision’ of Communist Party members. The Los Angeles
Committee was reorganized in October, 1950'* and reported that it
’shall be affiliated to the national organization known as the
American Committee for Protection of Foreign B.orn ***’ The
American Committee and the ‘various area or local committees * * *

constitute * * * one. organization within .the meaning of the * * *

statute (internal Security Act)

*

under which the Subversive
Activities Control Board found the American Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born to be a ’Communist -front organization’ and ordered
it to register as such with the Attorney General .

"

" '
,

*

*
*

(Subversive Activities Control Board, Docket
No. 109-53* Report and Order with respect to
the American Committee for Protection of
Foreign Born, June 27, i960 , pp. -4l, 8, 12,
and' 51 .)

2. "Cited as a ’regional’ organization of the
American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born and one of
its ’.most complex affiliates.’ /The Committee on- Un-American
Activities found that in early publications the local affiliates
frankly identified themselves as chapters of the American
Committee for Protection of Foreign Born’; their representation
of themselves as independent groups came only after enactment
of the Internal Security Act which would have required them,
as affiliates, to register as Communist-front organizations’.

APPENDIX CONTINUED
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APPENDIX CONTINUED

LOS ANGELES COMMITTEE FOR DEFENSE OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS
formerly known as Los Angeles Committee for

Protection of Foreign Born, Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Born

Control of the local organization * * * was made
possible primarily by virtue of the fact that the leaders
of the local group were Communist Party members and therefore,
subject to the discipline, of the Party * * * The local
affiliates * * * were actually little more than administrative
staffs, whose purpose it was to implement the program of the
Communist Party in their respective areas.

"The Lamp of January 1950, reported that the Los
Angeles Committee for the Protection of Foreign Born had
been established on November 29, 1949. Publicly identified

'

Communist ROSE CHERNIN served as 'the operation head' since
the time of its organization.

"(Committee on Un-American Activities, House
Report 1182, on Communist Political Subversion,
August 16, 1957, pp. 86, 87, 55, 33, 54, 58
and 59; also cited in Annual Report for 19.58,
House Report #53, February 11, 1957, p. 5*)"

. The "People's World", a West Coast communist news-
paper, issue of 4/23/66, contained an account of results of
the 16th Annual Conference of the Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the Bill of Rights and Protection of Foreign Born
which was held” *4/16/66. .The accomplishments include a change
of name for the organization to Los Angeles Committee for
Defense of the Bill of Rights, inasmuch as Defense of the Bill
of Rights is all inclusive.

A source advised on 5/16/67 that the Los Angeles
Committee for Defense of the Bill of Rights, still referred to
by many individuals as the Los Angeles Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born, is currently active in the Los Angeles area.

APPENDIX
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In -Reply, Please Refer to -

File No. la 157-9^3

Los Angeles, California
-- ~ ' May 17^1968

Title POSSIBLERACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS

Character RACIAL MATTERS

Reference Los Angeles letterhead memorandum
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed "below) whose identities
are- concealed in' referenced communication have- furnished reliable
information in the past.
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUT Ql-IAT I C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-14-2011 V

FBI

Date: 5/3.7/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL
(Priority) *

j

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-26)

PROM: SAC, LOS AHC-ELES (157-943 ) (?)

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE -RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTER

Re Los Angeles airtel and LHM to Director dated 5/3/63.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM,
dated and captioned as above,

-Local military agencies; the U. S. Secret Service,
Los Angeles; and the U. S. Attorney, 'Los Angeles, have been
furnished a copy of the LHM.

Informants and sources of the Los Angeles Division
have been instructed to report any racial situation immediately
to the Los Angeles Division. As additional informants and
sources are developed, they are instructed to do the same.

The following sources v?ere utilised in this LHM:-

Source Identity of Source

3

,

3y Bureau (Encs, 11)
- Los Angeles

1) -- 100_* 660-78) (CIRM)

LDJ/eag
(6)

SEARCHED

..INDEXED ^
SERIALIZED jJ)

FILED. A

/oo~ (o & Ojg-

b7D

Approved: Sent

Specie;) Agent in Charge
M Per

OFFICE COPY



The LHM is classified confidential because data
furnished by sources one through four could reasonably result
in identification of confidential informants of continuing
value and 'compromise the future effectiveness thereof-.

In the two-vjeelc period from 5/6/68 - 5/17/68 ,

fifteen PCI's and no PSI's v;ere advised according to Bureau
instructions regarding the Bureau's continuing interest in
racial matters.

Close liaison is being maintained with representatives
of police departments and sheriff's offices regarding the
current racial situation in the Los Angeles Division.
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Jrior to the arrebt of the seven, Cfcn.e£ _ of 1 olice

Reddin issuedCa statement to the effect that conspiracy V
charges would qe usecl against, suqh militant organisations^
as SDS- and especially SKCC. ^ >

Those arrested on the armed robbery- charge have been active
in SKCC activities, includincj^the "People's Tribunal.’ 1 A hear-
ing before, the City Gouncil 4 on ' tlie February police murder has.
been set for May ,8th. The, Committee for the Defense of* the Bill
of -Rights: declar^thafc; present* harrassment is designed to. keep
those, arrested.^frp^ *appeefingO?gfvor'e the -'CitY. Council. Substan-
tiating eyidenc^ lie's in the* facH ithat the preliminary hearing

.

in the cases ©£- the* ;S.^v^n,.-young. kpppp3.e .has: bfeen set for approxi-
niateiy the sam'e-ytiour oh5 Wednesday ,, f yv ,8th , as the. City Council
meeting, despite- 'the4 fact;.that le'ghlly' it
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Telegrams and' others prof.esfc cpmjnuijicatxons should be sent
to, Samuel Yprty, Mayor o% lps; Angeles , and Thomas Reddin,, Chief
of Police '

t City Hail-, , Los!* AhV®l:es^, 'Calif.. * <10012..

%

K
'

The itrunediatefreiease of the seven- shcful<3 be demanded, .with

.all charges- dropped in time for them to, .'bp able to testify before
•the City Council Wednesday, May/ 8th. »

1 ’

Mayor Yorty should c.all upon the. City Council to .suspend

the police implicated in the -murder of Gregory Clarke;.

’A pattern -of racist terror spear-headed by, mounting police

brutality is being officially initiated in ios Angeles.
it f

A national protest movement is needed to quash it.

''•Further information can be obtained- from the Los Angeles
Committee for the defense of the Bill of Rights, 326 W. Third

St., Pr>om 318', Los h«geles.,. California, >?A- 5-2169 or MA 5-2160.
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May 2/ 19S8

To All Districts and N.C^Kiembers ~
~

.

From National OrganisationJl>epartm ent. **

Subject: Special Convention .Documents

Dear- Comrades:

-,In accordance, with ihe decision of-the, National Committee/, there: are .to be.'

* *

•three, draft documents tor thevSpecial
,
Convention. These are:

*

v- 1
;

’ ’ * *
" ^

% A

1. The:Second Draft of the. Program,,
rf

- %

2, A document on, the elections. The April N.E.B, meeting decided this was

^ *-***

to be ready for shipping, to the Districts May 15 .

*3. Draft Statement on,“Party Building' which appeared in mimeographedform -

and is now out in Party Affairs , “Vol. 2 /; #3y *ApNri968 iri''free quantity enough

for every member.

The report on electoral developments by Comrade Hall- to the January ,N.C.

meeting which was mlmeo'd and' sent in, quantity, sufficient ior one ppr club
* „ *

*

was intended as material for tlie,.pre-?convention discussion, but is not a draft
^

document that will come before the- Special: Convention. ,

Comradely yours,.
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This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. The. information set forth is
based on the comments and views of local Government officials,,
police officials, leaders of various racial groups, estab-
lished sources, and public source information, and pertains
to the racial situation as of the time the comments and
views are expressed ; the possibility that the racial situation
in a particular area may abruptly change at any time, should be
taken into consideration.

All sources referred to herein have furnished
reliable information in the past unless otherwise indicated.
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I. NAME OP COMMUNITY, CURRENT QVER-ALL
POPULATION AND PERCENTAGE RELATIONSHIP
OP NEGRO OR OTHER PERTINENT RACIAL
MINORITY POPULATION TO OVER-ALL POPULATION

No change

.
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II. GENERAL RACIAL CONDITIONS

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Watts Manufacturing Company

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel", a Los Angeles Negro
weekly newspaper, of May 30> 1968, page Dl, was an article
reporting on the Watts Manufacturing Company and it reported
that this company has been a major contributor to the change
of scene in the Watts area since the 1965 riots. It reflected
that this company was formed through the efforts of DAN KIMBALL,
an executive of the Aerojet General Corporation, and .Mr. JAMES
WOODS, a prominent Los Angeles industrialist.

The article pointed out that one of the greatest
assets of the Watts Manufacturing Company was that 5t employed
people who heretofor had been considered as hardcore unemployable
Further, these were the very same people who, a few months
before, were at the doors of welfare offices and social agencies
in search of funds with which to live.

Through the efforts of the Watts Manufacturing
Company, these people have been placed in meaningful jobs
where they can earn a respectable salary and find a place
in society.

When the company opened its doors to all of these
persons, it began training programs with the few trained
personnel in the plant. Within a matter of months, 'the
company was functioning and orders were being received from
the Federal Government for massive groups of tents. These
tents are not one or two-man tents, but huge 50-foot shelters
that are used as field hospitals and barraQks in this country.
The workers are young and the average age is 27 years. The
company hopes to achieve a ratio of 70 per cent civilian
production as compared to only 30 per cent defense work.

,conf: TIAL
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Equitable Life. Assurance
Society of the United States

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel", of May 30, 1968,
page 8A, an article reported that the Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States had allotted two million dollars
to financial institutions in Los Angeles for their use in
making loans to home owners in low and moderate income areas.
The loans, which will be made from the twro million dollars,
will be only for rebuilding and rehabilitating one to four
family owner occupied homes in Federally designated poverty
areas. The money awarded by Equitable is part of its 83 million
dollar commitment in the life insurance industry 1 s one billion
dollar program to help eradicate slums in American cities.
According to this article, the industry has committed or disbursed
more than 325 million dollars for this purpose since the program
began last September.

In addition, job creating facilities are being
financed in the city core areas, including industrial plants,
hospitals, medical clinics, shopping facilities, and social
service centers.

PACOIMA, CALIFORNIA

Pacoima is a part of the City of Los Angeles in
San Fernando Valley, approximately 20 miles from downtown,
Los Angeles.

The "Los' Angeles Sentinel"^ on June 6 , 1968, carried
the following article on page 1|D

:

The former [% A |
of the Pacoima Anti-Poverty

Program and a co-defendant were .sentenced to life imprisonment
last week on convictions of kidnap and robbery, in Superior

26, of
p a]

Court. Los Angeles. These men were
|

, Pacoima, the former \

Pacoima Anti-Poverty Program : and I

of Los Angeles.
[

of the
ogram:
Jwasl 1 of the Federally fundedJ

age 26,

Street Scene
' 1 project m Pacoima which was authorized

be
hie
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III. CURRENT EVALUATION OP VIOLENCE POTENTIAL

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Mexican-American Affairs

On May 3* 1968, Source 1 advised, that a meeting was
held on Tuesday, March 26, 1968 in Los Angeles, California,
sponsored by the East Los Angeles Welfare Rights Organization
and that this meeting was attended by over 200 individuals.
One of the speakers from a black militant group stated that
there will be less chaos this summer from the Negro and they
will be helping the Mexican militant movement, and that nothing
could happen in the Mexican community this summer.

In the "People* s World", a weekly West Coast
communist newspaper, of June 1, 1968 on page 3, an article
reported an incident in connection with the Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity at the University of California at Los Angeles
as follows:

On May 18, 1968, the fraternity had a party at its
campus house which had as its motif "Viva Zapata". Outside
the fraternity house was a large sign which read "closed party,
no Negroes, no Japs, no Zapata, no Zorros, no dogs". Inside
there was a drawing of a large Mexican flag with an obscene
gesture replacing the eagle.

The United Mexican-American Students Chapter on
Campus, together with other black and white radical groups
at the University of California at Los Angeles, immediately
protested the above.

Chancellor Franklin Murphy, University of California
at Los Angeles, promised the protesting students he would order
the offending fraternity to apologize .to the Mexican-American
community as well as to the Mexican Government; In addition,
the fraternity would be suspended until September 1, 1969.
Chancellor Murphy also stated that Interfraternity Council's

pONFT^^L
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jurisdiction over fraternity rules would be limited to those
matters not superseded by the university administration and
that Mexican-American and black applicants for admission
will receive expanded educational opportunities at the
university.

Black Nationalists

On April 26, 1968, Source 2. advised that a
meeting of "US" (see appendix attached) vras held on April 21,
1968 at 7^th. Street and Broadway in Lo s Angeles. About 80
persons attended the meeting, at which I I spoke, and
indicated that he and other black nationalist groups were
responsible for keeping Los Angeles calm following Dr. King's
murder. He indicated he had. the "honkies" fooled because his
group was ready to cause trouble at any time and he felt that
the murder of King was part of a conspiracy.

THOUSAND OAKS, CALIFORNIA

Thousand Oaks, California is a community in San
Fernando Valley approximately 39 miles from downtown Los
Angeles.

On April 17, 1968, head varsity football coach
Robert Shoup, California Lutheran College-, Thousand Oaks,
California, furnished the following information:

The Negro student enrollment at California Lutheran
.College (CI.C) number about 32 of a total enrollment of 1,000
students. The Negro student attitude and demeanor toward the
professors and the school administration has completely changed
during the past school year. The Negro students have withdrawn
and discontinued association with the white students at the
school. Coach Shoup is of the opinion, that this change in
attitude has been caused from an outside source that is counseling
the students and. has possibly been responsible for the appearance
of radical, militant Negro leaders and an obscene play on the
campus. Coach Shoup is of the opinion that this division in the-

, students could cause racial problems on the campus. • -

CONFfSamAL
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

On May 20, 1968, Source 3 advised an individual
by the name of | l who is known as Brotherf 1 and
whose true name is I 1 is an officer
in a militant, black nationalist organ! 7.a tin headquartered
in Detroit* He is from Detroit. | spoke at 430 East
Compton Boulevard, Compton, California, to a group of Black
Nationalists on May 18 , 1968, and related as follows:

b6
b7C

| |
chided the group for the open display of

firearms, and explicitly pointed out that a heavy concentration
of gun pother did not necessarily guarantee effective fire power.
He used as an example the guerilla .warfare being waged in Vietnam.’
He continued giving a detailed statistical analysis of the kill
ratio and the mechanics of firearm power control that was used
by Vietnamese regulars and Vietcong guerillas in the Far East. He
suggested that fire teams be formed consisting of four individuals,
all of whom are known to each other, and that three of these
persons be armed with semi-automatic weapons and, the fourth
armed with an automatic weapon.

He stated that the days of riots were over and in the
future the blacks are going to engage in open hostilities ,

simultaneously, in various parts of the United States in the
form of guerilla warfare using small, well-trained fire teams.
He also suggested that grenades and rocket launchers could be
effective to a limited degree. He spoke for approximately 30
minutes

.

<

CON IAL
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

IV. IDENTITIES OP ORGANIZATIONS
INVOLVED IN LOCAL RACIAL SITUATION

sr
r

LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA

No change.

i
-
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE

MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

V IDENTITIES OP LEADERS AND

INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

No change.
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE

MAJOR URBAN AREAS
R ftAT AT, MATTERS

VI.

T.OS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

No change.

CONPpteAL
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

VII. OBJECTIVES SOUGHT BY MINORITY COMMUNITY
AND POSSIBLE POINTS OP CONNECTION

LOS ANGELES , CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel", May 30, 1968,
page 8C, an article appeared as follows:

A few months ago, the Office of Economic Opportunity,
a Federal agency, released the new regulations concerning local
governments and poverty programs, whereby the local government
may choose to become the community action agency or may designate
a public or private agency.

At the present time, about 80 per cent of the local
community action programs are operated by private, non-orofit
groups.

Before a change of community action agencies can
occur, however, a public dissemination hearing must be held in
which interested persons can express their views.

By July 1, 1968, community action boards must meet
the following requirements: There must be no more than 51
members; one-third of the members are to be public officials;
at least one-third are to be representative of the poor in the
area to be served; the remainder of the numbers are to be
representative of business, industry, labor, religion, welfare,
education, or other major groups and interest in the community.

At present, city governments in Pasadena, Long
Be'ach and Los Angeles have taken over their community action
agencies.

CONFI^BIJTM
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

VIII. REACTION OP LEADERS AND MEMBERS OP
THE COMMUNITY TO MINORITY DEMANDS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

In the "Los Angeles Sentinel", May 30, 1968, page
IOC, the following article appeared:

Eight youth employment centers are now being set
up by churches in Los Angeles with the possibility of more
to be developed. This is being done in response to the
urban crisis and is being called "Project Hire". Eight
city churches have opened their sites as centers for
Project Hire, with four to eight nearby churches rendering
assistance to each center. Strong efforts are being made to
mobilize suburban churches to cooperate in this program.

The participating churches have suspended their
normal summer programs in order to devote all of their time
and energy to this program, and pre-registration for the
program will be June 6 , 1968. Full-time operation will begin
June 17# 1968. The centers expect to operate Monday through
Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. until the end of August,
and volunteers to work at each center are urgently needed.
The center will register and obtain background information on
young people 1 years and up for jobs on a part-time and
full-time basis and attempt to place these applicants in
community jobs. 'S

The "Los 'Angeles Sentinel", May 30, 1968, page 10D,
carried the following article concerning a proposed youth
camp:

A proposal to turn the city*s one-time drunk farm
in Saugus, a community approximately 20 miles from downtown
Los Angeles, over to the Watts Labor Community Action
Committee (WLCAC) was proposed by the Los Angeles City
Council Recreation and Parks Committee.

*

WLCAC is a Negro, self-help community action program
for the betterment of the Watts area of Los Angeles.

co: TIAL
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POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

The committee endorsed leasing the Saugus
Rehabilitation Center (drunk farm) to WLCAC for; the
purpose of a summer youth program.

The WLCAC plans to conduct a six-week summer
camping program for more than 3,000 disadvantaged youngsters.

The City Council* s Pinance Committee was considering
leasing the $00 acre facility to WLCAC for $23,150 to open the
center for the summer program. They have* already approved
$26,850 for that purpose.

It has been estimated *that the over-all WLCAC program
will approach $500 , 000 .

The WLCAC has assured city officials the funds will
be provided by non-government groups.

Construction of a lj.0 x 80 foot swimming pool and
wading pool at the center is presently underway, and beds
and blankets have already been shipped.

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to.
Region II, 115th MI, U.S. Army, Pasadena; Office of Special
Investigations, Norton Air Force Base, San Bernardino; Naval
Investigative Service, San Diego; U. S. Attorney, Los Angeles;
and the U. S. Secret Service, Los Angeles.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its' contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency..

CON IAL
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"US" j Also known as-
“US" Incorporated

wit!)
"US"
South
purpo
is to
bas-^d
Afro-.

Articles of
the Secretary of
is non- orofit

ses of "US", as
“give tho Afro-
on their colloc
American culture

Incorporation filed September Ilj., 1966,
State of the State of California, indicate

office located at 0211
' One of the primary
cles of Incorporation,
nse'of purpose • • •

ation of building an

corporation with its

Broadway, bos Angeles, California.
set down in the Arti
American people a so
tivo efforts and voc

i:

A source , who has furnished reliable information in
tho past, made available a cony of a booklet entitl ed, "She
Quotable

| I, authored by! l also known b
!

;

asl
1

of "US" .
' b7c

Regarding culture', this booklet advises:

“...US is a cultural organisation dedicated to the
creation, recreation and circulation of Afro -Arnerican culture.
. . .The seven criteria for culture are: (1) Mythology (2) -History
(3) Social Ci'gar.i nation (!•.) Political Organisation (5) Economic.
Organisation (6) Creative Motif (7) Ethos. ...Wcbnust free ourselves
culturally before we succeed politically. ..."

Regarding revolution, this booklet advises:

“...You must have a cultural r.evolxition before the
violent revolution:' ‘ibe cultural revolution gives identity,
purpose and direction. ...The revolution being fought now is
a revolution to win the minds of our people; If we fail to win
this we cannot wage the violent one. . . .V-hen the ’word is given
we“ll see how tough you are. V.oen it’s ’burn', let’s see how
much you burn. V/hen it's ’kill 1

, let’s see how much you kill.
When it’s ’blow up', lot's see how much you blow 'up. And when
it's 'take that white girl's head too', we’ll really see how
tough you are .

•

— Regarding politics, this booklet advises:

" ...V/e must concern ourselves with legitimacy and not
legality. Legitimacy is what Black people feel they need.
Legality is sot up by the system and no system can condemn
itself. Laws are made to perpetrate a system, not destroy it.
..,’/e must move in every level possible to got power. If we have

API’S:iDIa COI-TIRUMD
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APPSTDIX COilTI JIUSD

to got power by talking to the man--3.ct * a get it. If we have to'
got power by making alliances with Africa and Asia—let’s get
it', v/c have an organisation that thinks,
the question of power. ..."

acts, breathos

Regarding religion, this booklet advises:

"...The Christian is' cur..worst energy. Quiet as it’s
kept it was a Christian who enslaved us. Quiet as it’s kept it's
the Christian that burns us. Quiet as it’s kept it's a Christian
that beats us down on the street j

and quiet
thing goes down it'll bo a Christian that's

us it's kopt, when the
shooting us down. You

have to face the fact that if the Christian is doing all this there
must be something 'wrong, with Christianity. ..."

. .Jesus said, «My blood will wash you white as snow'.
Who vrants to be, white but sic}: 'Xsgrocs*, o:

washed that way by the blood of a dead J cv?

.

Wadinola bleaching
is going to do it.

worse, yet

—

You know if
cream couldn't do. it, no .dead Jew's blood

H

A second s who has furnished reliable information
in the p&st, advised that new members of "US ,! are required to
study and memorise' the booklet entitled, !,!i'ho Quotable'

be
b7C

The first source advised that :,US !! membership is divided
into three levels, 'she first level is comprised of nevr members
who engage in the study of the- Swahili language. Karate and
cultural activities such as arts and sowing. The second level is
comprised of members -who act as office guards and make speeches.
The* third, and highest level of membership, is the leadership
level, and only 'members of this level may engage in travel. Member-
ship in "US" is limited to males and female 5 of the weg.ro race.

The secoy-d source advised that when members of ''US" have
completed their instructions in the Swahili language they are
then assigned Swahili names which they use in lieu of their
given names.
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Jti Reply9 Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California
June 20, 1968

POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS

Character RACIAL MATTERS

Reference Los Angeles memorandum, dated
and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose, identities
-are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tho FBI. It Is tho property
of tho FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to bo distributed outside
your agency.
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(r^Vi FBI AUTOMATIC DEC LAS S I F I CAT ION GUIDE
**>•**"* ,40\BATE 04-14-2011w w

I
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F B 1

Date: 6/2.0/68

Transmit the follovying in
(Type in plaintext, or code)

AIRTEL
Via

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
A

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR,' FBI (157-6-26)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157~91|.3) (P)

RE: ‘ POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Los Angeles airtel and letterhead memorandum
i

(LHM) to the. Buroau dated 6/I 1./68 .

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
dated and captioned as Above.

Local military agencies, U. S. Secret Service,
Los Angeles, and the U. S. Attorney, Los Angeles, have been
furnished a copy of the LHM.

Informants and sources of the L03 Angeles Division
have been instructed to report any racial situation
immediately to the Los Angeles Division. As additional
informants and sources are developed, they are instructed
to do the same.

The following sources were utilized in this LHM:

Source Identity of Source

I ~L PRI -GHETTO,
memoer. East Los Angeles
Welfare Rights Organization

3 - Bureau (Enel. 11) (AM-REGiSTERED)
3- Loq Angeles

.

f((l> 100-66078) (CIRM)

(6)
81TBL/gcw

SEARCHED _
INDEXED _
SERIALIZED

-/-^TTLu

b6
b7
b7

Approved: v . Sent

Special Agent in Chacgc
M Per

OFFICE COPY

O

O
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LA 157-9113

Source Identity of Source

PRI.

3 I I

Information regarding the California Lutheran
College was obtained by SA I

~| through, his son,
I I who is a graduate student at the college
and a' resident assistant at the student dormitory.

The LHM is classified confidential because data*
furnished by Sources 1, 2, and 3, could reasonably result
in the identification of confidential informants of .

continuing value and compromise future effectiveness thereof.

In the two week period from '6/3/68 through
6/15/68

s 5 PCIs and 2 PSIs were advised according to
Bureau instructions regarding the Bureau’s continuing
interest in racial matters.

Close liaison is being maintained with representatives
of police departments and sheriff's offices regarding the
current racial situation in the Los Angeles Division.

b6
b7C
b7D
!

f

f
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'
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PROGRAM MATERIAL ON:BLACK LIBERATION

By W.C;T.
<r

r
4 /

7
a

The demand £01* Negro freedom raised by our Party is centered on the slogan s "For full
social, economic and political equality". We feel it is the strategic demand ‘of the
Negro people. To take; steps to make this slogan a reality, we support the 1supplemen-
tary slogans raised within 1

,the framework of "Black Power", such ass "black control of
the black community", "community police review boards composed of the indiginous pop-? *

ulation", etc* As a matter of fact, we support the many demands even though they are
bourgepis democratic arid * reformis t in their nature,

5

The most urgent andl consistent need of the community for winning these demands f is
1) all—class unity, and 2 ) working-class leadership*

t

For attaining this, we adhere to the Leninist principle of "the fuller national V

equality the clearer will workers of the oppressed nationalities see the cause of
their oppression is capitalism, not lack of rights". A substantial alliance of labor
and the j, black liberation movement is needed as part of the fight for working class
leadership of the liberation movement. A step in this direction must be the winning
of the, black labor leaders to play a more active role in the militant mass movements.!

1

,

'

? -

The upsurges and rebellions in the black communities , beginning with the Watts; rebel*-f

lion of 1965, have produced many reports beginning with, the McCone Report ,
1 now high— \

lighted with the Koemar Report. These reports have given prominence to the issue of
racism^ and although some laws have been passed and minor steps have been taken, lit-^
tie has been done to alleviate the fundamental questions raised in these reports. ;

r
1 !

Police brutality continues. School boards resists changes to equalize the schools.
The rate of -unemployment is maintained$in some, areas it has increased. There is
practically no change in housing, even here where; it has been worsened by rising pro-
perty taxes which have been transferred to the renters* The only real action taken -

in the Watts community has been the start of a hospital, in 1968, two years after the
shooting of Deadwyler# }

We\must now prepare for some shifts in our theoretical- views on the Negro question*
The National Negro Commission is urging that beginning with this convention and
running until our next Party convention a full-blown discussion take place on some of
the problems relating to our position on the question of black liberation here in the?

U.S. A few of the points that are open to discussion are* The three—fold character^
of the Negro question—class , national and racial—and that while one or the other
of these may dominate the struggle at a given time, all three must be considered in
the development of any program or approach on the solution of the Negro questions.
Such questions as are the Negro people a nationality, a national minority, a racial *

groups or are they a nation, need reppening and exploration.
;

*

Another aspect of this is an open discussion of the question of racism. This ques-
tion is presented in the Party Program, second draft, page 30 of section IXX, where

j

it says : "Clearly; the persistence of racism, the failure to comprehend the new
j

levels »of the freedom struggle among whites, reinforces separatist and accomodation—
j,

ist trends in the black community. On the other hand, determined effective struggle
;|

against racism in the white community, tangible actions of solidarity by white wor*~
)J

kers, will reinforce the position of black workers within the freedom movement, and j

strengthen .the figrit for a great democratic alliance that contests for power with ;

monopoly—the real^beneficiary and maintainer of Negro oppression. " Steps; in this
f

direction are necessary if we are to get on the road to the beginning of ending ra—
*

|

cism as a way of American life.

We do believe that ’only socialism can really bring fulfillment of Negro aspirations ,

for freedom, because it abolishes man*s exploitation by man, the need for division in
the working class dr the playing of one group against the other withers away,, and man
can then live in real, peace, freedom and equality.

i t
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 04-14-2011

DIRECTOR, 3?BI (IOO-M2529} 7/18/68

SAC, SAN BIEGO (100-13295) (P*):
*

"
. is * C;

Eg San Biego letter h/$/&Q r

, . . Be pertinent information developed, sihce referenced, *

latter* -

......
San Biego will continue to .follow activities of

the Coimnunist Earty arid other subversive groups and submit
quarterly report or letter as Indicated*

‘

2 - Bureau •(»$.
-g «*> Bek Yorlc (l<i

(m ’*• Bos. Angeles l AVU**WWW { U 1 i iuvi/

1

juuq / r

sen Eranolrieo (100-53902)(info) (H*)
S' - San Biego
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DEC LASSillCAT I OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
^^ATE 04-14-2011

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVE^fiNATION
<4—

REPORTING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE INVESTIGATIVE PCRIOO

SACRAMENTO
:

NEW YORK / 7/24/68 4/25/68 - 7/24/68
TITLE OF CASE REPORT MADE OY TYPEO BY

SA
| sy

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS

CHARACTER OF CASE

IS - C

#

- —

REFERENCE:

Report of SA at Sacramento, 4/30/68

_ p* _

be
b7C
b7D

INFORMANTS :

Source Location

SC T-l
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SC 100-138

Copies Made?

9 - Bureau (100-442529) (RM)

1

- OSI, 19th District, Travis AFB
1 - 115th M. I* Group, Sacramento
1 - NISO, San Francisco
1 - U. S. Secret Service, Sacramento
2 - New York (100-153735) (RM)

(fl> Los Angeles (100-66078) (RM) (Info)
1 - San Francisco (100-53902) (RM) (Info)
3 - Sacramento (100-138)

ADMINISTRATIVE DATAs

Information copies furnished Los Angeles and San
Francisco because of their mutual interest in activities through-
out the State of California.

LEADS ?

SACRAMENTO DIVISION

AT SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA
'f*

Will follow and report Communist influence in racial
matters.

» B* «
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF -INVESTIGATION

1 - OSI, 19th District, Travis AFB
1 - -115th M. I. Group , Sacramento
1 - NISO, San Francisco

c°py ,0: 1 - U.S. Secret Service, Sacramento

Report of: SA
| |

b 6

Date.-
“

“ July- 24, 1968 b7

Fiold Offico Filo SC 100—138

Office: Sacramento

Bureau Filo %\ ~ 100-442529

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

Synopsis:

Communist Party (CP) Club in Chico, California, disbanded
and efforts to enlist Negroes into CP -have ceased;

- p* _

DETAILS:

I. COMMUNIST PARTY STRATEGY

A. -Communist Party, USA

SC T-l (May *20, 1968)

Source advised that the Communist Party (CP)
Club in Chico, California had disbaned and that the CP's
efforts to enlist Negroes into the CP had ceased.

-1*.
This documont contains nolther recommendations nor conclusions ol the FBI* It Is tho proporty of the FBI and is loaned to
your ag©ncy;'lt and Its contents are not to bo distributed outside your agency.
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InReply, Please Refer to

File No.

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

___ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Sacramento, California
July 24, 19(j8

Title COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL
MATTERS

Character INTERNAL .SECURITY - COMMUNIST

Reference Report of SA at
Sacramento, California, dated
July 24, 1968

be
-b7C

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
infoimation in the past.

T
.
h
|?

d°'u
,

mon
j
contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ol the FBI. It Is the property

ot tne FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outsideyour agency.
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 04-14-2011

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE OF ORIGIN

NEW YORK
: : : ! Lj

DATE

7/2 5/6 8

IN VESTIG ATI VE.PERIOD

4/1 -','6/30/6 8 .
:

TITLE OF CASE

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN
RACIAL MATTERS

,

REPORT MADE BY

WILLIAM A. -COHENDET

TYPED BY

n
CHARACTER OF CASE

'

;
. ,

•
- IS -

:

c

REFERENCE :, Report of SA WILLIAM A. COHENDET, dated 4/30/68,
: at San Francisco.

,

- P* -

ADMINISTRATIVE

Copies of this report are being submitted to Los
Angeles and New York for information.

This report is being classified because
the information furnished by confidential informants recorded
herein could reasonably result in their identification and
affect their future usefulness.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

CON VIC AUTO FINES* SAVINGS RECOVERIES
[ACQUIT-
TALS

CASE HAS BEEN: -

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR d^YES | |nO
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS
,

* Y ES |~~lNO

APPROVED
SPECI AL .AGENT

IN CHARGE

COPIES MADE:

9

2

1

I
3

Bureau (100-442529XRM)
115th MI Group (RM)
NISO, 12ND CRM) ;

OSI, 19th District (RM)
Los Angeles (i00-66078) (Info. ) (RM)
New York (100-153735)(Info. )(RM)
San Francisco (100-53902)

. Disseminotion Record of Attached Report

Agency

Request Reed.

Date Fwd.

How Fwd.

By

-V:
* U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1997 0-273-877



SF 100-53902
WAC: j.l

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

SF M is

I I

SF T-2 is

SF T-3 is

SF T-7 is
PSI'I

SF T-8 is

File Where Located

Instant file

b6
b7C
b7D

Instant file

LEAD

SAN FRANCISCO Will follow and report matters pertaining
t0 captioned Subject. Next report being due October 30, 1968.

- B* -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

2 - 115th MI Group (RM)
Copy (o: 1 - NISO - 12ND (RM)

1 - OSI - 19th District (RM)

Rcpoit ol: WILLIAM A. COHENDET Office: SAN FRANCISCO
Dote: 7/2:5/68

Field Office File ft 100-53902 Bureau File *: 100-442529

™C! COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

Character: INTERNAL security - c

Synopsis:

Communist Party (CP) national leadership, during' current period
expressed belief that Vietnam crisis and the murder of Dr. MARTIN
LUTHER KING gave the Party an opportunity to make real gains
in the racial field. CP candidate for President of the United
States,

I L was in San Francisco in July, 1968,
to offer assistance to the Black Panther Party (BPP) in
the HUEY NEWTON murder trial in Oakland, California.

.
No

specific areas of aid proposed by the BPP leadership. Afro-r
American Commission, NCDCP^ called for complete independence
for Negro labor unions and for recognition of BPP as
only organization paying attention to real Negro problems

.

It was urged that the CP support all BPP candidates running
for political office. ROSCOE PROCTOR, Negro National
Committeeman, CPUSA, advised Negro CP club members against
acts of sabotage and fire bombing saying it was official
CP policy to forbid such . activity by Party members and any
violations would result in expulsion from the Party.
East Bay Ghetto Club CP has only seven or eight members of the
Negro race. Influence of CP among Negro element not noted
•as extensive and East Bay Ghetto Club admittedly has magnified
its role in reports to the CP District Office . Some white
CP Club members not in agreement with the very militant
Negro movement and other whites have been accused of "white
chauvinism". Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) in its monthly
magazine of June, 1968, urged members to defend the BPP
free HUEY NEWTON and ELDRIDGE CLEAVER.

Excluded from automatic
. downgrading and declassification™5 document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the proporty of the FBI and Is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency*
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DETAILS

:
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I. COMMUNIST STRATEGY

A. Communist Party, USA (CPUSA)

1* At a meeting of the Illinois District Communist
Party held in Chicago, April 6 and 7, 1968, sponsored
by the National Trade Union Commission, CPUSA GUS HALL,
General Secretary of the CPUSA, eulogized Dr. MARTIN LUTHER
KING and blamed racism for his murder. HALL called the
Negro reaction to the slaying "completely justified". HALL
assigned three Party leaders to draw up a resolution on
KING'S death.

In this connection ALBERT J. LIMA, San Francisco
CP leader, mentioned that 75,000 white people had marched for
peace in San Francisco earlier and he wondered if they
could get the same 75,000 to march against racism on Aparil 27,
1968.

GEORGE MEYERS, Chairman of the National Trade Union
Commission, CPUSA, stated that the financial crisis, the
failure of. the public to support the war in Vietnam and the
assassination of KING offered the Party an opportunity
to make real gains especially in the industrial concentrations.
.'Pie Party line should be "peace" and "equality for Negroes"'.

SF T-l
4/8/68

Newscaster
l L Channel 2 Television.

Oakland, California, on July 16 t 1968, stated that [__
I l Negro CP candidate for President of the
United States, was in the Bay Area on that date and had
offered her support to the Black Panther Party (BPP)
in their attempts to free HUEY NEWTON. No details of
her offer were disclosed by |. HUEY NEWTON is the
self-described Minister of Defense for the BPP and is
presently in Alameda County Jail awaiting trial for
murder of an Oakland police officer.

A characterization of the BPP
is contained in the Appendix.

b6
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The "San Francisco Chronicle" issue of
July 17, 1968, carried a news story thatl I was in the
Bay Area to offer aid of the CPUSA to the BPP in any way

I
lsaid that she had spoken to ELDRIDGE

CLEAVER, Minister of Information of the BPP about this matter
but CLEAVER

*
had no specific request to make for assistance.

I
that CLEAVER had accepted her offer as he would

an offer from any other citizen.

The CPUSA according to ROSCOE PROCTOR, publicly-
admitted member of the National Committee, had an official
view on sabotage and fire bombing.

.
At a meeting of the East Bay Ghetto Club on

April 18, 1968, PROCTOR stated that the CPUSA does not
condone violence such as sabotage and fire bombing and
did not want to be blamed for any such destructive activity
by others. Any Party member indulging in such action would
be immediately expeled. Furthermore, the Party would
deny that anyone belonging to the Party would do such a
thing, and if a Party member got himself involved the Party
would deny that he had ever been a member and would refuse
him any assistance in case of prosecution. PROCTOR, who
is a Negro, stated that the white leadership of the CP was
responsible for this attitude but said that since this was
the Party line members had to adhere to it and those wishing
to do otherwise would do so at their own risk.

SF T-2
4/23/68

2. PLANS FROM DISTRICT LEVEL

A report on the Negro question was presented to the
Northern California District CP (NCDCP) Convention held
at Berkeley, June 15, and 16, 1968. This report stated
as follows:

3
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'•THE THREE-FOLD CHARACTER OF THE AFRO-AMERICAN QUESTION
<

-•,

' WITHIN THE U.S.: RACE. NATIONAL, AND CLASS

"The people of different'eountries differ greatly from each other in the
-colour of the skin, hair and eyes, the type of hair, the shape of the eyelids,

* nose, lips, face and head, in the length of the body and its proportions*
These features vary noticeably amoung people of one country, but a certain
combination of thorn has a fairly stable hereditary character said serve as a
basis for classifying those who possess then as belonging, to. a particular
race. ”--The Races of Mankind s by M. Nesturkh

^ - v
*

a
i

From the 17th *ccntury up until the Civil War, the black people brought to
this country as slaves cane mainly from tribal formations of the "Negroid”
peoples of West Africa. Their distinctive racial characteristics have been

v used to develop many pseudo-scientific theories of black race inferiority in
order to justify racism and our national oppression.

-V -Vv
* '

vii. National Character .

*

While possessing their own tribal* languages, customs, morals, traditions,
Africans had not yet developed nationhood* Modern nations appeared on the
scene only with the development of capitalism. *

*

m r * m
- - *

The nationality of black people* in the US derives from their transformation,
during three centuries of slavery, from millions of individuals of numerous
tribes inhabiting different territories of Africa and speaking different
languages, into communities of people having a definite community of language
(English) and territory (slave-exploiting, areas of the US) and a certain
community of economic life (agricultxire, building trades, culinary and house-
hold arts) and psychological makeup, manifesting itself in a common culture.

This formation of the Negro nationality in the US in ^conditions of slavery
conformed to the universal pattern of evolution from the. clan, tribe, and

confederation of tribes in the period of prc-cap5.ta.list productive relations.

However j-*.in contrast to the- development of other nationalities into nations

under vthe aegis of capitalist productive relations, and notwithstanding
• ?-the* emancipation of. the slaves in 1863 and the subsequent supplanting of

1 :slavc^and feudal productive relations by capitalist relations, this embryonic

national development of US Negroes was suspended, "frozen,” and remains so

today; < "
* ~

Migration and urbanization have divorced Afro -Americans from the land; that

is,, from a common
^
territory that would rivet- the nationality together in a

stable community and facilitate the development to nationhood. Afro-Americans
today live.-throughout the country within compact majorities of other nationals,

ties. Despite their dispersion, however, these 23 million US citizens are
separated from the rest of the population, irrespective of class, occupational
religious or ethnic characteristics, by ghettos, segregation and discrinSna- *

tion. Thus, Afro-Americans remain a separate national group with a separate
national character.

The question has been raised: "Cut if the black people in the US did not
come from an already existing nation hov; can they be considered a nationality
or a national minority? In answer to that question, we say that nationality
or national character is a feature of nationhood which is formed, raid, must
form as a condition for develop-tPt into nationhood. Livi.ng a.common eeonovV
life and in the some condition: ,ifc, people develop common
.national character; the systematic intercourse between considerable numbers
of people leads to the creation of a common culture which is national in
forn. A coman psychological makeup is influenced by the material condition
of life—it is a coagulation of impressions derived by people from, thoi:;

environment. Thus, black people have developed nationality' and a national
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A nr.jor asppc t or^^tc special and national charade.* oi the oppression _of
Arro-Americans ir^~ ^ U5 is cultural oppression ,^^Jiifestcd in the common
meaning of "cultiiA.^ -- the culture o* the classical Northern European ruling
class -r slavery's history; enforced illiteracy; and forcible replacement of
African languages , religions, and institutions by English, Christianity and
slavery; the suppression and distortion of African and Afro-American history
in the schools; the sorting up, in the mass media, of the white middle and

.upper classes as standards of beauty, life style,, values and behavior, and
in every other aspect of American life. The Afro-Amcrican "way of. life" is

s-lpost every aspect a culture of resistance and response to oppression.
Cultural oppression acts, to the extent to v;hich it is successful, to under-
line the unity and sense of identity required in the Afro-American people's
’struggle to control their own destiny; hence the increasing emphasis on pride

fc

tlack culture and national identity, the rejection of conforming to white
middle, class standards as $hq price for political, economic or sociai equality,
•is a major v/espor* against the special oppression of the Afro-American people.

.The cor.bcpt of national minority as used in the past few years implies that
*b,lack people are an integral part of the North American nation and that they
will- proceed towards total integration uninterruptedly without first passing
through some forr. of centre,! of their own community or enjoying some of the
special rights and compensatory measures which must be accorded an oppressed
people. Before real equality can ,bc achieved this concept must be re-examined

iA

III Class Character of the Black People in the US

'Though discriminated against and oppressed as a people, all of the economic
classes which are common to the ca^jitalist node ’of production arc to be found
anor-g Afro-Americans: black people arc working farmers and agricultural

(

;Wprkerc, a email percentage of them belong to 'the urban middle class-- "

'professional *> and. small businessnen--and an even. smaller percentage arc black
-capitalists. But in their overwhelming majority—77 to 9CCo—black people
[

fin.the US belong to the industrial working class. .
'*

* .*>*.'.* e ’ 1
.«

; ...» *• . V , _
; ‘ J ,

,-s* *, A
, , * ./ wA

Jke. .Afro-American People in the US an Oppressed People ,

‘
- f

* , • * * p V •
T

*

* ‘ :* ‘
;

Afro-American, people in the US are oppressed as a people in every field of
^economic, poli.tic,al, social, and cultural life. This oppression is confirmed
.by ike record of ‘history, the statements .of scientists and scholars, the
statistics of both* official governmental and private. fact -finding agencies,
andvthe culture of black people themselves, including numerous appeals for
jus£ice 'directed^ to authorities such as the United Nations.

As Afro-Americans, the black workers share the sane aspirations to be free
cf oppression as all otbe.r Afro -Anierican s , and they therefore participate
in the Afro-American liberation movement. As workers, they also share "the
sane aspirations to end’ capitalist exploitation as the North American working
class,,.and therefore participate in the working class movement,
kacr .arid Super Exploitation of Afro -Americans '

. >

* r
*

. I
* ;

#
' v • ^

The white chauvinist variety of racism arose during the slave trade, v;h: ch
w?,s a method of primitive accv.-ulation pursued by the rising bourgeoisie of
Europe. '

;

’

*
* • >

J‘

;ken the slave trade encountered /opposition
, the profiteers from this inhuman

business devised arguments of the alleged inferiority and subhuman character
of Africans, to justify the traffic.' * '

•

, . * ,
“ _

Srmil£trly
, v/hen. slavery in the .US cane under attack fro:: the abolitionists,

the .slave-owners and their* sympathisers ar.ong the northern bourgeoisie.-
developed m entire body of racist thought: history, biology, psychology,
anthropology, religion, philosophy, science were/ beat to the* service b:;
racist propaganda. Those arguments wore the* forerunners of present-day whit,
chauvanasm ; rrom the' big monopolies and bankers to the landlords and* sx' 11*
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*'
- ' businessnen , all "section? of the business connunity profit from racism and

:. ttrci^SrltS
n
anS

<,

coi?plcx apparatus of state forces, governmental institu-
^

tions, administrative controls, laws, customs and organizations which 9PP=css

. the Afro-American. nationality have as their primary objective—the projection
;

.'. ‘of'the wealth and .the. further enrichment of those who own and" control the
|

.

country's productive resources. ' In particular, the dxsfranchxsenent or Ago- £

Americans through outright denial of voting rights or through |raudorgerry-. -

.

‘

"slandering, results' in all levels of government being, loaded with the most^ r

reactionary labor-hating officials, -many of whom control, major corcwittevS of
,

• congress knd kill, progressive legislation, retarding the country as » Whole.
_

' * / * * *
’

’
-

,
. * > v

,

* '
'

‘w V * ^5=

;
Racism" justifies oppression 'of Afro-American,

.

sPanishrspcaking^and India^
|

. people, .to" win, the support of the white workers for a policy o • P T>
,

"tion of colored workers. Although apparently directed..only ;
against colored

people,' racism. and;white, chauvinism is essentially a weapoq in the exploita-
,

" tion of .the white workers. Th^ wage differential ,
the- working conditions

ancl' treatment ’accorded Afro-Amer%ns arc actually determinants of the norms

for the white- wd rising class, '.the system of Afro -American oppression, ..

- - chauvinism and racism breeds opportunism in the labor movement, divides „ V
;

...its ranks ’ aion’g color lines and retards all workers’ struggles ?9?*nst capi- - .

"

-talist ‘exploitation,. It. increases the rate of profit and reinforces
£

economic and political control of the owning class,.
• , • •

• ; , .
. I-

* Therefore the questions of race 'and’ ciasi cannot be s'eparate’d,when; paling . ;

• with the solution to the -problems of the Afro-American m the US. . ra .

;*S
J

^I’basic instrument of class oppression' and the major barrier to Progress ;

- for black-.-and white;, the struggle against racism, is a central P *. .
v. ,

,,
.

ciass'stiuggle and the basic question f^^.^on^f^thc-Afro^toerican people ‘ ?

..'Because. of the dominant working class conposition of tnc Ar.rp Ane I r .

• . -«* tw *..*«.* ^ '•

society, the basic economic solution in their si.rugg*e i
, . tc

the^ resolution of the basic economic contradiction of caP^alism (j.e. private ,

’ownership...of the means of- production and social productive

‘

Moreover, as* Marx said, "an idea be'comes a Material force
t

'
>

*
by* the minds of the masses” . So it is wit* racism, in ”

ate
' "

‘Americans. Agitation and education alone is not
' ^Lthfm'terial ‘ '

• ’racism in the US.- What is required is fundamental change in t*e materia

conditions of Afro-Americans and genuine economic p u
, .

. neoole and
1

equality. Tip till require b9th. ee<lin0 the
'

i
* “'inassive compensatory measures to^ eradicate the e. ’

. .

>'

,
oppression^. Due,'to the national character of the A ^d . sispi ^

* ;*>their historical; oppression as a. people, th_.,r fe..ul
( . lc-i timatc) ,

’

'
- ‘ cion -toward white Americans

.
(which is natural,

. requires that
‘

* -
q the building of real, i.e. voluntary; working class, unity ^“^thar^ :

‘.Afro-Americans be supported by the entire, working cla. s 1 q
.

•

' L

determine their ov;n destiny* - ^ “*
^ - t

VJith the above' as background, we believe thRt
_^^

e
the^nrinc?avIc

^

Afro-Americtvn..question ^.s to be fo.un.<:
^^m^e^vAlies both* to nations ;

of national self-determination. P^ss of the historical develop- ,

and oppressed 1 nationalities, c^e to i,ne uniqiv > no^e of the -

ment of the Afro-American people on the North American
^ q ’ the- national ;

. various existing forms applied throughout t le
q-,nvic->n neople in the -

question fit .the concrete circumstances of the. A-UqO-/V.exic«si peop .

US today. - ,
'

.. . ]
'

;

Amona the most obvious differences from, ccndrtions facing
t

; .
moVen-entS struggling for self-determination arc that Arro-Am.erica.xs. !

" are in their majority working class rather than peasants or farmer.-

|

iisuf*

xMji
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“
* suffer oppression and super-exploitation o? .labor power, alone as opposed

* « - to super -exploitation of labor and expropriation of? land and natural
resources / * ** f

-Kv share a common, economic life with the "oppressor nation" in a highly
. ."developed capitalist society, as opposed to a separate undeveloped

—

- mainly, feudal—colonial economy. ^
^ *

*

5 , -
o*cer„ to neot the^ needs of the black working masses it follows from the

abovp basic differences that the content of the national movement of Afro-
Anericans hust be anti-monopoly and socialist -oriented, and led by the .black
working class, rather than bourgeois-democratic pro capitalist-oriented, and
led by the black bourgeoisie. While bourgeois democracy opens up broader
areas of democracy, mass participation and struggle, the needs of black
masses require: social,;Ov;ncrship of production and distribution^ not private;
cooperative* effort, not individual; international working class solidarity,

. hot. national competition and antagonisms; full employment, not competition
within a steadily shrinking job" market. '

% .

* ^

.In projecting the need for^ black* power -for black control of the black
community we wish to stress the working class character of the overwhelming
.najority of black people, and the necessity that that control be exercised
by the working class and poor sections of the black community first of all.
The struggle for black community control over schools, police, welfare, urban

, T9.nev;^\> etc.* must be based on a program .that understands the source of the
r oppression of the Afro-Amer ican people in its super-exploitation by capital-
ism * Black people are in misery because capitalism has made and continues
to makq.huge profits off their sweat and at their expense. Tax money for
highways subsidizing the auto monopolies, rather than providing cheap mass
transportation; subsidies for profitable suburban housing that excludes the * ^

masses instead of decent housing for the low income families; billions
w * in taxr money to the war

, oil, agri-business and otheir monopolies, instead
mu “fck® peoples money to end the decaying schools, horribly inadequate hospi-

tals and public health facilities,! scarce recreation -- all these hit the
working class harder than any other section; but they hit the mass of Afro-
American people hardest of all. ? * ...

- *° the effect of automation installed to supplant workers for higher^
.

which throws the burden of unemployment at catastrophic^levcls bn
. the black community, especially black young people; the use of racism to

i prevent unionization keeping the standard of living of millions of white
workers low and black workers lowest of all. All this plus the fact that
two million black workers and their families are part of the trade* union
.povement and therefore right at the heart of capitalist production, shra*ing

situation of all workers, yet suffering special discrimination in the
.plants and from

, the unions. : _

The national character of the Afro-American people, their special oppression
, and especially the new movement for black pride, black unity and black
culture has put the black workers in the load of struggles that are in the
interest of the entire working class . The Poor People’s March is a dramatic
example of how the organizations of the Afro-American people can initiate
ar.d lead struggles that unite black, brown and white.

Ihe capitalist class is moving, to -block the anti-capitalist, v;orking class
content to the struggle for black, power. The Ford Foundation and other
establishment outfits are pouring money into militant black groups. They
are pressuring them to seejo the support of big business and, in. the name
O- black control, trying to turn the black community against the
unxons^ The adoption, by COFlt of tka, slogan Caoifa.lism" V. ' h >*,

The adoption, by
de.cp this danger is.

0*v*v or

Inis attempt to buy off middle class militants fits in with the :.ovo re
the ghetto into another source of tax supported profits, like the war
industries. Proposals and/prograns for the federal government to nrovid
ta>: incentives and subsidies to nuke projects like housing rokab'lit



* w

ana°sAaxi^EanuSSc*iurIng
n
tSax creates goos prorxtaorc. Profit destroyed

decent housing; nov/ they want profits to restore decent housing.
* • f * \ * *

These, programs,' justifled in the name of improving conditions in the black
community 'and 'giving lip service to black community control, are a major
threat to black community control and to black power. , , ». ?

Mi

They put projects in the ghetto under the control of white capitalist corpora-

tions. They tie community leaders to these corporations ]> cutting them off.

from*' 1the people, putting then on the .payroll of the exploiters of 'the,
^

community'./' Such programs cut the funds that, really could be available to ^
the community, by wasting in profits to the corporations that could go

directly to cooperatives fully con tlolled by the community. These profits
,

are an added tax burden on the working class--black, brown and white-~that

lines "the* pockets of the white, power, structure, without benefitting the black

community".
’

' ,

Black capitalist control of business in the black community is better than

white capitalist control; but, ix is not a program that: meets the ,needs of
^

the community or strengthens the power and organizations of the masses

fight against their exploitation and oppression. Private profits are not
x

'fully put to work for the community. Stores and small,‘businesses are guided

by the need to make profit, notvoperated to serve the needs of and under con-

trol of the community. The economic power of the community is =in the hands

of the tiny bl'ack middle class* But if the stores, rehabilitation programs,

job creating, arid manufacturing are organized on* a cooperative, non-profit

basis, all the funds are used in the interest of the community; Decisions

are made by the community; and the poor and working people, who arc the over-

whelming majority, strengthen their organized power to fight agarnst the

white capitalist power structure.

In every area of American life, for the Afro-Amcrican people to be able to

fight effectively against special oppression, for full equality, there must

be a fight for black community control of the institutions that affect the

lives of. black people.
* 1 ' ' *

'

On Education - All the institutions of mass education are dominated by white

upper class .people' and culture. For black children to be taught for a li^c

of dignity, pride in self and black culture, and trained to work in jobs

with dignity for the future, the hold of white upper class standards, outloo*<

and expectations must be broken. This means black community control over

every aspect of the teaching of black children, including curriculum,,

teachers, textbooks, planning, building, etc. This also means full parti-

cipation of the organized black community in the decisions controlling the

larger educational system. Full awareness of black, Hi spano, and Puerto

Rican culture must become a part of the education of all Americans - to

destroy the idea that culture is upper class European white culture.

Bourgeois domination of education also imposes 5.ts standards and priorities

on the education of al3. working people. The fight for control of the educa-

tion of black children by black people points the way' for the fignt byvv?or^-

ing osnnlo for control of _ . ... .Polxtacai Power - i-orm.s 3 rust bo rought 3 or to grve black communrtxes poZr vr c

r

power. Racist motivated electoral district boundries and schemes for pre-
venting black majorities from winning and taking over city and county govern-^
nents must be changed and defeated. New districts must be drawn to maximize
black and brown representation. Reforms are also needed at the state and
national levels. ?

In addition, decision making over many services affecting the cor*.>nity
*

should be decentralized so that local black, brown and white working c w- -

communities can have control of their own police, schools, welfare, recr-tr.
tion

, public health, etc. This should be seen, however, in the context
that the ruling class that dominates the politics and economics of whole
regions has qot to ba made to fork over ^

'* *% Miff
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Police - Because they defend the property of the exploiters of the black, and
brown communities; because their white racist culture causes then to see
black people as suspect, dangerous *j>d criminal; because they arc controlled
by ihe white bourgeoisie outside of the black and brown community ; the police
•play the role of a foreign occupying army in the black and brown community.

Police in the black community must not only be black, they must live in the
: community they patrol, and must be answerable to local, black community
boards for their procedures and conduct. As Ionovas the community does not
have control of its own police, it must take steps to defend itself against

* the murderous invading army that threatens the safety of every Afro-American
and especially the young, the militant, the local leaders of the fight for
black liberation, the resistance to the occupation.

.We advocate the organisation in the black and brown community of effective
defense against police, army, and white racist vigilante terror, including
legal defense^ - medical aid, patrols over the police, and armed self-defense -

' F organised and individual. This area especially requires a massive educational
and organizational campaign in the white community on the nature of police ‘

-

violence and repression in the black community- on the domination of racist f

and fascist minded elements in the police forces, and on the threat to the
rights of the whole working class* and middle class dissenters of the bloated

’

rightist terror armies that are America's urban police forces today.
* p

t

These armies have been built up especially to occupy and suppress the black
community, and the black community is leading here in the fight to chock
the police. J
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The above material was made available by SF T-3
on June 17 and June 24, 1968.

A meeting of the NCDCP Afro-American Commission was
held at 411 Pierce Street, San Francisco, bn June 7, 1968.
This commission was formerly named the Negro Commission but
the new name was ordered by the Natinal CP Office. ROSCOE
PROCTOR at this meeting having had difficulty with a previous
pre-convention draft, presented his re-written version. This
draft called for the complete independence for the Negro.
As noted in the formal report immediately above, source
reported that PROCTOR was stressing the Negro's right to
secede from labor unions and to establish his own since the
present unions had not treated the Negro fairly. The
draft also called for CP recognition of the BPP as the
only such organization paying attention to real Negro problems.
This support should include backing any and all BPP candidates
for public office. The commission accepted the draft of
PROCTOR who intended to proceed to present it at the District
CP convention to be held on June 15, 1968.

SF T-3
6/17/68

At an earlier meeting of the NCDCP Negro Commission
on May 5, 1968, held at 411 Pierce Street, San Francisco,
members had been urged to have people join the poor people's ,

march. There was some discontent presented by the
rank and file members because the Party leadership had
not decided if any Party members would go on the bus to offer
a leadership role to the marchers.

SF T-3
5/8/68

At a meeting of the NCDCP, 81 Clementina Street

,

San Francisco, on April 20, 1968, San Francisco Party|~
|

I

.

~1 complained about the poor attendance an3
pointed out that the same situation seemed to arise whenever
the agenda concerned the Negro people. I Ipointed
out that if the CP members were not interested in Negro
matters, the Negro would not be interested in the CP program.
It was mentioned at this meeting that CP Youth Clubs had
donated $23 to the BOBBY HUTTON Fund. BOBBY HUTTON was
a member of the BPP who was killed in a shootout with the
Oakland Police Department in April, 1968.

SF T-3
in 4/23/68

be
b7C
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A meeting of the Black Caucus of the NCDCP was
held at St. Helena, California, on March 23 and 24, 1968,
under the direction of ROSCOE PROCTOR. The points brought
out at this meeting were as follows

:

. .
CD Get as many trade union people as possible to

join the MARTIN LUTHER KING March to Washington, D.C.,
April 22, 1968.

(2) Hold a protest rally against the so-called
heavy weight championship fight in Oakland, California
April 27, 1968, because CASSIUS CLAY while still regarded
as champion by PROCTOR was not fighting in the contest.

(3) PROCTOR advocated a candidacy of JOHN GEORGE
for Congress from the Oakland District. This decision
was questioned by other black persons present since HUEY
NEWTON of the BPP was also running for the same position.
PROCTOR said that the Party position was to support JOHN
GEORGE for political office and to support NEWTON’s defensem court. (It is to be noted that the BPP wanted to
free NEWTON without trial.)

The CP should send representatives to meetings
or the new Blaek United Front* (The Black United Front
was an idea promulgated by STOKELY CARMICHAEL when he

a public meeting in Oakland in February, 1968.
CARMICHAEL urged that all Negro militant organizations unite
for more effective action. CARMICHAEL is a black militant
leader formerly chairman of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee, (SNCC).

A characterization of SNCC
is contained in the appendix.

(5) PROCTOR planned' to set up a Negro commission
to try to coordinate the efforts and activities of Negroes
and Mexican Americans in the Bay Area.

PROCTOR suggested that the Center of the Alliance
For Black Unity in Oakland be used in the campaign to'
urge support for JOHN GEORGE.

SF T-'4

. 3/25/68

- 11-
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„ At a meeting of the NCDCP, April 20, 1968, at
. Clementina Street, San Francisco, matters for "Black
Liberation while on the agenda were not taken up but
were postponed until June, 1968. At the same, time
the Party agreed to make a financial donation to the BPP.
The deadline for same being set as May 6. The amount to
be contributed was not stated. ROSCOE PROCTOR at this meeting
recommended that the Party prepare to attempt to bring
about work stoppages when blacks were shot down in the streets.

SF T-5
5/2/68

The San Francisco County Committee CPUSA, held
a meeting at 1027 Brussels Street in San Francisco, on
May 13, 1968. At this time it was announced that the
Party was considering reorganizing the twelve clubs in
the county into nine new ones. One would be called .theobby Hutton Club where black and white comrades would
concentrate on problems of racism and the building of theCP m the black community.

SF T-6
5/28/68

K„ „ ,
At a meeting of the East Bay Ghetto Club, held at

1627 Woolsey Street, Berkeley, on April 1, 1968.1 I

a member, reported on his efforts at the Black United Front'meetings. He -said there V/fre 600 Negroes active in variousmilitant groups and
I I felt, that it would be possibleto bring some of these into the Black Cultural Center that the

p»S*pS5yv -i1
:?

C
J
ub had been trying to organize. ROSCOEKUCiOR hoped to be able to organize these various elementswnich so far were scattered around the Bay Area and PROCTOR

instructed
|

| to continue to try to gain the confidence
of members of these organizations. PROCTOR urged all possiblemembers to attend demonstrations against the proposed heavy-weight championship fight in Oakland on April 27, 1968.

. _

.

„
, PROCTOR commented that the black members' meetingat st. Helena on March 23, 1968, was not considered to havebeen much of a success since only ten out of a possible 35 to 4Cattended the meeting. PROCTOR complained that the Black

Cultural Center m Oakland was not being used to its full
.fvf

n
^
ag

? ^
nd also the rent was due again. PROCTOR said

pvJ
aL^C

n?
a
u

told "the CP District leaders that the East BayGhetto Club was already holding meetings with black militant
groups and he could not go on lying much longer. £ny meeting

•bo

b7C

peopl<
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with the black groups by members of of the East Bay
Ghetto Club would have to use the cultural center in the
future

.

SF T-2
4/5/68

SF T-6 on April 15, 1968, advised that the new
headquarters for the East Bay Ghetto Club is to be known
as the Alliance for Black Unity and the Black United Front
was to be at 3092 Sacramento Street, Berkeley.

At a meeting of the East Bay Ghetto Club at the
above address on April 18, 1968, ROSCOE PROCTOR reported that
he had told ALBERT LIMA that he had invited the BPP to
use the new cultural center and member

| |
claimed

that in conferring with other militant groups he received
their promise to become part of the Alliance for Black Unity.

SF T-6
4/23/68

At still another meeting of this club on April 29,
1968, ROSCOE PROCTOR led a discussion on how to implement the
call of CARMICHAEL in February for unity among the blacks.
As of the end of April, PROCTOR knew of no attempt at unity
which had been successful and he thought it would be a feather
in the cap of the East Bay Ghetto Club if they would be
the ones to initiate a move to unify the efforts. PROCTOR
proposed getting together all black trade unionists in the
Bay Area and also to possibly support a general strike if
nothing was done to answer the blacks' problems. PROCTOR
suggested that such a strike would cripple "whitie" more
than violence. PROCTOR also mentioned that black club
members must protect themselves at all cost but the program
should be only for self-defense and not for offense. Club

'

members agreed it would be better to support the strike
method suggested by PROCTOR rather than to think about
guerilla war tactics. PROCTOR again voiced opposition to any
schemes involving sabotage.

SF T-2
4/29/68

be
b7C
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SF T-2 advised on May 23, 1968, that the East
Bay Ghetto Club which was a Negro organization in the Communist
Party had only six regular members for a considerable time
but due to some new arrivals in the area, the club now
had seven or eight members.

The NCDCP Youth Conference held at 81 Clementina
Street, San Francisco, March 30, 1968, recommended that the
Party should devote a workshop to racism. This workshop
was held and as a result' the group urged support to the
"Free Huey Newton" movement and listed the dates of
scheduled demonstrations in his behalf. The workshop also
called for the support of the BPP’s candidate's such as
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER.

SF T-7
4/1/68

The Sunset Club of the CP met on May 4, 1968, at
799 Clayton Street, San Francisco. Some of the members were
reported to be not in agreement with the very militant Negro
movement. The violence of some of these persons was not
considered a practical solution to the probelm. The
Party members present indicated they would accept black
power, only as a political activity.

SF T-8
5/9/68

At a meeting of the Fillmore Club, CP . 41 Woodland
Street. San Francisco, on June 19, 1968, member J

was critical of two fellow members who were white,
tor displaying what she called "white chauvinism" toward
Negroes. She said that these members had made critical remarks
of Negro burglars and she also said that one of the club
members had gone so far as to move out of an address
San Francisco when

|

an address m
]
and another Negro family moved in.

SF T-3
6 /21/68

b6
b7C
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B. THE YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE (YSA)

.
The"Young Socialist” magainze issue of June, 1968,

contained a feature article on HUEY P. NEWTON. This was
in the form of an interview with NEWTON in jail by DERRICK
MORRISON, National Committee member of the YSA. This
interview attempted to publicize the usual points of the
BPP in question and answer form. The same issue contained
another article by Editor CAROL LIPMAN entitled-, "Defend
the Panthers-- Free Huey Newton—-Free Eldridge Cleaver”.
LIPMAN called on the readers to organize support for the
BPP in each area. This would be in the form of meetings
where the real story of the attacks on the Black Panthers
could be told and funds collected. Also in the form of
enlisting the interests of prominent citizens or in demanding
that the California Adult Authority release ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
from jail. It was pointed out that information concerning
CLEAVER could be secured from the International Committee
to Release Eldridge Cleaver, P.0. Box 2967, Customs House,
San Francisco, California.

CLEAVER was in jail in Vacaville, California, until’
his release by a local judge as a result of his having
taken part in a shootout with the Oakland Police Departmentm April, 1968, at a time when he was on parole from another
California offense.

A characterization of the YSA
is contained in the appendix.

II. COMMUNIST PARTY TACTICS

There is no material to report under this
category during the period.

III. COMMUNIST PARTY PENETRATION
AND INFLUENCE IN RACIAL AND
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

There is no information as to Communist influence
in the activities of racial organizations in this area at
this time

.
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3LACK PANTHER PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for
Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for
Self Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister
of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in December, 1966,
as a militant black nationalist political organization to combat
'police brutality," to unite militant black youth, and to
determine the destiny of black communities . The political
philosophy was taken from writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of
Communist China and black militant writers.

In March, 196 8, the name?vof the organization was
changed to Black Panther Party (BPP).

The official BPP publication, "The Black Panther
Party - Black Community News Service,"’ states that the BPP
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent
revolutionary program to end oppression of black people.

On February 17, 1968, SLDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister, of
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviplent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minister of
Justice, BPP, upon H. RAP BROWN, Chairman of SNCC. -

SNCC is a militant Negro organization
which preaches black supremacy.

*

NEWTON, aforementioned, is incarcerated in /the Alameda
County Jail, Oakland, California, awaiting trial on charge of
murder of an Oakland police officer.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense Fund
are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.

APPENDIX



SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY
SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

~ A source advised on August 1, I960, that the San
Francisco .Branch of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) was
formed approximately in the early part of 1938, and the Oakland
Branch of the SWP was formed in the latter part' of 1938.

A second source advised on October 26, 1959, that the
name of the Oakland Branch of the SWP was changed to the Oakland
Berkeley Branch of the SWP.

A third source advised on May 1, 1967, that the San
Francisco Branch and the Oakland-Berkeley Branch of the SWP
follow the policies and directives of the National SWP with
which they are affiliated.

The SWP has been designated by the Attorney
General of the United States pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

APPENDIX
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STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360 - 362
Nelson Street, S.W. , Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself
as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency
attempting to stimulate and foster the growth of local pro-
test movements. SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement
which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960.
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a
loose network of militant youth which was officially named
SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, STOKELY
CARMICHAEL was elected National Chairman by the Central
Committee. In May, 1967, CARMICHAEL was replaced as Chairman
by H. RAP BROWN, with CARMICHAEL assuming the position of
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at
the invitation of FIDEL CASTRO, CARMICHAEL participated in
the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference
which was held in ’Havana, Cuba. Subsequent thereto, CARMICHAEL
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He
returned to the United States in December, 1967, at which
time his passport was picked up because of travel to unauthorized
countries.

A source advised that when CARMICHAEL was elected
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program ,of
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of
H. RAP BROWN as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world-
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand
against violations of these rights by the American Government
and to strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and.
to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identifies
SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. It ad-
vocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop a
revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. RAP BROWN said, :'You
better shape up America, or we'll burn you down." Later in
February, 1968, in a publicized note BROWN wrote, "America,
if it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against
you and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to
organize your children, your God, your poor, ‘your country,
and to organize mankind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin,
then here's my life."

APPENDIX 1
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YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE (known in
'the San Francisco Bay Area as the
Bay Area Young Socialist Alliance, aka
the Bay Area Committee of the Young
Socialist Alliance, Bay Area Committee
for the Young Socialist)

A source advised on May 16, 1960, that the Bay Area
Young Socialist Alliance (BAYSA) was formed in February, 1958,
as the Bay Area Committee for the Young Socialist (BACYS) .At
a later stage in . its development prior to adoption of the name
BAYSA, the organization was known as the Bay Area Committee of
the Young Socialist Alliance (BACYSA)

.

The source advised that as a result of a national
convention held April 15-17, 1960, at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
the BAYSA became a branch of the national organization to be
known as the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) and will carry out
in the Northern California area the policies of the YSA.

A second source advised May 1, 1967, that the BAYSA
is currently active and is composed of two locals: The San
Francisco YSA and the Berkeley YSA.

The first source advised on May 1, 1967, that the
BAYSA, although ostensibly an independent organization, is in •

reality controlled by the San Francisco Branch, Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) and the Oakland Branch, SWP.

The SWP has been designated by the Attorney
General of the United States pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

APPENDIX
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YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE

The May, 1960 issue of the "Young Socialist" (YS),
page 1, column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, I960,
a national organization entitled "The Young Socialist Alliance
(YSA) was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This
issue stated that this organization was formed by the nation-
wide supporter clubs of the publication YS.

The above issue, page 6, set forth the Founding Declaratior
of the YSA. This declaration stated- that the YSA recognizes

.

the Socialist Workers Party (SPW) as the only existing political
leadership on class struggle principles of revolutionary social-
ism.

On March 10, 1967, a source advised that the YSA was
formed during 1957, by youth of various left socialist tendencies,
particularly members and followers of the SWP. The source fur-
ther advised that the YSA has recently become more open about
admitting that it is the you£h group of the SWP and that the
SWP representative has publicly stated that the YSA is the
SWP’s youth group.

The headquarters 'of the YSA are located in Rooms 532-536,
41 Union Square West, New York City.

The SWP has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

A characterization of "Young Socialist*'
is set out separately.

APPENDIX
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"YOUNG SOCIALIST"

The "Young Socialist" is a magazine published five
times a year by the Young Socialist Alliance. The October, 1964,
edition, the initial edition utilizing the magazine format, relates
that this magazine succeeds the "Young Socialist" newspaper in an
effort to provide "more facts on more general issues than a small
newspaper can .

* !

The newspaper "Young Socialist" was formerly described
as the official organ of the Young Socialist Alliance.

The "Young Socialist" maintains headquarters at Room 535,
41 Union Square West, New York City, and the mailing address of
P.O.Box 471, Cooper Station, New York. New York 10003.
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Xj CP STRATEGY

LA T-l
LAT-2 5/10/68

. On March 30, 1968, the Negro Commission of the
SCDCP held a meeting at 1220 East 65th Street. The chairman
of the meeting was BILL TAYLOR who said the main problem
facing the CP was on how to reach the Negro in, the ghetto..
.TAYLOR also , said' the CP must build a Negro cadre and then
speak out on Negro questions and give guidance to the
problems that concern the Negro people.

•' LA T-3 (8/2/68) -
.

BILL TAYLOR in August 1968, was- a full-time
employee of the SCDCP, and the Negro Affairs
Director for the SCDCP, as well as being
a member of the National Committee, CP-USA.

LA T-5 (4/15/68) - .

-

On April 10, 1968, .a meeting of the South Central
Club, Moranda Smith Section, SCDCP, was held at 5731 South
St. Andrews Place. During instant meeting -a discussion was
held concerning the recent murder of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING,
and it was pointed out that this presented a good time for
the CP to increase its organizing and recruiting in the
Negro community.

LA T-5 (5/17/68)

On April 13* 1968, the District Committee of the
SCDCP held a meeting at 1251 South St. Andrews Place. During
the meeting a proposal was made that the CP should issue a
circular and distribute it in areas where there is alleged
racism. It was also suggested that an organization be set
up in several areas and try police who are accused of
police brutality.
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LA T-l (5/23/68)
LA T-2 (5/23/68) •

LA T-3 (5/17/68)
LA T-6 (5/16/68)

On May 11, 1968, the Negro Commission of the SCDCP
held a meeting at 4431 Angeles Vista Boulevard, During
instant meeting it was pointed out that more Negro members
were needed in the SCDCP. Also that the current Negro CP
members should get into mass Negro organizations and build
the CP. A discussion was also held on the great need for

, leadership in Negro organizations and it was mentioned that
the CP could provide this leadership. '

LA T-3 (5/17/68)

BILL TAYLOR (supra) told several Negro CP members
in May 1968* that the CP wanted no part of many of the new
militant Negro organizations because many of their members
carried guns and were constantly in trouble with the police.
TAYLOR said many of these organizations were without good
leaders and the members would not follow a good leader?*
and would not take advice or follow suggestions. For
this reason, TAYLOR said, the CP would not try to work
with or for these organizations.

LA T-6 ‘ (6/18/68)
LA T-7 (6/17/68)

On June 3j 1968, the Executive Board' of the SCDCP
and the Negro Commission of the SCDCP, held a meeting at
3443 Tenth Avenue. During the meeting it was brought out
that the Negro and white members of the SCDCP show a definite
lack of communication, and that they must learn to work
together if they are to have any influence in the Negro
community.
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. . LA T-l (6/24/88)
'

LA T-2 (6/24/68)

On June 17 > 1988, the 'Executive Board of the
South Central .Club, Moranda Smith Section, SCDCB, held a
meeting at 5731 South" St. Andrews Place. A discussion was
held at instant meeting on the need for' the CP to attract
more. Negro members. It was pointed out that many new, young

' Negro organizations had no trouble getting members and the
CP should hold activities that would attract the Negro.

LA T-3 (.6/20/68)

On June 19, 1968, a meeting of CP Negro members
was held at 2128 Third Avenue. During instant meeting it
was .pointed out that the SCDCP was hot recruiting Negro
members. One way to accomplish this, it was suggested,
was to hold a forum every three months and invite non-
party people. It was brought out that topics of interest
to the Negro community could be discussed.

LA T-8 (6/26/68) .

Informant furnished a copy of a speech given by
BILL TAYLOR (Supra)' at the District Convention of the SCDCP,
held on June 22, 1968. In this speech, TAYLOR stated in part
as follows: • . ;

"The demand for Negro freedom raised by out
party is centered on the slogan: ‘For full social,
economic and political equality:’ We feel it is the

. strategic demand of the Negro people. To take steps •

to make this slogan a reality, we support the supple-
mentary slogans raised within the frameword of
‘Black Power", such as: "black control of the black,
community", "community police review boards composed
of the indiginous population, etc. 1

.

/



"The most urgent and consistent need of the
community for winning these demands is 1) all-class
unity, and 2) working-class leadership. •

,

-"We 'do- believe that only socialism can really
*

.
. bring fulfillment of Negro aspirations for freedom,
because it abolishes man’s exploitation by man,
the need for division in the. working class or the
playing of .one group, against the other withers away

,

and man can then live in real peace, freedom and
equality." • -

*

II.1 CP TACTICS .

‘ "
'

There is no material to report under this category
during this period.

*
' /

III. CP PENETRATION AND INFLUENCE IN RACIAL AND OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS

LA T-3 (8/2/68) .

'

Source advised that to the best of his knowledge,
in August 19^8, there was no infiltration of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People in the
Los Angeles area, by the CP.

There has been no additional information reported
concerning SCDCP influence in ttie activities of racial
organizations in the Los Angeles area during the recent
past.
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